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Abstract

Solomon Islands attained independence in 1978, Vanuatu in 1980. During the colonial era foreign 

systems of law, English in Solomon Islands and English and French in Vanuatu, were introduced and 

widely applied.

Naturally enough independence brought with it the feeling and aspiration that customary law should 

play a vital role in the legal affairs of the new nations and to this end their respective Constitutions 

incorporated formulae for the general application of customary law. The constitutional documents did 

not prescribe that customary law was to govern specific situations and circumstances but chose instead 

to lay down a broad formula for its applicability.

These formulae will be examined and the post-independence case law assessed to chart the extent to 

which customary law has been accorded recognition and applied as a source of law, especially in 

relation to its standing vis-a-vis received law. This examination will concentrate on family law and 

succession, realms in which customary law is particularly relevant and plays a prominent role. The 

thesis will consider whether or not progress has been made with regard to reconciling customary law 

and received law so that they can operate smoothly in tandem in the legal system.

Modem fundamental rights agendas are enshrined in both Constitutions. The demands of these often 

conflict with custom particularly in the realm of gender equality since customary law as presently 

established is dominated by an ethos of male control. Existing statutory provisions and recent case law 

will be scrutinised to pinpoint the areas in which discord between custom and modem rights charters is 

most acute. This aspect will be explored with emphasis on the issue of whether or not custom is 

flexible enough to adapt so that it can accommodate the expectations of the rights provisions.



Abbreviations

CACAppC Court of Appeal Civil Appeal Case

CACrAppC Court of Appeal Criminal Appeal Case

CLB Commonwealth Law Bulletin

HCCC High Court Civil Case

HCCrC High Court Criminal Case

HCCAppC High Court Civil Appeal Case

HCCrAppC High Court Criminal Appeal Case
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JPacS Journal of Pacific Studies
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SCCAppC Supreme Court Civil Appeal Case
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VUWLR Victoria University of Wellington Law Review

Traditional law reporting in the Pacific is basic and fitful. In Vanuatu there are no reports prior to 1980 

and none after 1994. In Solomon Islands reports are only available from 1980 to 1990. Even these 

reports are difficult to come by. Obtaining up-to-date legislation is also problematic. Consequently the 

increasing volume of judgments and legislation available now on-line through the University of the 

South Pacific Law School are an invaluable resource. The simplest way to access these is through 

http://www.vanuatu.usp.ac.fj/paclawmat/Paclawmat_MAIN.html. Material is also now becoming 

increasingly available on-line through the Pacific Islands Legal Information Institute (PacLII), 

http://www.paclii.org/. References in the thesis are through the USP link. Statute law chapter number 

references are to those in the Solomon Islands Revised Laws 1996 and the Revised Laws of Republic 

of Vanuatu 1988.
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Personal note

In April 1980 I arrived in Solomon Islands to take up a post as the Magistrate for the Central 

District. Although I had spent seven years in the 1970s in Zambia this had been in a private 

practice with a predominantly expatriate clientele and my exposure to cases involving customary 

elements was minimal. This left me ill prepared to face the barrage o f claims made in court that 

custom should be a, if not the, key factor in deciding the matter in hand. The claims for 

consideration of custom were limitless but commonly arose as a defence and in mitigation of 

sentence in criminal matters, and were prevalent in civil disputes, particularly those revolving 

around family law. Many of those attending court frequently seemed bemused and frustrated that 

custom was not the automatic determining factor in the court process. Some on occasion went so 

far as to express downright anger and hostility towards what they saw as the dominance of the 

‘foreign’ or ‘white man’s’ law.

After two years as a judicial officer I was appointed as the country’s first Public Solicitor charged 

with establishing and running a nation-wide legal aid service. My six and half years in this 

position made me even more keenly aware of the enormous chasm that exists between the ideas 

and feelings underlying custom and the principles and rules governing the common law and 

imported statutory law. Operating a legal aid clinic brought a constant stream of clients seeking 

assistance and advice on an endless range of problems. Claims of customary rights featured 

prominently in these.

Looking back I realise that in the daily hustle and bustle of rushing from court to court and court 

to office to keep appointments I may not always have spent enough time on theoretical reflection 

over the difficulties the gulf separating the systems threw up. The busy practice of law is often 

dominated by the quick search for a solution that in the adviser’s opinion best serves the client’s 

immediate interests rather than musing over the ideology that may guide their actions, claims and 

beliefs. In retrospect, even though the office conducted test cases on the place and application of 

customary law within the legal structure, I was always aware that it operated within a legal 

system that bore the commanding imprint of introduced British law. In light of this I acknowledge 

that at times practical advice was probably tailored to fit this common law inheritance.

I left the islands in 1988 to work elsewhere but the problem of resolving the clash between 

customary and received law never totally left my thoughts. Consequently when in 1996, shortly
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after my arrival in Australia, I was fortunate enough to be given the chance to pursue 

postgraduate research my choice of thesis topic was automatic. What follows should plug some 

gaps in the literature on the subject and assist those involved in the task of applying customary 

law in Pacific island jurisdictions.



Chapter 1

Introduction
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Background and thesis rationale

The second half of the 20th century witnessed a dramatic increase in the study of customary law. 

This upsurge was most obvious in Africa and generated a mountain of scholarly literature.1 

Customary law studies in the Pacific region, with the possible exceptions of Papua New Guinea,2 

and to lesser extent western Polynesia,3 received scant and fitful attention in this period.

One example o f the 'poorer cousin' syndrome illustrates the woeful lack of customary law studies 

in the two jurisdictions. In the 1970s and 1980s Papua New Guinea had a dynamic and vibrant 

Law Reform Commission. In the post-colonial era many African nations also set up similar 

Commissions which diligently explored and reported on customary law matters. In post-apartheid 

South Africa the Law Reform Commission has been tireless in researching and producing 

recommendations for the future role of customary law. By way of contrast Solomon Islands only 

instituted a Commission in the mid-1990s. It never received adequate funding to enable it to 

conduct proper research or employ sufficient personnel and essentially operated as a one-man 

band. Not surprisingly its output was meagre and after a couple of years it fell by the wayside 

when its appointed head became a High Court judge. Vanuatu has never had a Commission.

Happily, since I embarked on my research in the latter half of 1996, the region has benefited from 

a wave of belated, but deserved academic notice evidenced by the publication in 1997 o f a 

dedicated volume Sources o f  Law in the Pacific by the Journal o f  Pacific Studies,4 Additionally a

1 Recommended works over this period are: TO Elias The Nature o f  African Customary Law Manchester UP 1962; AN 
Allott Essays in African Law Butterworths London 1960 and New Essays in African Law Butterworths London 1970; 
M Chanock Law, Custom and Social Order: the Colonial Experience in Malawi and Zambia, Cambridge UP 1985 and 
TW Bennett .4 Sourcebook o f  African Customary Law fo r  Southern Africa Juta&  Co Cape Town 1991.
" In the immediate flush o f independence in PNG an active Law Reform Commission published a series o f Papers and 
Reports tackling issues surrounding the implementation of customary law. Its efforts were supplemented by an 
enthusiastic body of academics at the University o f PNG who contributed a stimulating variety o f articles on customary 
law topics published in the fledgling Melanesian Law Journal. The various essays in Law and Social Change in Papua 
New Guinea, D Weisbrot, A Paliwala and A Sawyerr (eds), Butterworths Sydney 1982; Bernard Narakobi’s stirring 
and heartfelt appeal for the return to a legal system dominated by customary values: Lo Blong Yumi Yet: Law and 
Custom in Melanesia, The Melanesian Institute for Pastoral and Socio-Economic Service Goroka PNG and USP, Suva 
1989; O Jessep and J Luluaki’s Principles o f  Family Law in Papua New Guinea University o f PNG 2nd ed 1994; and 
the various papers published in the compendium volume, Custom at the Crossroads J Aleck and J Rannells (eds) 
Faculty o f  Law University o f PNG 1995 are also recommended.
3 The bulk of the credit for academic work in this region falls to Professor Guy Powles for his collection of 
contributions; see for example his ‘The Common Law as a Source of Law in the South Pacific: Experiences in Western 
Polynesia’ (1988) 10 University o f  Hawaii Law Review 105.
4 Volume 21 published by the School o f Social and Economic Development, USP Suva Fiji. Jennifer Corrin Care, a 
tireless promoter o f legal education in the South Pacific, edited the volume.
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full law degree course, including a unit devoted to customary' law, has been established at a new 

campus of the University of the South Pacific in Vanuatu.5

Until the recent swell o f interest, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu were gravely neglected by 

academics and researchers. Such academic contributions as then existed were largely general 

reviews.6 Systematic programmed research scrutinising and evaluating the overall role of 

customary law in the respective legal orders had not been undertaken. This lack o f detailed 

scholarship makes any convincing statements as to legal developments since independence 

impossible. Solomon Islands became independent in 1978, Vanuatu in 1980, and both nations 

have therefore been self-governing for over twenty years. At independence both inherited 

introduced laws. In Vanuatu this inheritance was a dual one, from both Britain and France. How 

this legacy of laws reacts with and ranks in relation to, indigenous customary norms is critical to 

public confidence in, and public understanding of, the legal system.

Almost 95% of the combined population of both nations are Melanesian and thus prima facie 

subject to customary law as their personal domiciliary law. Throughout Melanesia key aspects of 

social regulation hinge upon land tenure, marriage, divorce, status, inheritance and succession. 

On all these subjects custom has refined a positive and distinct pattern of practice. However a 

perusal of court judgments in the post-independence era shows a continuing reliance on the 

canons of imported law. Customary law seems to subsist somewhat uneasily and shakily amongst 

an entrenched patchwork of imported laws often conceptually exotic to the values o f customary 

society.

Attempting to review, analyse and conclude upon all the manifestations of conflict between 

customary and received law is too huge a task for one thesis. The thesis strategy and design will 

consequently concentrate on specific spheres and themes. There are certain areas it is simply 

impracticable to tackle because of limitations on time and thesis length.

5 In 1997 the University Law School launched a pioneering electronic journal, the Journal o f  South Pacific Law  (JSPL) 
which publishes a wide and informative range o f academic articles and papers on topics o f regional interest. The 
School’s website www.vanautu.usp.ac.fi is rapidly building up a valuable database o f Pacific case law and legislation. 
This is imperative for the advancement o f legal scholarship in the region, since research has hitherto been dogged by 
the paucity of published material.
6 For example the valuable articles o f JC Corrin ‘Sources o f Law under the Constitution o f Vanuatu’ (1985) 1 QITLJ 
225-233 and D Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism in Vanuatu: Legal Development and the Role o f  Customary 
Law’ (1989) 13 Pacific Studies 65-97.

http://www.vanautu.usp.ac.fi
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Areas outside scope of study

Determining the day-to-day custom of any particular group of islanders would require painstaking 

fieldwork amongst them. Although custom in Melanesia may have common unifying principles, 

it is safe to say that it may also vary from island to island and even within one island. This 

multiplicity of custom is explicitly acknowledged by the definition of customary law in section 

144(1) o f the Solomon Islands Constitution stipulating that: ‘“customary law” means the rules of 

customary law prevailing in an area of Solomon Islands.’

As a result elucidating upon the custom prevailing in the islands is clearly beyond the ambit of 

one dissertation. In the absence of any investigation at the local level the thesis will not be 

directly concerned with anthropological or ethnographical issues.

The gulf between custom and received law spreads through all the domains in which they come 

into contact. Two of these fields, criminal law7 and land law arguably merit detailed and lengthy 

study as they impinge regularly upon the life of islanders. Originally I had hoped to comment in 

these areas but to do so would have dramatically diluted other areas of study.

Naturally in any study of this kind conflict of laws problems arise not only between custom and 

received law but also between one custom and another. Rather than discuss this in a separate 

chapter, and in any event it is probably another topic worthy of an individual thesis, I have dealt 

with conflict issues as they crop up in analysing the various areas of study.

My research centres on the question of how the upper courts have broached the problem of 

settling cases where custom has been a feature and there has been some issue over the applicable 

law. This has meant that the operation of the important local courts has not been examined in any 

depth. Particularly in Solomon Islands these courts are widely located and very active. My 

justification for their omission is twofold and straightforward. Firstly as the courts sit daily 

handling a vast array of cases any examination of how they function would involve extensive, 

time-consuming and expensive research. Such investigation would warrant more than one 

dissertation to give the subject the attention it merits. Secondly such courts are, by the laws 

instituting them,8 enjoined to apply customary law and accordingly in carrying out their legal

7 For brief comment see K Brown ‘Criminal Law and Custom in Solomon Islands’ (1986) 2 QITLJ 133-139.
8 The Local Courts Act 1942, (Cap 19) (Solomon Islands); Island Courts Act 1983, (Cap 167) (Vanuatu).
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business there should in theory be no question of clashes between custom and received law. 

Nevertheless, since the courts are set up on a western model9 and their decisions appealable to 

superior courts, how they act and how the superior courts approach the local resolution process 

can be instructive. Local court determinations that have been adjudicated upon appeal are 

discussed where relevant to the fields o f research under review.

The remaining arenas involving the interaction of customary law and received law are legion.10 

The nuts and bolts of what follows revolves around a survey and critique of superior court case 

law to detect the judicial posture on the standing of customary law vis-a-vis other sources of law. 

Since independence the Parliaments o f both countries have legislated only sporadically, and in a 

limited and timid fashion, on topics concerning customary law. The intent and effect of these 

measures is examined.11 The study is, therefore, designed as a pragmatic progress report and 

analysis of what has actually occurred in the formal judicial, and incidentally legislative, system. 

It has no pretensions to expound customary law as actually practiced on an everyday basis at the 

grassroots level.

Thesis Framework 

The colonial era -  historical perspective

The first section will look at the pre-independence situation to find out how customary law fared 

in colonial times. The two key questions posed are; how far was it recognised, either officially or 

by turning a blind eye to its practice; and secondly what efforts, if any, were taken to suppress it 

and supplant it with introduced law? Having set the scene as to the legal system in force 

immediately before independence a close inspection of the relevant constitutional declarations as 

to the applicable laws is an essential second port of call.

9 See A Jowitt ‘Island Courts in Vanuatu’, (1999) 3 JSPL Working Paper No. 3.
10 For example Volume 4 (1989) o f  Law and Anthropology was devoted to a collection o f articles and papers discussing 
aspects o f the debate in a selection o f African countries.
11 On the pitfalls o f legislating on custom issues see D Ludimani ‘Custom in Legislative Drafting: adopting the FUSSY 
or FUZZY style?’ (2000) 4 JSPL Working Paper No. 5.
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The standing of customary law by reference to constitutional prescription

The imposition of foreign law during colonial times created a plural legal order and the need to 

install some sort of 'pecking order.' Under this order customary law was not surprisingly 

subordinated to imported law. With the fall of the final curtain on overseas rule and the advent of 

autonomy, if customary law was to enjoy a higher profile, then independence charters formalising 

explicit declarations as to the status of customary law in relation to other legal sources were 

critical.

As we shall see the constitutions of both countries incorporated a formula for the application of 

customary law and the drafting method employed to achieve this preferred a general and non

explicit approach to one based on setting down a specific and detailed blueprint. In Solomon 

Islands an attempt was made to fix the relative standing of customary law but in Vanuatu sloppy 

drafting technique left its status uncertain. An analysis of court decisions will show how some 

judicial officers have taken the opportunity offered by any ambiguity to sidestep and subvert 

genuine constitutional design. This chapter will set out the reasons and factors that have resulted 

in customary law regularly being sidelined and offer suggestions so that its proper place in the 

legal landscape is secured.

The law relating to the family

It is trite to comment that the family is central to customary law. In the small-scale communities 

in which customary law flourishes family, clan and lineage concerns rule the roost. Customary 

family law with its emphasis on kin-group interests is at odds with western family law models 

centred on the nuclear family and the rights and duties of the individuals in it. Surprisingly no 

precise evaluation of the questions stemming from the appropriateness of the regimes currently 

instituted in either jurisdiction has been undertaken.12 For example do, and if they do, should, the 

laws passed in colonial times and largely predicated on the nuclear family and Christian morality 

apply to communities where the relevant range of relationships and the applicable moral issues 

may be very different?

12 Compare Papua New Guinea where this and other questions surrounding the two ideologies are explored in Jessep 
and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994.
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We shall note that current statute law dealing with family relations consists of a rag-tag-and- 

bobtail hotchpotch of inherited law amended on an ad hoc basis. This law will be considered to 

see if  it contains a cohesive rationale to satisfy the demands of a dual family structure. This body 

of law is deeply rooted in English family law of the 1950s and 1960s and analysis will reveal 

whether or not it can be adapted to fit not only the demands of custom but also tackle the pressing 

claims of women.

An evaluation of the relevant case law and legislation will seek to pinpoint the zones where 

disharmony between customary and received law is most acute and assess the prospects of 

reconciling them. Special attention will be allotted to child custody, a field where the cleavage 

between the regimes is deepest. The institution of'bride price' on marriage, representing for many 

a deeply entrenched cultural tradition as a valued emblem of custom but to others signifying an 

outdated and offensive practice with its overtones of the purchase of women, will also be 

highlighted. How custom should relate to modem norms on gender equality is a topic that will 

feature prominently in the discussion of family law.

Succession and Inheritance

In customary societies these topics are inextricably linked to the family. Succession to rank or 

position assumes major moment in customaiy land holding. This is a domain where research in 

the two jurisdictions has been scanty if not non-existent.Traditionally the inheritance of 

property assumed slight significance in custom, individual ownership being rare. However 

investigation is justified to see how custom can deal with the appearance of 'new' property14 and 

the expanded accumulation of personal wealth. Some thorny questions to be probed in depth only 

serve to magnify the challenging issues that crop up. Should the intestacy regime depend on the 

type of property, customary or non-customary? Incidental to this is the related issue of whether 

property can neatly be separated into these categories. Should the mode of life adopted by the 

deceased govern the choice of succession regime?

13 RA Hughes’ Succession Law in the South Pacific Institute o f Justice and Applied Legal Studies USP Suva Fiji 1999 
is essentially a practical textbook summarising the regimes of succession law that operate in the region. These regimes 
imitate imported law. The volume does not purport to examine all the case law and statutes containing custom 
elements. See also Imrana Jalal’s Law fo r  Pacific Women: A Legal Rights Handbook Fiji Women’s Rights Movement 
Suva Fiji 1998 at 34-39 and 64-66.
14 Such as licences and tenancy rights, pension benefits and workers compensation or employment termination 
payments.
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The thesis will naturally analyse current succession regimes. This is especially crucial in Vanuatu 

where since independence there has been no legislation establishing a local succession system, 

and leading, albeit arguably dubious, authority15 has ruled that imported British law is settled as 

the universal regime.

Solomon Islands introduced its own comprehensive model of succession law by the Wills Probate 

and Administration Act 1987. No full academic assessment of this far-reaching legislation has yet 

been undertaken. The Act provides not only for intestate succession but also for family provision 

and testate disposition. An examination of the Act will appraise how successfully it caters for a 

mixed system of inheritance.

Reconciliation of the regimes

What is meant by reconciliation in this context? A look at possible alternative terms may be 

fruitful. Professor Allott embarked on the debate on the problems of the interrelationship between 

customary law and other laws as long ago as 1965.16 Harmonisation’ he described as

the  rem oval o f  d iscord , the reconciliation  o f  contradictory elem ents, betw een the rules 

and effects o f  the tw o  legal system s, w hich continue in force as self-sufficient bodies o f  

law.

He differentiated ‘harmonisation’ from ‘integration’, which he defined as

the  m aking o f  a new  legal system  by the com bining o f  tw o legal system s into a self- 

consisten t w hole. T he legal system s thus com bined still retain  a life o f  the ir ow n as 

sources o f  rules, bu t they  cease to  be self-sufficient autonom ous system s.

A third alternative he advanced was ‘unification,’ outlined as the creation of a new uniform 

system replacing the pre-existing systems. This process recognised that the new unified law ‘may 

well draw its rules from any of the component legal systems which it has replaced.’

15 Banga v Waiwo SCCAppC 1 o f 1996, unreported, judgment 17 June 1996, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme 
Court, (Civil).
16 AN Allott ‘Towards a Unification of Laws in Africa’ (1965) 14 ICLQ 366-389. All the quoted extracts are at 377.
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These definitions illustrate that the steps trodden to forge new legal orders in the post-colonial era 

may journey down different tracks. A final standpoint can only be arrived at after distilling from 

the language of the respective constitutional prescriptions what the architects o f the documents 

intended. Were they demanding the creation of a unified system or seeking integration? Or did 

they envisage that each system should remain autonomous but that clashes between the systems 

should be ironed out or harmonised as smoothly as possible?

For Solomon Islands we shall see that the sources of law are clearly treated as separate and an 

interpretation of reconciliation within the ambit of the above definitions would then perhaps be 

closest to that offered for ‘harmonisation.’17 The Vanuatu formula is not so positive and leaves 

open to debate whether or not its authors were stretching towards a local common law founded on 

a bedrock of custom.

In many respects customary law and common law are antithetical. The characteristics of the 

systems may conflict but where plurality is decreed by individual constitutions a pursuit of 

reconciliation of some sort would appear obligatory. My examination of the constitutional 

provisions of both nations will show that they dictate for the mandatory application of customary 

law. Accordingly it must be applicable as prescribed, subject only to any limitations placed on its 

application by the Constitutions themselves. As an integral component of the legal order this 

applicability cannot be fudged or hedged by extra-constitutional conditions and qualifications 

although I shall argue that judicial observation has sometimes wandered down this road.

Perhaps reconciliation is at heart a quest to discover to what extent the different bodies of law 

can, to put the matter colloquially, get on together satisfactorily. More formally, a practical 

dictionary definition offers one meaning of ‘reconcile’ as ‘to make (two apparently conflicting 

things) compatible or consistent with each other.’18 Certainly the two codes of law do prima facie 

conflict but are customary and imported law so intrinsically inter-antagonistic that reconciling 

them is a pipe dream? Or adopting a scientific analogy; is fission rather than fusion, inevitable?

Enormous obstacles block the path of reconciliation. The most monumental of these stems from 

the controlling and imperious nature of the common law, characteristics that renders it ill suited to

17 Interestingly the term employed by the South African Law Commission in their ambitious Project 90 ‘Harmonisation 
of the Common Law and Indigenous Law’
18 Collins English Dictionary, Australian Edition 1979.
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a pluralistic system.19 The common law is thus at best an uneasy bedfellow for customary law. 

The chapters discussing constitutional interpretation will amplify upon this aspect of the nature of 

the common law and assess how it has coped with a theoretically downgraded status after 

independence.20 This study will test the proposition that the powerful character o f the common 

law has stunted and hobbled the application of customary law. A corollary of this is the question 

of whether or not newly hatched jurisdictions retain a dependency on the mother’s milk of 

received law to the extent that the weaning away process becomes a journey into uncharted 

territory that is shied away from. The post-independence database of case law will be examined to 

see if customary law has been afforded its proper rank in the legal system and not been relegated 

to a subordinate place behind sources of received law.

If study reveals that custom has been, or can by positive steps be, installed on a proper footing, 

can it co-exist successfully with the common law? Can common sense guidelines be devised 

suggesting a methodology for settling how the different sources should be applied depending on 

the case scenario under judicial review?

A larger question is whether the pursuit of an indigenous jurisprudence, incorporating common 

law where appropriate, is realistic.21 In essence this assumes that a Melanesian version of the 

common law, with custom as a key feature, is a feasible objective. This option is not an easy one 

and comparative studies are a vital aid to any analysis. Across the water in neighbouring Papua 

New Guinea scholarly investigation on cognate issues may lend valuable assistance.22 African 

sources may also prove useful. Any elaboration of a new Melanesian jurisprudence presupposes 

more than reconciliation envisaging as it does the creation of a local common law by a process of 

integration. Creating a ruling body of local common law that is a blended amalgam of the present 

discrete systems would be an extensive process and might prove intractable if adherents to the 

separate ideologies remain tenacious in their loyalty to, and support of, their home system.

19 See GR Woodman ‘Studying the Laws: Respecting Customary Law in the Curriculum’ (1987) 15 Melanesian U  118 
at 125. For another stimulating viewpoint see J Aleck ‘Beyond Recognition: Contemporary Jurisprudence in the Pacific 
Islands and the Common Law Tradition’ (1991) QUTLJ 137-143.
20 For a scrupulous survey as to how the common law has fared in the region in the post-independence period see D 
Paterson "The application o f the common law and equity in countries of the South Pacific’ (1997) 21 JPacS 1-31.
21 MA Ntumy in ‘The Dream o f a Melanesian Jurisprudence: The Purpose and Limits o f Law Reform’ in Custom at the 
Crossroads 1995 at 7-19 advances a lucid argument.
22 J Nongorr ‘The Development o f an “Indigenous Jurisprudence” in Papua New Guinea: The Past Record and Future 
Prospects’ and DK Srivastava ‘The Underlying Law o f Papua New Guinea and its Development by the Courts’ in 
Custom at the Crossroads 1995 at 68-83 and 84-96 respectively offer two instructive studies.
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This leads naturally to an examination of the standpoint that contends customary law will survive 

best if separated from the mainstream and only applied in 'pure' custom matrices. This 

examination is warranted as the viewpoint represents a strong body of populist belief.23 The idea 

denies any prospect of reconciliation and is predicated on a form of legal apartheid decreeing that 

the bodies of law function as the exclusive law in their own sphere of influence. The belief 

assumes that custom is ill suited to a modem nation and cannot compete with a dominant all

embracing common law. Adherents of this outlook take a negative stance on the ability of 

customary law to survive unless it is cocooned from outside forces. However, as undiluted 

customary situations are likely to decrease, clinging to a shrinking base of cases may consign 

customary law to the status of a quaint and archaic museum piece.24 Furthermore a policy of strict 

separation fails to tackle the problem of which system of law shall govern mixed situations where 

it is impossible to state categorically that one body of law should exclusively apply because the 

facts are uncontaminated by elements from another sphere.

Human rights and customary law

The compatibility of customary law with modem human rights charters has been the centre of 

intense debate in recent years25 and is a major theme of this thesis. A conspicuous feature of 

customary law as presently instituted and practiced in Melanesia is its patriarchy.26 Consequently 

it is in the arena of gender equality that the clash between custom and human rights is most acute.

Patriarchy is signified when men prescribe the rules and also control the bodies that determine 

their application.27 Any power that women possess is therefore largely social and informal. Since 

patriarchal norms are presently pervasive in the region any agenda advanced for the wider 

application of customary law will be most vulnerable to criticism from those who maintain that

231 am unable find any studies on this point but as Public Solicitor and a Course Coordinator for USP Customary Law 
correspondence studies I heard this opinion expressed regularly by the man in the street and local law students.
24 For more extended comment see K Brown ‘Customary Law in the Pacific: an Endangered Species?’ (1999) 3 JSPL.
25 Regionally see the papers and documents in (1992) 22VUWLR/Monograph 4 discussing the Draft Pacific Charter o f  
Human Rights. For recent local comment see K Brown and J Corrin Care ‘Conflict in Melanesia: Customary Law and 
the Rights o f Women’ (1998) 24 CLB 1334-1355, J Corrin Care ‘Conflict between Customary Law and Human Rights 
in the South Pacific’ (1999) Vol 1 Commonwealth Law Conference Papers Kuala Lumpur 251; also located at 
<htpp://www.butterworths.com.sg/articles/JenniferCorrin-Care.htm> and Leita Tabata ‘Application of the Human 
Rights Conventions in Pacific Islands Courts’ (2000) 4 JSPL Working Paper No 5. For further comment see O Jessep 
‘Village Courts in Papua New Guinea: Constitutional and Gender Issues’ (1992) 6 Int J  o f  Law and the Family 401-416 
and TW Bennett ‘The Compatibility o f African Customary Law and Human Rights’ (1991) Acta Juridica 18-35.
26 Los J put the matter crisply in State v Kopilyo Kipungi and Others (1983) N.437 when he observed ‘Although the 
equality o f sexes is now a constitutional principle in Papua New Guinea, at this stage it is more a matter o f books, 
rather than practice. The character o f  all aspects o f life is male dominance.’
27 For a stimulating exposition see K Millett Sexual Politics Sphere Books London (Abacus Edition) 1972 at 23-58.

http://www.butterworths.com.sg/articles/JenniferCorrin-Care.htm
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its patriarchal ethos is unsuited to modem values, particularly those encompassing gender 

equality. It is perhaps an over-simplification to assert that customary groups are governed by a 

culture of duties not rights, as the currents of social movement might direct that an individual’s 

entitlements depend on a variety of fluid factors intimately tied up with the prime concern of 

group survival and continuation. Thus any member might find that what he or she might expect 

from the social unit would be linked to their, or their family’s behaviour or their contribution to 

the common good of the group. Nevertheless, the notion of an individual’s duties to a social 

group looms larger in Melanesia than in the west, a factor acknowledged by the inclusion of a 

code of duties in the Vanuatu Constitution,28

All this makes the wholesale adoption of a code of rights, as conceived and understood in western 

philosophy and jurisprudence, culturally painful. The versions of customary law established 

under colonial rule allocate to senior males a power and authority they are unlikely to relinquish 

readily. Furthermore the values of customary law are resilient and will not abruptly be wished 

away by the decrees of a constitutional code of fundamental rights.

How far do the rights regimes extend? The thesis explores the two constitutions to determine the 

extent to which they insulate customary law from contemporary norms. This is a controversial 

and prickly problem. Case law examination in Melanesia reveals a disturbing trend of factual 

matrices that endorse the shabby and unequal treatment of women. A series of 'kidnapping' cases 

in Vanuatu exposes a blatant contempt for women's fundamental rights. I will argue that if 

customary law is to retain credibility it must adjust to meet modem standards. Women’s’ groups 

are rightly becoming intolerant of and antipathetic to many of the practices of customary law. The 

repercussions of signing and implementing international conventions,29 particularly those on the 

rights of children and discrimination against women, will be assessed.

28 Catalogued in Article 7, taken almost verbatim from the roilcall o f Basic Social Obligations set out in the Preamble 
to the 1975 Constitution o f Papua New Guinea. The Article is set out in n 338 at 90 below.
29 There are two relevant conventions. Their status and applicability in Solomon Islands and Vanuatu is as follows. 
Firstly, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination o f  All Forms o f  Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 
1979, General Assembly Resolution 34/180, United Nations Document A/34/46 entered into force on 3 September 
1981. Solomon Islands became a State Party to the Convention on 6 May 2002. Vanuatu acceded to it on the 8 
September 1995 and then ratified it by the Convention on the Elimination o f  A ll Forms o f  Discrimination Against 
Women (Ratification) Act 1995, Act 3 o f 1995, thus investing it with the force o f domestic law. Secondly the United 
Nations 1989 Convention on the Rights o f  the Child (CROC), General Assembly Resolution 45/25, annex, 20 
November 1989, United Nations Document A/44/49 (1989) entered into force 2 September 1990. Solomon Islands 
acceded to the Convention on the 10 April 1995. Vanuatu is a State Party by virtue of documents signed on 30 
September 1990 and 7 July 1993 and ratified the Convention by the Convention on the Rights o f  the Child 
(Ratification) Act 1992, Act 26 o f 1992. In Molu v Molu SCCC 30 of 1996 (SC Matrimonial Case 130 o f 1996) the 
present Chief Justice held that the 1989 Convention was part o f the domestic law, a view supported by the Court of 
Appeal in Kong v Kong CACivAppC 10 o f 1999. Logically the 1979 Convention would also be part o f domestic law.
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I have earmarked the arenas of family law and succession for special attention as they stand out 

as those where women are probably most disadvantaged. A measured investigation of pertinent 

local case law30 and legislation will bring to light the size of the problem. On the back of this 

examination I will suggest ways to incorporate, within the constitutional frameworks, the 

implementation o f modem norms and the provisions of human rights conventions, when these are 

applicable.

Terminology

Received law

A variety of adjectives may be used to denote that body of law applicable in a jurisdiction that is 

not home grown. Although ‘received’ has been chosen for the thesis title, in this introduction I 

have also used the terms ‘imported law’ and ‘introduced law’ both of which are equally 

descriptive. Accordingly I claim no magical properties for the title term.

Some writers have taken to terms with a stronger emotive message such as ‘transplanted’ or 

‘imposed’ law.31 Both of these latter appellations are accurate in that the law was moved from one 

jurisdiction to another and implemented there without any consultation with, or the agreement of, 

the indigenous population. Rwezaura offers a ringing political statement as to a foreign law being 

foisted willy-nilly on local inhabitants when he declaims

T his paper is a contribution  to  the d iscussion o f  the im position  o f  an alien legal system  

upon an indigenous population  in a T hird W orld country. C olonial state law , as opposed 

to  trad itional law , is by its nature an im position, an attem pt to  regulate the social relations 

o f  a  particu lar population  over w hich tha t state exercised  pow er.32

30 Already one landmark judgment in the Vanuatu case o f Noel v Toto SCCC 18 of 1994, unreported, judgment 19 
April 1995, recorded at USPILJ Vanuatu Cases, Supreme Court (Civil) might offer a stepping-stone solution for 
adapting customary law to the rights regimes enshrined constitutionally.
31 See J Ojwang ‘Legal Transplantation: Rethinking the Role and Significance o f Western Law in Africa’ in Legal 
Pluralism PG Sack and E Minchin (eds) Law Department Research School o f Social Studies ANU 1985 at 99-123.
32 Opening statement o f his paper ‘Indigenous Responses to the Imposition o f Colonial Law: the Case o f the Kuria 
People o f Tanzania’ in Legal Pluralism Sack and Minchin (eds) 1985 at 125-138.
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The matter remains one of personal preference and the principal reason I have opted for 

‘received law’ is that this was the phrase most frequently in use in legal circles during my 

time in Solomon Islands.33

General law

Another problem lies in unearthing a satisfactory expression to describe the assortment of other 

legal sources, apart from customary law, that make up the full corpus of law in the legal system. 

This body of law differs from the received law in that it also incorporates statutory measures 

enacted locally by both the colonial authority and the post-independence legislature. The phrases 

‘official law’ and ‘state law’ implicitly exile customary law to the margins of the legal system. 

Furthermore they may be inaccurate and misleading because if customary law is constitutionally 

entrenched it automatically becomes a constituent division of state law and can hardly be denoted 

as unofficial. An additional objection is that it is difficult to conceive how the common law and 

rules o f equity which are part and parcel of the applicable sources can fall under the umbrella 

description o f ‘state’ or ‘official’ law.

The term ‘general law’ has been in regular currency by commentators on Africa for some time 

and is probably the most neutral acceptable expression.34 Even this term suffers from the flaw that 

customary law in newly fledged jurisdictions is constitutionally fixed and also looked upon by 

many as a vital and valued part of the general law. Those championing it may therefore protest at 

its exclusion from what is designated as the general law in force.

Personal law

The concept of a personal law is crucial to any study of customary law. The idea finds little 

favour with metropolitan analysts more concerned with the presumed sophistication of 

nationality, domicile and citizenship35 but in locales where these concepts are unknown the idea 

of a personal law is both more attractive and relevant. In his earlier volume of essays Professor 

Allott defined personal law as ‘that system of law which regulates the personal relations and

33 See Official Administrator o f  Unrepresented Estates v Allardyce Lumber Company Limited (1980/81) SILR 66 and 
Igolo v ha  (1983) SILR 56. The term is still in common currency amongst the judiciary and was used recently by the 
Chief Justice in Kasa and Kasa v Biku and Commissioner o f  Lands HCCC 126 of 1999 unreported, judgment 14 
January 2000.
34 Allott in New Essays 1970 expands on this notion at 14 et seq.
35 W Raeburn ‘Dispensing with Personal Law’ (1963) 12ICLQ 125.
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status of a person.’36 This definition is echoed by Omidire who notes that ‘Personal law is that 

which determines the issues affecting a person as an individual; e.g. capacity, marriage, divorce, 

legitimacy, succession etc,’37 the very issues closest to the heart of, and most likely to affect, 

those subject to customary law. Since most islanders would feel obligated to heed the personal 

law of their group the concept remains important in any deliberation on customary law. It raises 

some problems in situations where a group member moves from their home area and claims to be 

ruled by their personal law and not the law of the locale in which they now reside. Internal 

conflicts o f law problems are not just o f interest to academic lawyers and may have dramatic 

political significance as recent events in Solomon Islands demonstrate.38

Legal pluralism

In the last thirty years this topic, along with the human rights debate, has probably exercised the 

legal academic mind more than any other. A vast body of literature has explored the concept from 

both practical and abstract standpoints. Hooker, in his early impressive work on the subject, 

defined the term succinctly as referring ‘to the situation in which two or more laws interact.,39 

This definition may appear simplistic but identifies the prime character of the concept. Lazar adds 

flesh to this exposition noting that legal pluralism:

describes the situation  w here several system s operate  w ith in  the sam e territory. The 

purpose  and function  o f  each system  is to  give recognition  to  the  law s and custom s o f  

various g roups w ith in  the territory  o f  the com m unity  in  question .40

Sack, in the introduction to the essays he jointly edited, analyses the miscellaneous strains of the 

idea lucidly and in-depth and puts forward a manifesto for the legal pluralist.41 In a recent far- 

reaching update Woodman has surveyed and offered a critique of the key literature in the ongoing

36 In Essays in African Law 1960 at 155.
37 Kolapo Omidire ‘Change ofPersonal Law under Customary Law in Nigeria’ (1990) 39 ICLQ 671-675 at 671.
38 A partial explanation for the discontent that wrought civil havoc in 2000 may well lie in Malaitans moving to 
Guadalcanal, intermarrying there and then supposedly endeavouring to impose their mode o f succession upon 
Guadalcanal landholding. In Malaita customary succession is generally patrilineal, in Guadalcanal, generally 
matrilineal. In other words, male kinfolk o f Malaitan husbands may have fanned violent resentment by claiming 
entitlement to property held on Guadalcanal over the claims of a local wife and her family.
39 MB Hooker Legal Pluralism: an Introduction to Colonial and Neo-Colonial Laws Clarendon Press Oxford 1975 at 6.
40 L Lazar ‘Legal Centralism in South Africa’ (1970) 19 ICLQ 492 at 494.
41 PG Sack ‘Legal Pluralism: Introductory Comments’ in Legal Pluralism Sack and Minchin (eds) 1985 at 1-16. The 
compilation contains a stimulating collection o f papers delving into both the practical manifestations involved in the 
operation o f plural laws and the challenging intellectual dimensions o f the concept.
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discussion.42 Limitations of time and space forestall extended discussion here but issues involving 

legal pluralism are axiomatic to, and ever recurrent in, any consideration of the interaction of 

customary law and other founts of law.

Custom and Customary law 

Local legal definitions

‘Custom’ and ‘customary law’ are open-ended terms and their meaning may vary depending on 

the context and arena of study. A starting point for this study must be the definitions allocated to 

the expressions in local enactments. We have already noted that section 144(1) of the Solomon 

Islands Constitution pronounces that ‘“customary law” means the rules of customary law 

prevailing in an area of Solomon Islands. ’

This elliptical and somewhat unsatisfactory explanation tells us little but does clarify one central 

character of customary law, namely that it is often local in origin. This was confirmed in Edwards 

v Edwards44 when Palmer J determined that the customary law in question may even be that of a 

group that are not indigenous to the islands.44

The Vanuatu Constitution somewhat confusingly refers to both ‘custom’ and ‘customary law’45 

without seeking to clearly distinguish between them. Neither term is constitutionally defined but 

section 2 of the Interpretation Act 1982 (Cap 132) as read with the Schedule to that Act defines 

‘custom’ as ‘the customs and traditional values of the indigenous peoples of Vanuatu.’

This laconic explanation throws up three interesting points. Firstly, and this is the only element of 

the definition that is crystal-clear, the customs of those who are not indigenous to Vanuatu cannot 

be part of recognised custom. Secondly are values that are not ‘traditional’, in the sense of being 

of long-standing, part of custom? If not, then modem developments in custom that may not be

4" GR Woodman ‘Ideological Combat and Social Observation: Recent Debate about Legal Pluralism’ (1998) 42 
Journal o f  Legal Pluralism 21-61. See also S Roberts ‘Against Legal Pluralism: Some Reflections on the 
Contemporary Enlargement o f the Legal Domain’ (1998) 42 Journal o f  Legal Pluralism 95-107. For a meticulous 
review of pluralism in Vanuatu see J Corrin Care ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues: Finding the Law Applicable in Vanuatu’ 
(1998) 24 CLB 594-611.
43 HCCC 312 of 1995, unreported, judgment 12 January 1996.
44 In that case those from Kiribati, formerly the Gilbert Isands who had been resettled by the colonial authorities in 
distinct geographical locations in Solomon Islands in the 1950s and 1960s.
45 Articles 47 and 95(2) refer to ‘custom’; Article 95(3) to ‘customary law.’
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old-established may fall outside the description, resulting in a fossilised and frozen version of 

custom as the prevailing practice. Finally the section seeks to define custom by reference to 

“traditional values. ’ This phrase is not only imprecise, but is also heavily value-laden. In appeals 

for a return to traditional values such values are put forward as a desirable social goal. As 

Professor Chanock46 has observed, those who appeal for the promotion of traditional values 

mistakenly confuse positive values with past practice. Campaigners for traditional values thus 

adopt a conservative manifesto and argue that preserving the observance of prior practice will 

result in the maintenance of worthy values. The danger is that the practices they seek to preserve 

may be totally out-of-kilter with the realities of contemporary behaviour. The vague nature of the 

phrase lays it open to being moulded to suit the purpose of those with vested interests to protect.47 

In any event how are such values to be proved? How far back in time does a value have to have 

been observed to qualify as ‘traditional’? Who are to be regarded as having the knowledge to 

settle a value as ‘traditional’? Hobsbawm points out that ‘custom’ and ‘tradition’ are not 

synonymous observing that:

‘Tradition’ in this sense must be clearly distinguished from ‘custom’ which dominates so- 
called ‘traditional’ societies. The object and characteristic of ‘traditions’, including 

invented ones, is invariance. ... ‘Custom’ cannot afford to be invariant, because even in 
‘traditional’ societies life is not so.’48

So imprecise is the statutory terminology that it may have little meaning. ‘Customary law’ as 

such is nowhere defined in Vanuatu and in later discussion on the constitutional aspects I will 

explore whether or not there is any significance in the use of both the terms ‘custom’ and 

‘customary law’.

Successful legalistic definition of customary law may be a fruitless endeavour and fall prey to 

criticism that it attempts to define the legally indefinable. It may not be purely coincidence that 

definitions often commence with an unhelpful formula on the lines of; ‘custom means a 

custom ...’ A glimpse at the definition employed in the 1975 Constitution of neighbouring Papua 

New Guinea illustrates this nicely.49 Schedule 1.2 states:

46 M Chanock ‘Neither Customary nor Legal: African Customary Law in an Era o f Family Law Reform’ (1989) 3 Int J  
o f  Law and the Family 72 at 76. He also notes that appeals to ‘traditional’ values are a regular feature o f current 
western politics.
47 Most likely married men seeking to retain control over their wives and children.
48 At 2 in his introduction to The Invention o f  Tradition, E Hobsbawm and T Ranger (eds) Cambridge UP 1983.
49 Definition lovers will find a varied selection from Africa in Allott New Essays 1970, 180-1. These follow extended 
discussion on the definition of customary law at 145-65.
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“custom” means the customs and usages of indigenous inhabitants of the country existing 

in relation to the matter in question at the time when and the place in relation to which the 

matter arises, regardless of whether or not the custom or usage has existed from time 
immemorial.

This is a bold attempt to pin down both the peripatetic nature of custom and also its flexibility to 

adjust to meet changing social conditions but nowhere does it seek to explain what custom is. 

Perhaps a satisfactory legal definition is impossible and the best a constitution or other legislation 

can do is to set down with certainty that custom is an applicable source of law and state whether 

or not any conditions or qualifications limit its application.50

A broader appraisal

We have seen the problems entailed in pinning down ‘custom’ or ‘customary law’ by legal 

definition. Anthropologists, as explorers on a wider social sphere, might be more successful in 

reaching an acceptable denotation. Hammett briefly and commendably suggests that: ‘Customary 

law can be regarded as a set o f  norms which the actors in a social situation abstract from  

practice and which they invest with binding authority,51 (Italicised for emphasis in original). He 

then proceeds to identify the prime features of this explanation thus:

The positive content of this definition may be taken as fourfold: the relation of norms to 
practice rather than to “lawyers’ reasoning”; the dominant role of the actors or 

participants in the determination of law; the authoritative or legitimate, rather than 

merely factual or utilitarian, character of the emergent rules; and the essentially social 

nature of their validation and status.. .52 (Emphasis in original).

50 AH Angelo in ‘Lo Bilong Yumi Yet’ (1992) 22 VUWLR/Monograph 4 33 at 34-5 suggests several possible ways of 
officially grafting customary law into the legal system. These include incorporating customary rules processes and 
remedies into the system, providing for certain decisions to be made by customary bodies and legislating that custom 
shall be the determining source of law in specified types o f cases. He maintains that a legislative programme is the best 
method o f accommodating western law and custom and protecting customary rights but warns against attempting to 
define customary terms. The author notes that the title of his article, best translated as ‘the law is ours,’ emphasises the 
community’s role and interest in the norms governing the law.
51 I Hamnett, Chieftainship and Legitimacy Routledge & Regan Paul London 1975 at 14. See also the pithy offering of 
Wanjala that: ‘Customs are those habits, norms and usages followed by a given community’, SC Wanjala ‘The 
Relevance and Position o f Customary Law in Kenya’s Legal System’ (1989) 4 Law and Anthropology 141-150 at 142.
52 Ibid  also at 14.
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This approach of isolating the key attributes that form the nub of customary law may be more 

advantageous than attempting to define it with any precision. Fuller makes a worthy stab at this in 

the following passage:

Customary law may be said to exemplify implicit law. A custom is not declared or 

enacted, but grows or develops through time. The date when it first comes into full effect 

can usually be ascertained only within broad limits. Though we may be able to describe 

in general the class of persons among whom the custom has come to prevail as a standard 

of conduct, it has no definite author; there is no person or defined human agency we can 

praise or blame for it being good or bad. There is no authoritative verbal declaration of 
the terms of the custom; it expresses itself not in a succession of words but as a course of 
conduct53

Extensive debate over the meaning and character of the terms ‘custom’ and ‘customary law’ is 

beyond the scope of this study. Chanock, for the purposes of his study, marked ‘custom’ as 

referring to the norms and practices existing in the pre-colonial period and those used thereafter 

to settle disputes outside the formal institutions of the colonial power. ‘Customary law’ he 

denoted as the norms and practices recognised by the courts of the colonial era.54 This distinction 

is useful in that it fixes customary law as the norms formally accepted by the official state courts 

so as to distinguish it from the norms used in unofficial dispute resolution outside these 

institutions. However in the post-colonial context such a narrow view of customary law might not 

be in step with the intent of modem constitutional prescription or the ideas of the ordinary 

islander.

The terms ‘custom’ and ‘customary law’ are bandied about and crop up constantly but questions 

remain as to whether or not they are one and the same. My research is more concerned with the 

question of how the courts have perceived, reacted to, and then processed the claims made for 

the applicability of customary law rather than with the content or meaning of ‘custom’ or 

‘customary law’ as such. ‘Customary law’ as a term smacks of a body of practice having received 

formal approval by the ruling authority; the use of the noun Taw’ importing official blessing and 

elevating the idea beyond mere habit or usage. Nevertheless any such nuance or distinction might, 

in the eyes of those observing customary practice, be artificial. Certainly in my experience I

53 Lon L Fuller Anatomy o f  the Law Greenwood Press Westport CT 1968 at 64.
54 Law, Custom and Social Order 1986 at 240.
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cannot recall a client, witness or court party uttering the phrase ‘customary law;’ the demotic term 

in universal use was ‘kastom blong mi’ or ‘my custom.’55

Nevertheless in a study devoted to how the courts deal with customary law some comment on 

how to assess its provenance within the system is advisable. Woodman, in an early paper, pointed 

out that lawyers and sociologists have clear and different ideas as to what is meant by customary 

law and devised and applied definitions to fit their own purposes.56 He later went on to propound 

four categories of customary law, three he described as ‘lawyers’ customary law’, the other as 

‘sociologists’ customary law.57 These were:

• Customary law proved by evidence before state courts and officials and recognised and 

applied as the people’s customary law;

• Customary law arising from previously decided cases on customary law;

• Customary law pronounced by recognised chiefs or other leaders;

• ‘Living’ ‘people’s’ or ‘folk’ law or the unwritten law governing actual day to day social 

life.

There may of course be some overlap between these categories. For example the law as 

propounded by chiefs may become recognised ‘court’ customary law if proved by evidence or 

applied in previous cases so as to become approved customary law precedent. The demarcations 

are useful in any study concerned with a pragmatic appraisal of the handling of issues of 

customary law in the upper courts. Whilst the divisions are not absolute they approach judicial 

attitudes to the acceptance of customary law on a realistic footing and strive to mark out 

definitional yardsticks as to how courts will measure the validity of, and implement, customary 

law.58 Only by discovering the process of how courts recognise customary law can we begin to 

see if the way they do so is correct or deficient within the constitutionally charted boundaries. If a 

study of the cases reveals that the courts have fallen short in the recognition and application of

55 To any islander custom and customary law would be synonymous. Certainly to suggest to someone that his or her 
view o f what was ‘custom’ was not ‘customary law’ within the Constitution would be met with a mystified and 
possibly angry response.
56 GR Woodman ‘Some Realism about Customary Law - the West African Experience’ (1969) Wisconsin Law Review 
128-152. This scholarly review discusses various definitions o f customary law and examines how the courts have 
tackled the problems associated with proving and applying customary law.
57 GR Woodman ‘Customary Law, State Courts, and the Notion o f Institutionalisation of Norms in Ghana and Nigeria’ 
in AN Allott and G Woodman (Eds) People’s Law and State Law: The Bellagio Papers Foris Publications Dordrecht 
1985, 143.
58 For comment on Woodman’s classification see B Rwezaura ‘From Native Law and Custom to Customary Law: the 
Changing Political Uses o f Customary law in Modem Africa’ in Custom at the Crossroads 1995 207-225 at 212-216.
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customary law then the study might be able to offer useful advice to judicial officers suggesting a 

sounder basis for evaluating, recognising and implementing customary law.



Chapter 2

The imperial overture: the situation prior to independence
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Introduction

Embarking on an analysis of the interrelationship of customary and received law in post

independence times in isolation will inevitably lack perspective. Some examination of the legal 

history in the colonial period is necessary to put in place a comparative gauge against which the 

success or failure of modem programmes to knit customary law into the fabric of the legal 

tapestry can be assessed. Out of context scrutiny is also in jeopardy of ignoring factors that have 

shaped local attitudes to the law. In particular it is vital to investigate how and in what domains 

the colonial powers allowed customary law to function. The historical background discussed in 

this chapter concerns the period of European control and administration. This excursion lasted for 

about only 80 years but nonetheless the imperial interlude left a deep and indelible legal footprint 

in both jurisdictions. Before outlining the legal histoiy, brief profiles of each country are given.

Solomon Islands 

Geography and physical

The Solomon Islands extend in a double chain from the north/west to the south/east across the 

southwestern Pacific. Located approximately 1800 kilometres NE of Caims, Queensland, they lie 

between 155° E to 171° E longitudes and 5° S to 12° S latitudes. They encompass a land area of 

27,556 square kilometres.

The group consists of six large, about twenty medium-sized and numerous small islands. Some 

are large, volcanic and mountainous, others small coral atolls. The climate is tropical with high 

humidity throughout the year. The islands have rapid population growth and the 2001 estimated 

population was 480,442.59 The 1976 census conducted shortly before Independence in 1976 

assessed the population at only 196,000.6° At the end of the 1920s, following large-scale 

depopulation in the Pacific, it was estimated at only 86,000.61 In the early part of the 20th Century 

a common perception prevailed that indigenous islanders would be extinct before the century was 

half over.62 In 1909 the Solomon Islands Resident Commissioner Charles Woodford had written

59 CIA The World Factbook 2001 Solomon Islands, http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html.
60 1976 Census o f Population, Solomon Islands Statistics Office, Honiara.
61 F Keesing The South Seas in the Modern World Octagonal Press New York reprinted 1975 at 63.
62 WH Rivers Essays on the Depopulation o f  Melanesia Cambridge UP 1922.

http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html
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to Sir Everard im Thum, the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, reporting that the local 

population were doomed to extinction.63

Honiara, the national capital, is situated on Guadalcanal, one of the larger islands. Melanesians 

form by far the largest ethnic group comprising between 93 and 94% of the population. Four per 

cent of the population are Polynesian, 1.4% Micronesian and the remainder are of Chinese and 

European origin. The official language of the group is English but Solomon Islands Pijin, a 

variant of Pijin English and the local lingua franca, is an official court language.64 There are also 

about 90 local languages in regular use.

Approximately 90% of the population are rural-dwellers living in traditional small-scale 

communities, dependent on subsistence farming. The national economy is based on the export of 

timber, fishing, (mainly tuna), palm oil, copra and cocoa. Tourism is modest.

Political

Politically the Islands are a sovereign democratic state within the Commonwealth with HM the 

Queen as Head o f State.65 In accordance with an address from the National Parliament she 

appoints a local Governor-General, who must be a Solomon Islander, and who serves a five-year 

term of office.66 The legislature is unicameral with a 50 member National Parliament elected on a 

universal franchise, all those over 18 being entitled to vote. The maximum length of each 

parliamentary term is four years. Parliament is founded on the Westminster model but party 

allegiances are extremely fluid and tied to issues and personalities rather than political 

philosophies. There are eight provincial governments with devolved powers.67

63 J Bennett Wealth o f  the Solomons University o f Hawaii Press Honolulu 1987 at 147. Bennett’s book is aptly titled as 
it is a meticulously researched and well-presented history o f the islands from pre-European times to Independence and 
contains a ‘wealth’ o f information. Im Thum had already made a pessimistic report to the British Government about a 
visit he had made to the New Hebrides in 1906. He recounted: ‘ ... I greatly doubt, with regret, whether any steps which 
it would be possible to take would save from speedy extinction the New Hebridean race, with the exception o f the few 
individuals who are gradually being practically absorbed into the European races which have come into these islands.’ 
Quoted in Howard van Trease The Politics o f  Land in Vanuatu, Institute o f Pacific Studies o f USP 1987 at 88.
64 The Language o f  the Courts Act 1981.
65 Section 1 o f the Constitution.
66 Section 27, as read with section 48 o f the Constitution.
67 Provincial Government Act 1981 as amended.
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Historical Background68

The earliest settlements so far unearthed date from between 1300 BC to 1000 BC. Migrant 

explorers from Southeast Asia travelling via New Guinea probably settled the islands. The 

Spaniard Alvaro de Mendana made the first authenticated sighting by Europeans in 1568. 

Mendana was travelling from Peru and believing the islands the fabled wealthy lost islands of 

King Solomon, named them accordingly.

There were various sightings and exploratory visits over the next three centuries and often- 

unsuccesstul attempts by missionaries to establish a toehold for Christianity. In the mid-19th 

Century Europeans arrived seeking labour for the sugar plantations in Fiji and Queensland and 

engaged in the notorious forced labour recruitment practice known as ‘blackbirding’. This began 

in about 1870 and was not entirely stamped out until 1911. The Pacific of the late 19th century 

was violent and lawless. Apart from the forced labour trade, the prevalence of guns introduced by 

Europeans led to escalation in, and increased deaths from, local blood feuding. The scale of 

violence was exacerbated as the excesses of blackbirding led to the incensed local population 

killing several European traders and missionaries in retaliation.

The boundaries of the present-day Solomon Islands were proclaimed, acquired or declared as a 

Protectorate by the British between 1893 and 1900. Imperial policy rested on a niggardly 

reluctance to incur any expense in administration. Accordingly as self-funding was obligatory, the 

first administrator Charles Woodford, appointed in 1896, embarked on an unpopular policy of 

land acquisition and its alienation to commercial interests.69 British policy in the Protectorate over 

the next 60 years was largely one of indifferent neglect.

Inter-island feuding and headhunting was stamped out, blackbirding eliminated and strict gun 

control introduced. Little was done to develop any real economic infrastructure. Substantial areas 

of customary land, particularly in the Russell Islands and Kolombangara, were alienated to the 

Unilever Company for development as copra plantations. This caused long-term resentment,

68 Much o f this part is gleaned and distilled from Bennett, Wealth o f  the Solomons, 1987.
69 See Bennett, 1987, Chapter 6, ‘The Colonial Government and Land Alienation’ for a full account o f the saga of 
alienation including the notorious Wasteland Regulation, Regulation 1 of 1904, defining wasteland as ‘land which is 
not owned, cultivated or occupied by any native or non-native.’ As Bennett notes at 130-1, Woodford’s surveys to 
determine if  land was ‘waste’ were largely conducted by telescopic observation from the foredeck of the Rob Roy. With 
regard to South New Georgia he famously commented ‘I have never been there but I believe it to be quite uninhabited.’
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which exploded in the mid-1980s when a Unilever camp was attacked and destroyed on 

Kolombangara, ending the group’s seventy year long association with the islands.

In 1942 the islands were attacked and occupied by Japan. In 1943, following a six months long 

battle around what is now Honiara airport on Guadalcanal, the Americans and Allies drove the 

Japanese from the islands in one o f the decisive battles of World War II.

The British Administration, absent during the war, returned at its end and established a new 

headquarters in Honiara, cannibalising the infrastructure set up by the Americans in the war. A 

local government council system was set up and in the early 1960s the first elected positions on 

the Legislative Assembly were established. As Judith Bennett strikingly notes, in the early 1970s 

‘Britain’s gentle amble towards the protectorate’s internal self-government rapidly escalated into 

a breakneck gallop towards independence.’70 Full self-government arrived in 1975, culminating in 

formal independence on July 7 1978.

The self-styled ‘Happy Isles’ have lost the gloss o f this label in 1999 and 2000 as the modem 

canker of ethnic hatred has festered and bubbled like a boil on the body politic. The civil conflict 

between factions from Malaita and Guadalcanal formally ended with the Townsville Agreement 

of October 15 2000. It remains to be seen if this agreement brokered by Australia and New 

Zealand and made between the Malaita Eagles Force, the Isatabu Freedom Movement of 

Guadalcanal, the Solomon Islands National Government and Malaita and Guadalcanal Provincial 

Governments will hold.71

Vanuatu 

Geography and physical

This island archipelago runs directly north to south and lies immediately due south of the eastern 

outer islands of Solomon Islands. Located between latitudes 12°S to 20°S and longitudes 166°E

70 Bennett Wealth o f  the Solomons 1987 at 311.
71 At present the political situation remains uncertain although an intervention force led by Australia has recently 
steadied matters. For an excellent up-to-date account see S Dinnen ‘Winners and Losers: Politics and Disorder in the 
Solomon Islands 2000-2002’ (2002) 37(3) Journal o f  Pacific History 285-298. For a masterly analysis o f the 
background see Judith Bennett ‘Roots o f Conflict in Solomon Islands Though Much is Taken Much Abides: Legacies 
o f Tradition and Colonialism’ Discussion Paper 2002/5 published by the State Society and Governance in Melanesia 
Project o f the Research School o f Pacific and Asian Studies at ANU: http://rspas.anu.edu.au/melanesia/PDF/bennett02- 
5.pdf

http://rspas.anu.edu.au/melanesia/PDF/bennett02-
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to 171°E, the islands are about 2000 kilometres east of Cairns and cover a land area of 12,190 

square kilometres. They comprise several large islands and numerous smaller ones. Some are of 

volcanic origin, others coral atolls. The climate is tropical with a cooler season from April to 

September. The estimated population in 2001 was 192,910.72 Like Solomon Islands, Vanuatu has 

a rapidly growing population, approximately 94% of which is Melanesian. The capital, Port Vila, 

is located on the island of Efate. Although Vanuatu has about 110 local languages, the official 

position with regard to language is set out in the comprehensive Article 3 of the Constitution, 

which prescribes as follows:

3(1) The national language o f  the R epublic o f  V anuatu is B islam a.73 T he official 

languages are B islam a, English and French. T he principal languages o f  education  are 

English and French.

(2) The R epublic o f  V anuatu shall protect the d ifferent local languages w hich are part o f  

the natural heritage and m ay declare one o f  them  as a national language.

The vast majority of the population are rural subsistence farmers and fishermen. Vanuatu has a 

significant agricultural base with various components including cattle farming and copra and also 

has an expanding tourist sector based mainly on visitors from Australia and New Zealand.

Political

Vanuatu is a sovereign democratic republic and a member of the Commonwealth. The President, 

who must be an indigenous ni-Vanuatu,74 is elected by a two-thirds majority of an electoral 

college comprising the members of Parliament and chairs of local government councils.75 The 

President serves for a 5-year term.76 He has symbolic and specific political functions. Parliament 

is unicameral and elected by universal suffrage; all citizens over 18 having the vote. The 

maximum term of any parliament is four years. It is established on the Westminster system but

7" CIA The World Factbook 2001 Vanuatu at http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/nh.html.
73 Bislama is the Vanuatu variant of Melanesian Pijin.
74 I can find no official definition o f this phrase. ’N i’ is a common grammatical marker in the Pacific meaning 'o f .  In 
common parlance it indicates some element of indigeneity and/or belonging but a person may be a 'ni-Vanuatu' 
although not an ‘indigenous citizen’ as referred to in the land agenda in Articles 73-81 of the Constitution. An 
indigenous citizen would seem to be someone 'who has or had four grandparents who belong to a tribe or community 
indigenous to Vanuatu.’ Article 9 o f the Constitution. A person may be ni-Vanuatu yet not comply with this provision. 
All indigenous citizens are ni-Vanuatu but not all ni-Vanuatu are indigenous citizens. It seems that those who acquire 
citizenship by naturalisation are ni-Vanuatu but may not be o f ni-Vanuatu ancestry. I am indebted to Professor John 
Lynch, Head of the Pacific Languages Unit at USP for his kind assistance in clarifying what is a cloudy concept.
75 Articles 34 and 35 of the Constitution.
76 Article 36.

http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/nh.html
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parochial issues drive party allegiances. In addition the divisive demands of the Anglophile or 

Francophile camps often complicate politics. The Decentralisation Act 1980 (Cap 127) set up a 

system of local provincial government providing for the election of local government councils 

every four years. These local government councils have wide ranging powers relating to local 

matters.77

The Constitution also creates a National Council o f Chiefs, elected by their peers at a local level, 

which is required to meet at least once a year.78 The Council has no legislative power but can 

make recommendations for the preservation and promotion of local culture and languages and 

may be consulted on any question, and particularly those relating to custom and tradition, in 

connection with any bill before Parliament.79

Historical Background80

The islands have been inhabited by Melanesians since about 1000 BC. First sighted by Europeans 

by the explorer Pedro de Quiros in 1606 AD, they were later explored by Louis de Bougainville 

in 1768 and James Cook who named the group the New Hebrides in 1774. In 1887 the British and 

French set up a naval presence to protect their citizens who had settled in the islands and in 1906 

they made an agreement to establish a joint administration, the Condominium.81 In 1914 a more 

detailed Joint Protocol between the two powers was agreed setting out arrangements for the 

government of the islands and this, together with the 1906 Convention and subsequent 

amendments, formed the basis of government until Independence in 1980.82 The 1914 Protocol 

basically provided for a dual British and French system with separate British and French schools

77 Professor Paterson summarises these powers and the limitations on them in the Vanuatu section of M Ntumy et al 
(eds) ‘South Pacific Islands Legal Systems ’ University o f Hawaii Press Honululu 1993 at 373.
78 Article 29.
79 Article 30.
80 The material in this section has been extracted from various sources, most notably the summaries in D Weisbrot 
‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) and two contributions by J Corrin Care ‘Sources o f Law’ (1985) and 
‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998).
81 Convention o f 16 November 1887 and the Anglo-French, London Convention, 1906, given the force of law for 
Britain by the New Hebrides Order 1907 (UK).
82 The 1914 Anglo-French Protocol was ratified by Britain by the New Hebrides Order in Council 1922 SR&O 1922 
(no 717) (UK). It was repealed upon Independence by the New Hebrides Act 1980 (UK).
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and courts.8'’ This caused a high level of duplication and attracted ridicule and the epithet, ‘the 

New Hebrides Pandemonium.,84

The lead-up to independence in Vanuatu was characterised by confrontation.85 The French 

Administration, influenced by a small but significant number of vociferous French settlers, 

delayed any proper planned progress to independence. A strongly supported nationalist party, the 

Vanua'aku86 Party had won at elections held in 1975 and petitioned the United Nations for 

independence. In 1978 internal self-government was established and in 1979 a Constitutional 

Planning Committee was set up by this government to draft a constitution providing for 

independence. The Committee reached decisions in the ‘Melanesian way’ by consensus rather 

than vote taking and the Vanuatu Constitution reflects strong populist roots.87 The restoration of 

alienated land to customary ownership was a catalyst for nationalistic feeling and central to the 

political programme of the influential Vanua’aku Party. This was fanned in the 1970s by 

European speculators who were subdividing and dealing in alienated land particularly in and 

around Port Vila.88

The haggling over a date for formal independence dragged on and in the last resort the date of 

30th July 1980 was unilaterally fixed by Father Lini, the leader of the Vanua'aku Party.89 There 

was internal opposition to his government and independence particularly on the French 

dominated islands of Santo and Tanna. A secessionist rebellion on Santo by Nagriamel, a 

movement led by Jimmy Stevens, was only suppressed in the months following Independence 

with the assistance of troops from Papua New Guinea. This revolt had French settler and 

American far-right support and demanded, amongst other things, total free enterprise, absolute 

rights to private property and a return to the Gold Standard.90

83 As Corrin points out in ‘Sources of Law’ (1985) at 226 this two-of-everything formula led to an inefficient and 
unsatisfactory situation in a small territory, as it even demanded two sets o f stamps and coinage.
84 See A Haas in the foreword to Walter Lini’s autobiographical account Beyond Pandemonium; from the New 
Hebrides to Vanuatu Asia Pacific Books Wellington 1980 as to the provenance of the term. For recent academic 
references see Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 65-66 and Corrin ‘Sources o f Law’ (1985) at 225.
85 For an excellent account see chapter 8 ‘Land Politics and Independence’ at 208-258 in Van Trease The Politics o f  
Land 1987.
86 Most accurately translated as ‘my land’: see Weisbrot, ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 70.
87 Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 73.
88 For a full discussion of alienated land see Van Trease, The Politics o f  Land  1987. Much of this would also have been 
the most arable, and hence most economically valuable, land.
89 Independence was formalised by the Vanuatu Constitution, contained in an exchange of notes between the UK and 
French Governments (7808 Treaty Series no 17 (1980)) (UK) as amended by Acts 10 o f 1980, 15 of 1981 and 20 of 
1983. (Vanuatu).
90 See Van Trease The Politics o f  Land 1987 at 246-258.
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Until 1988 Father Lini dominated local politics but since then politics in Vanuatu have been 

factional, often based on personal rivalries and Anglo or Franco allegiances. This has caused 

some political instability and various changes of Chief Minister and Government.

Basic tenets of British Colonial law

Chanock’s general observation that ‘The law was the cutting edge of colonialism, an instrument 

o f the power of an alien state and part of the process of coercion ’91 is a useful reminder of the 

philosophy dominating colonial policy. A fundamental principle with reference to colonies that 

were not acquired by cession or conquest dictated that English people took with them English law 

and liberties. This basically applied to them and non-indigenous persons only. All inhabitants, 

however, were subject to locally enacted Ordinances92 If a territory was uninhabited it took 

English law at the date of settlement.93 If a territory was ceded or conquered the law before 

cession or conquest continued until altered by the Crown legislating by Order in Council.

Another core precept decreed that upon the inception of British administration in a territory with 

indigenous inhabitants the administration imported the general law of England at a stated date and 

this, together with local legislation, formed the basic general law. This policy applied in those 

areas seen as ‘barbarous places’ that is, societies populated by people perceived as primitive and 

without a form of government or organisation allowing them to engage in international affairs. 

Such societies would also lack, at least to English eyes, a recognisable legal system, or certainly 

not one to which an Englishman would be expected to conform to or accept.94

In parallel with English law, local customary law would govern the relations o f the indigenous 

inhabitants, subject to key limitations such as a general repugnancy proviso and the maintenance 

of law and order.95 This policy was strikingly paternalistic but the liberal laissez faire  philosophy

91 Law, Custom and Social Order 1985 at 4. For the purpose of ensuring the maintenance o f law and order the 
applicable criminal law was always English until local provision was enacted: see the various Articles o f the 1893 
Pacific Order in Council 1893 SRO & SI REV VIII 597, SI 78/1893 (UK).
92 Local colonial statutes are called Ordinances. If  promulgated by a Governor or High Commissioner they are referred 
to as Kings or Queens Regulations.
93 See Bermuda, which has the earliest reception date o f any present or ex-colony of ‘the date these Islands were 
settled; that is on 11th July 1612.’ Section 14 o f the Supreme Court Act 1905.
94 Generally see Sir Kenneth Roberts-Wray Commonwealth and Colonial Law Stevens London 1966 at 540 and DP 
O’Connell ‘The Condominium of the New Hebrides’ (1968/9) 43 British Yearbook o f  International Law 71-145 at 109.
95 For excellent summaries o f the basic principles, see Elias British Colonial Law Manchester UP 1962 at 101 et seq 
and Roberts-Wray Commonwealth and Colonial Law 1966 at 543 et seq.
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of the imperial age also resulted in customary law, or ‘native law and custom’ regularly being 

accorded wide recognition.96

The speed with which, and the extent to which customary law gained acceptance, often depended 

on whether or not the local community was seen as having a noticeably established social 

structure with the essentials of its customary rules fairly firm and recognisable. If it had then 

formal recognition was often prompt and widespread as in parts of West Africa.97 If it did not, 

then recognition was delayed, the general scenario in Melanesia.

Repugnancy Proviso

Any liberal stance towards customary law was always conditional and corralled by the powerful 

demands of Victorian Christian morality.98 Hence customary law was inapplicable if it was 

repugnant to ‘natural justice’, ‘morality’, ‘justice’ or ‘good conscience’, ‘the general principles of 

humanity’ or some similar turn of phrase. The ‘repugnancy proviso’ is variously expressed in 

different jurisdictions.99 The classic statement100 of imperial policy towards custom asserts the 

bare bones of the proviso, which hovers as an ever-present spectre to oversee any acceptance and 

implementation of customary law.

The proviso has not been expressly applied by the superior courts in either jurisdiction under 

review. However it may have received backdoor approval and applied subconsciously in custody 

cases when the western welfare of the child’s best interests principle has been preferred over 

customary imperatives.101 The only current example of statutory endorsement of the proviso in 

Solomon Islands is contained in section 18 of the Local Courts Act (Cap 19) preventing local

96 Allott in New Essays 1970 at 11-12 cites other reasons for the willingness to recognise customary law: economy; the 
desire to promote harmony; the terms of acquisition and the belief that English law was too sophisticated for 
administration by primitive people.
97 Elias British Colonial Law 1962 at 101-2.
98 The proviso has been aptly described as The hallmark of colonial ru le...’ and ‘...a  mark of colonial paternalism..’ by 
Bennett Human Rights and African Customary Law 1995 Juta & Co Cape Town at 59 and 60; and "a colonial 
tool...giving colonial authorities power to suppress local customs and customary institutions.’, J Nonggorr at 69 in 
‘The Development o f an “Indigenous Jurisprudence’’ in Papua New Guinea’ 1995. Narakobi is less even less flattering, 
denouncing it as ‘odious’, B Narakobi ‘Adaptation of Western Law in Papua New Guinea’ (1977) 5 Melanesian LJ  52 
at 57.
99 For examples see Allott New Essays 1970 at 158.
100 By Lord Wright in the Privy Council in Oke Lampiipokun Laoye and Others v A mao Ojetunde (1944) AC 170 
where he observed: ‘The policy of the British Government in this and in other respects is to use for purposes of the 
administration o f the countty the native laws and customs in so far as possible and in so far as they have not been 
varied or suspended by statutes or ordinances affecting Nigeria. The courts which have been established by the British 
Government have the duty of enforcing these native laws and customs, so far as they are not barbarous, as part o f the 
law of the land.’
101 An issue canvassed in detail in Chapter 5.
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courts from imposing punishment for offences against custom that is ‘repugnant to natural justice 

and humanity.’ Local court warrants invariably contain a prohibition against applying customary 

criminal law if it ‘is inconsistent with any other law in Solomon Islands or repugnant to natural 

justice and humanity.,102 Section 10 of the Vanuatu Island Courts Act (Cap 167) offers a more 

broad ranging instance. It decrees that customary law shall be administered in the courts only in 

‘so far as the same is not in conflict with any written law and is not contrary to justice, morality 

and good order.’103

Application of the principle was, not surprisingly, haphazard,104 as the imported western moral 

standard varied from time to time and furthermore its exercise might depend on the personal 

moral code of an individual judge.105 The authorities consistently invoked the criminal law to 

stamp out customary practices that they judged an anathema by any civilised standard. Under this 

banner any cultural practice that smacked of, or was akin to, slavery was proscribed, as were the 

killing o f twins, headhunting and cannibalism,106 and to varying degrees, witchcraft and 

sorcery.107 Customary practices, such as polygamy and bride price, that may have attracted moral 

disapproval but did not fall within the ‘anathema’ category were often reluctantly tolerated.108 

However McRae has commented that this tolerance was not always uniform and consistent.109

The operation of the proviso in the realm of family law and personal relations has been 

spasmodic. The courts have for example been hesitant to interfere with customary law in relation 

to marriage and incidental matters relating to family relationships. Whilst they have struck down

102 Taken from 3(a) o f the warrant establishing the Nggela Local Court dated 10 August 1978.
10j The formula is enshrined in the Constitution in Papua New Guinea which states that custom is not applicable as part 
o f the underlying law if  is ‘repugnant to the general principles o f humanity.’ Schedule 2.1(2).
104 For examples o f the application o f the ‘repugnancy’ proviso see Elias British Colonial Law  1962 at 104-109; 
Bennett Human Rights 1995 at 60; Allott New Essays 1970 at 153 et seq and Hooker Legal Pluralism  1975 at 129-135. 
That the proviso still flourishes regionally is illustrated by the recent decision in Ubek v Darius (1994) PNGLR 280. In 
that instance the court pronounced ‘repugnant’ an alleged custom claiming that a father was entitled to the custody o f a 
child bom in a de facto relationship where no bride price had been paid.
105 For a blatantly Anglo-centric view see R  v Luke R Marangula (1949-1954) Northern Rhodesia LR 140 where it was 
declared that ‘repugnancy’ was to be judged ‘as we people in England see it.’
106 As to cannibalism the Papua New Guinea cases o f R v Noboi-Bosai [1971-72] PNGLR 271 and State v Aubafu 
Feama and Others [1978] PNGLR 301 offer an interesting contrast. In the former the Judge took the line that the 
actions o f the defendants in eating parts o f a  corpse should be judged by the subjective standards o f their particular 
culture, and therefore acquitted them. In the latter the presiding Judge adopted a more objective line, applying the 
general community standards o f  the modem Melanesian man, and by this benchmark he judged the custom of eating 
dead bodies for meat as ‘repugnant to the general principles o f humanity and ... unlawful.’
107 See the rarely invoked section 190 o f the Solomon Islands Penal Code (Cap 26).
108 Elias British Colonial Law 1962 at 101. It was o f course officially discouraged. Elias also notes at 106 that the 
prevailing judicial attitude towards many of the institutions o f customary law which western notions o f morality might 
condemn as repugnant has been remarkably liberal. As Bennett in Human Rights 1995 at 59 observes this conservative 
reluctance to invoke the principle may have impeded the more progressive development o f customary law.
109 H McRae ‘The Reform of Family Law in Papua New Guinea’ in D Weisbrot et al (eds), Law and Social Change in 
PNG 1982 127-148 at 132.
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marriages tainted by duress, polygamy generally escaped censure and customary rules directing 

that custody of children should fall to the husband or his male kin have not generally fallen foul 

of the proviso.110

In a modem age more sensitive to human rights issues cultural customs favouring men are 

increasingly likely to be castigated and outlawed as infringing the charters of basic rights 

embedded in modem constitutions. Professor Jessep has demonstrated that the superior courts in 

Papua New Guinea have employed various lines of attack under the Constitution to strike down 

decisions of village courts that have punished, often by imprisonment, women who have 

disobeyed or fallen foul o f custom.111

His analysis of the case law reveals how in Re Rita Raima and the Constitution Section 42(5)m  

and Re Epem Mainu and the Constitution Section 42(5)u3 Kidu CJ quashed imprisonment orders 

made by village courts as the basic principles of natural justice had not been observed. In Re 

Kaka Ruk and the Constitution Section 42(5)"4 Woods J overturned an imprisonment order 

imposed by a village court. He did so on the grounds that the custom, breach of which it sought to 

punish, was ‘a custom that denigrates women and is thus repugnant to the general principles of 

humanity and should be denied a place in the underlying law ...’115 In Re Wagi Non and the 

Constitution Section 42(5)Ub the same judge ordered the release of a woman imprisoned for 

failing to pay compensation for adultery, following a complaint brought by the husband’s 

relatives. The adultery had been committed several years after the husband had deserted her and 

their children. He noted that section 55 of the Constitution declared that all citizens enjoyed the 

same rights. In his view the custom relied upon was tantamount to the wife being ‘bonded almost 

in slavery to the husband’ and so denigrated her status as a woman that it amounted to a denial of 

her right to equality under section 55.117

110 See Allott New Essays 1970 at 165-172 for discussion and examples. Recently however regional judicial tolerance 
towards litigants arguing for the rigid application o f custom that reinforces discriminatory practice seems limited: Ubek 
v Darius [1994] PNGLR 280; Mura v Gigmai PNG (1995) N1573 and Kere v Timon [1990] PNGLR 103.
111 O Jessep‘Village Courts in PNG’ (1992).
112 Mt Hagen, Kidu CJ, 15 April 1991, unreported.
113 Mt Hagen, Kidu CJ, 17 April 1991, unreported.
114 (1991) N 963.
115 Schedule 2.1(2) o f the PNG Constitution provides that custom shall not be applied as part o f the law if it is 
"repugnant to the general principles o f humanity,’ thus enshrining the proviso into constitutional jurisprudence.
116 (1991) N 959.
117 See also Re Kumi Kas and the Constitution Section 42(5) Mt Hagen, Kidu CJ, 17 April 1991, unreported, where the 
wife was imprisoned for breaching a Prevention Order made by the Village Court designed to stop her visiting places 
the husband suspected she associated with other men. The order was struck down as being outside the court’s 
jurisdiction, but as Jessep points out it might equally have been quashed on the basis it unlawfully breached the wife’s 
constitutional right to privacy and freedom of movement.
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Jessep suggests that all these cases might have been disposed of under the one umbrella of section 

55 of the Constitution, the provision guaranteeing sexual equality. He also argues that certain 

aspects of customary marriage such as polygamy and bride price might be challenged under 

section 55 as discriminating against women.118

It is probably preferable and safer to disallow customary law that prejudices women on the basis 

that it offends constitutional pronouncements outlawing sexual discrimination rather than praying 

in aid ‘the general principles of humanity’ formula inherited from, and applied as, a hangover 

from colonial jurisprudence.119 However as Brown and Corrin Care have noted120 in Solomon 

Islands this may not always help women as the Constitution allows Parliament to make laws for 

the application o f customary law so as to exempt it from the prescription of the non

discrimination prohibition in the Constitution,m

Acts or statutes of general application

A review of colonial law would be incomplete without brief analysis of the peculiar English law 

concept of received statutes.122 The concept is ubiquitous throughout the former British colonies 

but has never been officially defined.

Sir Kenneth Roberts-Wray has probably offered the most widely accepted definition describing 

them as statutes that are:

.. .usually  regarded as descrip tive o f  A cts o f  P arliam ent w hich are o f  general relevance to 

th e  conditions o f  o ther countries and, in  particular, no t based upon  po litics o r 

c ircum stances pecu liar to  E ngland .’123

This underscores one of the tests proposed by Allott to determine applicability: namely that the 

statute is ‘suitable for export’; in other words, it is suitable for general application outside

118 ‘Village Courts’ (1992) at 410-11 and see also his ‘The Recognition of Customary Polygamous Marriages in PNG: 
Constitutional and Law Reform Aspects’ in Custom at the Crossroads 1995 20 at 22-23 and 26-28.
119 See R W James ‘The Challenges o f Equity in Developing the Underlying Law’ in Custom at the Crossroads 1995 
43-61 at 47.
120 Brown and Corrin Care ‘Conflict in Melanesia’ (1998).
121 Section 15(5)(d).
122 For a detailed analysis o f the concept see Allott New Essays 1970 at 48-54. J Corrin Care’s ‘Colonial Legacies? A 
study o f  received and adopted legislation applying in the University o f  the South Pacific region ' (1997) 21 JPacS 33 
offers a valuable local round up and survey.
123 Commonwealth and Colonial Law 1966 at 556.
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England.124 As Allott points out1-5 this is crucial because unsuitability might be established by 

showing that the Act in question is ‘peculiarly and solely adapted to English local conditions.’ If 

a statute is designed and created for the special conditions that prevail in England it is difficult to 

see how it can be classified as being of general application and thus applicable out of that 

jurisdiction.

Daly CJ tackled the problem of defining the concept in R v Ngena.'26 He viewed such a statute as: 

‘one which regulates conduct or conditions which exist among humanity generally and in a way 

applicable to humanity generally.’ This was to distinguish it from one that ‘is restricted to 

regulating conduct or conditions peculiar to or in a way applicable only to persons, activities or 

institutions in the United Kingdom.’

This definition is perhaps broader in ambit than that of Roberts-Wray. However a more generous 

and all-encompassing definition might not be appropriate or helpful as local circumstances might 

militate against applicability. For example one might contend that property ownership, and death 

and succession to property, are conditions common to humanity generally. Nevertheless there 

may be compelling reasons why statutory rules fashioned for and devised to suit the property 

tenure system and nuclear family in England may be entirely inappropriate for a society where 

the land holding system and family model is strikingly different. An examination of the 

acceptance o f such statutes in each jurisdiction before and after independence spotlights how 

controversial their application can be and highlights anomalies arising from their acceptance.

Solomon Islands

Pre-independence

A broad definition of such statutes allowing for their application when local circumstances might 

prompt otherwise may not have been a pressing cause for concern prior to independence because

124 New Essays 1970 at 51.
125 Ibid at 52.
126 (1983) SILR 1. This definition was approved and followed in In the Matter o f  the Constitution o f  Tuvalu and the 
Laws o f  Tuvalu Act 1987, unreported, High Court, Tuvalu, No.4/89. The decision is also the local authority for the 
proposition that an Act cannot be held to be o f general application when there is a local Act in force that is intended to 
be exhaustive on the subject with which it deals.
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the measure then governing the application of received law, Article 15(1) of the Western Pacific 

(Courts) Order 1961,127 provided:

15(1) S ub ject to  th e  provisions o f  th is O rder and any rules m ade thereunder and to  any 

law  for th e  tim e being in force in  any territo ry , the civil and crim inal ju risd ic tio n  o f  the 

H igh C ourt shall, so far as circum stances adm it, be exercised upon the p rincip les o f  and 

in conform ity  w ith-

(a) the statu tes o f  general application  in force in  England on the 1st day o f  January, 1961 

and

(b) th e  substance o f  the E nglish  com m on law  and doctrines o f  equity, and w ith  th e  

pow ers vested  in and according to the course o f  procedure and practice observed by and 

before C ourts o f  Justice in England, accord ing  to  the ir respective ju risd ic tio n s and 

authorities:

P rov ided  tha t the said com m on law , doctrines o f  equity and statutes o f general 

application shall be in force so far only as the circumstances o f any particular 

territory and its inhabitants and the lim its o f Her M ajesty's jurisdiction permit and 

subject to such qualifications as local circumstances render necessary. (Emphasis 

added).

The qualifications for taking into account local circumstances imposed a duty on the courts to 

examine with care local circumstances before declaring any statute applicable. This is a reciprocal 

extension of the suitability for export criterion, setting up ‘a suitability for import’ standard.

Post-independence

Since Independence the position of received statute law is ruled by paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 of 

the Constitution and this declares unequivocally that:

A cts o f  th e  P arliam ent o f  the U nited  K ingdom  o f  general application  and in  force on 1st 

January  1961 shall have effect as part o f  th e  law  o f  Solom on Islands, w ith  such changes 

to  nam es, titles, offices, persons and institu tions, and as to  such o ther form al and non

substan tive  m atters, as m ay be necessary  to  facilitate the ir app lication  to  the 

circum stances o f  Solom on Islands from  tim e to  tim e.

127 SI 1506/1961 (UK).
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In two respects the paragraph changed the previous position. Firstly the relevant statute law is 

now that of the ‘Parliament of the United Kingdom’ and more dramatically any substantive 

suitability for import test has been abandoned. The removal of the ‘local circumstances’ proviso 

has ironically resulted in received statute law being more readily applicable after Independence 

than it was before.128 Nevertheless it is submitted that statute law that is not suitable for export 

should still not be regarded as being ‘of general application’. However the courts have acted with 

mistaken alacrity to embrace United Kingdom Acts. By way of example only recently the Court 

of Appeal in Aseri Harry v Kalena Timber Company Ltd129 bluntly declared that the Law o f  

Property Act 1925 (UK) was an Act of general application. The relevant ruling declared:

T here has been som e debate before us w hether the Law  o f  Property A ct 1925, and in 

particu lar s. 81(1) o f  it, form s part o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands. W e en terta in  no doubt 

tha t it does.1’0

The Court noted that the Act did not apply in Scotland but proceeded on the basis that: ‘...the 

expression ‘of general application’ refers primarily to the subject matter of the statute rather than 

its geographical ambit’131

This rationale rather misses the point that for a measure to be applicable it should satisfy some 

sort of suitability for export test before it can properly be regarded as ‘of general application’. In 

the absence of detailed judicial examination of the question of whether or not the statute is fitted 

for export, or by an extension of logic, for local use, this knee-jerk acceptance seems misguided. 

As the Act is designed and shaped for the peculiarities of the English property law system132 

founded on feudal hierarchal interests in land and individual ownership there are convincing 

grounds for maintaining that it is not ‘general’ in character and consequently ill suited for export. 

It would thus fail the yardsticks put forward by Allott and Roberts-Wray.

Furthermore the ruling strongly suggests that the whole of the 1925 Act applies in Solomon 

Islands. Quite apart from the theoretical objection to its applicability noted above this conflicts

128 Corrin Care has commented the ‘only changes that can be made are technical, or non-substantive changes.’ 
‘Colonial Legacies’ (1997) at 52.
129 CACAppC 164 o f 1994, unreported, judgment 19 April 2000.
130 At 4.
131 At 4. Interestingly in Malhon v Malhon: Reid v Reid ( 1984) SILR 86 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, 
(Civil) the Commissioner o f the High Court refused to regard the Marriage Act 1949 as an Act o f general application 
mainly on the ground that it applied to England only. The Act did not even apply in Wales.
132 For example it does not apply to Scotland.
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with authority and common sense. The Lands and Titles Act (Cap 133) is a broad measure that 

already regulates land tenure, land registration and a comprehensive host of related land issues. 

Existing authority144 decrees that where local statute has legislated in a field of law on an 

exhaustive basis then a statute from UK cannot operate as an act of general application.

The Court of Appeal might nevertheless consider that selected sections of a UK measure, such as 

section 81 of the 1925 Act, can be cherry-picked at will to plug perceived gaps in the local law. 

The answer to that must be that if an act has to be selectively raided and parts only selected for 

application it is difficult to see how it can be maintained that the statute is one of general 

application.

Similarly in Allardyce Lumber Company Limited, Bisile, Roni and Others v Attorney General, 

Commissioner fo r  Forest Resources, Premier o f  the Western Province and Paia134 Ward CJ 

accepted the Trustee Act 1925 (UK) as an Act of general application. He did so without reference 

to any argument or evidence, notwithstanding that the dispute in question concerned logging 

rights on customary land. This case also demonstrates, at least by implication, a willingness to 

‘cut and paste’ United Kingdom statute law. Severing, and then applying, selected sections from a 

UK statute arguably runs against the grain of basic principles on ‘generality.’ If all, or least the 

substantive part of a statute, cannot be accepted, then the presumption must be that the measure is 

not suitable for general application. Professor O’Connell referring to the Australian authority of 

Quan Yik v Hinds135 suggests that the courts can sever unsuitable provisions from a statute of 

general application but cannot apply suitable provisions of general application from statutes 

which as a whole are not generally applicable.136 However the argument that if a UK statute, 

such as the 1925 Law of Property Act, covers particular and general matters; then the general 

aspects can be applied has some merit as it may help to provide a solution where no other source 

o f law might be available.147

In addition to the above decisions the following catalogue indicates how widespread the taking up 

of imported statute is.

133 R  v Ngena (1983) SILR. See n 126 at 35 above for a statement o f the ratio decidendi.
134 (1988/89) SELR 78 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil).
135 (1905) 2 CLR 161.
136 O’Connell ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 112.
137 For comment on severance and the partial application o f a statute see Corrin Care ‘Colonial Legacies’ 1997 at 48.
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• Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934: Official Administrator for  

Unrepresented Estates v Allardyce Lumber Company Limited.138

• Adoption Act 1958: In Re V (an infant) .139

• Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925: K v T  and Ku.140

• Fatal Accidents Acts 1846-1959: Cheung v Tanda.141

• Administration o f  Estates Act 1925: Koru v Official Administrator o f  Unrepresented 

Estates.142

• Partnership Act 1890: Buchanan v Wilikai.143

• Married Women's Property Act 1882: Tavake v Tavake.144

Vanuatu

The 1961 Western Pacific (Courts) Order145 applied to British subjects in Vanuatu but at 

Independence the reception date had been updated to 1st of January 1976.146 After Independence 

British and French laws in force at Independence were continued in force: ‘to the extent that they

are not expressly revoked or incompatible with the independent status of Vanuatu and wherever

possible taking due account of custom. ’147

This provision of the Vanuatu Constitution clamps some fetter on the unrestricted application of 

received British statute law. The Supreme Court has, however, displayed a cavalier eagerness 

akin to that of its Solomon Islands counterpart to apply British statutes on a wholesale basis 

without too much rational examination of the qualifications included in Article 95(2).148 The 

Vanuatu Supreme Court has also widely adopted British legislation as the following cases 

demonstrate.

• Fatal Accidents Act 1846: Osea William and Ruth Bill v Rowel Obed.149

138 (1980/81) SILR 66.
139 (1985/86) SILR 252.
140 (1985/86) SILR 49.
141 (1984) SILR 108 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, Court o f Appeal, (Civil).
142 (1985/86) SILR 132.
143 (1982) SILR 123.
144 HCCC 280 o f 1996, judgment 19 August 1998.
145 SI 1506/1961 (UK).
146 Section 3 o f the High Court o f  the New Hebrides Regulation 1976.
147 Article 95(2).
148 See Banga v Waiwo SCCAppC 1 of 1996. This case will be analysed in detail in chapter 3.
149 (1980-88) 1 VLR 11.
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• Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934: Boe and Taga v Thomas.150

• Administration o f  Estates Act 1925 and Intestates ’ Estates Act 1952: obiter in Banga v 

Waiwo.151

• Bankruptcy Act 1914: Clements v The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.152

• Solicitors Act 1974: obiter in Coombes v Whittle.153

• Adoption Act 1958: In re Jessica Malili; In re Chelsea Lee154

• Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925: Michell v Michell and Togase.155

Solomon Islands 

Legal History

The primary instrument annexing and establishing Solomon Islands as a protectorate was the 

Pacific Order in Council 1893.156 This Order, grandly colonial in tone, declared sovereignty over 

millions of square miles of ocean containing a multitude of islands. The Order issued forth at a 

time when Queen Victoria had reigned for 55 years and imperial pomp was at its fin  de siecle 

apogee and this is amply reflected in its drafting style.

Nevertheless, much of its purpose was genuinely protective and its prolix preamble refers to the 

Pacific Islands Protection Act 1875 (UK) and its desire for ‘the prevention and punishment of 

criminal outrages upon the natives of islands in the Pacific Ocean.’ The Order provided for 

Solomon Islands to be under the authority of the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific 

based in Suva in Fiji. This Commissioner was by virtue of Article 108(1) of the Order endowed 

with the power to make regulations for ‘the peace, order and good government of the British 

Solomon Islands Protectorate...’

One colonial appointee held the offices o f both Governor of Fiji and High Commissioner for the 

Western Pacific and administered the protectorate under this Order until 1952. In that year the

150 (1980-88) 1 VLR 293 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
151 SCCAppC 1 o f 1996.
152 (1980-88) 1 VLR 416.
153 (1980-88) 1 VLR 340 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil).
154 SCCC 89 o f 1999, SC Adoption Cases 12 and 14 o f 1999, unreported, judgment 5 May 2000, recorded at USPILJ, 
Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil).
155 SC Matrimonial Case 2 o f 2001, unreported, judgment 10 July 2001, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, 
(Matrimonial).
156 SI 78/1893 (UK), 1893 SRO & SI REV VIII 597.
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offices were separated and the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific became a distinct 

office, based in Honiara. By the Western Pacific (Courts) Order 1961151 the High Commissioner's 

Court was reconstituted as the High Court of the Western Pacific and much of the 1893 Order 

ceased to apply.158 Article 20 of the 1893 Order had declared the applicable received law thus:

so far as circum stances pe rm it...u p o n  the princip les o f  and in conform ity  w ith  the 

substance o f  the law fo r the tim e being in force in and for E ng land .. .and according to  the 

course o f  procedure and practice observed by and before courts o f  ju s tic e  in England.

This formula was altered and expanded by Article 15(1) of the 1961 Order.159 This Order 

governed the legal structure until Independence and substantively provided for the continued 

application of English law.

The gradual acceptance of customary law

Early protectorate legislation concentrated on the top priority of curbing lawlessness and 

suppressing ‘blackbirding.’ Thus the first regulations, such as those promulgated in 1893 and 

1896 to proscribe the supply of arms and alcohol to natives and to protect those entering into 

employment contracts,160 displayed a protective intent and were designed to enforce a strict 

regime of law and order.

From the very early days of the Protectorate there was recognition that customary land tenure 

should be based on local custom. After early mistaken adventures with the alienation of land, 

steps were taken to prevent alienation of customary land except under very tight conditions.161 

Although islanders were subject to the general provisions of imported criminal law and other 

regulations of an administrative character in the vast field of personal law matters the authorities 

turned a blind eye to the operation of customary law.162 Some of the more zealous missions

157 SI 1506/1961 (UK).
158 As from 9 April 1962, the date the 1961 Order took effect.
159 Set out in full at 36.
160 The Arms Regulation, KR 1 o f 1893; the Liquor Regulation, KR 4 o f 1893, and the Native Contracts Regulation, 
KR 2 of 1896 respectively. The raising o f government funds was an added initial concern: see The Solomons (Revenue) 
Regulation, KR 3 o f 1897.
161 See section 3 o f the Land Regulation, KR 5 o f 1914.
162 However the Native Administration Regulation, KR 17 o f 1922 gave the authority to colonial district officers, 
assisted by village headmen and constables, to determine matters concerning marriage and divorce, adultery, and 
compensation claims. Also discontent always simmered over head taxes compelling many islanders to work for wages.
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attempted to quash the payment of bride price163 but this was never curtailed by any official 

measure.

Official acceptance of customary law was slower to arrive. In the 1930s heated debate over the 

issue o f establishing local courts ran back and forth between Tulagi, the then protectorate capital, 

and Fiji. Even prior to the war some adventurous local administrators set up unofficial local 

councils to resolve disputes between locals.164 The 1940s witnessed the formalisation of a local 

court system throughout the Protectorate and official recognition of customary marriage.165 The 

establishment o f a comprehensive scheme of grass roots adjudication was particularly significant 

as local personnel manned166 the courts and exercised a general customary law jurisdiction.

Nevertheless prior to Independence customary law and imported law ran in parallel with little 

interaction between them. They were separate but not equal in status. Later examination will try 

to determine whether or not this separatist dualism has hindered the integration of custom and 

received law in the post-independence period.

Vanuatu

Legal History167

The New Hebrides fell, by virtue of Article 6(2), geographically within the ambit of the Pacific 

Order in Council 1893.168 However, by virtue of Article 5 the Order could never apply to 

foreigners, a term that obviously included the French. Following extensive negotiation France and 

Britain signed the Anglo-French London Protocol of 1914 and this concluded earlier

163 See the account by AA Pollard in her 1998 Conference paper ‘“Bride Price” and Christianity.’ The paper was 
delivered at the Conference on ‘Women, Christians, Citizens: Being Female in Melanesia Today’ organised under the 
auspices o f  the State, Society and Governance in Melanesia Project at the Australian National University, 
http://rspas.anu.edu.au/melanesia/pollard.html 1
164 See Bennett Wealth o f  the Solomons 1987 at 280-83 for an account o f these developments.
165 Native Courts Regulations, KR 2 o f 1942 and KR 1 o f  1943, now the Local Courts Act (Cap 19) and Native 
Marriage Ordinance, KR 4 of 1945, now the Islanders’ Marriage Act. (Cap 171). Compare Papua New Guinea where 
indigenous courts were not set up until 1975 following the passing o f the Village Courts Act 1973.
166 The use o f the verb is deliberate. The courts have operated for over half a century and only one female member has 
ever been appointed and she to Honiara Local Court, a body that has never sat.
167 What follows is a brief summary. For the definitive account representing the mother-lode of scholarship on the 
subject see DP O’Connell’s seminal essay ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9). For shorter summaries see Weisbrot ‘Custom, 
Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) and Corrin Care ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998).
168 SI 78/1893 (UK). The Order was officially extended to the group by the New Hebrides Order 1911 so that Kings’ 
Regulations could be proclaimed for British subjects and their opted affiliates.

http://rspas.anu.edu.au/melanesia/pollard.html
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arrangements between them.169 Due to the intervention of the World War 1 this was not ratified 

until 1922.170 Prior to Independence Vanuatu, or the New Hebrides as it then was, remained the 

last example of a Condominium.171

The peculiar difficulties inherent in any joint administration naturally spilt over into the 

arrangements made for the application and extent of operation of the law. This resulted in ‘a 

system of complex legal pluralism.’172 Naturally enough in the colonial era British and French 

laws occupied centre stage and the Protocol set out to whom they applied. Stripped to its skeletal 

features it dictated that:173

• British law was to apply to the British and their ‘optants’;174

• French law was to apply to the French and their ‘optants’;

• British and French laws did not apply to the local population;

• Both countries could make regulations for their own nationals and opted 

affiliates;

• The British and French Commissioners were empowered to proclaim Joint 

Regulations. These might apply to all residents of the Condominium or only to 

the local population.175

This cumbersome pluralism required an equally unwieldy court structure to administer, and 

adjudicate upon, the various laws.176

169 For a summary of the Protocol see O’Connell ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 91-98.
170 New Hebrides Order in Council 1922 (UK).
171 Hooker Legal Pluralism 1975 at 466-74.
I7~ Corrin Care ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 598. Weisbrot has commented that various historical and other 
factors have led to modem Vanuatu being engaged ‘in a unique experiment in legal pluralism’, ‘Custom, Pluralism and 
Realism’, (1989) at 65.
173 Corrin Care in 'Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 595-598 sets out with admirable clarity the laws applying to 
each group and those that applied to all residents.
174 All foreigners had to opt, within one month o f arrival, as to whether they wished to be governed by British or French 
law: Article 1(2) o f the 1914 Protocol. If  they did not opt the Article set out a procedure to make the decision for them: 
see O’Connell ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 94-5 who also sets out a lucid summary of the history o f the application 
o f British law at 107-112. Significantly indigenous islanders could not opt. For convenience I have used standard 
Arabic numerals in this text but the Protocol, and O’Connell, adopt Roman numerals.
175 Article 7 of the 1914 Protocol. Article 7(2) prevented natives from acquiring the status o f either colonial power. As 
O’Connell notes they were in effect stateless and had no right to a passport: ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 134.
176 Corrin ‘Sources o f Law’ (1985) at 225 sets out the terms of Article 10 o f the 1914 Protocol, which establishes the 
Joint Court and the tortuous procedure for the appointment o f judicial personnel. O’Connell ‘The Condominium’ 
(1968/9) gives a full synopsis o f the complex mechanics o f all Condominium courts at 122-133.
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In addition to the Joint Court there was a National Court and Magistrates’ Courts. The Joint Court 

had a wide jurisdiction over Condominium matters but it has been argued that its primary 

function was to regularise and validate the scramble for acquiring title to the best land.177 A 

rudimentary system of native or local courts was set up, but unlike their counterparts in Solomon 

Islands, a European President, assisted by local assessors headed these. Only after the passing of 

the Island Courts Act in 1983 did Vanuatu have a local indigenous court system. However as both 

Weisbrot and Jowitt have observed178 these courts probably do not possess a general civil 

customary law jurisdiction and are limited to the restricted jurisdiction outlined in their individual 

warrants. Moreover the Island Courts (Civil Procedure) Rules 1984 are remarkably formalistic 

and assume an adversarial battle between litigants.

Recognition of customary law

Officially, any official recognition of customary law was always marginal. As the indigenous 

population could not claim to be subject to a foreign law regime they were assumed to remain 

under the customary jurisdiction of their chiefs. O’Connell sums up the situation pithily observing 

that:

It w as o f  course envisaged tha t the natives w ould  rem ain under the custom ary protection  

o f  th e ir chiefs, and th a t all they w ould  need w ould  be p ro tection  against exploitation by 

w hites, and against th e  aggression o f  each o ther’179

Corrin Care notes that ‘the customary laws of their respective communities’ would govern the 

indigenous population.180 In this loose informal sense customary law was unofficially 

acknowledged. Nevertheless Article 8(3) of the 1914 Protocol made the indigenous community 

subject to control by the colonial authorities empowered to issue regulations applicable solely to 

them.

Article 8(4) of the Protocol ordered the authorities to ‘cause a collection of native laws and 

customs to be made.’ It directed that these ‘where not contrary to the dictates of humanity and the

177 See Weisbrot, ‘Custom, Pluralism, and Realism’ (1989) at 69-70 for brief details and source material. It starkly 
catalogues the efficiency o f the European, mainly French-led, land grab. Van Trease in The Politics o f  Land 1987 gives 
a detailed and balanced account at 63-91.
178 Weisbrot, ‘Custom, Pluralism, and Realism’ (1989) at 80-81and Jowitt ‘Island Courts in Vanuatu’ (1999) at 3-5.
179 ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 134.
180 ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 597.
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maintenance of order’ should be ‘utilised for the preparation of a code of native law, both civil 

and penal.’ Significantly no project to collect customary laws was undertaken and consequently 

no civil code was ever drawn up or put in force, an unmistakable indication of the lack o f esteem 

in which custom was held by the colonial powers.181

A Native Criminal Code was promulgated182 but this did not owe its provenance to any rules of 

custom and was founded on British and French jurisprudence.183 O’Connell remarks of this Code 

that it ‘gives no indication that a collection of native laws had been drawn up or even that native 

custom has even been considered.’184 Article 8 also permitted the establishment of native courts 

but those that were instituted were presided over by a European and dispensed justice not on the 

basis of customary law but by applying the Native Criminal Code.185

Conclusion

In the colonial era customary law could hardly expect to be officially allowed unbridled rein even 

in local matters. In any clash between it and imported law, especially if this involved a dispute 

between an indigene and non-indigene, it was doomed to rank as secondary. In Vanuatu its 

official status was particularly belittled and enfeebled. It comes as no surprise therefore to find 

that upon the advent of independence the framers of the newly minted constitutions of both 

nations should endeavour to lay down formal foundation blocks as a launching pad for the 

application of customary law. The next chapter will explore these constitutional charters and 

comment on how the courts have interpreted their efforts to embed customary law on a more 

secure footing and see if customary and received law can operate smoothly in tandem.

181 As O’Connell comments at 136 in any dispute between a  native and non-native the law o f the non-native applied. So 
low was their official status that natives were not allowed to register their marriages until 1967.
18‘ Joint Regulations Nos 6 o f 1927 and 1 o f 1928 later repealed and replaced by Joint Regulation No 12 o f 1962.
183 O’Connell, ‘The Condominium’ (1968/9) at 136.
' iA Ibid at 136.
185 Corrin Care, ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 598.
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Introduction

As observed, prior to independence both jurisdictions permitted limited recognition of customary 

law. Thus day-to-day life for the vast majority of the indigenous population would be lived in a 

customary way in accordance with customary norms undisturbed by the formal administration 

and the obligations imposed by its alien rules. Only rarely would they be touched by the 

commands of the received law. This might affect them if for example they were charged with a 

crime, worked in formal employment on a ship or plantation or suffered injury in an accident at 

work or on the roads.

However the recognition bestowed upon customary law by the colonial authorities was 

conditional. Customary law was always shackled in that it never enjoyed applicability as of right. 

Any status it held was at the whim and discretion of the administration. The irony o f this was that 

the exotic legal regime, familiar only to a minute proportion of the population, occupied the 

jurisprudential high ground and was self-validating. Indigenous custom, known to and observed 

by the vast majority, was limited in the ambit of its application. If raised in non-local courts proof 

of it was a prerequisite to its consideration or adoption. Or as Wanjala has wryly remarked: ‘And 

so as it is, customary law has to pass an acid test of making itself known before its legal effect 

may be determined by the courts.’186

In the colonial era the legal models had been kept separate but this did not result in a situation 

where they were respected as ‘separate but equal’. Customary law was always perceived as an 

inferior adjunct to the received law system. For example local court decisions in Solomon Islands 

were always subject to review by the local District Commissioner or Magistrate.187 The ever

present phantom of the repugnancy proviso hovered in the legal atmosphere to prevent the 

‘improper’ operation of custom. This state of affairs gnawed at local sensibility and indigenous 

consciousness and was untenable in the post-independent states.

Independence

Independence signals a legal as well as a political watershed and a constitution formalises this 

major shift. Powerful sentiment in both countries demanded that after independence customary

186 SC Wanjala ‘The Relevance and Position o f Customary Law’ (1989) at 148.
187 Section 27 o f the Local Courts Act (Cap 19).
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law should have a prominent profile and enhanced standing and recognition.188 Customary law 

however was not uniform throughout the respective countries; a key feature of Melanesian 

custom being its heterogeneous nature.189 Although a patent desire for increased status for 

indigenous law held sway, a complementary aspiration sought a cohesive, integrated and unified 

national system o f law.190 Amongst the influential independence negotiators,191 the pursuit of 

national unity was regarded as a desirable goal to be promoted vigorously. This was particularly 

so as the spectre o f secessionist movements was ever present. In Solomon Islands the Western 

Province threatened to secede and only a last hour agreement to include in the Constitution a 

guarantee of provincial autonomy prevented serious revolt.192 In Vanuatu these nascent threats 

exploded into violent revolt and secession.193 The perception that custom fluctuates and is 

disparate and diverse is crucial because it has severely hampered its advancement. Some judges 

have used its varying and non-uniform character as an excuse for its non-implementation.194

In Solomon Islands the process towards independence was gradual. The final Constitution 

emerged after a long gestation period.195 Indeed the country had been governed under 

constitutions before the independence one.196 By contrast, in Vanuatu the build-up to change was 

more radical and abrupt. Its Constitution was more populist, both in form and content, than its 

Solomon Islands counterpart. I shall argue that both Constitutions exhibit a forceful intent for the

188 Constitution Planning Committee Report, Vanuatu 1979. For comment on this and some o f its key recommendations 
see Van Trease, The Politics o f  Land  1987 at 235-240. Report o f Solomon Islands Constitutional Conference, London, 
September 1977, Cmnd. 6969: reproduced in Constitutions o f  the Countries o f  the World Vol XVII Blaustein & Flanz 
Oceana Publications Inc Dobbs Ferry New York [1971-. After independence had been agreed in principle in Solomon 
Islands, a Constitutional Committee was set up in 1975 to gather the views of the people and in 1976 a Position Paper 
was approved by the Legislative Assembly, the forerunner to the National Parliament. This Paper was presented at the 
London Conference. The main concerns o f the Paper revolved around citizenship rights and land tenure.
189 Not only could it vary from island to island but often did so within islands.
190 Weisbrot in ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 92 quotes the Vanua’aku Pati manifesto calling for the 
‘development o f one unified law’ and the ‘creation o f a body of law which is easily identified and accessible and which 
is certain and which is appropriate to the Republic’s communal and social outlook.’ A tall order for any legal regime!
191 In Solomon Islands a severely disproportionate number o f these were present, past or aspiring politicians with a 
vested interest in the retention of a potent central authority. Notably all were men. See the participants listed in the 
papers accompanying the Solomon Islands Constitution in Blaustein and Flanz, Constitutions o f  the Countries o f  the 
World Vol XVII.
192 P Larmour in ‘The Return of Alienated Land in Melanesia’ in Indigenous Rights in the Pacific and North America: 
Race and Nation in the late 2(fh Century H Reynolds and R Nile (eds.) 1992 at 42-51 narrates the background to this.
193 Noted in chapter 2 at 29. For succinct summations see Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 70-73 
and Corrin ‘Sources o f Law’ (1985) at 22. The recent prolonged civil war in Papua New Guinea over the secessionist 
movement in Bougainville and the ethnic unrest in Solomon Islands emphasis the disparate and unstable character o f 
Melanesian nation-states.
194 See particularly the judgment of the Vanuatu Chief Justice in Banga v Waiwo SCCAppC 1 of 1996 at 3-4.
195 For an illuminating account o f the process o f creating a constitution see YP Ghai ‘The Making of a Constitution’ at 
9-52 in Solomon Islands Politics P Larmour and S Tarua (eds) Institute o f Pacific Studies Suva Fiji 1983.
196 For example see the 1964 and 1974 Constitutions: British Solomon Islands Order 1964; SI 1572/1964 (UK) and 
British Solomon Islands Order 1974 SI 1262/1974 (UK) respectively.
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harmonisation19 of the plural legal sources in the emergent legal systems and to ensure that 

customary and received law, the two primary sources, complement each other in one system. 

Naturally since they are intrinsically antithetical they inevitably make strange and uncomfortable 

bedmates and friction between them is inescapable. Nevertheless the respective Constitutions 

heralded, formally at least, a new dawn and renaissance for the unconditional application and 

recognition of customary law. One might expect that in the two decades or more since 

independence custom would have blossomed into full bloom. Such expectation would, as will 

become evident, be misguided.

To fulfil the aspirations of the potent body of opinion that called at independence for customary 

law to be an integral equal source, rather than a separate subservient one, constitutional 

prescription to fix its place securely was vital. Only the adequate grounding and cementing of 

custom as a constitutional keystone could facilitate the development of a local body of law 

blended from imported common law and customary law. To pin custom securely into the legal 

fabric, any blueprint adopted needed to unequivocally assign to it a clear and pre-eminent role. 

Prescriptions for the role and rank of custom were crafted and incorporated into both 

Constitutions. Close examination of these formulae will form a central section of this chapter.

As we shall discover any elasticity in, or ambiguity of, drafting has been seized upon to the 

detriment of progress for customary law. The past twenty years have been a troublesome journey 

along a rocky road for those advocating a prominent locus for custom. The pertinent case law, 

with notable exceptions, uncovers a persistent tendency to raise the drawbridge to keep the 

invader of custom at bay.

Admittedly the melding and/or coexistence of legal sources in a plural system presents 

challenges for both politicians, in their guise as legislators, and lawyers, particularly those in the 

judiciary, charged with the development of the law. This plurality extends beyond custom and 

foreign law(s) as choice of law problems spill over and multiply due to the differing customary 

rules.

A further crucial issue emerging from modem constitutions in nations where the populace is 

subject to a personal customary law is the application of that personal law in relation to the

197 Harmonisation in the sense defined by Allott in ‘Towards the Unification of Laws’ (1965). The relevant part o f the 
definition is set out at 9 above.
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fundamental rights chapters of the constitution. The model of customary law that became 

established in colonial times displays an intensely patriarchal ethos. This collides head-on with 

contemporary equality agendas planted into modem independence constitutions and poses a 

severe headache for those pressing for a broader application of custom. This is because custom is 

most vulnerable to attack and impugnment in those areas where it seeks to maintain the structure 

o f a male-dominated society. Stating some of the dilemmas underlines their complexity.

•  How far are contemporary standards appropriate to societies where the notion of the duty of 

the individual to the group in exchange for the group’s support and protection remains the 

dominant norm?

• Can customary norms adapt to conform to modem views on gender equality?

• Should customary values that arguably underpin social stability be permitted to prevail as 

dominant even if they offend current western beliefs?

• Should constitutions provide ‘escape routes’ that erect a cordon sanitaire insulating custom 

from the catalogues of rights and freedoms and if  so how far should the insulation extend?

These are vital questions especially in rural Melanesia where social cohesion remains largely 

undisturbed and is predicated on an ethos and culture o f duties and not one of personal rights.198 

Nonetheless, local rural societies are marked by a culture of male control and this may lead to 

increasing tensions and social disputes in the future.

Before investigating and commentating on the prescriptions for custom in the respective 

Constitutions it is important to sound a bell of caution. Constitutions are in essence western 

constructs. This remains true whether they are declared to be autochthonous or are a bequest 

from the imperial authority. However the average village dweller in Melanesia, whose personal 

law is the custom of the group to which they belong, will likely not have heard of, or seen; or if 

seen, been able to read their Constitution. Thus the constitutional agenda for customary law will 

for them exist as a little-known irrelevance.199

198 This area is one that is at last receiving increased academic attention in the Pacific. I am particularly indebted to the 
recent excellent trans-regional studies o f J Corrin Care ‘Conflict between Customary Law and Human Rights’ (1999) 
and Leita Tabata ‘Application of the Human Rights Conventions’ (2000). Also see Brown and Corrin Care ‘Conflict in 
Melanesia’ (1998) and Susan Farran ‘Customary law and the constitutional protection o f human rights: Conflict or 
compromise? ’ (1997) 21 JPacS 103.
199 In Bennett’s telling phrase the constitution will be ‘an alien transplant’; Human Rights 1995 at 47.
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The Solomon Islands Constitution200

This document would be instantly recognisable to anyone familiar with the constitutions of 

independent countries formerly under the British umbrella, whether as colonies, protectorates or 

other dependencies. It conforms to a standard format that is common to the constitutions of ex

colonies from Antigua to Zimbabwe. A key feature of the framework of such constitutions is the 

combination of a preamble, invariably general and lofty in tone, followed by a substantive 

content that is explicit and detailed. This detail extends to the definition and ambit of 

fundamental rights, the machinery o f government, the mechanics of the legal system, the 

enactment of laws and the sources and application of laws.

The starting point is the division dealing with the national legislature. The Constitution declares 

the general uncontroversial proposition that Parliament may make laws.201 This donation of the 

future legislative power leaves unresolved the content of the operative law until parliamentary 

action. This is a dilemma common to all colonies at independence. To prevent a legal vacuum in 

the immediate post-colonial period the routine remedy has been to rollover existing laws and 

supply a formula for the application and precedence of the various sources of law. So stated the 

problem seems easy and superficially the relevant provisions of the Constitution are 

uncomplicated, but behind this simplicity lurk stimulating and complex problems of 

interpretation.

The constitutional framework202

The pertinent sections on the application and the hierarchy of legal sources are prolix and strive 

to cover every potential circumstance. Setting these out in full is somewhat prosaic but 

nevertheless essential to any complete study of the true effect of the constitutional blueprint. 

Sections 75 and 76, the overture to the elaborate bid to stratify and regulate the relationship and 

ranking of the sources inter se, stipulate:

200 Schedule to the Solomon Islands Independence Order SI 783/1978 (UK)
201 Section 59(1) reads ‘Subject to the provisions o f this Constitution, Parliament may make laws for the peace, order 
and good government o f Solomon Islands.’
202 For a recent review see J Corrin Care, ‘Customary Law in Conflict: the Status o f Customary Law and Introduced 
Law in Post-Colonial Solomon Islands’ (2001) 21 University o f  Queensland Law Journal 167-177.
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75. (1) P arliam ent shall m ake provision fo r the application  o f  law s, includ ing  custom ary 

law s.

(2) In  m ak ing  prov ision  under this section , Parliam ent shall have particu lar regard to the 

custom s, values and aspirations o f  the people o f  Solom on Islands.

76. U n til P arliam ent m akes other p rovision under the preceding section , the provisions o f  

Schedule 3 to  th is C onstitu tion  shall have effect for the purpose o f  determ ining the 

operation  in Solom on Islands-

(a) o f  certain  A cts o f  the Parliam ent o f  the U nited  K ingdom  m entioned  therein;

(b) o f  th e  p rinc ip les and rules o f  the  com m on law  and equity;

(c) o f  custom ary law ; and

(d) o f  the legal doctrine  o f  jud ic ia l precedent.

This leads naturally to Schedule 3, critical to any discussion and examination of the plural legal 

sources operating in Solomon Islands. The Schedule prescribes:

Section  76

Schedule 3 to  the C onstitu tion  

A pp lica tion  o f  Law s

1. Subject to  th is  C onstitu tion  and to  any A ct o f  Parliam ent, the A cts o f  th e  Parliam ent o f  

the U nited  K ingdom  o f  general application  and in force on 1st January  1961 shall have 

effect as part o f  th e  law  o f  Solom on Islands, w ith  such changes to  nam es, titles, offices, 

persons and institu tions, and as to  such o ther form al and non-substan tive m atters, as m ay 

be necessary  to  fac ilita te  their application  to  the circum stances o f  Solom on Islands from  

tim e to  tim e.

2. (1) S ubject to  th is  paragraph, the p rincip les and rules o f  th e  com m on law  and equity 

shall have effect as p art o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands, save in so far as:

(a) they  are inconsisten t w ith this C onstitu tion  or any A ct o f  Parliam ent;

(b) they  are inapplicab le  to  or inappropriate in the circum stances o f  Solom on Islands 

from  tim e  to  tim e; o r

(c) in th e ir app lication  to  any particular m atter they are inconsisten t w ith  custom ary law  

applying in  respect o f  th a t matter.

(2) T he princip les and  rules o f  the com m on law  and equity  shall so have effect 

no tw ithstand ing  any revision o f  them  by any A ct o f  the Parliam en t o f  the U nited  

K ingdom  w hich does no t have effect as part o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands.
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3. (1) Subject to  this paragraph, custom ary law  shall have effect as part o f  the law  o f  

Solom on Islands.

(2) The preceding subparagraph shall not apply in respect o f  any custom ary law  tha t is, 

and to  the extent tha t it is, inconsistent w ith th is C onstitu tion  o r an A ct o f  Parliam ent.

(3) A n Act o f  Parliam ent may:

(a) provide for the p ro o f and p leading o f  custom ary law  for any purpose;

(b) regulate the m anner in w hich or the purposes for w hich custom ary law  m ay be 

recognised; and

(c) provide for th e  resolution o f  conflicts o f  custom ary law.

4. (1) N o court o f  Solom on Islands shall be bound by any decision  o f  a foreign court 

g iven on or after 7 July 1978.

(2) Subject to  th e  preceding provisions o f  th is Schedule or any provision in that regard 

m ade by Parliam ent, the operation  in  Solom on Islands o f  the  doctrine o f  jud ic ia l 

p recedent shall be regulated by practice d irections given by th e  C h ie f Justice.

5. The provisions o f  th is Schedule are w ithout prejudice to th e  provisions o f  section  5 o f  

the O rder to w hich the C onstitu tion  is scheduled.

Prior to dissecting sections 75 and 76 and Schedule 3, for completeness the relevant portions of 

section 5 of the Solomon Islands Independence Order 1978203 and the definition of “the existing 

laws” in section 2(1) o f the Order are set out. These, so far as is relevant, regulate that:

5 (1) The revocation  o f  the existing  O rders shall be w ithout p rejud ice to  the continued 

operation  o f  any existing  laws m ade, o r having effect as i f  they had been m ade under any 

o f  those O rders; and the existing  law s shall have effect on and after the appointed  day as 

i f  they had been m ade in pursuance o f  the C onstitu tion  and shall be construed w ith such 

m odifications, adaptations, qualifications and exceptions as m ay be necessary to  bring 

them  into conform ity  w ith the Solom on Islands A ct 1978 (c) and th is Order.

(2) W here any m atter that falls to  be prescribed or o therw ise provided for under the 

C onstitu tion  by Parliam ent o r by any other authority  or person is prescribed or provided 

for by or under an existing law  (including any am endm ent to  any such law  m ade under 

th is section) o r is o therw ise p rescribed or provided for im m ediately  before the appointed 

day by or under th e  existing O rders tha t prescrip tion  or p rovision  shall, as from  that day,

203 SI 783/1978 (UK).
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have effect (w ith  such m odifications, adaptations, qualifications and exceptions as m ay 

be necessary  to  bring  it in to  conform ity w ith the Solom on Islands A ct 1978 and th is 

O rder) as i f  it had been m ade under the C onstitu tion  by Parliam ent or, as the case m ay 

require, by the o ther authority  o r person.

2(1) In th is  O rd e r -

"the ex isting  Law s" m eans any A cts o f  the Parliam ent o f  the U nited K ingdom , O rders o f  

H er M ajesty  in C ouncil, O rdinances, rules, regulations, orders o r o ther instrum ents 

hav ing  effect as part o f  th e  law  o f  Solom on Islands (w hether o r no t they have been 

b rough t in to  operation) im m ediately before the appointed  day bu t does no t include any 

O rder revoked by th is O rder

Commentary on sections 75 and 76

The place of customary law in the legal firmament was not a burning issue in the debate on 

drawing up the final document.204 Clearly section 75 is a springboard provision decreeing a 

significant role for customary law. Parliament could theoretically, if  section 75(1) stood in 

isolation, earmark a limited role for customary law in the legal system. However, section 75(2) 

renders it incumbent on Parliament to have particular regard to customary values and the wishes 

of the people. Until the very recent enactment of the Customs Recognition Act 2000, Parliament, 

except in limited areas,205 has been inactive under section 75. Section 75 (1) sounds as an 

injunctive command, but subsection (2) plainly indicates that it is programmatic and permissive.

Section 76 is an essential corollary to section 75. Non-substantive in nature, it operates as a 

sweeping-up provision directing reference to Schedule 3 for the application and precedence of 

laws until Parliament makes specific legislative provision. The section contemplates that it is to 

be a temporary and transitional measure but despite the recent Customs Recognition Act 2000, set 

out and examined in the Appendix, the probability is that Schedule 3 is likely to remain relevant 

as a long term, if not permanent, necessity. Even if the 2000 Act becomes law it is still useful to 

see how the courts have approached the evaluation of the place o f custom in the absence of

204 Professor Yash Ghai, the legal adviser involved in the drafting o f the Constitution, recalls no particular discussion 
on the role o f  customary law except in relation to customary land. Likewise he states that there was little discussion on 
the interaction between customary law and statutory law and no time to develop a proper scheme. He compares this to 
Papua New Guinea where considerable time was spent on the issue. Personal e-mail communication with the author 10 
April 2001. See also note 188 at 47 above confirming that customary law was not a key issue for discussion at the 1977 
Constitutional Conference in London.
205 As we shall note in chapter 6 succession is the most significant. The 2000 Act has not yet been brought into force.
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parliamentary regulation. In this way it should become possible to assess whether or not the 

recent law, if  brought into force, is likely to be successful.

By way of background it is pertinent to note that finite financial resources are a perennial 

problem for developing nations and have likely hampered concerted direction on law reform. A 

Law Reform Commission was not established in Solomon Islands until 1995 and, according to 

its head, the Commission was understaffed and under-funded.206 The Commission is now 

moribund and inoperative since the appointment of the main Commissioner as a High Court 

judge in 1997.

This compares unfavourably with neighbouring Papua New Guinea, which treated law reform as 

an important priority.207 The lack of an advisory body may have led to the abnegation by 

Parliament of its constitutional responsibility under section 75(1) and created an unfortunate 

situation erroneously perceived by some of leaving a vacuum in the laws. In Allardyce Lumber 

Company Limited v Laore208 Chief Justice Ward, adjudicating in a dispute concerning rights 

claimed in custom over the foreshore, commented forcefully that:

Schedule 3 to  th e  C onstitution provides that custom ary law  shall have effect as part o f  the 

law  o f  Solom on Islands except w here it is and to the extent that it is inconsistent w ith  the 

C onstitu tion  o r an A ct o f  Parliam ent. It has been said many tim es by th is C ourt that, i f  

custom  is to  be relied on, it m ust be proved before the C ourt by evidence and m ust be 

proved each tim e. I w ould com m ent that the term s o f  paragraph 3(3) to  the Schedule 

incline m e to  th e  view  that these earlier rulings may have gone too  far and that, until an 

act o f  P arliam en t provides for the p ro o f and pleading o f  custom ary law, it should  not be 

considered  by the Courts. H ow ever it has no t been argued and neither party  here has 

sought to  d ispu te  the earlier au thorities on the  point.

As we shall see when Schedule 3 is examined this obiter dicta opinion is almost certainly 

incorrect. Daly CJ had, after full argument, lucidly ruled to the contrary on the very same 

provision in Balou v Kokosi209 declaring:

206 Law Reform Commission Annual Report 1996 at 10-11.
207 See D Weisbrot ‘Customizing the Common Law: the True Papua New Guinea Experience’ (1981) 67 American Bar 
Association Journal 727-731.
208 HCCC 64 o f 1989, unreported, judgment 10 August 1990.
209 (1982) SILR 94.
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C ounsel argued th a t because Parliam ent had no t taken advantage o f  subparagraph (3) o f  

Paragraph 3 o f  S chedule 3 to the C onstitu tion  and passed an A ct to  deal w ith  the m atters 

set out in tha t subparagraph, then custom ary law  had no t as yet becom e part o f  the law  o f  

Solom on Islands. W ith  all respect, th a t is a  bad po in t and i f  it has any currency th e  sooner 

it is d iscarded th e  better. Subparagraph (3) is perm issive; hence th e  use o f  the w ord 

'may'. T he fact tha t Parliam ent has no t exercised  a pow er available to  it cannot affect in 

the sligh test the c lea r w ords o f  paragraph 3(1). A s from  7th July 1978 custom ary law  has 

been part o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands and m ust be enforced as such.

The quoted excerpt from Allardyce has added interest as it decrees that custom ‘must be proved 

each time.’ This questions the old-established rule in Angu vAttah210 that once a rule of custom is 

well established by evidence it does not require recurrent revalidation.211 Proving customary law 

in westem-style courts is a complex and controversial issue full discussion of which is beyond 

the scope of this thesis.212

What constitutes ‘customary law’ in Solomon Islands?

Section 144(1) of the Constitution defines customary law as follows: ‘“customary law” means 

the rules of customary law prevailing in an area o f Solomon Islands.’ This is circuitous and does 

not give any guidance as to the content of custom or afford any authentic briefing as to how the 

general ethos and body o f customary law is best described. It does implicitly recognise the 

important feature of custom that its precepts vary from area to area. The preamble to the 

Constitution reinforces this perceived characteristic of custom containing an agreement and 

pledge that: ‘(d) we shall cherish and promote the different cultural traditions within Solomon 

Islands.’ The definition also counters any assumption that customary law must demonstrate an 

ancient pedigree before gaining admission as an acceptable canon.213

210 [1916] PC ‘74-’28, 43.
211 The genesis o f the rule arose from the fact that all imperial judges were expatriates and thus had no in-built cultural 
knowledge o f custom. Strangely, on the issue o f proof, adherence beyond the rule is demanded when the number of 
expatriate judges is declining. Maybe the Chief Justice was demanding only that a novel point o f custom required proof 
‘each time.’ This makes more sense.
212 For an excellent and comprehensive review see Jean G Zorn and Jennifer Corrin Care, Proving Customary Law in 
the Common Law Courts o f  the South Pacific, International Centre for International and Comparative Law London 
2002 .

213 See also the definition o f ‘custom’ in Schedule 1.2(1) o f the Papua New Guinea Constitution 1975 which 
deliberately incorporated the phrase ‘regardless o f whether or not the custom or usage has existed since time 
immemorial’. This dispelled any lingering notions that to be accorded recognition custom had to prove that it was 
‘traditional’ and establish a venerable ‘family tree.’ Generally see Allott New Essays 1970 150-155.
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A feature of the definition is that it does not limit customary law to that of indigenous Solomon 

Islanders. In Edwards v Edwards214 the crucial issue was whether or not Victor Edwards was 

lawfully married to Veronica Abe’e Edwards at the time of his death. The evidence disclosed that 

the parties had married in accordance with the custom of the Kiribati community in Solomon 

Islands. The widow maintained this custom implicitly fell within the constitutional definition.

The respondent, a daughter of the deceased, argued that the court should only recognise the 

customary law o f the indigenous peoples of Solomon Islands as the Constitution belonged to 

them. Justice Palmer recounted that in the late 1950s and early 1960s significant groups of 

Kiribati people had been resettled in Solomon Islands by the colonial authorities. This 

resettlement had been in certain specific locations around the country. In a key passage he recited 

the constitutional definition of customary law. He accepted that the intention of the framers of 

the Constitution may well have been to limit customary law to that of the indigenous population 

but went on:

H ow ever th e  defin ition  o f  ‘custom ary law ’ does not contain  such lim itations or 

qualifications. I f  it w as in tended to  be so read, then  it could easily  have been defined to 

read ‘m eans the rules o f  custom ary law  prevailing  in an area o f  Solom on Islands, and 

w here m em bers o f  a group, clan, line o r tribe o f  the indigenous people o f  Solom on 

Islands reside .’ The defin ition  how ever did not stretch  to  tha t extent.

The Judge observed that the Kiribati people had lived in areas of the country for many years, had 

been well established before independence, had become citizens and many regarded Solomon 

Islands as their home. His respectful view was that:

the defin ition  o f  custom ary law  should  not be read restrictively , but rather should be seen 

as rem edial in its application  and be given a fair, w ide and liberal interpretation.

Following this he determined that Kiribati custom, if proved, was customary law within the 

definition. He also noted that the customary law might be practiced outside the area in which it 

originated. In other words the custom may continue to apply even if the parties to it dwell away 

from the area where those rules of customary law prevail.

214 HCCC 312 of 1995, unreported, judgment 12 January 1996.
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Attempts to define customary law in any logical comprehensive way are bedevilled by 

complication.215 An intriguing instance of the conceptual confusion is offered by Talosui v 

Tone ’ew ane216 The applicant presented an election petition to the court. In it he alleged that 22 

registered voters in a provincial election had been disenfranchised because the provincial 

authorities had not set up separate polling facilities for men. This voting group was ‘pagan’ and 

believed that they would be ritually contaminated if they entered a room that had contained a 

menstruating woman that same day. As a result they attended to vote but refused to enter the 

polling booth for fear o f being tainted. The applicant asserted that since customary law was part 

of the law their beliefs should be recognised and separate booths established to enable the group 

to vote. Wood CJ acknowledged that Schedule 3 afforded recognition to customary law and 

asked:

T he question  m ay be posed w hen is custom  law  and w hen is it m erely custom ? In the 

instan t case one w onders i f  the  objection  o f  the 22 pagans to entering  the room  w hich had 

already been occupied  by w om en is a  po in t o f  custom ary law  o r m erely a relig ious tenet 

or belief.

The Chief Justice did not proceed to answer the questions he posed which lie at the centre of 

debate of the nature of customary law. One might wonder if he was seeking to classify the beliefs 

as custom in its sense o f patterns of behaviour or habits and it might be presumptuous to suggest 

by implication that a religious belief cannot be law.217 Maintaining, without analytical inquiry, 

that the beliefs advanced could not be categorised as customary law is unfortunate and 

unfounded. It fortifies the thesis that judicial rationalisation has at times been parochial and 

ineffectual in facing the juristic challenge standing at the crux of delineating and then 

establishing the application of customary law. It may have been preferable to decide the issue on 

the basis that the relevant election regulations made no provision for separate voting 

arrangements and that these were the proper deliberate intention o f the legislature.218

215 See chapter 1 at 17-22 and Allott New Essays 1970 at 145-157 for discussion and 180-1 for examples. Definitions in
constitutions are often drafted by lawyers and consequently legalistic in nature.
216 (1985/86) SILR 140.
217 Many legal regimes follow religious canons. Islam and Judaism are obvious examples.
218 However as a direct result o f this controversy the authorities made new regulations the next year to provide for
voters to deliver their vote via the polling officials if they objected to entering the polling station.
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The Customs Recognition Act 2000

In 1993, fifteen years after independence, the Ministry of Justice circulated for comment a 

Customs Recognition Bill,219 A revised Customs Recognition Bill 1995 was drafted and remained 

inchoate until enacted at the end of 2000. The Act claims to establish a specific platform for the 

recognition and operation of custom. As the Act is not yet in force my own views and comments 

on it are summarised in the Appendix and present examination will proceed on the basis that it is 

not law. Suffice it to say that although those supporting the Act seem to assume it enhances the 

standing o f customary law, as presently drafted it will do nothing of the kind.

Step-by-step analysis of the precedence of the plural legal sources in Schedule 3

• The Constitution

Section 2 is uncontroversial and decrees in standard terms that:

T his C onstitu tion  is the suprem e law  o f  Solom on Islands and i f  any o ther law  is 

inconsisten t w ith th is C onstitu tion , that o ther law  shall, to  the extent o f  the inconsistency, 

be void.

• Acts of Parliament

Next in precedence are ‘Acts of Parliament’. These remain undefined in the Constitution but 

‘Parliament’ itself is defined in Section 144(1) as ‘the National Parliament of Solomon Islands 

established by this Constitution.’ Any reference therefore to an ‘Act of Parliament’ must, unless 

there is a clear contrary indication, be to an Act of the Solomon Islands National Parliament, not 

to the UK body.220 A full reading of Schedule 3 strengthens this interpretation as references to 

the UK Parliament in paragraphs 1 and 2(2) of the Schedule specifically refer to it as such.221

219 This draft was distinctly lacking in originality closely mirroring the Customs Recognition Act (Ch. 19) o f Papua New 
Guinea. In consequence it repeats the flaws of that Act.
220 R v Ngena (1983) SILR 1 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Criminal).
221 A view taken by the Court in K  v T and Ku (1985/86) SILR 49 at 52-3.
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The decision in Irobeni v Misimanu, Subui and QBE Insurance222 reinforces the precedence of 

local legislation over custom. The plaintiffs son had been killed a motor vehicle accident caused 

by the negligent driving of the first defendant. The third defendant, had insured the car under the 

Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Act 1972 (Cap 83). The Act provided that motor vehicles 

must be insured against the risk of third parties sustaining death or bodily injury in road 

accidents. The insurer paid $3500 into Court and argued that this sum represented the limit o f its 

liability under the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934 (UK) operating as an Act of 

general application. The plaintiff maintained that since custom was now part of the law it should 

determined the measure of damages. The Judge gave this contention short shrift ruling that the 

Act provided a statutory scheme for issues that had absolutely no custom nexus and furthermore 

that by virtue of paragraph 3(2) of Schedule 3 the custom suggested was inconsistent with the 

Act. He also pointed out that the action was commenced under the statutory scheme and was thus 

governed by statute not custom. The logic of this seems compelling although the Act only limits 

the amount of compensation that may be payable and does not specifically prescribe under what 

regime it is to be assessed.

Paragraph 3(1) of Schedule 3 is pivotal as the substantive provision granting customary law 

validity as a primary legal source in Solomon Islands. The limits on this application, imposed by 

paragraph 3(2) of Schedule 3 are only that it shall not apply if inconsistent ‘with this Constitution 

or an Act of Parliament.’ As argued ‘Act of Parliament’ logically must refer to an Act of the 

Solomon Islands National Parliament. However the judgments in Loumia v Director o f  Public 

Prosecutions223 demonstrate that the position is not quite so clear-cut. The Court of Appeal 

determined that the phrase is not limited to the Acts of the Solomon Islands National Parliament 

simpliciter but includes statute law enacted prior to Independence which forms part of ‘the 

existing laws.’ Consequently the Court of Appeal held that a dictate of customary law that 

conflicted with a provision o f the Penal Code (Cap 26), a local pre-Independence Ordinance, was 

inconsistent with a statute and by virtue of paragraph 3(2) could not apply as part of the law.224 

This appears correct on an analysis of sections 2(1) and 5(1) of the Order.225 Certainly the

222 HCCC 146 o f 2001, unreported, judgment 10 August 2001, Kabui J, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High 
Court (Civil).
223 (1984/85) SILR at 158 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, Court o f Appeal, (Criminal).
224 For a critique of other aspects o f this decision see Brown ‘Criminal Law and Custom in Solomon Islands’ (1986).
225 For additional comment on the applicability o f laws pursuant to the S I Independence Order SI 783/1978 (UK) see Y 
Sato & Company Ltd  v Honiara Appointed Council and Solomon Motors Ltd  v Honiara Appointed Council 
CACAppCases 15/16 of 1998, unreported, judgment 21 January 1991. See also Corrin Care in ‘Customary Law in 
Conflict’ (2001) at 172-4.
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interpretation of the Court of Appeal accords with common sense if gaps in the legal terrain are 

not to abound.

In Tosika v Siho,226 a case decided shortly after Independence, Davis CJ sought to restrict the 

operation of custom even more drastically. The Principle Magistrate (Malaita)227 had awarded 

$1000 as compensation in custom to the relatives of a person murdered by the appellant’s son. 

The appellant appealed on the grounds that a murderer is punished by life imprisonment by the 

general criminal law and that paragraph 3(2) prevented custom from applying if it was 

inconsistent with an Act of Parliament.

The Chief Justice held that the evidence before the Magistrate was insufficient to support his 

finding that existing customary law entitled the victim’s line to claim compensation from the 

culprit and his line. This might have disposed of the matter. However he also maintained that if 

customary law required the culprit’s line to pay compensation to that of the victim then it was 

‘clearly inconsistent with the law relating to murder the mandatory penalty for which under 

section 193 of the Penal Code is imprisonment for life.’

The Chief Justice seems to be confusing apples and eggs here in the sense that he holds that 

punishment under the criminal law precludes a claim for damages that is made under civil law. 

(Emphasis added). In English law, any battery and assault, including murder is, as a trespass to 

the person, a tort as well as a crime. The purpose of the criminal law is principally concerned 

with the punishment of the wrongdoer; whereas tortious remedies are primarily concerned with 

compensating the victim. Punishment under the criminal law does not absolve the perpetrator 

from tortious liability and the victim or their family can quite properly make a claim for damages 

against the culprit."8 By way of analogy if an unlawful killing is a ‘wrong’ in custom then there 

should be no objection to compensation being awarded in respect of it irrespective of any 

punishment imposed under the state criminal law.229

226 HCCAppC 5 o f 1979, unreported.
227 FL Daly, who shortly after this decision succeeded Davis CJ. Daly CJ expressed serious reservations about the 
decision o f his predecessor in several conversations with the author in the early 1980s.
"2S FA Trindade and P Cane The Law o f  Torts in Australia OUP Melbourne 1985 at 15 and 26-27.
" 9 The Chief Justice made much o f the fact that the claimants agreed that when murder was punishable by death 
custom claims were not pursued and felt that such claims were still extinguished by a punishment o f life imprisonment. 
Perhaps the decision is best viewed as an authority restricted to cases of murder only. Certainly granting it any wider 
ambit would be unsound.
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• Customary law and the rules of the common law and equity230

The relationship and ranking between customary law and the rules of common law and equity is 

theoretically unproblematic.

The present Chief Justice expressed the matter succinctly in Kasa and Kasa v Biku and 

Another,231 Commenting on Schedule 3 he stated:

T hus the C onstitu tion  applies for th e  application  o f  custom ary law  as part o f  th e  law  o f  

Solom on Islands and it ranks ahead o f  th e  com m on law  and equity.

Paragraph 2(1 )(c) of the Schedule expressly provides that the latter rules shall be part of the law 

of Solomon Islands save as in so far as ‘in their application to any particular matter they are 

inconsistent with customary law applying in respect of that matter.’

The rules of common law and equity to be applied are those of England as at Independence 

Day.232 In the relevant passage of the leading judgment in the Court of Appeal, Kapi JA, dealing 

with the provenance of common law rules, concluded that:

In reading paragraphs 2(1) and (4 )233 o f  Schedule 3 together, I reach the  fo llow ing  

conclusion. T he princip les and rules o f  com m on law  and equity  enuncia ted  by courts in 

England before  7th July 1978 shall have effect as part o f  th e  law  o f  Solom on Islands. 

A fter th is po in t, decisions in E ngland w ould  no t have any binding effect. T he only 

exception to  th is general statem ent is w here a com petent court, such as th e  H ouse o f  

L ords, declares tha t a  princip le o f  law  w as w rongly decided by a low er court in England 

before  independence. I w ill consider th is  m atter later. T he developm ent o f  the p rincip les

230 For a valuable survey o f the application o f the common law in the Pacific see Paterson ‘The application o f the 
common law and equity’ (1997). Although not specifically tackling the position o f the common law vis-a-vis custom it 
is particularly useful on the general mechanics o f the application of the common law in Solomon Islands and includes a 
detailed critique of the leading authorities. In the same volume Guy Powles’ in-depth study examines the status of 
custom around the Pacific ‘Common law at bay? The scope and status o f  customary law regimes in the South Pacific ’ 
(1997)21 JPacS 61-82.
231 HCCC 126 o f 1999, unreported, judgment 14 January 2000.
232 Cheung v Tanda (1984) SILR 108 per Kapi JA at 121-123. This overruled dicta o f the Chief Justice at first instance 
in Tanda v Cheung (1983) SILR 193 at 205 and Official Administrator fo r  Unrepresented Estates v Allardyce Lumber 
Co Ltd (1980/81) SILR 66. The Chief Justice had asserted that there was no fixed date for the receipt o f the common 
law and it could be taken from any common law jurisdiction.
233 The brackets round ‘4 ’ appear in the judgment but are a patent error: there is no paragraph 2(4). The Justice is 
obviously referring to paragraph 4 of the Schedule.
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and rules o f  com m on law  and equity after independence w ill be a m atter for the courts o f  

th is  country, especially  the H igh C ourt and the C ourt o f  A ppeal.

In the  light o f  conclusions on questions o f  law  I have reached, I should indicate now  the 

relevance o f  decisions from  o ther com m on law  countries such as A ustralia  and Papua 

N ew  G uinea. W hen the courts in this country are concerned w ith  the application  o f  the 

princip les and rules o f  com m on law and equity form ulated  in E ngland before 

independence, under paragraph 2(1) o f  Schedule 3, the decisions o f  o ther com m on law  

countries are no t relevant. The courts here w ill obtain  th e  p rincip les from  the English 

decisions. D ecisions from  o ther com m on law  countries w ill only be o f  assistance i f  they 

correctly  apply th e  princip les and rules o f  com m on law  and equity  in England at the 

relevant tim e. I f  the courts here are concerned w ith  the application  o f  principles 

form ulated  or developed after independence, the decisions from  o ther com m on law 

countries m ay be referred to  in the process o f  developing the law  here. A fter this po in t in 

tim e, the English  o r U nited K ingdom  decisions are not b inding upon th is court any m ore 

than  are the decisions o f  any o ther court o f  any o ther com m on law country. In m y view  

these issues are o f  fundam ental significance in considering  the subm issions m ade on 

questions o f  law.

Whilst the common law is only applicable if not inconsistent with customary law in respect of 

any particular matter there is scant authority specifically clarifying the precise relationship of the 

sources. In an appeal involving customary land, Igolo v Ita 234 Counsel for the appellant 

contended that the principle of received statute235 and common law, that a child bom in wedlock 

should be presumed legitimate until the contrary is proved beyond reasonable doubt, should 

apply.236 Daly CJ rejected this out of hand stating:

T his subm ission gives rise to  the interesting question as to  the law  applicable in a 

custom ary land case such as this. I start w ith our Suprem e law, the C onstitu tion . T his 

provides in Schedule 3 paragraph 3 as follow s:

“3. (1) Subject to  th is paragraph, custom ary law  shall have effect as part o f  the law  o f  

Solom on Islands.

(2) The preceding subparagraph shall not apply in respect o f  any custom ary law  that is, to  

the extent that it is, inconsistent w ith th is C onstitution or an  A ct o f  Parliam ent.”

234 (1983) SILR 56.
"35 Presumably the Legitimacy Act 1926 (UK) although this measure did not disturb the common law presumption but 
extended the category o f those legitimated to children bom to parents who married after their birth.
236 The appellant had been bom in wedlock but the Customary Land Appeal Court (CLAC) had made a finding o f fact 
that he was his mother’s adulterine child and been adopted in custom by her husband.
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It w ill be noted  tha t there  is only reference to  custom ary law  not applying w here it is 

“ inconsisten t w ith  th is  C onstitu tion  or an A ct o f  Parliam ent.” T here is no reference to  the 

inconsistency  o f  custom ary law  w ith  the received law , that is “the A cts o f  Parliam ent o f  

th e  U nited  K ingdom  o f  general app lication  and in force on 1st January 1961” (Schedule 3 

para  1) and “th e  princip les and ru les o f  the com m on law  and equity” (Schedule 3 para  2). 

T herefore, i f  the C LA C  in th is  case w ere applying custom ary law  to decide w hether or 

no t the A ppellan t w as legitim ate it could  be forcefully  argued tha t tha t law  w ould  prevail 

over th e  received law  regard ing  legitim acy by virtue o f  Schedule 3. It m ay be tha t th is 

w ou ld  have w hat counsel says is the unattractive result that a  m an m ust p rove his 

legitim acy instead o f  th e  reverse, bu t i f  it is found to  be unattractive Parliam ent could 

rem edy th e  m atter by an A ct.

T he second  consideration  is tha t th is  is a case in w hich custom ary land is under 

discussion  and rights to  custom ary land should, on the basis o f  com m on sense, be dealt 

w ith  in  accordance w ith  the custom ary trad itions and any princip les w hich have evolved 

from  them . T o try  to  im pose in such trad itional situation  a received law  such as the one to  

w hich  counsel refers is, to  say th e  least, unsatisfactory. I therefore conclude tha t both  in 

law  and  com m on sense a custom ary law  in th e  circum stances referred to  w ould take 

priority  over a received law.

The Court heard full submissions only from Counsel for the appellant as the respondent was 

unrepresented but nevertheless the summation of the precedence of sources is sound. The Chief 

Justice stresses that it would be contrary to common sense to import the received law into 

customary disputes. This raises an additional element. Is customary law only p r im a  f a c i e  the 

predominant source of law in what the Chief Justice described as a ‘traditional situation’? Should 

the common law be applicable in those areas where custom may not have developed cohesive 

principles? At first instance in T a n d a  v  C h e u n g 1 Chief Justice Daly asserted:

I w ould  w an t a  case m ade ou t w ith  the  u tm ost clarity on substantial evidence before I 

w ould  conclude on such a  general basis that a  ru le o f  com m on law  w as inapplicable or 

inappropria te  in th e  circum stances o f  Solom on Islands.238

Significantly litigation on the recovery of damages for injury and losses occasioned by 

negligence has been conducted on common law principles. It is not clear if this has been because

237 (1983) SILR 193.
238 This statement was offered in the context o f a contention that a particular rule o f common law was inappropriate and 
not on the relationship of the common law and custom. This latter aspect was not argued.
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that model has tried and tested principles to ensure predictable results or because those charged 

with the running of the cases adopt the familiar code as the dispute medium.239 What would be 

the position if a plaintiff advocated that custom dictated more extensive and generous 

compensation than the common law? Interestingly in Official Administrator o f  Unrepresented 

Estates v Allardyce Lumber Company L im i te d  Daly CJ noted that amounts claimed in custom 

for compensation for death bore a marked similarity to the conventional sums awarded on claims 

for damages in UK for ‘loss of expectation of life.’241

The test proposed by the Chief Justice in Igola v 7/a242 asserts a clear priority for custom over the 

received law from any source in disputes centred on a customary matrix.243 He goes further by 

correctly noting that Schedule 3 does not fetter customary law by rendering it inapplicable if  it is 

inconsistent with received statute law or common law or equity. Nowhere does he explicitly 

declare that in disputes containing a non-customary element or involving a non-customary party 

custom should only rank as an equal alongside or behind the common law. It would be difficult 

to do so in view of paragraph 2(1 )(c) as this decrees resoundingly that in ‘any particular matter’ 

where there is an applicable customary law, the common law is abrogated if it is inconsistent with 

customary law. Nothing in the paragraph states or implies that customary law is not to operate if a 

non-islander is a party or the matter involves non-customary aspects.

The logical clarity of the declaration in paragraph 2(1 )(c) requires restatement in light of a 

tenacious adherence to the common law in some quarters. In Funua (by Kabini) v Cattle 

Development Authority244 a young boy of five had suffered minor injuries after being knocked 

over by a cow that had escaped from the holding stockade of the defendant authority. The cow, a 

‘flighty’ weaner, had escaped through a fence in a holding-paddock. The Magistrate found on the 

facts that the defendant authority had not been negligent. This disposed of the claim because the 

plaintiff had never put forward any alternative basis for liability. In case his findings on liability 

were wrong the Magistrate offered some comment on the measure of damages. Counsel for the

“3Q In my time in Solomon Islands compensation cases were brought under the common law and/or imported statute. 
Cheung v Tanda (1984) SILR 108, Suluburi v Jolly Hardware Ltd  (1985/86) SILR 140 and Longa v Solomon Taiyo Ltd 
(1980/81) SILR 239 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil) provide excellent examples.
240 (1980/81) SILR 66.
241 Such claims were abolished in the UK by the Administration o f  Justice Act 1982. The Chief Justice cited the 
decision in Tosika v Siho HCCAppC 5 o f 1979 and observed that the lower court had awarded SIS 1000 as 
compensation for a killing of a line member, a figure that at the time was not out of line with UK awards.
242 (1983) SILR 56.
243 However the exception may be in child custody cases: note the Chief Justice’s ruling in Sukutaona v Houanihou 
(1982) SILR 12 discussed in detail in chapter 5. The critical extract of the judgment appears at 68 below.
244 (1984) SILR 55 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil).
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boy argued that these should take into account custom principles where, as the Magistrate noted, 

‘honour rather than damage may be the issue.’ Ruling on this point he emphatically declared:

This m ight be the approach o f  the Local C ourt, w here both parties are part of, and w ell 

aw are o f  a com m on system ; but it cannot be righ t in  a  d ispute betw een an is lander and a 

public corporation  and I shall not follow  it. Instead  I m ust do th e  best I can, on the 

general basis o f  the E nglish  decisions, and the  re lative standard o f  liv ing and m oney here 

and there.

The Magistrate later in his judgment embarked upon a learned discourse of the common law of 

cattle trespass to ascertain if the rigid rules of the doctrine assisted the plaintiff.245 Any choice of 

forum argument, based on the proposition that if the plaintiff opts to proceed in a non-local court 

he must accept the application of non-customary law, is ill conceived on two grounds. Firstly it 

clearly runs counter to Schedule 3 and secondly local courts have by virtue of section 6 o f the 

Local Courts Act jurisdiction only where ‘all parties are Islanders.’ No genuine choice o f forum 

therefore exists.246

The wording of paragraph 2(1 )(c) allows the operation of the common law provided it is not 

‘inconsistent with customary law applying in respect of that matter.’ In view of this the court 

would be required to examine the matter at hand to determine whether or not customary law 

purported to apply to the situation. If it did not then no question of inconsistency could arise and 

the common law would be applicable.

The dogmatic refusal to extend custom to a dispute where one litigant is not ordinarily subject to 

customary law is mistaken. There is an assumption inherent in the logic o f the Magistrate’s 

ruling that the provisions of Schedule 3 limit the ambit of customary law to situations where both 

parties are aware of and bound by the same system but this is misconceived. The substance of the 

ruling exhibits the perseverance of a patronising plank of the common law that it may apply

245 This is hardly surprising as these rules evolved from what the Magistrate aptly termed ‘this jungle o f judge-made 
law’ and led to a situation o f ‘picturesque chaos.’ Quite why such common law rules should be transplanted is 
debatable. Contentions that cattle should be regarded as naturally wild or feral in Solomon Islands on the basis that they 
were not commonly domesticated there were rejected.
246 Funua has a  compelling counterpart in the Zambian case o f Grobber v Lusambo Luanshya Local Court 325 o f 1967, 
a decision on liability for dog bites. In Zambia a choice o f forum was available and in the first instance the victim, 
Lusambo succeeded in the local court on an application o f customary law. On appeal the Magistrate reversed this 
finding and applied English law. This favoured Grobber, the dog owner. The commentaries on this decision in Allott 
New Essays 1970 at 252-4 and a case note by PA Thomas (1989) 18 ICLQ 471 are instructive on the tangled web of 
choice of law issues where there are ‘mixed’ parties.
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without discrimination to those whose personal law it may not be. Conversely customary law will 

be not regarded as the appropriate body of law to govern persons or entities not normally ruled 

by it. Any doctrine based on this premise turns paragraph 2(1 )(c) upside down. This pronounces 

in lucid language that if  a relevant customary law is put forward and established then any rule of 

the common law inconsistent with that customary law shall not take effect.

The common law and customary law make for strange bedfellows and an uneasy coexistence and 

balance between them is to be expected. The common law is a monolithic jealous system. Whilst 

it may possess the fluidity to adopt, absorb and incorporate outside ideas the key to this 

flexibility is the concept of the incorporation in the sense that outside ideas are annexed by and 

so become absorbed as part of the larger ‘colony’ of the common law. The common law is less 

comfortable operating as an equal partner or participant where the sources of law are plural or 

dual. Powles has coined247 the useful and apt metaphor of the ‘western juggernaut’ for the 

common law and the concluding comment in his review that ‘The western juggernaut has been 

stopped in its tracks, but its engine has not stalled’ is a well fitted to its influence in Solomon 

Islands. Powles confirms that:248

Lack o f  guidance for the courts as to  how  to  handle custom ary law, and th e  increasing 

num ber o f  com m on-law  trained law yers engaged as judges and practitioners in Pacific 

Island system s, have ensured that th e  persistent erosion o f  the v itality  o f  custom ary law  

has continued, even increased in tem po. In addition  the forces o f  the com m on law  have 

been seen to  em ploy tactics o f  encirclem ent -  to  cast the net and tighten  it around 

custom ary law  institu tions and authorities.

• Customary Law and the Acts of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of general 

application and in force on 1st January 1961.

The main dilemma lies in evaluating the standing of United Kingdom Acts of general application 

in relation to customary law. By virtue of paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 they plainly rank below 

Acts of the National Parliament and will operate as one of the legal sources along with customary 

law and the rules of common law and equity. The knotty problem lies in ascertaining their 

precise standing in relation to customary law.

241 'Common law at bay? ’ (1997) at 78.
248 Ibid at 78.
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At the outset two decisions stressing the basic importance of customary law after Independence 

can usefully be noted. In Balou v Kokosi249 the point in issue was whether or not a woman 

married in custom only was ‘a married woman’ for the purpose of the Affiliation Separation and 

Maintenance Act 1971 (Cap 1). Daly CJ narrated paragraph 3(1) of Schedule 3 and concluded:

As th e  m arriage in th is  case is valid  in custom ary law  it follow s that in accordance w ith  

paragraph 3(1) th a t it is valid  in accordance w ith  the law  o f  Solom on Islands. T hus w hen 

an A ct o f  th e  leg isla tu re  ta lks sim ply  o f  a 'm arriage' it m ust, in m y judgm en t, be 

construed  as referring  to  all m arriages valid  in  Solom on Islands law. It m ust then  also 

refer to  a custom ary m arriage. T his construction  w ould be necessary in order to  b ring  the 

A ffilia tion  A ct into conform ity  w ith  th e  C onstitu tion  in  accordance w ith  section  5(1) o f  

th e  Solom on Islands Independence O rder 1978 w ere it not a construction  w hich , in  m y 

judgm en t, fo llow s from  the term s o f  th e  A ct itse lf  and the earlier legislation  re la ting  to  

m arriages.

In Igolo v Ita,250 the appointment of a Chief and the relevance of legitimacy in succession to 

customary land was in issue. The facts are unimportant; the critical point was whether the 

presumption of legitimacy, a presumption of received law, should govern succession in 

customary land matters. Daly CJ recited paragraphs 3(1) and 3(2) of Schedule 3 and went on:

It w ill be noted  tha t there is only reference to  custom ary law  no t applying w here it is 

“ inconsisten t w ith  th is  C onstitu tion  or an A ct o f  Parliam ent.” T here is no reference to  the 

inconsistency o f  custom ary law  w ith  the received law , that is “th e  A cts o f  P arliam en t o f  

th e  U nited  K ingdom  o f  general app lication  and in  force on 1st January 1961” (S chedule  3 

para  1) and “the  princip les and ru les o f  th e  com m on law  and equity” (Schedule 3 para  2). 

T herefore, i f  the C LA C  in th is  case w ere  applying custom ary law  to decide w hether or 

no t the A ppellan t w as legitim ate it could  be forcefully  argued tha t that law  w ould  prevail 

over th e  received law  regarding leg itim acy  by virtue o f  Schedule 3.

This underscores the starting proposition that by the terms of paragraph 3(2) o f Schedule 3 

customary law is only specifically denoted as inapplicable if it is inconsistent with the 

Constitution or an Act of Parliament. We have already noted that in the context o f the Schedule 

the designation ‘Act o f Parliament’ refers to a local statute. Customary law therefore can never 

be ranked as inferior to an imported statute. At the very least it stands on an equal level and is of

249 (1982) SILR 94.
250 (1983) SILR 56.
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equal weight to applicable UK statute. This emphasis is critical as the following review shows 

that in practice any UK statute determined to be of general application has outranked customary 

law.

In the one matter251 in which their actual legal status inter se was fully canvassed in relation to a 

scenario that was not exclusively customary the Magistrate’s Court held that they were of equal 

standing and were complemented by the rules of common law and equity. The judgment, 

involving a dispute over the custody o f children, will be analysed in detail in Chapter 5 but in the 

key passage252 the Magistrate ruled:

The only construction  th is court can place upon Schedule 3 o f  the C onstitu tion  is that U K  

statu te law, C om m on law , equity and custom ary law unless specifically  excluded are all 

part o f  the law s o f  Solom on Islands.

Notably the Magistrate declined to grade the sources but his final ruling plumped for the imported 

rules in preference to the prescriptions of custom. This was probably because he considered 

himself bound by the High Court decision in Sukutaona v Houanihou,253 In that case Daly CJ had 

suggested:254

In any event it rem ains open to  w hat extent R ules o f  custom  law o f  the kind discussed in 

th is case should  be firm ly applied w hen the w elfare o f  children  is at stake. T he courts 

have alw ays regarded the in terest o f  the children  as param ount and w ill continue to  do so.

The affirmation in Igolo v /to255 that received law had no place in matters where the issues centre 

on custom facts can be theoretically extended to a wider context to thwart the penchant of 

reflexively applying imported statute law if there appears to be a gap in the law. Allardyce 

Lumber Company Limited, Bisili, Roni and 8 Others v Attorney General, Commissioner o f  Forest 

Resources, Premier o f  the Western Province and Paia256 neatly illustrates the problem. The 

litigation was complex and one issue concerned the position of persons appointed to grant timber 

rights in respect of customary land. The Chief Justice determined that the persons were in a

251 K v T a n d K u  (1985/86) SILR 49.
252 Ibid  at 53.
253 (1982) SILR 12.
254 At 13.
255 (1983) SILR 56.
~5b (1988/89) SILR 78 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil).
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fiduciary relationship and a constructive trust was thus set up. He then accepted doctrines of 

equity as to how ‘the trustees’ were to act. With reference to the powers of surviving trustees, 

without hearing formal submissions from Counsel, he baldly pronounced:

T he T rustee A ct 1925 applies in Solom on Islands by paragraph 1 o f  Schedule 3 o f  the 

C onstitu tion . By section  18, the pow er given to  tw o o r m ore trustees m ay be exercised  by 

th e  survivor o r survivors o f  them .257

This ruling constitutes a legal quantum jump. To decree that customary leaders are quasi-trustees 

may have some merit but to impose upon them the prescriptions of a foreign law designed for 

peculiarly English conditions is mistaken both in principle and on a policy level.258 A previous 

Chief Justice had advised circumspection in regarding customary landholders as trustees in the 

sense understood by English equity. He noted that expressing customary concepts in western law 

terminology was to be undertaken with sensitivity due to the fact that such terminology may have 

been adopted in custom but have acquired a different flavour and nuance to its use in equity 

elsewhere.259 Even more recently the present Chief Justice in Kasa and Kasa v Biku & 

Commissioner o f  Lands,260 another ‘trustee’ case, declared:

adopting  legal and equitab le  concepts under received law  m ust be avoided w here such 

concepts do no t apply o r cannot accom m odate the fundam ental princip les o f  custom ary 

law  jurisprudence.

The standing of received statute has recently been considered in both the High Court and Court 

o f Appeal. In Aseri Harry v Kalena Timber Company Limited & Willie Lianga and George 

Lilo261 Chief Justice Muria noted that:

T he position  o f  the p la in tiff  as a  represen tative o f  his tr ib e  in a land related d ispute as in 

th is case is closely link [sic] w ith his custom ary rights in  the land. Thus the regim e under 

w hich  th e  p la in tiff draw s his authority  in  such a situation  cannot sim ply be m eeted [sic] 

ou t against the provisions o f  the T rustee A ct 1925 o f  th e  U nited  K ingdom  lest w e m ay be

258 Is the Act is an Act of general application? It was fashioned as part o f the 1925 reform o f the law of property to 
meet the particular and peculiar needs o f England and Wales and by virtue o f section 71(3) does not apply to Scotland.
259 Daly CJ in Lilo and Another v Ghomo (1980/81) SILR 229 at 234.
260 HCCC 126 o f 1999, unreported, judgment 11 November 1999.
261 HCCC 64 of 1993, unreported, judgment 21 May 1999, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil).
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placing one source o f  law  ie. an A ct o f  U K  Parliam ent o f  general app lication  above 

another source i.e. custom ary law  w hich is an equal source o f  law  in th is country.

It is suggested that if  the words ‘at least’ are inserted after the phrase ‘customary law which is’ 

the true position is more accurately stated.

This litigation and the point in issue resurfaced in the Court of Appeal in Aseri Harry v Kalena 

Timber Company Limited 262 The issue of the precedence of sources was a primary matter of 

debate in the Court of Appeal and centred on whether or not the Trustee Act 1925 (UK) was an 

Act of general application and if it was, how it ranked in relation to customary law.263 The 

company contended that the UK Act applied. This would have prevented a single land holder 

representative or ‘trustee’ from giving notice to terminate a logging agreement without the other 

representative ‘trustees’ also giving notice. The agreement covered several land areas and had 

been signed by or on behalf of separate groups of landowners by their own representative 

‘trustees.’ In the event the court found for the respondent landowner on the basis of the right of 

an individual ‘trustee’ to give notice. They did so by applying common law principles of the law 

of contract to the actual terms of the logging agreement and therefore saw no need to rule on the 

argument as to the applicability of the Trustee Act. They also noted, citing the remarks of Daly 

CJ in Lilo and Another v Ghomo,264 that ‘the word ‘trust’ is often used in Solomon Islands in a 

way that is different from its use in relation to the principles of equity elsewhere.’265 However, 

the Court laid down a debatable ruling that the Law o f  Property Act 1925 (UK) was an Act of 

general application. It did so in blunt terms declaring:

There w as som e debate before us w hether the Law o f  Property A ct 1925, and in 

particular s .8 1 (1) o f  it, form s part o f  the law o f  Solom on Islands. W e entertain  no doubt 

that it does. In term s o f  para. 1 o f  Schedule 3 o f  th e  C onstitution, the Law o f  P roperty  A ct 

is an A ct o f  the Parliam ent o f  the U nited  K ingdom  o f  general application. W e agree w ith 

the W est A frican C ourt o f  A ppeal that the expression ‘o f  general app lica tion ’ refers 

prim arily  to  the subject o f  the statu te rather than its geographical ambit.

262 CACAppC 164 of 1994, unreported, judgment 19 April 2000. Although this is given as the title in the judgment in 
my possession the correct title is Kalena Timber Company Limited v Aseri Harry CACAppC 8 o f 1999. The company 
was the appellant, the landholder the respondent.
263 I saw the respondent’s submissions on appeal, prepared by Steve Watt o f the Public Solicitor’s Office and Jenny 
Corrin Care, then o f USP, who had practiced in Solomon Islands for many years. Their main contention, that the 
correct interpretation o f Schedule 3 was that customary law and imported statute both qualified equally as sources o f 
law but customary law could never rank below received statute, still seems incontrovertible.
264 (1980/81) SILR 229 at 234.
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The correctness of this ruling was questioned in the previous chapter.266 Whilst, as the Court 

declares, the geographical ambit of a statute is not a conclusive signpost as to the ‘generality’ of 

its character, it must surely be a preliminary indicator as to its suitability for export. The 1925 

Law o f  Property Act and the other property reforming legislation of that year did not apply to 

Scotland for the simple reason that the legislation was primarily designed to cater for the reform 

of English property law. This corpus of law had evolved from a feudal hierarchal system of land 

tenure to suit the peculiar character and needs of England. If legislation is designed and fitted for 

the singular conditions of one country then, at the very least, a large question mark must loom 

over its general character and thus its suitability for another jurisdiction.

In litigation embodying a predominant custom background logic dictates and the courts have 

usually decreed the primacy and importance of customary law. If the factual link with custom is 

less than complete and compelling the automatic adoption of custom is less certain. There are 

situations where custom may not have developed any principle or rule to determine a dispute. In 

such matters the adoption of an act of general application may be the only road to a solution. A 

lurking danger here is to apply, willy-nilly, a UK statute of general application if one party to the 

dispute is not normally subject to customary law.

As reasoned when discussing Funua v CDA267 the application of imported law in such situations 

is mistaken in principle. Cases that are betwixt and between, falling into a legal no man’s land 

pose a challenge best solved by the administration o f a dose of good sense. Starting from the 

undoubted point that an act of general application cannot be superior to custom, it may be 

judicious to explore both sources in relation to the nature of the matter in hand. This sensible 

approach seems to be supported by the present Chief Justice Sir John Muria who, after forcefully 

asserting the importance and worthiness of custom, commented in Remisio Pusi v James Leni 

and Others268 that:

It is a  fallacy  to  v iew  a constitu tional p rincip le  o r a  sta tu tory  princip le as better than  those

p rincip les contained in  custom ary law .269 In  m y v iew  one is no better than  the other. It is

265 At 5. A point recently reinforced by the present Chief Justice in Kasa and Kasa v Biku and Another HCCC 126 of 
1999.
266 At 37-8
267 (1984) SILR 55 examined at 64-66.
268 HCCC 218 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 14 February 1997.
269 ‘Better’ implies the adoption of a subjective value judgment. Any principle o f customary law that is inconsistent 
with the Constitution is void regardless o f whether or not the principle is ‘better’.
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the circum stances in w hich  the p rincip les are applied tha t vary and one cannot be readily 

substitu ted  for another.

This horses-for-courses elucidation allows for judicial flexibility to devise a solution for ‘mixed’ 

matters and those where it is not easy to determine precisely on which side of the fence the facts 

o f the dispute fall. This is satisfactory only if judges can step outside the restraints of common 

law instruction and be sensitive to custom as a primary source of law.

Schedule 3 - Summary

It remains indisputable that the Constitution does not limit the application of customary law to 

matters that are exclusively custom-based. This is a cardinal and significant issue for customary 

law. Indeed those who champion a wider utilisation of customary law at present gain persuasive 

support from paragraph 3(3)(b) of Schedule 3 which assigns to Parliament the power to: ‘(b) 

regulate the manner in which and the purposes for which customary law may be recognised;’

In the absence of regulation the provisions of the Constitution are clear. Some Pacific 

jurisdictions, for example Papua New Guinea, Kiribati and Tuvalu, have all regulated specifically 

the purposes for which customary law is to be the recognised determining law. This recognition 

has not always led to a higher profile and increased application of customary law.270

The genesis of Schedule 3 prescribes for the general application of customary law subject only to 

the qualification that it must not be inconsistent with the Constitution or an Act of Parliament. 

No other fetter is placed on its operation and it is untethered with regard to the situations and 

the persons to whom it is applicable. This heralds a marked advance of status from pre

independence days where, in practice, only land disputes and personal law matters relating to 

indigenes were governed by it.

It remains for the courts to determine the boundaries of this theoretical endowment on a case by 

case basis although to date this has not resulted in a coherent or cohesive policy for the extensive 

operation of customary law.271 The judicial task in interpreting Schedule 3 should be faced

"70 For a lucid summary of the position in the South Pacific see D Paterson ‘South Pacific Customary Law and 
Common Law: Their Interrelationship’ (1995) 21(2) CLB 660-671.
271 Judges are notoriously conservative. Nongorr in the Papua New Guinea section of Ntumy et al (eds) South Pacific 
Legal Systems 1993 observes at 210 that ‘The express application of custom by the courts has been negligible.’ He 
cites, inter alia, lack of commitment by government, practitioners and the courts as factors leading to this result.
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purposively so that customary law is applied as ordered without falling back reflexively on 

overseas sources.272 This presents a challenge but where a matter has some customary nexus then 

customary law should prima facie be applicable.

Woolly judicial statements that since independence customary law is now part of the law pay lip 

service only and do no more than utter a truism. They are in danger of becoming a cliche and per 

se do not betoken a positive approach. A substantial core of judicial opinion has considered that 

sections 75 and 76 o f the Constitution render it the prerogative o f Parliament to delineate and 

describe the extent to which customary law should apply.273 However, these sections examined 

with Schedule 3 are prescriptive and brand customary law as substantive and organic.

Customary law and the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual

The Solomon Islands Constitution in common with its modem counterparts contains a Chapter274 

for the ‘Protection of fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual.’275 This chapter 

catalogues a repertoire of standard rights and has its origins in western declarations. It also 

follows the widely-used formula in British designed and donated Constitutions of defining and 

granting the right or freedom and then immediately proceeding to limit the scope of its exercise 

and operation. This is conspicuous from a recital of section 15, the one with the most direct 

relevance to customary issues. As far as is relevant this pronounces:

15. (1) Subject to  the provisions o f  subsections (5), (6) and (9) o f  th is section, no law  

shall276 m ake any provision that is d iscrim inatory  either o f  itse lf  or in its effect.

272 Parliament cannot always be counted on to proselytise on behalf o f customary law. The advancement o f capitalist 
business interests rather than those o f traditional landowners have marked its intervention on timber extraction rights on 
customary land. Indeed as argued in the Appendix the Customs Recognition Act 2000 might reduce rather than enhance 
the profile o f custom and customary law.
273 This is implicit from the judgment in K  v T and Ku (1985/86) SILR 49 and explicit from the comments o f Ward CJ 
in Allardyce Lumber Company Limited v Laore HCCC 64 of 89 quoted at 54 above.
274 Chapter II
275 Although the Solomon Islands Constitution does not contain any list o f duties section 3 states in general terms that 
the range o f rights it confers is granted ‘subject to respect for the rights and freedoms of others and for the public 
interest.’
276 In Tanavalu v Tanavalu and Solomon Islands National Provident Fund HCCC 185 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 
12 Januaxy 1998, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil) the Judge at first instance held that this 
phraseology meant that the subsection only applied to a law made in the future. Thus it did not interdict any customary 
rule that was discriminatory as custom ‘is not made; it evolves or was already pertaining at the time o f the adoption of 
the Constitution’. This construction is patently absurd as it would result in discriminatory statute law existing at 
Independence being regarded as constitutional and this is clearly not the intent o f section 15.
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(2) Subject to  the provisions o f  subsections (7), (8) and (9) o f  th is section, no persons 

shall be treated  in a d iscrim inatory m anner by any person acting by v irtue  o f  any w ritten  

law  or in the perform ance o f  the functions o f  any public office or any public authority .

(3) Subject to  the provisions o f  subsection (9) o f  this section  no person shall be treated  in 

a discrim inatory m anner in  respect o f  access to  shops, hotels, lodging houses, public 

restaurants, eating-houses or places o f  public entertainm ent o r in respect o f  access to 

p laces o f  public resort m aintained w holly or partly out o f  public funds or dedicated  to  the 

use o f  the general public.

(4) In th is section, the expression "discrim inatory" m eans affording d ifferen t treatm en t to 

d ifferent persons attributable w holly or m ainly to  their respective descrip tions by race, 

p lace o f  origin, political opinions, colour, creed or sex w hereby persons o f  one such 

descrip tion  are subjected to  disabilities o r restrictions to  w hich persons o f  ano ther such 

descrip tion  are not m ade subject o r are accorded privileges o r advantages w hich are  no t 

accorded to  persons o f  ano ther such description.

(5) Subsection (1) o f  this section shall not apply to  any law  so far as tha t law  m akes 

provision-

(a) for th e  im position o f  taxation  or the appropriation  o f  revenue by the 

G overnm ent or any provincial governm ent or assem bly  for local purposes;

(b) w ith  respect to  persons w ho are not citizens o f  Solom on Islands;

(c) for the application  in the case o f  persons o f  any such descrip tion  as is 

m entioned in the preceding subsection (or o f  persons connected  w ith  such 

persons), o f  the law  w ith respect to  adoption, m arriage, divorce, burial, 

devolution o f  property on death  or o ther like m atters that is the personal law  

applicable to  persons o f  that description;

(d) for the application  o f  custom ary law;

(e) w ith respect to  land, the tenure o f  land, th e  resum ption and acquisition  o f  

land and o ther like purposes;

(f) for the advancem ent o f  the m ore disadvantaged m em bers o f  the com m unity; 

or

(g) w hereby persons o f  any such description as is m entioned in th e  preceding 

subsection m ay be subjected to  any disability  o r restriction o r m ay be accorded 

any privilege or advantage w hich, having regard to its nature and to  special 

circum stances pertaining to  those persons o r to  persons o f  any o ther such 

description, is reasonably ju s tified  in a dem ocratic society.
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This is a somewhat tortured and wordy277 expression of the usual non-discrimination clause. 

Although modem human rights norms are premised in western juristic values claims are often 

made that they represent universal values and thus are culturally neutral.278 The arena and 

exposition of human rights is founded on the expression of guiding civilised behavioural norms. 

Human rights are, like western law systems, rule dominated. It is doubtful if traditional Pacific 

island societies had a rule orientated culture.

A rights culture stresses the importance of the needs of the individual. Customary societies 

placed their accent on the central value of the group. This group commonly consisted of an 

extended family only. Duties to the group were the paramount motif as individual and group 

survival was dependent on loyalty and allegiance. Personal interests were secondary and 

minimal. Consequently an ethos of personal rights probably never developed and any expression 

of such a philosophy would have been castigated as anti-social.

Non-discrimination is critical in the divide between western values and the needs of custom. This 

is so because patriarchal values have become entrenched and are overriding and ubiquitous in 

many customary societies.279 This patriarchy pervades not only the social norms but the command 

and control of institutions.280 Women largely remain under the control of men and any 

independent capacity, whether proprietary or contractual, that they enjoy, and any judicial 

standing they possess, is probably limited.

Sweeping categorical assertions such as these may be risky as too little is known of the social 

dynamics at the village and family level but it is probably safe to say that in the more formal 

social arena power and authority are in the main exercised by men.281 It must be emphasised that

277 As will be evident when comparison is made with the corresponding provision in the Constitution o f Vanuatu.
278 See the analysis in Bennett Human Rights 1995 at 2-5. This work, ostensibly concerned with the South African 
Interim Constitution of 1993, is an invaluable exposition examining all the crucial issues. R Pannikar in ‘Is the Notion 
o f Human Rights a Western Concept?’ (1982) 120 Diogenes 75 answers his own question in the affirmative. His 
penetrating argument shows that the roots o f modem human rights are western, liberal and Protestant and that a cultural 
value only exists in a given cultural context. For an incisive contribution on the debate in Asia see Yash Ghai ‘Human 
Rights and Asian Values’ (1998) 9 Public Law Review 168-182.
279 As indeed they were in the west until the rise o f feminism in the second half o f this century.
280 For a  review of the power and influence o f patriarchal norms in Melanesia see DD Johnson ‘Aspects on the Legal 
Status o f Women in Papua New Guinea’ (1979) 7 Melanesian L J  5. For an analysis o f how the courts in PNG have 
tackled the patriarchal bedrock o f customary practice see Jessep ‘Village Courts in PNG’ (1992). The saga continues 
there: in In re Kepo Raramu and the Yowe Village Court (1994) PNGLR 486 a judge condemned as unconstitutional 
the actions o f a village court that had imprisoned a widow for breaching custom by going around with other men.
281 Sir Kubalan Los, a senior judge in Papua New Guinea, in State v Kopilyo Kipungi and Others (1983) N.437, 
shrewdly remarked 'Although the equality o f the sexes is now a constitutional principle in Papua New Guinea, at this 
stage it is more a matter o f books, rather than practice. The character o f all aspects o f life is a male dominance.’ 
Sentiments echoed by the comments o f the Chief Justice of Solomon Islands at 79 below.
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the propositions put forward relate to the present state of affairs. It is well-documented282 how 

colonial rule consolidated the social control of men but the social reality of pre-contact times is 

less certain. Indeed Zorn has furnished a compelling thesis that maintains that it may be 

presumptuous to insist that gender discrimination represents a long-standing element in the 

cultures of the Pacific and offers a variety of reasons why a mistaken belief that such 

discrimination was historically entrenched may have developed.283 Her Paper also contains a 

useful summary of attitudes to and acceptance of CEDAW in the Pacific and notes that the aims 

of CEDAW are limited in that it does not require ratifying states to stamp out discrimination but 

merely asks them ‘to use all appropriate measures’ to that end.

Quarantining customary law

Non-discrimination prescriptions outlaw much o f this patriarchal edifice and some newly 

independent nations have chosen to protect customary norms by exempting customary matters 

from the body of fundamental rights. The rationale for this course is twofold: a desire to preserve 

traditional structures to enhance social stability284 and a recognition that cultural constructs 

cannot be eradicated overnight by high-sounding declarations.

Section 15(5)(d) of the Solomon Islands Constitution enables Parliament, when providing for the 

application of customary law, to do so in a manner that may be discriminatory.285 This protective 

waterproofing of customary law from the usual application of the norms of equality is a highly 

contentious issue. Customary rules operate inequitably against women in personal and family law 

and run contrary to contemporary social values.286 Ironically in the one case when the 

discriminatory nature of legislation has been judicially considered it was a man who invoked the

282 For a lively and penetrating historical account o f the creation of an established version of customary law with men 
solidifying their control over the bastions of society see Chanock Law, Custom and the Social Order 1985.
28’ Jean G Zorn ‘Women, Custom and International Law in the Pacific’ Occasional Paper No.5 1999, Occasional 
Papers Series, School o f Law, USP 1-15. Bennett in Human Rights 1995 at 3-8 suggests that traditional African values 
respected human dignify and that the lot o f women was better before colonisation than after. James Wilson in his 
outstanding The Earth Shall Weep: A History o f  Native America MacMillan (Picador) London 1999 notes that among 
some of the indigenous peoples o f America women enjoyed a better social and political status than they did in Europe 
at the time o f first major contact. Amongst the Iroquios nations the ‘clan mothers’ chose the chiefs. He recounts at 138
9 a Cherokee chief pointedly commenting to the British Governor ‘It is customary among (us) to admit women to our 
councils.. .(Since) the white people, as well as the red, are bom of women, is that not the custom among them, also?’
284 As Bennett in Human Rights 1995 indicates at 3 age, tradition and the past are venerated in customary societies. In 
contrast the west venerates and worships youth, vitality, ‘the new’ and glamour.
285 As Solomon Islands is now a party to CEDAW: n 29 at 13 above it should in principle take steps to ensure that 
legislation is not enacted that discriminates against women and that any discriminatory legislation is repealed.
286 The mechanics o f their operation will be examined more fully in chapters 4 and 5 dealing with family law.
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protection o f the non-discrimination charter. In DPP v Bowie287 the accused challenged as 

unconstitutional the section of the Penal Code which made indecency between males a criminal 

offence on the grounds it proscribed male indecency only. He was successful before the 

Magistrate and the section declared to be prima facie  unconstitutional. On appeal the Chief 

Justice took the dubious course of deleting the offending word ‘male’ from the section thus 

making all indecency criminal.288

Other nations on independence have imitated this path and established mechanisms capable of 

insulating customary law from the demands of some fundamental rights provisions. In Melanesia 

Solomon Islands and Fiji289 have, Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu have not; in Africa 

Zimbabwe290, Zambia291, Botswana292 all have; South Africa, after an intense debate and 

discussion in Constitutional Committee between the traditional law supporters and women’s 

rights groups, appears to have not.29’

The debate over instant rights and social reality

The bald truth is that many dwellers in traditional societies are so steeped in customary values 

that to suddenly dismember those cultural values could disrupt social cohesion. Simply passing 

laws cannot by itself eradicate embedded social practice. Women can only exercise newly 

granted rights where the social and economic matrices allow and where they have acquired 

sufficient independence.294 As Molokomme astutely notes295 women are heavily socialised to 

resolve any problems in a customary manner and not seek state remedies and may regard the risk 

o f stepping outside the support of their kin-groups and the traditional system as too great.

287 (1988) SILR 113 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Criminal).
288 Judicial legislation and offence creation par excellence.
289 Section 16(3)(d) Fiji Constitution 1990. The insulation in Fiji is now less all embracing following the passing of the 
Constitution Amendment Act 1997.
290 Section 23(3)(b) Zimbabwe Constitution 1979.
291 Article 23(4)(l)(d) Zambia Constitution 1991.
292 Section 15(4)(d) Botswana Constitution 1966.
293 Neither has Namibia, another recently independent nation: Article 66(1) of its Constitution. For a review of the 
discussions leading up to the 1993 Interim Constitution see JY Mokgoro, ‘Customary Law and the Protection of 
Fundamental Rights in South Africa’ (1996) 11(4) Commonwealth Judicial Journal 12-17. The author is a female 
member o f the South African Constitutional Court. The 1993 Interim Constitution partially insulated customary law 
from the human rights benchmarks. The final 1996 Constitution; Blaustein and Flanz, Constitutions o f  the Countries o f  
the World Vol X V I1, does not do so.
294 Bennett Human Rights 26-7 and 82-3 elucidates the dilemmas and emphasises the powerful resistance to change 
amongst traditional leaders. This finds a resonant echo in the Pacific. Bennett’s ‘The Compatibility o f African 
Customary Law and Human Rights’ (1991) also explores much o f this ground.
295 J Molokomme ‘Disseminating Family Law Reforms: Some Lessons from Botswana’ (1990-1) 30-31 Journal o f  
Legal Pluralism 303.
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Notwithstanding the above, customary law is not cast in tablets of stone and can and should adapt 

to contemporary trends. The present patriarchal structure is indefensible in the long term. The 

problem lies in the pace of change. Justice Mokgoro points out that the customary law ‘system 

still lags far behind contemporary social values, needs and practice.’ She comments:

In a num ber o f  situations th is dichotom y betw een C ustom ary Law and social tradition  

causes serious hardships for ju ra l com m unities in general and for w om en in particular. In 

contem porary trad itional fam ilies, w om en m ake significant contributions to  the 

accum ulation  o f  fam ily property. In  the officia lly  developed C ustom ary Law, how ever, a 

w om an has no legal capacity  to  act and hold property. The construction o f  C ustom ary 

Law w hich at tim es had reinforced m isconstrued patriarchal institutions, accorded senior 

m ale persons superior status in both  the private and public sphere, en throning them  as the 

only true  persons in la w ...T h e  general m isconstruction  placed w om en and unm arried 

children outside o f  the law  rendering them  legally invisib le.296

She contends that the colonial institutionalisation of customary law stultified the its development. 

This institutionalisation entrenched a conservative traditional view of customary law making it 

unresponsive to changing times, moral shifts and evolving values.297 She goes on to postulate 

that:

It is how ever in fam ily law  that a  vast array o f  p rob lem s arise. T hese include inequality  in 

the law  regarding personal status, custody, guardianship, the grounds o f  divorce etc. 

P rim arily  therefore, C ustom ary Law  is incom patib le w ith  the right to  equality provisions 

in Section 8 o f  th e  C onstitu tion .298

A further argument canvassed is that the protective umbrella of the bill of rights should not be 

applicable to personal private family life.299 This of course is the area where women suffer the 

most significant handicap. She indicates that many in the women’s movement would have

296 ‘Customary Law’ (1996) at 13-14.
297 Confirmed by Bennett Human Rights 83-4. In Solomon Islands the Native Administration Regulation: QR 10 o f 
1953 established indirect rule through the appointment o f headmen and assistant headmen consolidating male 
dominance and entrenching patriarchy. The Regulation is an interesting colonial curiosity pervaded as it is by a 
patronising ethos and the notion that 'natives’ had the capacity and mentality of children.
298 At 16.
299 For example the discrimination protection provisions in Zambia and Zimbabwe can be overridden in the arena of 
personal law. See Article 24(l)(c) and Section 23(3)(a) o f their respective Constitutions. See also the somewhat 
unusual terms of section 15(5)(c) o f Solomon Islands Constitution set out at 74 above.
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wished customary law away but acknowledges that this ignores the reality of the relevance and 

importance o f customary law to much of the population.

Identical issues have recently been canvassed closer to home by the Solomon Islands’ Chief 

Justice Sir John Muria.300 He paints an optimistic picture as to women's rights developments 

pointing out that women's interest groups, until recently non-existent in the country, are now 

widespread and active. He submits they have achieved much in promoting legal reform and 

points to recent legislation on parental and domestic violence and also observes that women are 

now represented on important public commissions and boards.

However he fails to offer any critical scrutiny of the insulating section of the Constitution 

rendering the non-discrimination edict as potentially subject to the application of customary law. 

He makes the telling point that in practice the Courts have, wherever possible, resolved clashes 

between traditional and modem human rights values in favour of the latter.301

He argues:

In  a m ale  dom inating  [sic] society like the Solom on Islands, it has to  be appreciated  tha t 

th e  C ourts have been left free to  adm in ister equal protection  o f  the law  so  tha t w om en’s 

righ ts and  in terests are no t unduly sacrificed  to  the ir d e trim en t.... H ow ever, courts have 

already  had occasions to  consider cases involving breaches o f  constitu tional rights and 

freedom s and in som e o f  those cases persuasive values o f  in ternational princip les in 

hum an  rights had been applied. The approach taken  by the C ourts in Solom on Islands in 

en fo rc ing  hum an rights p rovisions under the C onstitu tion  w ill on the w hole be applicab le  

as w ell to  enforcing w om en’s hum an rights p rincip les i f  and w hen they  a r ise .302

Superficially women clearly have equal legal rights under the Constitution although Sir John 

acknowledges the pressures of custom noting:

300 In ‘Conflicts in Women’s Human Rights in the South Pacific: The Solomon Islands Experience’ Commonwealth 
Judicial Journal (1996) 11(4) 7-12.
301 See for example Sukutaona v Houanihou (1982) SILR 12 (custody rights) and Kuper v Kuper (1987) HCCC 12 o f 
1987, unreported, judgment 18 November 1988 (matrimonial property entitlement). However the judgments in Valenti 
v Valenti (1985/86) SILR 204 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil) and Sesebo v Laloga HCCC 154 of 
1994, unreported, judgment 30 September 1994, apparently condone some degree o f violence towards women. Both 
these cases were apparently determined on the old English law relating to cruelty propounded in the leading case of 
Gollins v Gollins (1963) 2 All ER 966.
302 At 10 and 12.
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G ladly the law  accords w om en equal legal rights in Solom on Islands both under the 

suprem e law, the C onstitu tion  and statutes. It m ust how ever be appreciated and has to  be 

said that Solom on Islands is a tradition-based society w here custom  and o ther traditional 

practices w ill still rem ain the order o f  the day w hile in ter-acting  w ith  the introduced 

concepts in the sam e society. B ased on that co-existence o f  the two system s, it is not 

surprising that the report on hum an rights in Solom on Islands rem arked that despite 

constitutional and legal protection  against d iscrim ination , w om en rem ain victim s o f  

d iscrim ination in this tradition-based society.303 In stric t observance o f  the C onstitution, 

custom  or trad ition  law  and practices w hich are d iscrim inatory in nature and effect m ust 

be regarded as contraventions o f  the C onstitu tion  and m ust be null and void .304

Thus, whilst the courts will be alert to declare official discrimination unconstitutional it is 

acknowledged that in practice it remains troublesome to forbid many socially entrenched 

practices functioning against women. This recognition of reality is pragmatic and may be 

acceptable as long as the courts do not utilise it as an excuse for inaction but proceed to develop 

and evolve customary law towards modem values.

An elaboration o f the Chief Justice’s ideas

In a recent judgment the Chief Justice had more to say on the topic of customary law and 

individual rights. The case of Remisio Pusi v James Leni and Others305 centred on the 

constitutional right to move freely and a limitation allegedly placed upon such movement by the 

operation of custom. The plaintiff had been abusive to a committee of local chiefs and demanded 

they leave his property. Next day he sent an apology with $20 as compensation through one of 

the chiefs but the committee declined to accept this as the compensation and apology had not 

been tendered in the proper custom manner. The plaintiff made further fruitless attempts to 

apologise through the area constable and his solicitor. He then launched an application to the 

High Court for an order that the chiefs had effectively banished him from the village and that this 

alleged banishment was null and void. He sought compensation for what he claimed were 

breaches of his constitutional rights. He pleaded that his rights to personal liberty, protection

303 He refers to the 1995 US State Department Human Rights Report for Solomon Islands.
304 At 11.
j0S HCCC 218 of 1995, judgment 14 February 1997, unreported. The decision is analysed and discussed in J Corrin 
Care ‘Customary Law and Human Rights in Solomon Islands: A Commentary on Remisio Pusi v James Leni and 
Others’ (1999) 43 Journal o f  Legal Pluralism 135-142.
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from deprivation of property, freedom of assembly and association and freedom of movement 

had all been violated.306

The Chief Justice dismissed the application on the merits finding that the plaintiff had not 

established a banning order had been put out against him and that his reluctance to go to the 

village was because he had not made amends for his flaunting of custom. Consequently his rights 

had not been infringed. On the relationship of custom and human rights the Chief Justice mused:

L est it m ay be forgotten  by anyone else and those w ho  intend to  apply [sic] the proper 

and law ful authority  o f  com m unity  leaders w ith  constitu tional challenges w ould  be 

advised  no t to  lose sight o f  the P ream ble o f  the C onstitu tion  as w ell as section  76 and 

Schedule 3 o f  th e  C onstitu tion . T hose prov isions clearly  em brace the w orth iness, the 

value and effect o f  custom ary law  in th is country. T he C onstitu tion  itse lf  recognises 

custom ary law  as part o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands and its authority  cannot therefore  be 

d isregarded. It has evolved from  tim e im m em orial and its w isdom  has stood the tes t o f  

tim e .307

He went on to reflect:

It is a  fallacy to  v iew  a constitu tional p rincip le  o r a  statu tory  p rincip le  as better than  those 

princip les contained in  custom ary law . In m y v iew  one is no better tha t the other. It is the 

circum stances in w hich  th e  p rincip les are in tended to  apply tha t vary and one cannot be 

readily  substitu ted  fo r the other. I have m ade these  observations because it appears to  the 

court that this case is a  classic a ttem pt to  use the  C onstitu tion  to  c ircum vent the law ful 

application  o f  custom , a  course o f  action  tha t m ay w ell engender d isharm ony in society.

Such a course m ust no t be allow ed to  flourish  in th is country .308

These thoughts by the first indigenous judge and Chief Justice in the country provide a valuable 

and tantalising glimpse into the possible future for customary law. They superficially display an 

allegiance to what might be termed the idealised ‘golden age’ view of customary law. The 

disciples of this theory look back and see custom as a benign agent in promoting social harmony.

306 These rights are respectively enshrined in sections 5, 8, 13 and 14 of the Constitution.
307 The first sentence o f this extract is expressed awkwardly but the message is clear.
308 For interesting analogue decisions in the Pacific see Italia Taamale v Attorney-General Court o f Appeal Samoa, 
2/95B, 18 August 1995 (unreported), Tuivata v Sila and Others [1980-83] WSLR 19 (Samoa) and Teitinnong v Ariong 
[1987] LRC (Const) 517: (Kiribati). A common feature in all these cases was that banishment orders had actually been 
pronounced.
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The belief that custom has slowly matured into an inherently worthy assemblage of norms 

embodying distilled and tested wisdom may in fact be wishful thinking.309 The notion that 

rushing to pursue constitutional redress in formal courts rather than relying on traditional custom 

resolution may endanger the delicate harmonious balance o f customary society is essentially a 

plea to uphold the social status quo. At heart it promotes a conservative manifesto and therefore 

naturally serves the interests of those with most to lose from any social transformation. The 

stalwarts who defend the existing social order are thus likely to be senior men. Custom for many 

may be a means of retaining social control, ‘harmony’ being employed merely as pleasant- 

sounding, acceptable euphemism. It is important to be aware that those who resolutely 

proselytise a forceful custom agenda may be fighting a desperate rearguard action to retain social 

authority and power.

A keystone of this thesis is that customary law must be elevated from the nether levels of the 

legal domain and be accorded prominent standing in the legal system in accordance with the 

formula decreed by the Constitution. This call to install customary law on an accurate and 

befitting footing advocates a more sensitive approach to the content of customary law. It would 

certainly endorse custom regulation and resolution if this did not involve flouting o f fundamental 

freedoms. A custom rule or practice that breaches basic personal rights is in principle generally 

unsanctionable. If ‘custom’ banishes a member of a group from their home village for failing to 

attend a particular church310 or a custom ‘order’ prevents a woman from leaving her kinfolk to 

seek an independent life or marry whomsoever she chooses is this to be bestowed with a seal of 

approval? Any such custom might be sought to be excused on the ground that it promotes the 

cohesion of the social unit but would be in clear conflict with the Constitution and unlawful. It is 

perhaps pertinent that the Chief Justice recognises this and has deliberately adopted the phrases 

‘the proper and lawful authority of community leaders’ and ‘to circumvent the lawful authority 

of custom. ’ (Emphasis added).

These passages recommend that unless a particular source of law is clearly paramount then the 

law to be applied might properly depend on a ‘circumstances’ test. The Chief Justice frames the 

guiding standard as: ‘It is the circumstances in which the principles are applied that vary and one 

cannot be readily substituted for the other.’

309 See the exposition in Chanock Law Custom and Social Order 1985 at 4 et seq dispelling the 'continuity’ theory. He 
argues convincingly that a large element o f myth making is involved in the construction of customary law.
310 As was the basis o f the complaint in Tuivata v Sila and Others [1980-83] WSLR 19. That custom has absorbed an 
exotic religion into its fold is interesting.
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A test based on the background factors of the case has the merit of common sense. It receives 

express endorsement from the strong comments of Chief Justice Daly in Igola v /to.311 Where the 

custom element is overwhelming, potent, or even on balance, more pronounced, customary rules 

should be consulted as the predominant source.312 The issue is beguilingly simple on the surface 

but conceals an intricate web of problems concerned with the conflict of laws.313

As noted the position of women is precarious if they are exposed to the full rigours o f customary 

law.314 In marriage and landholding their legal rights are fragile and their formal social status 

low. That there remains a long, weary and stony road to actual equality is exemplified by a recent 

decision o f the Solomon Islands Court o f Appeal.

The Minister for Provincial Government v Guadalcanal Provincial Assembly315

The crucial legal issue in contention ostensibly revolved around the interpretation of the 

‘Preamble’316 to the Constitution and the extent of its effect in relation to the powers of the 

legislature to provide for a non-democratic system of election to provincial councils. 

Preoccupation with this core question clouded a significant side-wind issue for women’s rights. 

The facts are complicated and centred on the procedure for electing members of Provincial 

Assemblies. From a female vantage-point the critical area was the position of traditional leaders.

Section 114(2) o f the Constitution as amended provides:

3,1 (1983) SILR 56.
312 As we shall see in disputes over the custody o f  children of customary marriages this course has not always prevailed 
and western principles have been adopted. The basis advanced for this is logically dubious. A nebulously formulated 
notion o f public policy seems to have been invoked, resurrecting the ‘repugnancy’ proviso albeit in a more sensitively 
couched form. For a sounder constitutional foundation on which to espouse western principles; see 87-8 below.
31 ̂  The vexed and complex problems involved are outside the scope o f this thesis. Those keen on this aspect are 
referred to Allott New Essays 1970 at 182-254 and TW Bennett ‘Conflict o f Laws: The Application o f Customary Law 
and Common Law in Zimbabwe’ (1981) 3 0 ICLQ 59.
314 Brown and Corrin Care examine the present state o f affairs in ‘Conflict in Melanesia’ (1999). The article does not 
touch on Papua New Guinea, the largest Melanesian population base. However the situation there is likely to be little 
different. See n 280 at 75 above.
315 CACAppC 3 o f  1997, unreported, judgments 11 July 1997. Brown and Corrin Care analyse the ramifications o f the 
decision in ‘More on Democratic Fundamentals in the Solomon Islands: The Minister for Provincial Government v 
Guadalcanal Provincial Assembly’ (2001) VUWLR 32 653-671: New Zealand Association fo r  Comparative Law 
Yearbook 6 (2000) at 653-671 and 2001 La Revue Juridique Polynesienne at http://www.upf.pf/recherche/RJP7.htm#7. 
The article expands upon the arguments advanced here.
316 In fact it does not declare itself to be a preamble and some have cast doubt on whether it should be categorised as 
such: see J Corrin Care ‘Democratic Fundamentals in the Solomon Islands’ (1997) 27 VUWLR 501. This article 
analyses the decision at first instance. All the Appeal Justices however referred to it as a Preamble.

http://www.upf.pf/recherche/RJP7.htm%237
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Parliam ent shall by law-

( a ) -

(b) m ake provision for the governm ent o f  H oniara city and the provinces and consider the 

role o f  traditional chiefs in the provinces.317

The Provincial Government Act 1996 prescribes a complex electoral procedure for admission as 

a member o f an Area Assembly. This favoured traditional leaders who by virtue of it obtained 

disproportionate representation. It was argued that this prejudiced women who could not, as 

society was presently constituted, be traditional leaders. Goldsbrough JA commented:

P arliam ent has m ade provision for provincial governm ent. It w as required  to  do so. It has 

considered, as required, the role o f  traditional chiefs. Indeed it has decided to  enhance 

the ir ro le as com pared to the repealed legislation. In th is regard it is clear tha t w om en 

m ay be d isadvantaged, given that traditional chiefs are m ale. This I conclude cannot be 

said to  offend against the constitution, as it is a  required  consideration  by tha t sam e
• • 318constitu tion .

Williams JA echoes this synopsis when he tackles the discrimination contention and concludes:

Firstly  th e  traditional position  is that only a m ale can be a ‘trad itional c h ie f .  T hat m eans 

tha t one -h a lf o f  the m em bers o f  the A rea A ssem bly m ust be m ales and that, it m ight be 

said, effectively denies fem ales equal opportunity  w ith  m ales. There is certain ly  force in 

th is argum ent, but the answ er in essence is tha t the constitu tion  recognises that the 

‘trad itional ch iefs’ should play a role in governm ent at the provincial level. The 

constitu tion  itse lf  therefore recognises th is im balance or d iscrim ination  and it w ill rem ain 

until th e  ro le  o f ‘traditional ch iefs’ under the constitu tion  is re-evaluated. In itia lly  the role 

o f  w om en in governm ent w ill be lim ited  to standing for e lec tion  to  A rea A ssem blies, and 

undoubtedly  w hen that has becom e m ore readily accepted, consideration  w ill be given to  

the d iscrim inatory  effect o f  appointing  chiefs and elders pursuant to ss.30 and 31 o f  the 

1996 A ct.319

These passages explicitly acknowledge that any genuine equality is at the mercy and gift of men, 

as realistically they will dominate any body that re-evaluates the role of traditional chiefs. The

317 The section inserted to pacify secessionist sentiments in the lead-up to Independence.
318 At 34.
319 At 26.
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political power base of men in provincial government will therefore remain unaltered unless men 

themselves determine otherwise.

The glib assertions that as the Constitution dictates that Parliament must consider the role of 

traditional chiefs the manner in which they did so was of no legal moment, is legally untenable. 

What the Appeal Justices320 seem to be contending is that Parliament was charged by the 

Constitution to provide for the position of traditional chiefs and that if  they devised a formula for 

doing so that was discriminatory then that discrimination was sanctioned by the Constitution 

itself. The Court adopted a restrictive approach to constitutional review deciding the case on the 

basis o f a broad construction o f the legislative power.321

However their reasoning seems circuitous and faulty. The Constitution does not bestow upon 

Parliament any power to make laws that are discriminatory in effect. In fact such laws are 

specifically outlawed by section 15(1) of the Constitution declaring in ringing categorical terms; 

‘... no law shall make any provision that is discriminatory either of itself or in effect.’ This and 

similar injunctions in the ‘freedoms’ chapter circumscribe the legislative power. There are 

exceptions322 to this, the only possibly pertinent one in this context being section 15(5)(d) 

authorising a law providing ‘for the application of customary law.’ This seems to be a direct 

reference to the legislative power in section 75(1) to ‘make provision for the application of laws, 

including customary laws.’ The Provincial Government Act does not claim to be such a law.

Section 114(2) only empowers Parliament to ‘consider the role of traditional chiefs...’ When 

they do so any legislation resulting from their consideration must be within the parameters of the 

Constitution. The section is not a laissez-passer granting any authority, limited or not, to 

introduce discrimination by the backdoor. The legislative power is not unlimited although some 

dicta suggest otherwise.323

320 Notably Kapi JA, the Acting President o f the Court, who in delivering the leading judgment, did not refer to or 
consider the discriminatory nature o f the legislation preferring to rest his conclusions on the unlimited power of the 
National Parliament.
321 Justice Palmer at first instance had adopted a purposive, liberal and activist view o f  the Constitution and roundly 
denounced the Act as discriminatory. This is not the only example o f a Pacific Court o f Appeal embracing a 
conservative agenda: see Saipa ’ia Olamanu and Others v Attorney-General [1980-93] WSLR 41.
322 For the text o f the relevant exceptions see 74 above.
323 See the following note.
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What is the proper effect o f section 15(5) o f the Constitution?

Can any persuasive argument be advanced that, as the 1996 Act seeks to confirm the deference 

which custom accords to traditional chiefs,324 it is indirectly and implicitly providing ‘for the 

application of customary law’ and therefore exempted from the non-discrimination agenda? Or 

expressed in another way, must a law providing for the application of customary explicitly state 

that it is so doing?

In clear cases no controversy will be sparked. The Customs Recognition Act 2000 manifestly 

intends to make application for customary law. Worryingly certain aspects of this measure,325 

either expressly or in their probable effect, discriminate against women. Other cases may give 

room for doubt, but to exempt any provision from being regulated by the prescription for non

discrimination, it is submitted that unequivocal words are required expressly invoking the 

application of custom.

The force for this contention is two-pronged. Firstly section 15(5)(d) itself states that any law 

must be ‘for the application of customary law’ and secondly on general principle any legislation 

that presumes to tinker with or water down a fundamental right must do so in clear and explicit 

terms.

Applying this test to the 1996 Act the measure cannot by any yardstick fall within the penumbra 

of making provision ‘for the application of customary law’. What it seeks to do is entrench the 

power and authority of senior men by reinforcing the existing rigid social structure and the use of 

the appellation ‘elder’ reinforces this assertion. This cannot be magically metamorphosed into 

providing ‘for the application of customary law.’ The Appeal Justices, in an effort to uphold the 

legislative power have, in my view, erroneously interpreted ‘consider’ far too widely. The 

wording of section 114(2)(2) of the Constitution cannot be stretched to assign to Parliament the 

authority to make provision for traditional chiefs as they, Parliament, thought fit.326 Expressed 

somewhat differently, an authority given to Parliament to ‘consider’ does not confer a carte

324 The 1996 Act sought also to preserve a role for 'elders’ who are not mentioned in section 114(2). Nevertheless Kapi 
P(Ag) ruled that ‘The Parliament has unlimited power to make provision for such elders in a manner it considers 
appropriate.’ It is submitted that this is erroneous; Parliament cannot pass a law that is unconstitutional in itself: 
Kenilorea v Attorney-General (1984) SILR 179.
325 For example section 8(0 and 9 governing custom and marriage and the custody and guardianship of infants.
326 As to 'elders’ any attempt to allocate them favourable standing is totally misconceived.
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blanche power to decree in a manner that offends one of the fundamental rights charters of the 

Constitution.

The desire to aspire to a resurgence of customaiy values on the one hand, and the natural bent of 

those subjected to colonialism to espouse a catalogue of freedoms on the other, set up the 

dilemma surrounding the conflict between equality principles and the male-centred supremacy of 

custom. Balancing the competing claims is a daunting task requiring sensitive and delicate 

concentration from the legislature and judiciary. The examples of the Provincial Government Act 

1996 and the Solomon Islands National Provident Fund (Amendment) Act 199(f27 give little 

reason for women to expect Parliament to champion their interests. I would argue that Parliament 

must walk a fine line when enacting any legislation that might impinge on equality for women as 

indirect attempts to favour or bolster existing male power are probably open to attack as being 

unconstitutional.

Dogged social resistance will undoubtedly meet the battle by women for equality. Socially they 

tread a quicksand of embedded taboos and practices. More optimistically, constitutionally they 

stand on the terra firma  o f section 15(1). To date minute judicial analysis of the scope o f this 

provision has not been forthcoming nor has it been the subject of full argument before a superior 

court.

The phrase ‘no law shall make any provision that is discriminatory either of itself or in its effect.’ 

might, at first blush, by its use of the word ‘provision’ be thought to refer to a written law only 

and thus not proscribe a rule or practice of custom. However this contention falls down on two 

grounds. Firstly if  daw’ in the subsection is not to be interpreted as including any law from 

whatever source, thus including customary law, then the power contained in section 15(5)(d) of 

the Constitution to spirit customary law away from the general equality prescription is redundant. 

Secondly section 15(1) plainly employs the term ‘law’ in a wide generic sense.328 By contrast 

subsection 2 specifically refers to ‘any written law’ and section 15(5) clearly envisions, by its 

terms and the categories of exemption, the enactment of a written law. In further support of this 

interpretation it is contended that although the word ‘shall’ generally may be used to denote

327 This Act, discussed in chapter 6, directs that the inheritance o f the deceased’s contributions in respect o f which he 
has not made a nomination is to be determined in accordance with custom. In practice this will favour men.
328 The liberal interpretation o f the expression ‘any law’ in Bank o f  India v Rai Bahadur Singh and Another [1994] 4 
LRC 264 supports the contention that as used in section 15(1) Taw’ includes customary law. In the Papua New Guinea 
case o f Aisi v Hoala 1981 N 316(m) the phrase ‘at law’ was interpreted as meaning ‘allowed by the law of the land, and 
encompasses common law, statutory law and also customary law.’
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indefinite future time, legislative drafters often utilise it to denote an obligation. Therefore a 

negative phrase such as ‘no law shall’ employed in section 15(1) should be taken to mean ‘a law 

must not...’329 This interpretation is crucial for women as it interdicts any discriminatory rule of 

custom. As we shall discover, family law is riddled with rules that effectively favour men. If 

these are prima facie  unconstitutional then they represent a powerful weapon for women.

The future for gender discrimination

The composition of political bodies presents striking proof that the stark doctrines of patriarchy 

flourish even in modem Solomon Islands. Whilst the ideology undermines the standing of 

women, paradoxically it may be the Achilles heel for the future of customary law as it is the 

arena in which customary values are vulnerable to attack. Customary law is unlikely to survive 

except perhaps as an archaic museum piece if it insists on the buttressing of male power and 

authority and retreats behind encircled wagons into a laager to defend reactionary male 

dominance.330 Embarking on such a route will expose customary law to ridicule and if those 

exercising political powers endorse it then aid and trade may be affected.331

Realistically the male centred ethos that presently underpins social behaviour will not be 

dismantled overnight. Pacific societies are, perhaps unfairly, under pressure to conform without 

delay to the norms of modem international conventions on equality whereas the societies from 

which those norms have their genesis have been able to travel gradually towards their realisation. 

However, a demonstration of a willingness to work towards the attainment of equality is 

important. Attempts to invoke and then hide behind the shield of section 15(5)(d) of the 

Constitution can only be counterproductive to a positive long-term prognosis for customary law.

Other aspects o f discord between customary law and human rights

The above discussion may lead to the judgment that only in non-discrimination issues does 

custom react with human rights concerns. This field is certainly the most fertile ground for the 

germination of friction between the two but custom may be pertinent to fundamental rights in

329 I am indebted to Jennifer Corrin Care for this argument. See further GC Thornton Legislative Drafting 3rd Ed 
Butterworths London 1987 at 90.
330 This argument is developed in Brown ‘Customary law in the Pacific’ (1999) 3 JSPL.
331 The United Nations, United States and countries o f the European Union all monitor human rights and aid assistance 
programmes can be dependent on a good report. Countries that do not promote gender equality may find themselves the 
subject o f increasing pressure from women’s groups and organisations.
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other ways. In Loumia v Director o f  Public Prosecutions3j2 the Court of Appeal held that a claim 

to have killed someone when acting under a customary duty could not amount to a defence. 

Amongst other reasons the court pointed out that the Constitution by section 4(1) protected the 

private right to life and that the custom claimed was therefore unconstitutional. The decision is 

open to criticism as the custom claimed could, if proved, only reduce murder to manslaughter 

and was therefore a matter of extenuation rather than a defence, and so arguably did not infringe 

the Constitution as it was never claimed that the acts of the accused were lawful.333

In Fugui and Another v Solmac Construction Company Limited and Others334 the appellants 

claimed that they had been deprived of their property rights without compensation in 

contravention o f section 8 of the Constitution. The rights allegedly infringed related to traditional 

rights over customary land. The Commissioner of the High Court who determined the matter 

agreed that the actions of the respondent were unlawful and that the rights put forward were 

‘property of any description’ within section 8. However he declined to order compensation for 

breach o f constitutional rights on the technical ground that the breach was not a compulsory 

acquisition under statutory powers. The acceptance of a broad notion of what comprised property 

is to be welcomed. Nevertheless any welcome is tempered by the technical approach to statutory 

powers, a distinction no doubt lost on the appellants as the respondents were acting under a 

logging licence unlawfully issued by a senior civil servant on the express orders of the relevant 

Minister.

The Vanuatu Constitution435 

Introduction

The Vanuatu Constitution, in marked contrast to that o f Solomon Islands, does not conform to the 

standard British model. It is couched in more general terms and does not, with a few exceptions, 

provide for specifics. For example, the fundamental rights provisions in the Solomon Islands 

Constitution run to fifteen pages; those of Vanuatu only one. It is also far briefer.336

332 (1985/86) SILR 158.
j33 For an extended critique o f this decision see Brown ‘Criminal Law and Custom in Solomon Islands’ (1986).
334 (1982) SILR 100. For detailed comment on this decision and that in Loumia and the issue generally see Farran 
‘Customary law and the constitutional protection o f human rights’ (1997).
335 Contained in an exchange of notes between the UK and French Governments (7808 Treaty Series no 17 (1980)) 
(UK) as amended by Acts 10 o f 1980, 15 of 1981 and 20 of 1983. (Vanuatu).
336 1 9 pages as opposed to 82.
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Moreover, whilst section 15 of the Solomon Islands Constitution details minutely the provisions 

relating to non-discrimination, the Vanuatu model briefly asserts the standard key freedoms and 

pronounces that they shall be enjoyed without discrimination on the grounds of race, place of 

origin, religious beliefs, political opinions, language or sex.337

Interestingly the Vanuatu Constitution also incorporates a list of fundamental duties for every 

person to observe.338 The list stresses family duties and the importance of loyalty to the new 

nation and its Constitution. The charter is fairly anodyne and imposes no controversial obligations 

on the individual, although the idea of placing obligations on children is unusual. The duty 

provisions are non-justiciable339 but the notion of their inclusion is relatively novel and 

corroborates the populist nature of the Constitution. The only other example of a detailed 

proclamation of a catalogue of duties in the Pacific is that contained in the Constitution of Papua 

New Guinea, significantly another Melanesian jurisdiction.340

The Vanuatu Constitution exhibits a radical tone. This stems from the nationalistic groundswell 

politically for independence in Vanuatu.341 This is evidenced by statements in the preamble, 

comparable with and reminiscent of those contained in many African constitutions, that:

W E the people o f  V anuatu,

3j7 Article 5(1), Vanuatu Constitution. All future ‘Article’ references are to the Constitution.
338 Article 7. This reads: ‘Every person has the following fundamental duties to himself and his descendants and to 
others-
(a) to respect and to act in the spirit o f the Constitution;
(b) to recognise that he can fully develop his abilities and advance his true interests only by active participation in the 
development o f the national community;
(c) to exercise the rights guaranteed or conferred by the Constitution and to use the opportunities made available to 
him under it to participate fully in the government o f the Republic o f Vanuatu;

(d) to protect the Republic of Vanuatu and to safeguard the national wealth, resources and environment in the 
interests o f the present generation and o f future generations;

(e) to work according to his talents in socially useful employment and, if necessary, to create for himself legitimate 
opportunities for such employment;
(f) to respect the rights and freedoms of others and to cooperate fully with others in the interests o f interdependence and 
solidarity;
(g) to contribute, as required by law, according to his means, to the revenues required for the advancement o f the 
Republic o f Vanuatu and the attainment o f national objectives;
(h) in the case o f a parent, to support, assist and educate all his children, legitimate and illegitimate, and in particular to 
give them a true understanding o f their fundamental rights and duties and o f the national objectives and of the culture 
and customs of the people of Vanuatu;
(i) in the case of a child, to respect his parents.’
339 Article 8.
340 A comparison of the respective codes reveals that the Vanuatu ‘Duties’ owe their provenance to the ‘Basic Social 
Obligations’ catalogued in the Preamble to the 1975 Papua New Guinea Constitution.
341 There are various excellent summaries o f the lead-up to Independence in Vanuatu. Corrin ‘Sources of Law’ (1985) 
and Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) both provide valuable succinct accounts and incorporate helpful 
references to more comprehensive histories.
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PR O U D  o f  our struggle  for freedom ,

D ET E R M IN ED  to  safeguard the achievem ents o f  th is struggle,..

No such ringing declarations evoking a battling crusade for independence appear in the Solomon 

Islands Constitution, perhaps because a political struggle for independence was unnecessary 

there.342

The ownership of land

Land was the crucial and emotive issue in colonial Vanuatu and the Constitution took the radical, 

sweeping step of abolishing all alienated land and returning it to its customary owners.343 The 

theoretical abolition of alienated land is the easy task. The reality is that extensive areas still 

remain under the control of the owners of the formal title as customary groups either cannot 

afford to pay for improvements on the land or cannot agree who are the original true customary
344owners.

Incidentally, the cultural importance o f land in Melanesian society is tellingly underlined by the 

choice of name for the newly independent nation. ‘Vanuatu’ is probably best translated as ‘our 

land forever.’ Articles 73 to 79 underscore the central place of customary landholding in the 

Vanuatu psyche and provide:

LA N D  B ELO N G S TO  C U ST O M  O W N ER S

73. A ll land in  th e  R epublic o f  V anuatu  belongs to  the indigenous custom  ow ners and 

th e ir descendants.

B A SIS O F O W N E R SH IP  A N D  U SE

74. The rules o f  cu stom  shall form  th e  basis o f  ow nership and use o f  land in the R epublic 

o f  V anuatu.

PE R PE T U A L  O W N E R SH IP

75. O nly ind igenous citizens o f  the R epublic o f  V anuatu w ho have acquired  the ir land in 

accordance w ith  a  recognised system  o f  land tenure shall have perpetual ow nership  o f  

th e ir land.

342 Significantly the Vanuatu preamble emphasises that it is ‘established as a united and free Republic.’ (Emphasis 
added). That in the Solomon Islands Constitution contains no reference to ‘free’ but echoes the ‘united’ aspect, both 
nations being all too aware o f the threat posed by breakaway movements in the lead-up to independence.
343 In constitutional terms a revolutionary move: see Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 75 and Van 
Trease The Politics o f  Land 1987 at 238.
344 See S Arutangai ‘Vanuatu’ at 261-302 in Land Tenure in the Pacific R Crocombe (ed) USP 1987.
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N A T IO N A L  LA N D  LAW

76. Parliam ent, after consultation  w ith  the N ational C ouncil o f  C hiefs, shall provide for 

th e  im plem entation  o f  A rticles 73, 74 and 75 in a national land law  and m ay m ake 

d ifferen t p rovision  for different categories o f  land, one o f  w hich shall be urban land. 

C O M PEN SA TIO N

77. P arliam ent shall proscribe such criteria for the assessm ent o f  com pensation  and the 

m anner o f  its paym ent as it deem s appropriate to  persons w hose in terests are adversely 

affected  by legislation under this Chapter.

D ISPU TES

78 (1) W here, consequent on the provisions o f  th is C hapter, there  is a d ispute 

concern ing  the  ow nership  o f  alienated land, the G overnm ent shall hold  such land until the 

d ispu te  is resolved.

(2) T he G overnm ent shall arrange for the appropriate custom ary institu tions or 

p rocedures to  resolve disputes concerning the ow nership  o f  custom  land.

LA N D  TR A N SA C TIO N S

79 (1) N o tw ithstanding  A rticles 73, 74 and 75 land transactions betw een an indigenous 

c itizen  and either a non-indigenous citizen or a non-citizen  shall only be perm itted  w ith 

the consent o f  the G overnm ent

(2) T he consent required  under sub-article (1) shall be given unless the transaction  is 

prejudicial to  the in terests of-

(a) the custom  ow ner or ow ners o f  the land;

(b) the indigenous citizen  w here he is no t the custom  ow ner;

(c) the com m unity  in w hose locality  the land is situated; or

(d) the R epublic o f  Vanuatu.

The land agenda prescription and programme have been set out fairly fully to stress that 

customary land is the prime cultural totem for indigenous Vanuatu. This thesis unfortunately 

cannot explore the topic of custom and land with the depth it merits.345 The Articles reinforce two 

features of the Constitution; its determination to designate a salient role for custom and that 

customary land is at the forefront of the consciousness of indigenous Vanuatu.

A complete thesis on customary land would be necessary to paint a complete picture and give the subject the 
attention it deserves. For a full account see Van Trease The Politics o f  Land 1987. For a succinct appraisal o f the 
alienation issue see Larmour in ‘The Return of Alienated Land in Melanesia’ 1992 where he points out that indigenous 
landowners in Vanuatu lost an estimated 41% o f their customary land to colonial appropriation. Much of this was 
ceded to French settlers for ranching and plantations and generally represented the most arable and valuable land. For 
Solomon Islands he quotes a significantly smaller percentage of 13% and at Independence the percentage was 
significantly less than this because areas of land originally acquired and alienated reverted to customary ownership as a 
result o f the Phillips Commission in the 1920’s. For recent comment see D Paterson ‘Some thoughts about customary 
land’ (2001) 5 JSPL Working Paper No. 5.
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National Council of Chiefs

Another feature of the Vanuatu Constitution offering additional evidence o f the intent to raise the 

profile of custom is the creation of the National Council of Chiefs. The National Council of 

Chiefs has various functions, largely advisory. The Articles establishing the Council and 

delineating its composition, role and powers read as follows:

N A T IO N A L  C O U N C IL  O F C H IEFS

29. (1) T he N ational C ouncil o f  C hiefs shall be com posed o f  custom  chiefs elected  by 

th e ir peers sitting  in D istric t C ouncils o f  C hiefs.

(2) T he C ouncil shall m ake its ow n ru les o f  procedure.

(3) T he C ouncil shall ho ld  at least one m eeting  a year. Fu rther m eetings m ay be held at 

the request o f  the C ouncil, P arliam ent o r the G overnm ent.

(4) D uring  the  first sitting  fo llow ing its elec tion  the  C ouncil shall elect its Chairm an. 

F U N C T IO N S O F C O U N C IL

30. (1) T he N ational C ouncil o f  C hiefs has a general com petence to  discuss all m atters 

re la ting  to  custom  and trad ition  and m ay m ake recom m endations for the p reservation  and 

prom otion  o f  n i-V anuatu346 cultu re  and  languages.

(2) T he  C ouncil m ay be consu lted  on any question, particularly  any question  relating  to 

trad ition  and custom , in  connection  w ith  any bill before Parliam ent.

O R G A N ISA T IO N  O F C O U N C IL  A N D  RO LE O F CHIEFS

31. Parliam en t shall by law  provide fo r th e  organisation  o f  the N ational C ouncil o f  C hiefs 

and in  particu lar fo r th e  ro le  o f  chiefs at the village, island and d is tric t level.

The formula for the composition of the Council is undemocratic. The members form an oligarchy, 

being elected ‘by their peers sitting in the District Council of Chiefs.’ This probably reflects the 

make-up of the authority structure in custom and effectively excludes women.347

The Council lacks specific power. Under Article 30 its functions are set out as deliberative and 

recommendatory. Even its consultative role does not formally extend beyond the possibility of a 

discretionary reference and that only on bills before Parliament.348 Nevertheless its creation and 

standing are strongly symbolic and underline the desire to expand the role of custom in

346 See n 74 at 27 above for comment on this term.
347 No woman has ever been elected to the body. The National Council o f  Chiefs (Organisation) Act (Cap 183) 
provides for the number o f members, their regional composition and office tenure.
348 See the questionable reference to the Council by the Chief Justice o f an issue on the adoption of children in custom 
in M  v P  (1980-88) 1 VLR 333 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
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Vanuatu.349 A representative of the Council is a member of the Judicial Services Commission;’50 

the Council may refer matters to the Ombudsman351 and as noted under Article 76 it has a 

consultative role with regard to land law. Chiefs are also to be given an integral role in the local 

courts system.352 Finally, the provisions relating to Local Government Councils,353 whilst not 

specifically dealing with the National Council of Chiefs, mandate that Parliament shall:

provide for the  d iv ision  o f  th e  R epublic o f  V anuatu into Local G overnm ent R egions and 

for each region to  be adm inistered by a Local G overnm ent C ouncil on w hich shall be 

representatives o f  custom  chiefs.

The explicit purpose of these provisions is to grant customary representatives a vital role in the 

engines of administration. This may be directly and formally on the National Council or 

indirectly as members of the Island Courts or local government bodies. Either way they are 

involved in the running of the nation.

The setting down of custom and/or customary law in Vanuatu

The Vanuatu Constitution is peppered with references, direct or indirect, to ‘custom’.354 As we 

shall see it contains only one reference to ‘customary law’355 and later discussion will consider 

the possible implications of this.356 The language employed is critical in assessing the actual 

position of custom or customary law as a legal source and its relationship to other legal sources. 

Their correct footing on the legal ladder can only be gauged within the overall context of 

constitutional expression.

The Vanuatu Constitution contains no direct analogue to Schedule 3 of the Solomon Islands 

Constitution and tackles the grounding of custom in a less explicit fashion. This has led to 

complication and, it will be submitted, confusion and error on the part of some, in determining

349 This theoretical proposition has not always been evidenced in practice and the Council has been ignored in several 
instances where it might have been expected to play a key role, Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at
76.
350 Article 48(1).
351 Article 61(l)(b).
352 Article 52. Section 3(1) o f the Island Courts Act 1983 (Cap 167) provides that of the minimum of three justices 
necessary to constitute an island court at least one 'shall be a custom chief residing within the territorial jurisdiction of 
the court.’
353 Article 83.
354 See for example Articles 30(2), 47(1), 51, and 74 and 95(2).
355 Article 95(3).
356 At 102.
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the precise standing of custom or customary law in relation to received law sources. Although 

awash with allusions to ‘custom’ the Constitution fails to denote in any way what it is. For a 

definition we must turn to the Interpretation Act (Cap 132).357 Section 2 of this, as read with the 

Schedule to the Act, states that ‘custom’ means ‘the customs and traditional values of the 

indigenous peoples of Vanuatu.358 The references to custom may be legion but they are random 

and ill defined. This is ironic as the Constitution exhibits an unmistakable desire for a positive 

and emphatic role for custom and customary values. Yet the failure to categorise its status with 

any real precision has, formally at least, resulted in the severe diminution o f its rank as a potent 

source of law.

Articles 47(1) and 95 and the relative standing of legal sources in Vanuatu.

These two key Articles demarcate custom and customary law in the legal hierarchy. They are 

contained respectively in Chapters 8 and 12 of the Constitution relating to ‘Justice’ and 

‘Transitional Provisions.’ Article 47(1), headed ‘The Judiciary’ reads:

47 (1) T he  adm inistration  o f  ju s tic e  is vested  in th e  jud ic iary , w ho are sub ject only to  the 

C onstitu tion  and the law. The function  o f  th e  ju d ic ia ry  is to  resolve proceedings 

according to  law. I f  there  is no ru le o f  law  applicab le  to  a m atter before it, a  court shall 

determ ine the m atter according to  substan tia l ju s tic e  and w henever possib le  in  conform ity 

w ith custom .

Article 95 under the subtitle ‘Existing Law’ provides:

95. (1) U ntil o therw ise provided by Parliam ent, all Jo in t R egulations and subsid iary  

legislation  m ade thereunder in force im m ediately  before  the D ay o f  Independence shall 

continue in operation  on and after th a t day as i f  they  had been m ade in pursuance o f  the 

C onstitu tion  and shall be construed w ith  such adapta tions as m ay be necessary  to  bring 

them  in to  conform ity w ith  the C onstitu tion .

(2) U ntil o therw ise provided by P arliam en t, the British^59 and French law s in force or 

applied in  V anuatu im m ediately befo re the  D ay o f  Independence shall on  and after that

357 Acts 9 o f 1981 and 21 o f 1982.
358 See chapter 1 at 17-18 for an extended critique o f this definition. Note the restriction to indigenous custom. There is 
thus no room in Vanuatu to recognise the custom o f other Pacific islanders; compare the Solomon Islands decision in 
Edwards v Edwards HCCC 315 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 12 January 1996 discussed at 56 above.
359 The ‘British’ laws applicable as acts o f general application immediately before Independence could only be those o f 
England; see chapter 2 at 36.
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day continue to  apply to  the extent that they are not expressly revoked or incom patible 

w ith the independent status o f  V anuatu  and w herever possib le  tak ing  due account o f  

custom .

(3) C ustom ary law  shall continue to  have effect as part o f  the law  o f  the  R epublic o f  

Vanuatu.

Although deceptively straightforward, these Articles have posed intractable problems of 

interpretation. To determine the status of custom and customary law and its rank and relationship 

inter se to all sources of law is pivotal.360 Custom and customary law is undoubtedly subordinate 

to two legal sources.

• The Constitution

By Article 2 this is ‘supreme law of the Republic of Vanuatu’ and plainly outranks all other 

founts of law. Certain cases have highlighted the clash between custom and the rights charter and 

demonstrated unambiguously the supremacy of the Constitution. These will be considered in 

depth later in this chapter.

• Post-independence legislation

Secondly, as Parliament may ‘make laws for the peace, order and good government of 

Vanuatu’,361 if any such enactments are inconsistent with custom or customary law they will 

prevail over the latter. The directions by the Court of Appeal in Pentecost Pacific Ltd and 

Philippe Pentecost v Palene Hnaloane,362 a case involving a breach of a contract of employment, 

confirm this, the Court ruling firmly and concisely that:

The Substantive Law

C ounsel for the respondent m ade m any references to  "custom " and "custom ary law". He 

em phasised  that the parties are adherents o f  the M elanesian w ay o f  life, w hich accords 

great im portance to  verbal undertakings, and that according to  custom , no w riting is 

necessary to  support parol agreem ents.

360 For a valuable and concise review see Corrin Care ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998).
361 Article 16(1).
362 (1980-88) 1 VLR 134 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court of Appeal (Civil).
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Further, A rtic le  45(1) o f  the C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu  provides: " If  there  is no ru le o f  law  

applicab le  to  a m atter before it, a  C ourt shall determ ine the m atter according to 

substantial ju s tic e  and w henever possib le  in  conform ity  w ith custom ."

In o ther w ords, C ourts should  m ake decisions in accordance w ith substantial ju s tice  and 

i f  possib le  w ith  custom , i f  there is no legislation  w ith  reference to  contracts o f  service.

Indeed, there is such a law , the E m ploym ent A ct o f  1983 (replacing the L abour C ode N o.

11 o f  1969) w hich  contains 80 sections and w hich covers all aspects o f  the subject.

M oreover, th is law  w as passed by Parliam en t after Independence, it expresses th e  w ill o f  

the people o f  V anuatu , and applies to  all persons liv ing and w orking in  the R epublic. 

A ccordingly  it is on th e  basis o f  th is  law  tha t th e  contract in dispute w ill be interpreted 

since section 80 provides: "The prov isions o f  th is A ct w ill apply to  every contract o f  

service in ex istence at the  date o f  its proclam ation ."

They continued:

M atters o f  Procedure

T he C ourt m ust now  exam ine w hat p rocedural rules apply to  the action, and th is is a 

m atter o f  im portance as it concerns th e  rules o f  adm issib ility  o f  evidence raised  by the 

appellants. T here is no special p rocedural C ode w hich applies to the C ourts o f  V anuatu, 

including the Suprem e C ourt and the C ourt o f  A ppeal

T he procedure fo llow ed in these C ourts is as a general rule governed by the substantive 

law  applicab le  to  th e  m atter, w hen e ither French or English law  applies pursuan t to  the 

p rovisions o f  A rtic le  93(2) o f  the C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu.

In th is d ispute, the substan tive law  applicab le  is a law  o f  V anuatu: procedure m ust 

therefo re  be  decided  by in terpre tation  o f  A rtic le  93(2) o f  the C onstitu tion  and the choice 

betw een French law  and E nglish  law  w ill be decided according to  the nationality  o f  the 

defendant, in th is particu lar case F rench  law.

The Court of Appeal was happy to accept nationality as a determining factor in choosing the 

applicable law. Whilst this may have be sensible in the instant case, as we shall argue, a note of 

caution must be sounded as to the wisdom of elevating this into a general principle. Two cases 

with a similar factual matrix confirm the proposition that custom is subordinate to local statute 

and the Constitution.
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Public Prosecutor v George Lingbu363

In this matter a girl from the island of Ambrym, whilst staying in the capital Vila, had three 

different boyfriends. Chiefs of Ambrym, living in Vila, considered this behaviour abhorrent and 

against their island's custom. Consequently the chiefs instructed the appellant, one of their 

number, to arrange for the girl to be sent back to Ambrym. This he effected through the medium 

of others, being too busy to deal with the matter himself. Subsequently he was charged with 

aiding and abetting the offence of false imprisonment of the girl contrary to sections 118 and 30 

of the Penal Code. He was convicted and fined by the Magistrates’ Court. On appeal his 

conviction was upheld although the fine was reduced. The decision emphasises that the 

provisions of a written law of the Vanuatu Parliament will prevail over a plea of justification in 

customary law. Notably the behaviour of the accused also infringed the basic constitutional rights 

of the girl, restricting both her liberty and freedom of movement.364

Public Prosecutor v Walter Kota & Others365

In this more recent case, the defendants were charged with incitement to commit kidnapping, 

contrary to section 35 and 105(b) of the Penal Code. The facts were somewhat complex but 

shortly stated the first defendant and his wife Marie Kota were having matrimonial difficulties 

and had separated. Matters came to a head following an incident when she had visited a nightclub 

with her sisters. Her husband saw her there and a dispute ensued.

The husband and wife were both from the same island, Tanna, but were living in Vila. Local 

chiefs from Tanna, who were visiting the capital, heard about the argument and convened a 

meeting in an effort to reconcile the parties. The chiefs persuaded the police to assist in securing 

the attendance o f Marie Kota at the meeting. Remarkably the police collaborated in this enterprise 

and insisted that Marie Kota accompany them in a police car, an involvement the Judge found 

‘most astonishing and abhorrent.’ At the meeting suggestions o f reconciliation were refused by 

Marie Kota and eventually the chiefs ordered that she and her sister must return to Tanna. She 

indicated her unwillingness to do this but regardless of her wishes she was forcefully and forcibly 

accompanied by some of the defendants to her home in Vila to pack and they then placed her on a

363 SCCrAppC 3 of 1983, unreported.
364 Articles 5(l)(a) and (i) o f the Constitution.
365 (1989-94) 2 VLR 661 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Criminal).
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boat bound for her home island. She stayed there a week before returning to Vila, where she 

lodged a complaint with the Women Against Violence Against Women’s Association. The incident 

was reported to the police. Highlighting the legal position Justice Downing stirringly declared:

T his is a case w hich points up a  p roblem  w hich  is o f  som e significance in V anuatu. T here 

is a  conflic t I believe betw een the C onstitu tion  and the Statutory Law  o f  V anuatu on the 

one hand, and C ustom . I w ish  to  m ake it clear th a t th is  conflic t is no t a  conflic t betw een 

C ustom  and E nglish  o r French Law, bu t betw een C ustom  and the Law o f  V anuatu  as 

passed by th e  P arliam en t and people o f  V anuatu. It raises the question o f  the ro le o f  

C hiefs. I th ink  it stem s from  a m isunderstanding  o f  th e  pow er tha t the C hiefs now  are 

able to  exercise, and I th ink  tha t the C hiefs m ust realise  tha t any pow ers they w ish  to  

exercise in C ustom  is subject to  the C onstitu tion  o f  the R epublic o f  V anuatu, and also 

subject to  the S tatu tory  Law  o f  V anuatu. A rticle 5 o f  th e  C onstitu tion  m akes it quite clear 

tha t m en are to  be trea ted  the sam e as w om en, and w om en are to  be treated the sam e as 

m en. A ll people  in  V anuatu  are equal and w hilst th e  C ustom  m ay have been that w om en 

w ere to  be trea ted  o r cou ld  be treated  as property, and could be directed to do th ings by 

m en, w hether those  m en  be the ir husbands or chiefs, they cannot be discrim inated  against 

under the C onstitu tion . A  significant num ber o f  cases th a t com e before th is C ourt are as a 

d irect resu lt o f  the fa ilu re  to  trea t w om en equally, and therefore in so treating  w om en as 

p roperty  as a  substan tia l breach o f  th e  C onstitu tion . T he C onstitu tion  by A rticle 5(1 )(b) 

prov ides fo r the liberty  o f  people. It also  by A rtic le  5(1 )(i) provides for th e  freedom  o f  

m ovem ents.[sic] T he C onstitu tion  provides therefore tha t no person shall be forced  by 

another to  do som eth ing  against h is o r her w ill. T he  Section [sic] 105 o f  the Penal Code 

m akes it quite clear th a t no person shall by force com pel any person to  go from  any place 

to  ano ther place. T his is m erely ano ther w ay o f  expressing the right to  liberty  w hich  is 

g iven under the C onstitu tion . The use o f  the w ord  ‘fo rce’ in Section [sic] 105(b) in  m y 

view  clearly  refers no t only to physical force, b u t coercion and the threats o f  force.

W hilst I appreciate  in th is case tha t th e  C hiefs w ere try ing to  resolve a problem , they  did 

so from  a very b iased  po in t o f  view . It w as from  a m an ’s po in t o f  v iew  and no t from  the 

w om an’s po in t o f  v iew . I believe tha t M r. W alter K o ta  w as instrum ental in  the calling  o f  

the m eeting  and it is m ost unfortunate  th a t the m eeting  w as called  in the circum stances in 

w hich  it w as called. It is also extraordinary  as I have said, that the police w ere u sed  to 

bully  the C om plainant, and this has risen  again from  th e  fundam ental m isunderstanding  

o f  th e  constitu tional rights by the C hiefs, together w ith  those around the Chiefs, w hether 

they  be assistan ts o r m em bers o f  com m ittees o f  the com m unity.

It is up to  the P arliam en t o f  th is N ation  to  consider w hether any am endm ents need to  be 

m ade w ith  the C onstitu tion  or o ther L egislation to  clarify  w hat is the role o f  the C hiefs. I f
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I m ight m ake the com m ent that I th ink it is very im portant that i f  the ro le o f  the C hiefs is 

clarified, the fundam ental rights o f  w om en in V anuatu m ust be protected.

This clarion cry, a keystone passage, has been quoted at some length as it is a striking declaration 

of the position of custom and customary law vis-a-vis the Constitution and statute law.

• Pre-independence statute and regulation

That customary law is subservient to the Constitution and post-independence statute is 

uncontroversial. The situation in relation to colonial enactments has been thought by some not to 

be so clear-cut. For example the view has been expressed366 that 'In Vanuatu, custom is made 

superior to statutes enacted prior to Independence but is subject to statutes enacted after 

Independence’.

This statement is open to serious doubt. Article 95(1) of the Constitution provides for the 

preservation of existing laws and transitional provisions and nothing in it limits Joint Regulations 

and subsidiary legislation made under them that renders them inferior to or subject to, or indeed 

qualified by, custom or customary law. Indeed the Article mandates that after Independence they 

shall: continue in operation on and after that day as if they had been made in pursuance of the 

Constitution. (Emphasis added).

The only proper interpretation of this is that such laws should have equal force and status with 

legislation enacted by the Vanuatu Parliament until that Parliament enacts its own legislation. The 

rationale of the Article is the preservation of a legislative base and a framework of laws until such 

time as Parliament deliberates and enacts its own statutes. Notably, in a relatively short period 

after Independence, the local Parliament has been busy making provision on areas as diverse as 

criminal law367, divorce368, land369 and local courts.370 In time locally enacted post-independence 

statute will likely replace colonial statutory measures not considered appropriate. Article 95(1) 

contains no limitation to take account of customary law: the only restriction on Joint Regulations

366 By Ntumy et al (eds), South Pacific Legal Systems 1993 at page xxii. Professor Don Paterson, who contributed the 
Vanuatu chapter, disagrees with this statement which he considers to be without authority and incorrect: letter to the 
author, 17 February 1997.
367 The Penal Code, Act 17 o f 1981.
368 The Matrimonial Causes Act 1986.
369 The Land Reform Act 1980.
370 The Island Courts Act 1983.
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being that they should: ‘be construed with such adaptations as may be necessary to bring them in 

to conformity with the Constitution.’

• Custom, customary law and received law

As in Solomon Islands this represents the major problem area. The difficulty lies in fixing the 

proper ambit of operation of customary law in its standing vis-a-vis imported law; whether it be 

the rules of common law and equity or statutes of general application from England, or French 

laws. The recent landmark appeal decision in Banga v Waiwo and Waiwo371 saw then Chief 

Justice seeking to clarify the extent of the application of customary law and received law. On 

examination I shall argue that his reasoning and analysis is fundamentally flawed. The judgment 

and that o f the Magistrate at first instance demand detailed analysis as they demarcate the 

opposing jurisprudential polarities. What they emphasise is that Article 47(1) as read with 

Articles 95(2) and (3) provide fertile ground for conflicting legal interpretation. A complete 

critique of the judgments will follow later but first it may be useful to look at the views of various 

academic legal commentators prior to the decisions as these underline that the Articles are open 

to a variety of interpretations. H Buie has commented372 that:

Section  93(3) provides tha t ‘custom aiy  law  shall con tinue  to  have effect as part o f  th e  law  

o f  the R epublic’ bu t its app lication  w hen  considered  in conjunction  w ith  s. 45(1 )j 7j seem s 

qu ite  weak. S. 45(1) says tha t ‘i f  there  is no ru le  o f  law  applicable to  a m atter before [a 

court], [it] shall determ ine the m atter according to  substantial ju s tice  and w henever 

possib le  in conform ity w ith  custom ’. C ustom  w ou ld  only apply as a last resort to  

de term ine such a m atter. The o ther op tion  open to  the court to  use before tu rn ing  to  

custom  is to determ ine the m atter in accordance w ith  substantial ju stice .

This is the first expression I can find of the pessimistic ‘last resort’ theory. The problem with 

relegating customary law to a source of last resort is that it dismally fails to take account of the 

precise statement in Article 47( 1) that the judicial function is to resolve proceedings ‘according to 

law.’ ‘Law’ cannot be interpreted so as to exclude customary law as this would run counter to the 

unequivocal prescriptive statement in Article 95(3) that ‘Customary law shall continue to have

371 Banga v Waiwo SCAC 1 of 1996. An appeal to the Supreme Court from the Senior Magistrate in Waiwo v Waiwo 
and Banga Senior Magistrate’s Court CC 324 o f 1995 and at USPILJ Vanuatu, Magistrate’s Court, (Civil). For ease o f 
reference I shall refer to the Magistrate’s Court decision as Waiwo and that o f the Supreme Court as Banga.
372 ‘Law and Custom in Vanuatu’ (1985) 1 QITLJ 129.
373 The ‘sections’ or more accurately ‘Articles’ are now 95(3) and 47(1) respectively.
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effect as part of the law of Vanuatu.’ Consequently a very restrictive and relegatory view of the 

status of customary law seems untenable. Other commentators, whilst not so categorical in their 

judgment take a more positive line. Zorn374 asserts that:

M oreover, though  th e  phrase ‘taking custom  into account’375 is som ew hat m ysterious at a 

m inim um  it suggests tha t a rule o f  th e  com m on law should no t apply i f  a conflic ting  rule 

o f  custom  exists. Thus, tak ing  all th e  re levan t positions o f  the V anuatu C onstitu tion  

together, the m ost likely in terpre tation  is th a t custom  ranks above the im ported com m on 

law.

This seems incontrovertible as an examination o f the whole of Article 95 makes it illogical to 

maintain that the rules of the common law or other foreign law should prevail over those of 

custom. The precise phraseology of Article 95(2) is ‘wherever possible taking due account of 

custom.’ This exhortation clamps a fetter on the acceptance of foreign laws ordering that if 

custom is advanced it must be accorded proper account. This cannot be achieved by the automatic 

subordination of custom to any imported source. The phrase is a qualifying limitation on the 

application of foreign law and to interpret it otherwise as a restrictive qualifier on the application 

o f custom or customary law subverts its intent.

Intriguingly Articles 47(1) and 95(2) both refer to ‘custom’ whereas Article 95(3) uses the label 

customary law.’ Does this mandate that the courts consider custom in the broader sense of 

patterns of behaviour and local values rather than a stricter rule model of customary law?376 In 

other words is ‘customary law’ intended to impart the idea of a body of more formal rules 

restricted to a narrower field of operation than ‘the customs and traditional values of the 

indigenous peoples of Vanuatu’, the local definition of ‘custom.,377 This may be simply an 

example of sloppy, imprecise drafting. However no obstacle prevented consistent drafting 

utilising the phrases ‘in conformity with customary law’ and ‘taking due account of customary 

law’ in Articles 47(1) and 95(3) respectively, if that was intended.

The distinction therefore appears deliberate. One can conclude that customary law is to continue 

as part of the general law and that the values, principles and norms of custom are proper

374 ‘Custom and Customary Law’ USP Course Book 2 USP Suva 1996 at 10.
375 The actual wording of Article 95(2) is ‘taking due account o f custom.’ (Emphasis added).
376 See chapter 1 at 17-21.
377 Section 2 as read with the schedule to the Interpretation Act (Cap 132).
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considerations when Articles 47(1) and 95(2) are invoked. This view of the phraseology is one 

sound and logical method of making some sense of Article 47(1). 

Another commentator, Professor Weisbrot quotes Article 47(1) and adds:

T hus the C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu m andates th a t custom  is th e  princip le  source in  the 

developm ent o f  an appropriate underlying law  fo r V anuatu.378

He advocates an affirmative place for custom commenting on Article 95 that:

Further, the recep tion  o f  B ritish and French law s is expressly  m ade subject to  

com patib ility  w ith  the  independent status o f  V anuatu  ‘and w herever possib le tak ing  due 

accoun t o f  custom .’.. .  This provision con trasts m arkedly w ith  arrangem ents in o ther 

P acific  Island states, w herein  the recognition  o f  custom ary law  is m ade subject to 

com patib ility  w ith  w ritten  (including received colonial) law, rather than  vice versa.379

This interpretation fits the crusading spirit of the Constitution but its optimistic assertions have 

not, as we shall see, materialised in practice. 

Professor Paterson of USP tends to a less rosy view. In his analysis of Article 47 he observes that:

T his section  w ould  seem  to indicate that custom ary law  is only to  be applied i f  there is no 

ru le  p rovided by o ther form s o f  law  in force in V anuatu: ie  th e  C onstitu tion , locally  

enacted  legislation , (including Joint R egulations), B ritish and F rench law s, subsid iary  

leg islation , and the com m on law, and also i f  it is in accordance w ith  substantial ju s tice .

T h is section  w ould  seem  to provide that rules o f  custom ary law  are to  be applied by the 

ju d ic ia ry  only i f  ru les o f  com m on law  (and o ther form s o f  law) are no t available and then  

only  i f  consisten t w ith  substantial ju s tice .380

He further notes that:

378 ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 74.
379 Ibid  at 75.
380 ‘South Pacific Customary Law and Common Law’ (1995) at 668. He also suggests that Article 47 is worded in the 
way it is precisely because British and French laws were not intended to apply to everyone: letter to the author 17 
February 1997.
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In V anuatu, w hile one section o f  the C onstitu tion  expressly states that custom ary law  

‘shall continue to have effect as part o f  the law  o f  the R epublic’, on the o ther hand it does 

not say w hat part o f  the law  custom ary law  is to play, nor w hat its re lationship  is to  be 

w ith o ther parts o f  the law  o f  the country, including the com m on law; m oreover ano ther 

section o f  the C onstitu tion  seem s to  indicate that custom ary law  is to be applied  only i f  

there is no rule o f  law , w hich w ould seem  to  include the com m on law, applicable to  the 

situation, and also only  i f  the custom ary law is in accordance w ith substantial ju s tice . The 

result is that it is very d ifficu lt to  describe w ith certainty or precision the relationsh ip  

betw een custom ary law  and the com m on law  in V anuatu .381

The narrow assessment of this standpoint paints, theoretically at least, too gloomy a picture. It 

overlooks the fact that if customary law ‘shall continue to have effect as part of the law’ then 

precepts of customary law are rules of law.382 This accords with an opinion Professor Paterson 

expressed earlier on Article 45 [now 47], when he reasoned: ‘Article 45 directs the judiciary ‘to 

resolve proceedings according to law’ and ‘law’, according to Article 93 [now 95] includes 

custom.’383

However his later appraisal, echoing the last resort approach, is as we shall see, soundly based on 

the general approach taken by the Supreme Court. This basis is founded on the dubious premise 

that the expressions ‘according to law’ and ‘rule of law’ in Article 47(1) exclude customary law. 

As argued, if Article 95(3) decreeing that customary law is part of the law is to mean anything, 

then customary law must comprise part of the canon of law in the references to ‘law’ in the 

phraseology employed.384 This interpretation allows for a logical, simple, non-tortuous, step-by- 

step approach to Article 47(1). Firstly, a dispute is to be resolved ‘according to law’ including 

customary law. Then, ‘If there is no rule of law,’ again including a rule of customary law, the 

dispute is to be resolved ‘according to substantial justice.’ If recourse to the substantial justice 

formula becomes necessary, then that concept must be determined, if at all possible, ‘in 

conformity with custom. ’

381 Ibid  at 669.
382 A rule-centred view o f custom seems to be endorsed by the Constitution as Article 74 refers to ‘The rules of 
custom.. .’ as does Article 51 set out below at 117.
383 M Ntumy et al (eds) South Pacific Legal Systems 1993 in the ‘Vanuatu’ chapter at 369.
384 In the Papua New Guinea case o f Aisi v Hoala 1981 N. 316(m) the phrase ‘at law’ was interpreted as meaning 
‘allowed by the law of the land, and encompasses common law, statutory law and also customary law.’ The wide 
interpretation given to the expression ‘any law’ in Bank o f  India v Rai Bahadur Singh and Another [1994] 4 LRC 264 
supports the contention that where used ‘law’ includes customary law.
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This blueprint has the advantage that resort to the amorphous idea of ‘substantial justice’ will be 

rare and, if  invoked, then custom, if there be any, must be the guiding beacon for the court in 

assessing what is ‘substantial justice.’ It possesses the additional merit of rationalising the use of 

the dual mantra of ‘custom’ and ‘customary law.’ ‘Customary law’ forms an integral part of the 

formal official corpus of law, ‘custom’ is to be looked upon as embodying the more non-rule 

premised values that underpin the indigenous culture o f Vanuatu.

The problems of interpretation have been unnecessarily complicated by judicial confusion, 

exemplified by an over-emphasis on the final sentence of Article 47(1) of the Constitution. This 

Article is only concerned with the judiciary and the key function of the judiciary is to adjudicate 

according to law.385 However any ambiguity or conflict between that Article and Article 95 must 

be resolved in favour of the latter, the substantive provision declaring the applicable law and 

establishing the legal framework for Vanuatu until Parliament enacts local legislation.

The crux of the problem lies in determining to what extent foreign laws apply in post

independence Vanuatu. Do they form part and parcel of the general law applicable to the 

population at large? Or are they only applicable, as they were before Independence, to their own 

nationals and opted affiliates only?386 Or should the issue of their applicability be examined with 

reference to exigencies of the situation on an ad hoc basis? Debate as to the priority and 

application of laws in post-independence Vanuatu has been clouded by a judicial adherence to an 

Anglo-centric stance. The root cause for this may be that the judiciary until recently have been 

almost exclusively common law trained and over-reliant on English law with the result that a 

rule-centred ideology has driven the interpretation of Articles 47 and 95.387 Several landmark 

decisions illustrate this.

The principal case law in the 1980s

In Osea William and Ruth Bill v Rowel Obecf388 the parents of a nine-year old boy killed by a 

drunken driver had been awarded compensation of vt300,000 by the court that convicted and

385 Indeed it is submitted that the statement ‘The function of the judiciary is to resolve proceedings according to law’ is 
superfluous as being simply a declaratory expression of what has always been the obvious judicial duty.
386 For an explanation of the phenomena of ‘opting’ see chapter 2 at 43.
387 French laws have been largely marginalised and consequently discussion of foreign law will focus on British law. 
See Weisbrot ‘Custom, Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 77-79 noting that French legal materials are unavailable in 
Vanuatu yet English and Australian materials are relatively abundant.
388 (1980-88) 1 VLR 11 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil), one of the earliest reported cases in 
independent Vanuatu.
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imprisoned the driver. On his release from custody the driver applied to have the award set aside. 

The parents cross-claimed for compensation of vt800,000 in respect of:

1 W e claim  fo r the loss o f  his com pany and the pleasure and happiness w e w ould have 

experienced in his grow ing up

2 H e w as still at school and w e believe he w ould have been o f  great value to  us had he 

no t died, as he w ould  have been have able to  give us som e support in his later years.

Although not expressed as a custom claim this obviously reflects local feelings and values. 

Council for the driver urged the application of the Fatal Accidents Act 1846\ a suggestion keenly 

pounced upon by the Chief Justice, who ruled:

H e referred to  th e  Fatal A ccidents A ct o f  1846 and I agree that the A ct being an act o f  

general application^89, applies to  th is country.

The claims of the parents who were unrepresented were disregarded and no heed was paid to any 

considerations of custom. The award was drastically reduced to vt 185,000. The Chief Justice 

based this on the English standard death payment of £1000 awarded under the Law Reform 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934, a measure the Chief Justice held to be ‘...applicable to the 

Republic o f Vanuatu, being a statute of general application.’ This unthinking application of 

English statute law in this case set post-independence jurisprudence off on the wrong foot.

The appeal judgment in Boe and Taga v Thomas'90 confirms this. The case sounds an uncanny 

echo to the previous decision. The plaintiffs claimed that an award of compensation for the death 

of a three-year old girl killed in road accident was wrong and inadequate. One prong of the 

plaintiffs attack stated that:

th e  learned Senior M agistrate failed  to  g ive w eight o r sufficient w eight to  the custom  o f  

the parties in assessing general dam ages.

When Counsel for the appellants raised the question of custom Chief Justice Cooke gave this 

short shrift and commented391 in these terms:

389 See chapter 2 at 39-40 for the application of acts o f general application in Vanuatu. Note that in contrast to Solomon 
Islands it is English statutes and not those o f the United Kingdom that are relevant in Vanuatu.
390 (1980-88) 1 VLR 293 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
391 At 296.
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M r R issen  fu rther subm itted  that I should consider the custom  o f  the parties in assessing 

dam ages. I regret that I cannot accede to  th is subm ission  o f  M r R issen as custom  varies 

so m uch in  each v illage throughout V anuatu tha t it w ould be quite im possib le to  lay 

dow n gu idelines for those dealing w ith  the m atter.

The viewpoint that custom varies from village to village and islands to island is a stereotypical 

cliche and as a rationale for the blunt refusal to even consider, never mind apply, custom, is 

extraordinary, as well as baseless. It is notorious that custom may not be a constant but this is not 

a novel point. Those framing the Constitution must have been aware of this when enshrining 

custom as a matter that must be considered and taken into account. The Chief Justice recited what 

is now Article 47(1) and continued by finding that:

In th is type o f  case I have ruled tha t the Fatal A ccidents A ct 1846 is a  statute o f  general 

app lication  and applies to  V anuatu. A lso tha t th e  Law  R eform  (M iscellaneous Provisions)

A ct 1934 applies. H ence there is a  ru le o f  law  available.

This passage plants the resilient seeds, or germs, dependent on one’s standpoint, that the rules of 

law primarily applicable are to be those of English law and that customary law or custom are of 

minor value or import. The case involved ni-Vanuatu parties but the Chief Justice reflexively 

applied British laws without offering any justification for this stance.392 The assumption that an 

imported rule o f law if available must be applied exhibits an inflated view of the superior status 

and worth of English law. Another startling feature of the judgment is its detailed analysis of 

common law case law on the level of awards for death. This eccentric judicial propensity to delve 

into arcane areas of imported law is patronising but not unusual.393 Also noteworthy is the Chief 

Justice’s reduction of the £1000 basis for the award he had made in the previously noted decision 

to £250 as: ‘...viewing the circumstances and that the child is female and an adopted child and 

may never have to contribute to the family of adoption.’

Little comment seems necessary on such an unjustified throwaway statement. The flow of judicial 

thought towards custom, in its standing as against English law, was now set in stone. So when in 

G v Z394 the question of custom surfaced with regard to the proper approach to be adopted in

392 Ironically this Chief Justice was not always consistent: in M  v P  (1980-88) 1 VLR 333 he accepted the customary 
adoption of a child on flimsy grounds.
393 See Funua (by Kabini) v CDA (1983) SILR 55, for a dissertation on cattle trespass and Banga v Waiwo SCAC 1 of 
1996, for an exposition on damages for adultery at English law.
394 (1989-94) 2 VLR 486 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
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resolving a dispute over the custody of a child, Acting Chief Justice Goldsbrough not surprisingly 

ruled:

They add tha t custom  dictates that a child  should  stay under the control o f  its father. I 

respect that too, although I am  by law  obliged to  apply d ifferent principles. I am obliged 

by law  to put the w elfare o f  the child  as th e  first and param ount consideration.

The They’ referred to were the august National Council of Chiefs. The Acting Chief Justice 

appears to have considered that Article 95(2) and Article 47(1) obliged him to adopt the English 

principle of placing the welfare of the child as the first and most paramount consideration and that 

this prevailed over any principle of custom. However his judgment offers no real analysis of the 

relevant articles.

Interim commentary

Chief Justice Cooke was, with respect, so steeped in and shackled by English law that he found 

himself unable to escape its chains and during his tenure in the decade following Independence 

the courts consistently misinterpreted Articles 47(1) and 95. Persistent judicial reasoning on the 

lines that a rule of law taken from the British law overrode custom rules is unsound.395 The 

approach is Anglo-centric, over-simplistic and fails to heed the qualifications in Article 95(2) that 

British laws are only to apply:

to the extent th a t they are no t expressly  revoked or incom patible w ith the independent 

status o f  V anuatu and w herever possib le  tak ing  due account o f  custom .

The obsessive judicial search for ‘a rule of law’ from exotic sources overlooks the obvious decree 

in Article 95(3) that customary law is part of the law and thus its rules are rules of law. These 

authorities reveal the reluctance of the Courts to undertake proper juristic analysis of the relevant 

articles. The easy option of applying existing foreign laws, invariably from England, exhibits 

judicial indolence towards its function. This has been manifest unless the issue and parties are 

predicated completely in ‘custom’.

395 Decisions since Independence have emphasised, rightly or not, that Vanuatu is a common law jurisdiction. See, for 
example, Bill Willie v Public Service Commission (1989-94) 2 VLR 634 and at USPILJ Vanuatu, Supreme Court, 
(Civil).
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The pitfall inherent in this formula is that invariably some rule of common law or some statute of 

general application can be fitted to almost any circumstances, except perhaps a purely local 

customary one. This renders the final sentence of Article 47(1) predominantly redundant and 

meaningless as inevitably some rule or law from an imported source can be adopted or adapted to 

resolve proceedings. However the intention of the Constitution cannot have been to sideline 

customary law to disputes involving matters of an entirely customary nature or to matters in the 

island courts although such marginalisation is the logical extension of the judicial views 

expressed.

If the Supreme Court, without consideration of the merits or circumstances, applies imported law 

principles in disputes where the parties or one of them are ni-Vanuatu, then they mistakenly set 

the place of custom on the bottom rung on the legal ladder. A final irony is that such laws are 

made to apply to ni-Vanuatu after Independence whereas prior to Independence foreign laws only 

applied to those who had opted to be subject to them.

Chief Justice Vaudin d ’Imecourt396 and his interpretation o f Articles 47(1) and 95

1 The ‘Nagol jump ’ case397

The next substantive Chief Justice in his tenure of office continued the judicial tradition of 

preferring imported to customary law. That the new Chief Justice would follow the previous 

judicial line is nowhere better exemplified than in his rulings and observations in the important 

‘Nagol jum p’ litigation. The Nagol jump is a venerable custom tradition in Vanuatu and the 

progenitor o f the modem pastime of bungie-jumping. The history and description o f the 

background of the practice are summarised by the Chief Justice in his judgment:’98

T he nangol Jum p is an age old and  sacred  trad ition  or custom  associated w ith the island 

o f  Pen tecost and o f  a particu lar part o f  Pentecost at that, the Southern region. It w ould

396 The Chief Justice hailed from Mauritius explaining his French sounding name but his qualifications training and 
practice had been in English law. He was Chief Justice from May 1992 until his controversial dismissal in October 
1996. For the full background to the saga and the long-drawn out litigation over his removal see D ’Imecourt v The 
President o f  the Republic o f  Vanuatu and Others SC Civil Cases 140 and 144 o f 1996, unreported, judgment 25 
September 1998, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
397 Willie Assal and Chief Francis Assal and C hief Pierre Vatu v The Council o f  Chiefs o f  Santo and Santo Regional 
Council (1989-94) 2 VLR 545 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu Supreme Court (Civil).
398 A t 546-7. As will be obvious from the quoted extracts the judgment is often inconsistent on both the spelling and 
capitalisation o f the title o f the ceremony.
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seem  according to  the evidence that I have heard, that it is lim ited to tw o villages o f  the 

Southern region o f  Pentecost. It w ould appear that there are tw o types o f  N agol jum p , one 

called nagol A ddie, the o ther called nangol Abal. It is w ith the latter that w e are 

concerned - N agol Abal. W hat the exact difference is, I have no t been to ld , bu t suffice it 

to say that it is claim ed tha t the 1st A pplicants, in the person o f  W illie A ssal and his 

fam ily or clan, are the custom  ow ners o f  the N agol A bal. T he tw o villages that are the 

custom  ow ners o f  the N angal A bal and therefore have th e  custom  pow ers or authority  to 

build the tow ers are the inhabitants o f  the v illage o f  St Joseph in the South o f  Pentecost 

and the inhabitants o f  St Henri in the South E ast o f  Pentecost. T raditionally  and for 

centuries, the custom  cerem ony o f  the N agol Jum ps w ere reserved to and perform ed only 

in those tw o v illages by the ir custom  ow ners. Lately it seem s that, for reasons m ore akin 

to  com m ercial sense, than to  custom ary values, the N agol ju m p  has been allow ed to be 

perform ed in  o ther areas o f  Pentecost m ore accessib le to tourism . B ut it rem ains 

essentially  a custom  cerem ony o f  the Island o f  Pentecost. The N agol jum p  or “Land 

D iving” is the m ost trad itional and spectacular o f  all the  custom s o f  V anuatu. As I said 

before it is exclusive to  the South o f  Pentecost. As a resu lt Pentecost itse lf  is known 

w orld-w ide. It is its m ain tourist attraction. The custom  is deeply rooted in legend. The 

story is that o f  a young w om an w ho being brutalised  by her husband, ran away several 

tim es but each tim e, w as caught and brought back, to  receive m ore m istreatm ent at his 

hands. Finally  she hid in a  tree and he follow ed her up. W hen he reached her, she jum ped  

daring him to  follow . Seeing her land as i f  by m agic w ithout hurt, he too  jum ped  only to  

be killed. W hat he did not know  w as that she had tied her ankles w ith vines from  the tree 

to  breach her fall. This legend is therefore re-enacted in Pentecost every year. The jum p  

w ill only take  p lace i f  w eather conditions in the preceding m onths have been favourable. 

A  rich yam harvest w ill be indicative o f  the fact tha t the all im portant v ines have the right 

qualities for the jum p. Tow ers o f  up to  80 feet are built. N o nails or any artificial 

m aterials are used in its construction. D im ensions and to lerances o f  the lianas are all 

dictated by trad itional m ethods. The tow er bu ild ing  is under the supervision usually  o f  

one m an to w hom  goes the honour o f  the last jum p . In spite o f  the origins o f  the jum p, 

and perhaps because o f  it, no w om en are allow ed to  ju m p  or even approach c lo s e  to  th e  

to w ers . T h e  lia n a s  m u s t b e  e x a c t to  e a c h  p e rs o n  re q u ire m e n ts , too long, they will 

crash to the ir deaths and too  short they w ill be jerked  back violently into the tow er. The 

season for the ju m p  is A pril and May. It goes w ithout saying that the tow er building 

itself, requires precision and the m ost abom inable accidents som etim es occur as indeed it 

d id  on a  m em orable occasion w hen the Q ueen o f  England visited V anuatu a few  years 

ago and a young m an died in her presence. M ight it be said that Pentecost has the best 

clim atic conditions at that tim e o f  year for th is cerem ony to  be perform ed, o r m ight
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others say tha t the custom  is a taboo custom  and tha t the sp irits tha t guide and protect it 

are from  South  P entecost and that only there a t the m ost ausp icious o f  tim es can it be safe 

and, therefore , that the custom  should  no t be exported? I do n ’t know  - this is not a 

custom court but a court o f law. T his application  com es before m e under th e  suprem e 

law  o f  V anuatu  nam ely the C onstitu tion  and I w ill g ive m y ju dgm en t according to  law .399 

(E m p h a s is  ad d e d ).

The bare bones o f the positivist credo dictate that a custom court is not a court of law at all. The 

implication from these comments is that in deciding a matter ‘according to law’ the Chief Justice 

would not accord any deference to custom or customary law.

The dispute stemmed from an attempt by one group to move the Nagol jump ceremony from its 

traditional home on Pentecost Island to Santo, a neighbouring island, an attempt made because 

the jump had flourished into a booming commercial enterprise due to the popularity of tourism. 

Certain groups felt excluded from a share in the income generated by this golden egg and wished 

to relocate the jump. The dispute centred on the ownership of the intellectual property in the 

tradition.

The faction keen to relocate the jump claimed that certain of their fundamental rights under the 

Constitution, particularly their rights to freedom of expression; freedom of assembly and 

association; freedom of movement and equal treatment under the law400 were being infringed by 

the defendants. The defendants maintained that certain customary procedures must be followed 

before any decision on relocation could be made. These conditions included obtaining the 

approval of area chiefs and the National Council of Chiefs. The facts of the dispute were highly 

contentious and complex but are not germane to the crucial legal issue of the applicability of 

custom and the interpretation of Article 47(1) o f the Constitution. The Chief Justice opened by 

commenting that401 ‘There can be nothing more “Custom” than the nangol jump.’

Then in the ruling crucial to the issue of applicability he proffered:

399 The highlighted extract and the final sentence spell out all too plainly the standpoint o f the Chief Justice. The 
essential hallmark o f this outlook harks back to the Austinian analytical positivist doctrine that ‘law,’ such as 
customary law, that does not emanate from a sovereign political source is not law. Austin The Province o f  
Jurisprudence Determined and the Uses o f  the Study ofJurisprudence Weidenfeld & Nicolson London 1954.
400 Article 5(1) (g), (h), (i), and (k) o f the Constitution.
401 At 551.
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As far as N agol ju m p in g  is concerned there is no “rule o f  law ” tha t is “ applicab le” to  it.

.... But, I am now  in the unenviable position  o f  having to resolve th is m atter. S ince there 

is no ru le o f  law  governing the m atter, I m ust have recourse to  section 47(1) o f  the 

constitu tion , [sic] I shall have to  determ ine the m atter according to  “substantial ju s tice” , 

and i f  at all possib le  in conform ity w ith custom .402

This rationale is clumsily expressed but its tenor encapsulates the general posture taken by the 

higher echelons of the Vanuatu judiciary since Independence, restating the implicit assumption 

that the only rule of law worth its salt is one embossed with the seal of an overseas pedigree. One 

detects almost a pang of regret that no statutory or imported rule of law can be found to govern 

the matter. Consequently the Court is reluctantly compelled to determine the matter according to 

‘substantial justice’ and, only then, if at all possible, ‘in conformity with custom.’ In a matter so 

intricately and utterly concerned with tradition and custom, this is a topsy-turvy line of approach 

as it shunts indigenous law to the sidelines of legal system, only to be reluctantly grasped at as a 

‘last resort’ to resolve the matter.

In a case so steeped in custom the Court might have been expected to immediately assert the 

primary applicability of custom as the guiding source of law, subject of course to any 

constitutional constraints linked to the infringement of fundamental rights. The factual matrix and 

the question of whether or not custom ‘property’ could migrate, and if so how, were intrinsically 

custom affairs.

The Chief Justice faced a delicate and unenviable task in drafting final orders and displayed 

ingenuity in doing so. The wording of these is of interest as it illustrates the problem of 

formulating precise orders similar to those of a common law court and at the same time taking 

into account customary aspirations and principles. The relevant orders stipulate:

T herefore, I direct, in conform ity w ith  custom , tha t the N agol jum p ing  should  return to 

Pentecost. I do not go as far as saying tha t it m ust be perform ed solely in its traditional 

villages o f  Pentecost, as that m ay cause unto ld  hardship  to  those  w ho do no t have access 

to  tourism . B ut w hat I do say and do order is as follow s: T hat i f  any custom  ow ner 

chooses to  perform  the N agol ju m p  in Pentecost, but ou tside th e  traditional villages from 

w here it orig inates, then all N agol custom  ow ners and the ir clan  are to  share equally  in 

the responsibility  to  ensure safety and good tra in ing  and equally, all shall share in the

402 At 552.
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proceeds co llected  from  tourism  as a result o f  these  jum ps. A t the end o f  th e  day, the 

responsib ility  shall rest w ith those tour organisers to  ensure tha t the m oney received or 

payable to the organisers, shall be paid  in a  trust account opened w ith  a reputab le  bank in 

V anuatu  so tha t the m oney can therefore benefit all those w ho ow n the custom  and the ir 

clans in an equitab le  division. I do no t order tha t the custom  shall never leave Pentecost, 

bu t w hat I do order is that on those rare occasions w hen it is allow ed to  leave Pentecost 

th a t it should  only do so:

1. W ith  the  m ajority  consent o f  the custom  ow ners taken on a vote, on the m ajority  

consen t o f  all the  local chiefs taken  according to  custom . T hat all the custom  cerem onies 

and perm ission  should  be obtained and follow ed and that the final decision  should rest 

w ith  th e  M alvatum auri40’ on a  m ajority  decision taken according to  custom ;

2. T hat on those  rare occasions w hen it does finally  leave Pentecost, w herever ou tside o f  

P en tecost it is a llow ed to be perform ed, tha t all the  custom  ow ners should  be allow ed to 

take part in  th e  perform ances i f  they should w ish  to  and that all the  custom  ow ners and 

th e ir  c lans w ou ld  share in an equitable m anner, the proceeds w hich w ill be p laced in a 

bank  account held  at a  reputable bank in V anuatu to  the benefit o f  all tho se  trad itional 

custom  ow ners o f  the nangol cerem ony and their clans.

The orders are hybrids and utilise phraseology frequent in common law courts. Familiar 

terminology such as ‘untold hardship’, ‘trust account’, ‘equitable division’, ‘equitable manner’ 

recur and illustrate an important problem. Is it possible in customary matters disputed before 

formal courts to frame orders so as to satisfy wide customary principles and yet provide the 

measure of certainty and precision needed to forestall future disputes?

2 The decisions in Waiwo404 and Bangam

The diversity of views as to the rank of customary law in the legal pecking order has already been 

extensively canvassed. As Corrin Care has aptly noted the Constitution set up ‘a system of 

complex legal pluralism.406 Critical examination of the judgments in the court below and on 

appeal in the above matters reveal just how complex, and, one might add, confused and 

confusing, this system is. The Senior Magistrate and Chief Justice are advocates for the opposite 

poles o f the spectrum of opinion. On the one hand an indigenous judicial officer robustly 

champions an agenda placing custom and customary law at the centre of the legal stage: on the

403 The vernacular term for the National Council o f Chiefs.
404 Senior Magistrate’s CC 324 of 1995.
405 SCCAppC 1 o f 1996.
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other an expatriate judge defends the continuance of an order where imported law is the driving 

force of the legal engine and customary law is at best a bit player and at worst, forever cast to the
• 407wings.

• The factual backdrop

This was straightforward enough. Mr and Mrs Waiwo, both ni-Vanuatu, had been formally 

married. Consequently divorce proceedings had to be initiated in the formal Court system and 

commenced in the Magistrate’s Court. Both parties were from the same island, Tanna, as was 

Marie Rose Banga, the co-respondent. The wife petitioned for a divorce on the grounds of one act 

of adultery by her husband with the co-respondent. Section 17(1) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 

1986 provided that any petitioner might, when petitioning for divorce: ‘claim damages from any 

person on the grounds of adultery with the respondent.’ This provision, unlike the old English one 

granting the right to claim damages to a husband only, allowed either a female or male petitioner 

to claim damages. The wife’s petition claimed vtl00,000408 as damages for the adultery. The 

dispute had earlier been referred to the customary chiefs in Tanna who had ordered that the co

respondent pay the wife compensation of vt2000 (about AUD$25) and two pieces of calico.409 

They also ordered that the wife pay compensation to the co-respondent for insulting her.410 The 

wife, dissatisfied with the custom chiefs’ decision, petitioned the court for the determination of 

the proper amount of damages. The divorce itself proceeded uncontested.

• The judgment o f  the Senior Magistrate

This vigorously advocates a positive programme for the broad application of customary law in 

Vanuatu. Its radical premise is that the British and French laws referred to in Article 95(2) do not 

apply to ni-Vanuatu indigenous citizens.

406 ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 598.
407 For further incisive criticism and comment on these decisions see Zorn and Corrin Care Proving Customary Law 
2002 at 26-33.
408 Well over AUD$ 1,000 an enormous sum for the average ni-Vanuatu. The co-respondent was in fact an unemployed 
married woman.
409 In his judgment the Magistrate gives the figure as vt5,000 but Counsel on appeal confirmed that the sum actually 
awarded was vt2,000.
410 Incidentally they also ordered the husband to pay vt20,000 to the co-respondent’s husband producing the result that 
injury to the husband’s feelings merited higher compensation than injury to the wife’s. Perhaps the large disparity is 
based on ability to pay although the judgment makes no reference to this.
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It seem s tha t B ritish  and French law s referred to  in A rtic le  95(2) o f  the C onstitu tion  

w ou ld  no t be applied to  the indigenous citizen o f  th is country .411

The rationale for this declaration rested on the solid ground that such laws had not been 

applicable to the indigenous population prior to Independence412 and nothing in the Constitution 

changed that proposition. This interpretation has the merit of simplicity and represents one way of 

throwing light on the final sentence of Article 47(1), a sentence that is essentially meaningless if 

imported law is automatically applied to everyone.

However, if  imported law is to apply to the British and the French only in disputes inter parties, 

the resolution formula in the Article can be taken as appropriate to disputes involving non-British 

or French parties where there is no applicable local statutory provision. It then sets out the 

principles upon which any such disputes should be resolved.41'’ Thus the final sentence of Article 

47(1) gives guidance and direction to the judiciary and installs a methodology for resolving 

disputes. Furthermore it should assist in the development o f an indigenous common law in those 

matters where the imported law is inapplicable and there is no local statutory regulation.414

The relevant parts of the judgment are quoted at some length as they proclaim a manifesto not 

only for the general application of custom and customary law but also offer guidelines for 

resolving conflict of law issues and suggest a platform for proving custom in cases where it is 

applicable.415

The Senior Magistrate displays no uncertainty as to the correct place of customary law 

declaring:416

411 At 7.
412 Such laws only applied to the British and the French and their respective 'opted’ affiliates: see chapter 2 at 43 and 
see D Paterson in ‘Vanuatu’ in M Ntumy et al (eds.) South Pacific Legal Systems 1993 at 368.
413 What o f the case where one party is British or French and the other not? Or one is French and one British? 
Presumably imported rules do not automatically apply although in Selb Pacific Limited v Mouton SCCC 42 of 1994, 
unreported, judgment 30 May 1996 recorded at USPILJ, Vanautu, Supreme Court (Civil) the English Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act 1914 was applied in proceedings against a French subject despite his protests.
414 I am grateful to Professor Paterson of USP for the basis o f this theory: letter to the author 17 February 1997. One 
difficulty with it is that it seems quixotic to contend that British and French subjects can claim to have their own legal 
regime in an independent nation. But then, such is the wording of the Articles, that any theory proposed presents its 
own problems.
415 See 7-11 o f  his judgment.
416 At 8.
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There is no doub t tha t custom  is part o f  the laws o f  the R epublic o f  V anuatu. A rticle 

95(3) o f  the C onstitu tion  provides in general term s that “customary law shall continue 

to have effect as part o f the laws o f the Republic.” A rticle 45 directs the jud ic ia ry  “to 

resolve proceedings according to law” and law  according to  A rticle 95(3) includes 

custom .417 (E m p h a s is  in  o rig in a l) .

This bolsters a fundamental plank of my own interpretation of the constitutional articles 

providing for the operation of laws, namely that the phrase ‘according to law’ in Article 47(1) 

must include customary law by virtue of the clear terms of Article 95(3 ).418

One crucial passage of the Magistrate’s judgment states:419

It seem s tha t B ritish  and French laws referred  to  in A rticle 95(2) o f  the C onstitu tion  

w ould  not be app lied  to  the indigenous citizen o f  th is country. T herefore, the question 

arises as to  w hich  law  is applicable to  the indigenous ni-V anuatu, w hen there being no 

V anuatu law s covering their situations in a  particular given case? The answ er to this 

question is tha t there  is a  law: Customary Law o f Vanuatu m ust be applied.

B ecause the Parliam ent o f  this country has, so far, failed to  perform  its duties as given to 

it by the C onstitu tion  (see A rticle 51), the C ourts have a C onstitu tional duty to  adm inister 

ju s tice  th roughout the  R epublic o f  V anuatu by upholding the C onstitu tion  and the law s o f  

V anuatu and law s o f  V anuatu  include [sic] custom .

T hus, custom  m ust be discovered, adopted and enforced as law. T his case is the testing 

point o f  th is p rocess bearing in m ind o f  [sic] the fact tha t V anuatu ju risp rudence  is in its 

infancy and tha t w e have to  develop our ow n ju risprudence. (E m p h a s is  in  original).

It is difficult to imagine the pro-custom manifesto advocated with stronger judicial rhetoric than 

this. The coherent legal basis for the Magistrate’s opinion, particularly where the parties are ni- 

Vanuatu, is that it would be curious if the Constitution could be interpreted so that foreign laws 

that did not apply to the local population before independence suddenly automatically applied to 

them after reaching national adulthood. To argue that foreign laws had a wider currency after 

Independence than before would be to advocate a quixotic form of legal neo-colonialism. Added

417 The reference to Article 45 should be to Article 47(1): Revised Edition of the Constitution 1988. Also Article 95(3) 
does not refer to "custom’ but ‘customary law’. This lack of precision in judgments does not help in interpreting the 
true intent o f the provisions and is not confined to this judgment: the Chief Justice falls into the same error: see n 434 at 
122 below.
418 See 101-102 and 104 above.
419 At 7.
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support for the Magistrate’s cause is that if a key litmus test of the validity of a legal system lies 

in its relevance to the parties to whom it applies then the primary law applicable to them after the 

Constitution and local laws must be customary.

Incidentally the Senior Magistrate seems to have had a mistaken notion of Article 51 of the 

Constitution thinking that it imposes a duty on Parliament to provide for the application of 

custom. However the article actually reads:

A s c e r t a in m e n t  o f  R u l e s  o f  C u s t o m

51 Parliam ent m ay provide for th e  m anner o f  the ascerta inm ent o f  relevant ru les o f  

custom , and m ay in  particu lar p rovide for persons know ledgeable in custom  to sit w ith  

th e  ju d g es  o f  the Suprem e C ourt o r th e  C ourt o f  A ppeal and take part in its proceedings.

Firstly the provision is permissive only and imposes no duty upon the legislature. Secondly, 

unlike its partial counterpart, section 75 o f the Solomon Islands Constitution, it significantly does 

not relate to the application of customary law at all but only for its ascertainment. One can 

reasonably contend that Article 51 of the Vanuatu Constitution had no need to provide for the 

application o f customary law because other provisions in the document had positively and clearly 

already done so.

The parties accepted that damages were payable; the disagreement related to the extent of these 

and whether or not they were to be compensatory or punitive. Asserting the imprimatur of 

customary practice the Magistrate opted for the latter. He maintained ‘...that adultery is 

considered in Vanuatu as a serious offence most importantly on the basis of custom. This 

knowledge must be presumed.’420

He continued:421

F urther tha t adultery  is considered in V anuatu Society “ founded on trad itional 

M elanesian  va lues” as being a serious offence on the bases o f  C ustom , and that, 

subsequently , any dam ages claim ed therefrom  against C o-respondents w ere custom ary 

pun itive  dam ages.

420 At 4.
42! At 5-6.
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Later, after summarising the meetings before the local Chiefs he added:422

It fo llow s from  w hat is said above that in custom  adultery is seen as a serious offence.

The adulterers are held to  be responsib le but w ill be punished for their w rongdoings. This 

is no t only true for T anna people, as in this case, but is also  the case throughout V anuatu.

T hus the punishm ent or penalties im posed upon adulterers m ay be considered in paym ent 

o f  cash m oney, custom ary m ats ... but the fundam ental point is that there is a  com m on 

basis through out Tsicl V anuatu tha t adulterers m ust be custom arily  penalised  for their 

w rong doing. (E m phasis in original).

In a final emphatic flourish he declared: ‘Thus damages in respect of adultery in Tanna and 

throughout Vanuatu as a whole, should be considered as punitive damages on the basis of 

custom.’423

The problem with all these assertions is not that adultery is not a serious breach of Vanuatu 

custom but that if custom is the commanding principle then the dispute had been resolved by a 

meeting of custom chiefs who had already meted out punishments or fines (compensation) in 

custom. Presumably the local chiefs would be only too alert to the serious nature of adultery and 

their decision would reflect this. Consequently it is contradictory for the Magistrate to emphasise 

the supremacy and importance of custom and yet disregard a decision of customary chiefs 

presumably most in touch with the values and mores of the immediate locality. This disregard is 

underlined by the immoderate award of compensation in favour of the wife of vtl00,000; fifty 

times the vt2000 ordered by the chiefs. Whilst it may be appropriate for an indigenous judicial 

officer to take judicial notice of custom, in light of the chiefs’ determination the Magistrate seems 

to have gone off the rails here, particularly in his assessment of damages. The decision leads to 

the somewhat absurd result that a party married in custom, and thus having no recourse to the 

Senior Magistrate’s Court, receives dramatically less as compensation than a party who is not 

even married in custom, even when both awards are ostensibly made on custom principles.

As we shall see on appeal the award was overturned, but not on the basis that it was contrary to 

the chiefs’ determination. The fundamental ground for allowing the appeal was that the 

Magistrate had held no proper inquiry into the factual background or considered the personal 

circumstances of the co-respondent in assessing either the kind or amount of damages. These

422 At 9-10.
423 At 10.
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grounds are well founded as the Senior Magistrate had not conducted any real examination of the 

surrounding facts yet curiously had awarded the figure demanded by the wife on the sole ground 

that punitive damages were proper and appropriate. His final comment on assessment exemplifies 

his approach:424

H ow ever the fundam ental basis is th a t throughout V anuatu  there  is a com m on basis, 

adu ltery  is a serious offence in custom  and thus, custom arily  punishab le  so tha t dam ages 

cla im ed  in tha t respect are punitive bu t not com pensatory.

This desire to punish a woman, who clearly could not be labelled as a wanton seductress, for one 

act of adultery, seems irrational. Married with children, she had no job and yet the Magistrate 

declared: ‘The Court has no concern with the means of the Co-respondent, except in so far as they 

were of assistance to her in seducing the husband (this is not the case here.)’425

The Magistrate’s undoubted logic on the applicability o f custom leads to one untouched upon 

difficulty. If  he is correct in observing that,

T hus w here B ritish  or French nationals or the ir optants are involved, there being  no 

V anuatu  laws covering these subjects, the C ourts o f  V anuatu  w ould  be bound to  apply 

th e  B ritish  law s and/or French law s th a t existed prior to  independence.;

then the British and French laws continue to apply automatically only to British and French 

subjects. It would be strange for an independent nation state to allow minority national groups to 

be subject to their own laws and incompatible with the independent status of Vanuatu and runs 

expressly counter to Article 95(2) providing for the continued general application of these 

laws.426

The Magistrate obviously viewed this matter as a platform from which he could declare his firm 

opinions on the ambit of operation of custom. In addition to this he put forward a formula for 

resolving conflictual problems declaring:427

426 O f course as argued earlier any application o f  exogenous law must be qualified by reference to Articles 47(1) and 
95(3).
427 At 8.
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T hus w here indigenous n i-V anuatu  are involved in a case w here no V anuatu  law s

covered the subjects, th ree situations arise:

i) i f  they com e from the sam e custom  area, island and under the sam e custom ary law, the 

law  applicable to  th e ir case should be their custom ary law. T his is exactly  the 

situation  in th is case;

ii) i f  they com e from the sam e Island or d ifferent Island but under d ifferen t custom ary 

law , then the C ourt should  look at the com m on basis o r foundations o f  the custom ary 

law  applicable. This w ill consist for the C ourt to  obtain evidence on the custom ary 

law  applicable and it should  then w eigh up the evidence on custom  stating  w hich 

w itness the C ourt believes or does not believe and resolving any conflic ts o f  custom .

T he C ourt should state the custom ary law  w hich he/she intends to  apply. T he reason 

fo r decision should state the  findings o f  facts, the law  the C ourt considers applicable 

(its com m on basis) and the C ourt should then apply the law  to the facts to  get the 

resu lt.428

iii) i f  an indigenous citizen  and a non-citizen are involved in a case w hen there being no 

V anuatu  law s covering the subjects, the C ourt w ould consider B ritish  o r French laws 

applicable in V anuatu, depending on the choice o f  the non-citizen to  be applied  and at 

the  sam e tim e, the C ourt w ould  consider the custom ary law  o f  V anuatu  ( i f  there is 

any) and w ould apply the law  relevant to  the case.429

This formula is not problem-free but is at least an undogmatic first step in setting out some 

guidelines as to finding the appropriate law for dispute resolution. Its main failing is that in iii) no 

guidance is offered as to how to determine ‘the law relevant to the case.’ Is it to be the nature of 

the subject matter of the dispute, the location in which it arose or a combination of these and 

other factors if  appropriate? Also it must be doubted that non-citizens who are not British or 

French can choose that British or French laws should apply to them.430

As a method for ascertaining custom he suggested:431

428 This may sound over-optimistic. However Epstein has shown that customary courts have had no difficulty in 
reaching decisions in cases where there is a conflict o f customs and suggests there is a broad uniformity o f rules 
between different groups: Politics in an Urban African Community Manchester UP 1958 at 213 and 215-217. Formal 
courts that adopt a strict evidential approach may find the resolution process trickier.
429 If it seems that some passages from the Senior Magistrate’s judgment are expressed a little awkwardly this may be 
explained by the fact that he received a  Francophone education and English is his second metropolitan language.
430 This is significant as apart from residents with a French background, Australians form the next largest non-ni- 
Vanuatu group. For the reasons already argued there is also some doubt that even residents o f British or French 
ethnicity can automatically claim that their own laws apply to them in an independent state.
431 At 10-11.
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As to  p ro o f o f  custom , a C ourt should  no t be bound to  observe stric t legal p rocedure or 

apply techn ical rules o f  evidence, bu t shall adm it and consider such relevant evidence as 

is availab le  (includ ing  hearsay evidence and expressions o f  opinion) and the C ourt shall 

o therw ise inform  itse lf  as it sees fit.4’2

• The judgment on appeal

The appeal succeeded because the lower court had failed to carry out any adequate inquiry into 

the nature or quantum of damages and the Chief Justice ordered that the matter be remitted to the 

Senior Magistrate to rectify his oversight. However the judgment is primarily of interest and 

importance for the Chief Justice’s expression of a very restricted view of the standing of custom 

within the framework of the applicable laws. This was hardly surprising in the light of his 

comments in the Nagol Jump decision and the broad approach of the Supreme Court bench since 

Independence. Indeed the Chief Justice set out his stall early in his judgment433 ruminating that:

It is im portan t to  rem em ber th a t the jud ic ia ry  is exhorted “to  do substantial ju s tic e  and 

w henever possib le  in  conform ity  w ith  custom ” only in the event tha t there is no ru le o f  

law  app licab le  to  a m atter before it. W e m ust ask  ourselves i f  th is is indeed the case here, 

and in  order to  determ ine th is issue and in order to  do ju s tice  to  th is case, we have to  look 

w ith  care  at th e  law s o f  V anuatu  regarding divorce, and the general princip les o f  the rules 

o f  law  applicab le  to  V anuatu  have to  be review ed.

The perspective that custom only comes into play if no other rule of law can be found is the 

familiar starting point of the Supreme Court when determining the status of customary law. The 

Chief Justice then outlined the legal history of Vanuatu up to the date of the Constitution and 

concluded:

T herefore, at th e  tim e o f  Independence, had m atters been left there, there  w ould  have 

been no  law s applicable to  the new ly form ed S tate o f  V anuatu as the old law s m ade prio r 

to Independence w ould no longer apply. In order to  prevent th is state o f ‘law lessness’ the 

C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu w as drafted  in such a w ay tha t it preserved the existing law s o f

432 This restates section 2(2) o f the Papua New Guinea Customs Recognition Act (Cap 19), a formula now enshrined in 
section 5(1) o f the Customs Recognition Act 2000 o f Solomon Islands.
433 At 4.
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the  N ew -H ebrides [sic] for the new ly form ed State o f  V anuatu until such tim e as 

Parliam ent drafted  new  laws for V an u a tu .4,4

He quoted Article 95 in full435 and questioned:

W as it in tended by A rticle 95 to preserve the status quo or to  create law s for V anuatu 

generally. In o ther w ords, w as it in tended that English and French law s should  continue 

to  apply  as before Independence to  the English and French nationals and their optants 

only, o r w as the C onstitu tion  m aking law s for the w hole o f  V anuatu? The answ er can be 

found in A rtic le  2 o f  th e  C onstitution:

2 The Constitution is the Supreme law o f the Republic o f Vanuatu.

and in the w ording o f  A rticle 95(1) “...as if  they had been made in pursuance of the

Constitution” and th e  w ords o f  A rtic le  95(2) “...continue to apply to the extent that

they are not expressly revoked or incompatible with the independent status o f

Vanuatu.”

It is therefore clear th a t all the law s prom ulgated under the C onstitu tion  are laws o f  

V anuatu  to  be applied  to  everyone in V anuatu  equally. (Emphasis in original).

He rationalised his thesis stating:436

A s I have said above, it is clear tha t under A rticle 95 o f  the  C onstitution, the French and 

English  Law s that applied  on the day before the Day o f  Independence applied to  

everyone in V anuatu, irrespective o f  N ationality  and irrespective as to w hether they w ere 

Indigenous N i-V anuatu  or n o t They w ere no longer French or English law s but they 

becam e the law  o f  V anuatu. A ll those  English and French laws that still now  apply in 

V anuatu, (but it m ust be rem em bered tha t m any French and English Law s tha t did apply 

have either expressly been repealed o r have been repealed by the passing  o f  express 

V anuatu  Law s) form  part o f  the law  o f  V anuatu and apply to everyone in V anuatu 

irrespective o f  creed, co lour o r N ationality . There cannot be a law  for the  English and 

another fo r the F rench and yet ano ther for the N i-V anuatu in the R epublic. A rticle 95 o f  

the C onstitu tion  created laws for V anuatu  as a gap filling  process. T hat gap has taken 

m any years to  fill and w ill continue to  take m any years to  fill entirely, but it is gradually  

narrow ing. There are for instance no specific laws o f  adoption m ade for V anuatu, or law s

435 At 5. Not entirely accurately as he refers in sub-article 3 erroneously to ‘Custom law’ not the correct appellation 
‘Customary law. ’ Further proof o f a dismissive and casual attitude to the idea of applying custom or customary law?
436 At 8-9.
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o f  inheritance regarding intestacy. D oes that m ean  tha t the N i-V anuatu  have no law s o f  

A doption [sic] th a t apply to them , or no law s o f  intestacy tha t apply to  them ? I th ink  not.

They can choose to  proceed under existing  V anuatu  English or F rench law s. Indeed they 

do. In events o f  conflict, the C ourts have the duty  to  resolve th e  m atter and do substantial 

ju stice .

This passage expands upon comments the Chief Justice had made a short time earlier in Selb 

Pacific Limited v Mouton437 when he deliberated:

It is clear th a t th e  C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu  by A rticle 95 states th a t the F rench and 

E nglish  Law  th a t applied in V anuatu prio r to  independence and im m ediately  before the 

D ay o f  Independence shall on and after tha t day continue to  apply to  the extent tha t they 

are no t expressly  revoked or incom patib le w ith  th e  independent status o f  V anuatu. 

W herever possib le  taking due account o f  custom . B efore Independence it is righ t to  say 

that the F rench  Law  w ould  only apply to  F rench  N ationals and th e ir optants and B ritish 

Law  w ould  have applied only to  B ritish  N ationals and th e ir optants. W hen the 

C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu w as signed, the people  o f  V anuatu  and th e  signatories to  the 

C onstitu tion  o f  V anuatu  w ere fu lly  aw are o f  th e  lacunae in the Law s o f  V anuatu. B ritish  

and French L aw s prior to  independence w ou ld  certainly no t have applied  to  indigenous 

n i-V anuatu. O nly  those Laws m ade specifically  fo r the purpose app lied  regarding the 

indigenous ni-V anuatu . A m  I to  conclude from  th is  that it w as th e  in tention  o f  the 

signatories to  th e  C onstitu tion  tha t th is strange sta te  o f  affairs should  have continued after 

independence, nam ely tha t a lack o f  Law  w ould  m ean tha t V anuatu  w ould  only operate 

for the benefit o f  the B ritish  and the ir optants and the French and th e ir optants, after 

independence o r that the Law  w ould  apply to  everyone in V anuatu. I have no doubt that 

the in tention  o f  Parliam ent o r those  w ho signed th e  C onstitu tion  w as to  bring  into effect a 

state o f  affairs w hich w ould  perm it the Law  to  apply to  everyone in V anuatu. A rticle 

95(2) o f  the C onstitu tion  sim ply adopts as a L aw  o f  V anuatu  the  F rench Law  and English 

Law  tha t app lied  before independence for the benefit o f  everyone liv ing in V anuatu  or 

com ing to  V anuatu . ... It is clear tha t since independence bo th  F rench  and E nglish  Law s 

apply to  everyone in V anuatu. N ot French L aw  to  the  French and E nglish  L aw  to  the 

E nglish  bu t F rench  and English Law s apply equally  to  all in V anuatu , irrespective o f  

nationality  because that is the in tention  o f  the C onstitu tion  and tha t is w hat it says in 

A rtic le  95. T he C onstitu tion  m akes law s fo r V anuatu , no t for individual foreign nationals 

in V anuatu.

437 SCCC 42 o f 1994, unreported, judgment 30 May 1996, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil). The 
decision in Banga was delivered on 17 June 1996.
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The decision involved a French national who unsuccessfully argued that British laws relating to 

bankruptcy could not apply to him. Custom was not a factor but the rulings in Banga demonstrate 

that the Chief Justice employed the same logic to lay down that imported laws applied to ni- 

Vanuatu in priority to custom.

The intestacy example referred to in the passage from Banga is simplistic and it cannot strictly be 

correct to maintain that there is no local statutory provision for intestacy for ni-Vanuatu and that 

therefore English or French statutory rules apply.438 The proposition that the British and French 

laws post-Independence were not to be restricted in their application to British and French 

subjects only but were to have a more general application has some merit. The Chief Justice 

offers the telling example of the laws relating to divorce. Whilst ni-Vanuatu could formally marry 

under the Marriage Act (Cap 60) no local law provided for the dissolution of such marriages until 

the Matrimonial Causes Act 1986 (Cap 192) and so there was a gaping hole in the law relating to 

divorce for indigenous islanders.

As the Chief Justice points out439 the imported laws plugged this gap allowing ni-Vanuatu and 

others to utilise their provisions until local legislation is passed. The whole idea of Article 95 is to 

ensure that no real lacunae exist and in this respect imported law can perform a distinct and 

useful stopgap function. Nevertheless, that the Chief Justice’s views in these passages make no 

mention o f the role of custom and customary law is disturbing and striking and ignores the 

wording of Articles 47(1) and 95. Indeed, the attitude taken towards custom is consistently 

negative confirmed by his view that:

It is im portan t to  rem em ber that the jud iciary  is exhorted ‘to do substantial justice and 

whenever possible in conformity with custom’ only in  the event that there is no ru le o f  

law  app licab le  to  a m atter before it.440 (E m p h a s is  in  o r ig in a l) .

One cogent criticism of the judgment lies its total failure to confront and analyse the status and 

extent of application of customary law.441 Even allowing that Articles 47(1) and 95(2) might be

438 Customary succession law is a clear option. Since Independence probate and related matters have, in practice, been 
dealt with in accordance with the Succession, Probate and Administration Regulation, QR 7 of 1972; letter from 
Professor Paterson to the author o f 11 February 1998.
439 At 7-9.
440 At 4.
441 As Corrin Care notes in ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 603 this exposition ‘relegates customary law to a ‘last 
resort’ and ‘does not appear to sit well within the framework o f the Constitutional aspirations o f Article 93(3) set out 
above.’ Article 93(3) is now 95(3).
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open to more than one construction, the clarity of Article 95(3) is indisputable. It decrees that 

customary law is to be part of a legal system and yet Anglophonic influence on the Supreme 

Court has in effect marginalised the role it is to play.

The final comment of the extensively quoted passage asserting ‘In events of conflict, the Courts 

have the duty to resolve the matter and do substantial justice’ is remarkable and extraordinary in 

its omission of any reference to custom. This, despite the unequivocal charge ‘and whenever 

possible in conformity with custom’ in Article 47(1). This can only be dismissive disregard, not 

simple oversight, as the Chief Justice clearly has Article 47(1) in contemplation, witness his 

allusion to ‘substantial justice’. The underlying attitude of the Chief Justice to matters of custom 

is revealed by his comments early in his judgment that:

It is o f  course correct tha t custom  C hiefs are appointed to  sit only in  the areas from  w hich 

they  com e, and not som ew here else, exactly  because they are know ledgeable (and are 

considered  experts) in the custom  o f  th e ir ow n areas. It is also  true  th a t custom  varies 

w idely  from  one part o f  V anuatu  to  the other, and often  from  one v illage to  th e  next and 

tha t none o f  it is w ritten . O ne m ust no t forget either tha t in true custom , m oney plays no 

part a t all as there is no m oney in custom . It is only in recent tim es tha t it has m ade its 

w ay in to  custom  settlem ents. It is essen tia l also to  rem em ber that Judges and m agistrates 

are no t custom  C hiefs and are no t experts in the custom  o f  any area le t alone o f  the w hole 

o f  V anuatu . N or is there any such th ing  as T H E  custom  o f  V anuatu. A lthough it is 

conceivab le  that there  m ight not be a  need for stric t rules regarding the ob tain ing  o f  

evidence o f  a particu lar custom  i f  and  w hen the need arises to estab lish  a particu lar 

custom , evidence m ust, nevertheless, be obtained and a clear custom  m ust be 

estab lished .442 (E m p h a s is  in  o r ig in a l) .

The drift of this passage betrays some of the standard excuses justifying a wooden refusal to 

apply customary precepts; it is disparate, imprecise, unwritten and thus difficult to ascertain; 

judges are untutored in it; and it must be proved by evidence and this is no easy undertaking. This 

litany of arguments can be reduced to the plain observation that many common law trained 

adjudicators find it inconvenient and too much trouble to apply custom. The dominant and 

unabashed common law perspective of the Chief Justice is re-emphasised by his comment443 on 

legislation passed since Independence:

443 At 10.
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W hat Parliam ent has not done so far, and I venture to  say is unlikely to  do, is to  do away 

w ith the elem ent o f  “B ritish C om m on Law and Equity” tha t apply [sic] in V anuatu. A fter 

16 years o f  Independence it w ould be d ifficult to  do so. Furtherm ore it is likely to  cause 

enorm ous upheaval in the legal system  i f  it sought to do so now.

He went on to stress that Vanuatu lawyers were common law trained and that the common law 

system was in fact the basis of legal teaching at the University of the South Pacific.444 This 

linkage between British laws and their operation in Vanuatu post-Independence is re-emphasised 

by the Chief Justice when he expounds:

The Learned Senior M agistrate w as right in saying tha t w e have to  create  our own 

ju risprudence, w ithout necessarily  follow ing, to  the letter, in terpretations g iven  in Britain 

to  A cts o f  Parliam ent. W e com e from  very d ifferent backgrounds and live in quite 

d ifferent circum stances. B ut it does no t follow  that w e have to  depart from  the norm  o f  

the com m on law  to  such an  extent th a t w e no longer have tangib le  rules o f  law  on w hich 

to  base our legal in terpretation . A s already m entioned above “th e  H igh C ourt o f  th e  N ew  

H ebrides R egulation  1976 provided tha t so far as c ircum stances adm it ... th e  statutes o f  

general applications in force in E ngland on the first day o f  January 1976” w ere to  be 

applied as w ell as the princip les o f  com m on law  and equity .” By operation o f  A rtic le  95 

o f  the C onstitu tion  those sam e princip les becam e the law  o f  V anuatu, and has [sic] never 

been repealed. In any event, there  are m any decisions o f  the V anuatu C ourts tha t have 

m ade it p lain  tha t now  after so m any years after Independence w e have becom e, by the 

passage o f  tim e and the w ay in w hich w e have applied our law s since Independence, a 

com m on law  ju risd ic tion : See T im akata v The A ttorney G eneral (1992) V .L.R . vol: 2 p 

575 at 583 “It is clear tha t th e  legal system o f  th is nation  is in trinsically  linked to  the 

system  o f  those  nations o f  the w orld  as apply the com m on law system  and the ru le o f  

law ” . See also  Bill W illie v Public Service C om m ission (1992) V .L.R . vol 2 p 634 at p 

645 again: “So there can be little  doubt that the com m on law applies to  V anuatu ....” . I 

beg  to  d iffer w ith  the learned Senior M agistrate w hen he states that the pre-Independence 

French and B ritish laws w ould  not apply to  N i-V anuatu  nationals after the D ate o f  

Independence by v irtue o f  A rticle 95, thus leaving a vacuum  in the law  o f  V anuatu 

triggering  the application  o f  A rticle 47(1) o f  the C onstitu tion  w hich w ould  en title  the 

C ourt to  “determ ine the m atter according to  substantial ju s tice  and w henever possib le in 

conform ity w ith  custom .” H is construction o f  A rticle 95  lim iting  the application  o f

444 He omitted to mention that customary law is a course unit at the University. Hopefully future lawyers will adopt a
broader perspective. See the sharp rejoinder to his view by Corrin Care, then of the University Law School, in ‘Bedrock 
and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 608. She perceptively notes that the plural sources present a 'chaotic “legacy”’.
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French and B ritish  law s to  the m anner in w hich they had applied before Independence is, 

in m y opinion, unnecessarily  restric tive and not in conform ity w ith  th e  clear in ten tion  o f  

the C onstitu tion . A s indicated  above, the  C onstitu tion  purports to  m ake law s for V anuatu  

no t m erely  for a section  o f  the population . The intention o f  the drafters o f  the 

C onstitu tion  w ould  have been to  pu t in  place as full a  set o f  law s and regu lations as 

w ould  be necessary  fo r V anuatu to  operate as a nation, until such tim e  as P arliam ent got 

around  to  d rafting  its ow n legislation  in its own good tim e.445

The allusions to no longer having ‘tangible rules of law’ and the earlier reference to preventing

‘this state of lawlessness’446 mark only too explicitly the view that only legislation or the common 

law are laws in any real sense and that customary law is too formless to merit recognition.

• Commentary on the two judgments

The actual dispute and decision is incidental to the fact that both participants used it as pulpit 

from which to propound their opinions on Articles 47(1) and 95 and their judgments depict the 

two faces of the judicial coin. The extraordinary feature of the Chief Justice’s assessment lies in 

his reluctance to consider and evaluate properly (or even at all) the position of customary law and 

its inter-relationship with received law. This can only be explained by assuming that, like some of 

his predecessors, he is so locked in the straight]acket of common law norms that he is unable to 

escape their cultural and philosophical bonds. Consequently customary law is ignored, sidelined 

and denigrated by the repeated emphasis on the application of rule-centred received law.

Indicative o f this is the Chief Justice’s bizarre devotion of eight pages of his judgment to an 

erudite analysis o f the history of the right to damages for adultery at common law and a 

comprehensive review of the relevant, often ancient, case law.447 No complimentary endeavour is 

accorded to the more pertinent issues of the status and applicability of customary law. This strikes 

an odd chord in view of the fact that the matter had been before the chiefs for compensation

adjudication and custom had featured prominently in argument.

446 At 121 above.
447 Zorn and Con
superiority as a legal scholar over the Senior Magistrate.’ Proving Customary Law 2002 at 29.
447 Zorn and Corrin Care observe that ‘It is tempting to speculate that the Chief Justice was trying to demonstrate his
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Passages from both judgments graphically illustrate the polarisation of legal opinion on the issue. 

Little theoretical justification can be advanced for a blanket policy of applying received law to 

any situation not covered by local legislation without considering its relevance to the parties, or 

the subject matter of the dispute. Significantly, as the appeal judgment chose to ignore customary 

law as a source, it failed to suggest guidelines for its evaluation or implementation. The Senior 

Magistrate at least grappled with these complex issues. His bold agenda for the role of customary 

law, its proof and the tricky issues inherent in conflict of law situations448 may at times strike an 

evangelical tone and be lacking in specifics, but it does at least acknowledge that both sources 

have a role to play alongside each other in the legal system.449

The salvo of criticism fired at the Chief Justice’s views has been intense and severe as his 

assessments fail to recognise or implement the plural sources of law in Vanuatu. My core 

complaint is that he reasons from the fatally flawed premise that Independence and the 

Constitution wrought little or no change to the application of laws except that foreign laws now 

operated far more widely. Following from this he presumes that after Independence foreign laws 

still apply in preference to local customary law. This presupposes that those urging independence 

were nevertheless content to go along with an irrational continuation of Vanuatu’s colonial status 

in the legal realm. A further aspect of Article 95(2) not considered by the Chief Justice is how far 

the qualification ‘or incompatible with the independent status of Vanuatu’ might limit the 

wholesale application of imported laws to ni-Vanuatu. It is reasonable to maintain that applying 

foreign laws to the inidgenous population unthinkingly and without heeding custom would offend 

against the self-respect of an independent nation.

Customary law and received law are clearly complimentary sources of law in Vanuatu and it 

should not be too difficult to determine those disputes to which customary law should apply as 

the primary source and those where it may be more appropriate to apply received law. To achieve 

this dogma must be discarded and a willingness to improvise discovered so that a sensible and 

relevant way can be adopted to apply them to any given situation. The key problem as crisply put 

by Professor Paterson is:

448 See 114-120 above.
449 Corrin Care ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 604-5 points out that customary law and adopted laws may operate 
in a complementary way with neither having clear priority over the other. She compares this with the similar position 
taken in Solomon Islands exemplified in K  v Tand Ku (1985/86) SILR 49.
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D oes custom ary law  apply only to  those  m atters to  w hich, and those persons to  w hom , it 

trad itionally  applied , o r does custom ary law  have effect m ore w idely?450

Most would agree that customary law should apply to matters between ni-Vanautu with an 

integral customary nexus but it also must be considered as a primary legal source in a wider legal 

context. Hitherto the presumption has been to reflexively resort to imported sources where a gap 

in the law is unearthed. However, the correct presumption should be that unless the disputants are 

both British, or both French, or one of each and they agree, directly or by implication, to be 

governed by the law of one of them, then the final sentence of Article 47(1) is applicable.451 Only 

from this starting point will it be possible to create and develop an indigenous common law. 

Customary law, like in Solomon Islands, is only truly subordinate as a source of law to the 

Constitution and applicable local statute.

The Chief Justice’s belief that imported law stands as the stopgap source to plug holes in the law 

is acceptable if kept within the bounds of the actual wording of the Constitution. The example of 

the law of divorce confirms the value of the transitional provisions for existing laws and in other 

instances, where no custom element presents itself, received law might be the fitting determinant.

Claims that British or French laws apply must be closely scrutinised unless they are clearly 

primarily suitable since it would be inappropriate for a citizen of a former colonial power to claim 

that their ‘mother’ law automatically applied in a dispute with a ni-Vanautu. Mouton v Selb 

Pacific Limited152 offers a useful instance of a case where outside law was a fitting determinant. 

The Chief Justice considered the French term ‘tacite reconduction’ in a contract between a French 

plaintiff and a local company with a French managing director and construed it in accordance 

with French law. He also relied on the provisions of the local Employment Act 1983 (Cap 160) for 

the law governing employment contracts. The employer had also lodged a counterclaim against 

the employee for losses sustained by the employer due to the employee’s negligence in 

supervising building and civil engineering contracts. The Court allowed this claim on the basis of 

the common law doctrine expounded in Lister v Romford Ice and Cold Storage Co. Ltd.453 So

450 ‘South Pacific Customary Law and the Common Law’ (1995) at 668.
451 Even this proposition is put forward with some caution and trepidation. There must be a question mark over whether 
persons o f a specific nationality can claim to be automatically governed by their own legal system.
452 SCCC 42 o f 1994, unreported, judgment 13 April 1995, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
453 (1957) AC 555.
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three separate sources were invoked in one matter proof if any were needed that the inherited 

laws in Vanuatu are a ‘chaotic “legacy.”’454

Customary law should of course be the ruling code in matters of personal law concerning ni- 

Vanuatu subject to possible breaches of the code of fundamental rights.455 Where the parties are 

‘mixed’ customary law should be presumed to be the primary applicable source. If a party can 

argue successfully that it is inappropriate to apply it in the circumstances then guidance may be 

sought from the dictates of ‘substantial justice’, principles of the common law and equity or the 

provisions of a statute of general application. Cogent reasons as to why custom should not apply 

might relate to the nature of the dispute or the lifestyle of the parties. For example, a ni-Vanuatu 

involved in a dispute with a non-citizen over an issue with no customary nexus may be hard- 

pressed to establish its automatic applicability.

These brief recommendations are proposed as broad ground rules and are not intended to operate 

inflexibly. The aim is to reverse the formula presuming the applicability of imported laws, and 

replace it with a presumption in favour of the primary qualification of customary law.456 If 

adopted an original jurisprudence and local common law can emerge unshackled and 

undominated by received rules.

The decisions confirm the breadth of the divide and express the contrasting extremes of the 

debate. Since the appeal judgment was delivered in June 1996 the Chief Justice has been removed 

from office and Senior Magistrate Lunabek appointed Acting Chief Justice.457 As an avowed 

champion of customary law, it seems safe to predict that there may be a shift of emphasis in the 

role for custom. We shall leave him with the last word in this commentary as philosophically and 

culturally he may be inclined to break free from resort to the common law; witness his recent 

exasperated remark in Kong v Kong458 that:

I cannot understand w hy English cases, especially  cases w hich are 200 years old, could 

possib ly  be considered m ore persuasive than cases from  this ju risd ic tion .

454 See n 444 at 126 above.
455 See Corrin Care, ‘Bedrock and Steel Blues’ (1998) at 603.
456 They can o f course only offer a general starting point. Choice of law questions are beset with complication. For an 
in-depth analysis o f the issue Allott’s New Essays at 183-254 remains definitive. Bennett’s review of the problem in 
Zimbabwe: ‘Conflict o f Laws’ (1981) also offers a valuable perspective.
457 After acting for over four years his substantive appointment was announced early in 2001.
458 SC Matrimonial Case 16 of 1998, judgment delivered 22 October 1999, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme 
Court (Matrimonial).
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Custom and Human Rights

The abduction of young women has been a recurrent and disturbing leitmotif of post

independence jurisprudence in Vanuatu. In Public Prosecutor v Presley Silas459 a 36 year-old 

man pleaded guilty to the abduction of his 17 year-old sister. She was taken by him to the home 

of a 30 year-old man to become his wife and held there for three days against her will until 

rescued by the Police. The accused in mitigation pleaded that he believed he had acted in 

accordance with the wishes of his parents and the dictates of custom. In addition to the 

criminality o f the conduct, the behaviour of the accused is a conspicuous breach of his sister’s 

constitutional rights.

An even more disquieting example is offered by In Re P and her natural mother S.m  S, the 

mother of P, a female illegitimate child, alleged she had been threatened with violence if she did 

not agree to her child being adopted by her sister, M and her husband. At the adoption hearing she 

had ostensibly consented to the adoption. Shortly after the adoption she became concerned and 

spoke to the natural father and complained to friends. She was then kidnapped by her brothers 

and removed from Santo, where she worked in a bank, and forcibly taken to the family village at 

Hog Harbour. She was detained there against her will for about 4 months and letters she tried to 

smuggle out were intercepted. Additionally her brothers informed her employer Barclays’ Bank 

that she had resigned and paid off a loan she owed the bank. On her escape she complained to the 

Commissioner of Police and the Attorney-General. Remarkably neither took any action. 

Despairing of the institution of any official action she engaged a lawyer and petitioned the 

Supreme Court for constitutional relief and the return of her child.

At a sitting of the Full Court they recounted the allegations and commented461 that: ‘They 

represent, if supported by acceptable evidence, a gross interference with the fundamental rights of 

a citizen as detailed in the Constitution, chapter 2, part 1.’ The Court directed one of its members 

to urgently carry out a full investigation of her allegations and brusquely dismissed contentions 

that they should not act until the mother appealed against the Magistrate’s order observing that 

correct procedure took second place when the allegations were:

459 (1989-94) 2 VLR 659, and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Criminal).
46° (1980-88) 1 VLR 130 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court o f Appeal and Supreme Court (Civil).
461 At 132.
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forcib le adoption or adoption proceedings acceded to  by threats o f  force; false 

im prisonm ent o f  alm ost 6 m onths only term inated  by the petitioner’s escape; interference 

w ith her em ploym ent to  the extent o f  tendering a false resignation  purporting  to  com e 

from her.462

The superior courts have been vigorous, vigilant and steadfast in condemning the seemingly 

endemic pattern of abuse of the rights of young women.463 This is timely as the cited cases 

illustrate a persisting cycle of human rights violation often justified by reference to customary 

imperatives. Article 5(a) of CEDAW provides:

A rticle 5

States P arties shall take all appropriate m easures:

(a) To m odify the social and cultural patterns o f  conduct o f  m en and w om en, w ith  a  view  

to  achieving the elim ination  o f  prejudices and custom ary and all other practices w hich are 

based on th e  idea o f  the inferiority  or the superiority o f  e ither o f  the sexes or on 

stereotyped roles for m en and w om en;

Vanuatu has been a party to this Convention since 1995 and thus must afford adequate protection 

to the rights of women.464

Devising a pragmatic modification programme to eradicate embedded social practice poses 

enormous hurdles for a developing jurisdiction. Any agenda proselytising a new order would 

demand an input of resources both in terms of money and personnel that would be well beyond 

the capacity of the Government. In reality removing the present obstacles and prejudices so as to 

attain genuine equality for women is a mammoth task that will call for a long-term educational 

plan of action coupled with legislative reform.465

462 At 131-2. Chief Justice Cooke conducted the hearing ordered and found that there was no substance in the mother’s 
allegations. His judgment does not make persuasive reading and there must be a cloud of doubt over the proceedings 
conducted by the Magistrate. For example it is not clear if the Magistrate approved the adoption under custom or the 
Adoption Act 1958 (UK). The unreported judgment in SCCC 85/1984 is dated 3 March 1986 and is recorded at 
USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil).
463 See also the cases discussed at 98-100 above.
464 Vanuatu confirmed its ratification o f the Convention at the 1995 UN Conference on the Rights o f Women held in 
Beij ing. Formal ratification was conferred by the Convention o f  the Elimination o f  All Forms o f  Discrimination Against 
Women (Ratification) Act 1995. The Deputy Prime Minister admitted at the time of ratification that it will take some 
years to implement laws giving equal rights to women: see United States State Department Country Report on Human 
Rights Practices 1996 at 797. More problematic than passing the legal machinery is changing embedded social norms.
465 See S Farran ‘Gender Discrimination: A Review of Legislation and Considerations for Reform in Vanuatu' 
Occasional Paper No 8 USP Occasional Papers Series highlighting the size o f the task of legislative reform.
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Judicial activism, often lacking in recognising custom as a source of law, has keenly enforced and 

upheld the equal rights code of the Constitution. The landmark decision is Noel v Toto466 The 

judgment in this matter is a touchstone for those who maintain that gender equality imperatives 

are absolute and cannot be compromised.467 The factual matrix is intricate and concerned a land 

dispute over a celebrated popular tourist venue, Champagne Beach. The dispute in reality arose 

over the right to control tourist revenue derived from the beach. The respondent’s contention was 

that he, as a direct descendant of the judicially recognised468 landholder in the male line, 

controlled the land. The respondent, was the son o f Crero Toto, who had been recognised by the 

Supreme Court as the head of the family who owned the land. The applicant claimed through his 

mother, the respondent’s sister, Julie Toto. The evidence o f the customary rules regarding 

succession to and acquisition of rights and interests in customary land was imprecise, inconsistent 

and confused but a clear principle emerged endorsing the primacy of male control. Justice Kent 

set out469 a distillation of what he considered to be the relevant extracts of Article 5 of the 

Constitution as follows:

5 (1) The R epublic o f  V anuatu recogn ises... tha t all persons are entitled  to  the fo llow ing  

fundam ental rights and freedom s o f  th e  indiv idual w ithout d iscrim ination  on the grounds 

o f  . . .s e x ...

(d) p rotection  o f  the law;

(j) protection  for the privacy o f  the hom e and o ther p roperty  and from  unjust deprivation  

o f  property;

(k) equal treatm ent under the law  or adm in istra tive action, excep t tha t no law  shall be 

inconsisten t w ith  this sub-paragraph insofar as it m akes provision for the special benefit, 

w elfare, protection  or advancem ent o f  fem ales ,...

He went on to affirm:

It is clear tha t it w as the intention o f  the C onstitu tion  to  guarantee equal rights for 

w om en. A law  w hich d iscrim inates against w om en w ould  be in conflict w ith  th is aim .

Equal treatm ent is a fundam ental right. So is th e  p rotection  o f  th e  law. I have also 

referred  to  the p rovision w hich does no t perm it un just deprivation  o f  property. T he

466 SCCC 18 o f 1994, unreported, judgment 19 April 1995, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
467 For valuable discussion of the case: see Farran ‘Customary law and the constitutional protection o f human rights’ 
(1997) and Corrin Care ‘Conflict between Customary Law and Human Rights’ 1999.
468 In Toto v Pasvu (1980-88) 1 VLR 300 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Land Appeal).
469 At 9.
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C onstitu tion  gives the rights referred to  “ ...w ith o u t d iscrim ination  on the grounds 

o f . . .s e x . . .”

A law  w hich gives a lesser right to a w om an because o f  her sex is inconsistent w ith  the 

guarantee o f  protection  o f  the law, m ay be inconsistent protection  from  unjust deprivation 

o f  property and is inconsistent w ith  the right to  equal treatm ent under the law. The 

evidence before m e suggests that custom , w ith respect to  land rights does not give the 

sam e right to  w om en as it does to  m en .... T he custom  therefore d iscrim inates against 

w om en on the grounds o f  sex.470

He acknowledged the difficulty of equating this bold prescription with Article 74471 and 

continued:

A difficulty  is encountered how ever, w hen one considers A rticle 74. T his is the provision 

w hich states that rules o f  custom  shall form  the basis o f  ow nership and use o f  land in 

V anuatu. D oes th is m ean that i f  custom  discrim inates w ith respect to  land rights o f  

w om en the fundam ental rights w hich are recognised by A rticle 5, do no t apply? I do not 

th ink that th is  can be so. It is clear, as I have stated that the C onstitu tion  aim s to  give 

equal rights to  w om en. It perm its a law w hich d iscrim inates in favour o f  w om en. By not 

specifically  perm itting  d iscrim ination w ith  respects to  land rights, it m ust be tha t such 

d iscrim ination  cannot be allow ed.

He observed that Vanuatu had recently adopted CEDAW and viewed this as an endorsement by 

Parliament of the principle of equality. He reconciled his ruling with Article 74 by affirming that 

custom would still determine land rights but advised:

T his m ay m ean tha t in determ ining land rights in future, there w ill be a  change in the 

basis o f  determ ining land ow nership. T his does not m ean that ow nership w ill be decided 

otherw ise than in accordance w ith custom . C ustom  law  m ust prov ide the basis for 

determ ining ow nership, subject to  the lim itation that any rule o f  custom  w hich 

d iscrim inates against w om en cannot be applied. G eneral principles o f  land ow nership 

w ill no t be changed. In interpreting the C onstitu tion , it m ust be presum ed that w hen the 

C onstitu tion  w as adopted, it w as know n that custom  law  d iscrim inated  against w om en 

w ith respect to  land ow nership. T his being so, i f  it w as intended to  m ake an exception 

from  the prohibition  against d iscrim ination  upon the grounds o f  sex, the exception  w ould 

have been specifically  referred to. T his w as not done. T herefore I have no d ifficulty  in

470 At 9-10.
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ru ling  tha t w hen the C onstitu tion  provides fo r the rules o f  custom  being used as the  basis 

for ow nersh ip  o f  land, th is m ust be read sub ject to  the fundam ental rights recognised in 

A rtic le  5 .472

This bold judgment has been quoted at some length as it crucial to the development of the 

jurisprudence of Vanuatu. The central ratio imposes the sweeping, panoramic rule that any 

prescription of custom that discriminates against women is unconstitutional. If such an all

embracing proposition is in fact correct it presages the wholesale overthrow of much of the 

present social practice that underpins custom. Landholding patterns in Vanuatu have evolved over 

centuries and are stitched into the seams that secure social cohesion. If land is so central to 

society that it is the indispensable keystone of social relations then it may be facile to comment 

that notwithstanding dismantling the existing structure custom will still provide the basis of 

landholding.

The comment that ‘General principles of land ownership will not be changed’ seems wishful 

thinking as it is hard to see how they can still stand as a central lodestone if their basic 

foundations have been demolished by judicial edict. As Farran has noted it is difficult to reconcile 

the proposition that the general principles would remain unchanged if the basis for determining 

customary landholding were dramatically altered.473

The two provisions o f the Constitution relating to gender equality and landownership are at odds 

and no simple answer as to the precedence of the conflicting Articles can be offered. The 

document offers no indication as to the precedence of the Articles as some constitutions do by 

providing that fundamental rights chapters require special majorities to alter them.474 Whilst, as 

the Judge observed, it is true that the framers must have been alive to the patriarchal nature of 

customary land holding it is equally true that Articles 73 to 75 are absolute in laying down a 

customary basis for land tenure. The drafters would have known this too and so it might be 

contended that they intended that the new order of custom for landholding should stand as 

inviolate. The manner of landholding was a critical issue in the events leading to independence 

and the adoption of a charter declaring custom as the key regime was reached unanimously by the

471 Set out in full with the other Articles on land at 91-92.
472 At 10.
473 ‘Customary law and the constitutional protection o f human rights’ (1997) at 108.
474 See for example section 61(1) of the Solomon Islands Constitution, requiring that three-quarters o f all members 
support a Bill to amend the fundamental rights chapter. For ordinary amendments two-thirds support is needed. By 
Article 85 in Vanuatu all constitutional amendments require that two-thirds o f all the members must support the Bill.
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Constitutional Planning Committee.475 That the Vanuatu prescription on land was radical is 

endorsed by Fingleton’s comment that:

W hile the approach invariably taken else w here in the Pacific w as sim ply to  facilitate the 

fu ture in troduction  o f  reform ing law s, V anuatu ’s approach has been to  go behind the 

w hole land tenure system  im posed during the colonial era and reinstate th e  pre-colonial 

land tenure  system . It did this by probably th e  only m eans available to  a country  w hich 

adheres to  rule o f  law  princip les, that is by accom plishing it under its Independence 

C onstitu tion .476

Furthermore Article 76 obliges the state to ‘arrange for appropriate customary institutions or 

procedures to resolve disputes concerning the ownership of customary land.’ This reinforces 

assertions that land is to be dealt with exclusively in accordance with the dictates of custom. 

Undoubtedly the founding charter for land was fundamental in nature and intent and given the 

conservative nature of appeal courts in the Pacific, some reservation must be expressed that the 

decision in Noel v Toto would have been upheld in its full rigour had it been appealed.

Nevertheless, however disruptive the decision might be to custom institutions, the judgment is 

presently binding and critical to the future for custom in the formal legal system as it prohibits 

any rule of custom that discriminates against women. This strikes at the heart of patriarchy and its 

institutions and it remains to be seen how effective the blueprint is in practice. Laws that 

disregard social reality often remain unobserved. In the absence of detailed fieldwork it would be 

presumptuous to be dogmatic but it is doubted if actual social practice has changed significantly 

since 1996.

The decision compels custom to adapt immediately so that any rules offending equality norms are 

adjusted. This is unlikely to occur quickly but the baseline tenor of the decision marks an 

unambiguous starting point for future developments. It also reinforces earlier commentary when

475 Yash Ghai ‘Land Regimes and Paradigms of Development: Reflections on Melanesian Constitutions’ in Legal 
Pluralism P Sack and E Minchin (eds) Research School o f Social Sciences, ANU 1985 175 at 179. Ghai notes that ‘the 
Constitution provides that custom is the basis o f the new national land law.’ 182 and that: ‘The constitutional 
provisions on land...were an emphatic declaration of the values of the customary system. As such they imply an 
alternative paradigm of development based on communities rather than the state.’ 179. Weisbrot also affirms that the 
Constitution ‘implemented a fundamental transformation o f the colonial land tenure system by reverting to the 
customary position:’ ‘Custom Pluralism and Realism’ (1989) at 75.
476 J Fingleton ‘Pacific Values and Economic Development? How Melanesian Constitutions Deal With Land.’ In 
Pacific Constitutions P Sack (ed), Research School o f Social Sciences, ANU Canberra 1982 at 338. Van Trease in The 
Politics o f  Land 1987 confirms the revolutionary nature o f the land agenda and gives a lively account o f the events 
leading up to Independence and the land issue at 231-246.
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discussing the Solomon Islands Constitution as to the difficulties in Melanesia of reconciling 

customary law as presently formulated with a fundamental rights code on gender equality.477 If 

the fundamental rights menu transcends the customary rules of land ownership asserted by Article 

74 then a radical review and overhaul of custom codes in other spheres will be imperative. The 

time scale remains the critical issue and the pace of change will depend on far-sighted campaigns 

by those in authority to disseminate the benefits of fairness and equality.

Conclusion

An interpretation of the relevant provisions of the two Constitutions stands at the hub of any 

appraisal of the post-independent development of plural legal sources. Both documents, by their 

different formulae, plainly intended to establish customary law as a fundamental organic fountain 

of law hedged in only by subordination to the respective Constitutions and local statutory 

regulation. At a minimum it stood at least on an equal footing with received statute in both 

countries and plainly superior in rank to the common law in Solomon Islands. The preferred 

interpretation also demands that it can never be classed as inferior in status to the common law in 

Vanuatu. Sadly the reality of judicial conviction has at times cast a dark shadow over the 

fulfilment of this constitutional ideal.

Judicial assessment in Vanuatu has, until recently, ushered customary law to the boundary line of 

the legal system and this does not reflect constitutional intent or adequately address the spirit of 

Articles 47 and 95. Woolly drafting of the clauses relating to custom has proved its undoing, 

constructing a too flimsy and makeshift foundation for it to withstand critical assault from those 

steeped in the common law. The intended prominent role for custom has therefore all too easily 

been undermined and flattened by the steamroller of the common law.

Perhaps the suggestions of the Solomon Islands Chief Justice478 advocating a more inclusive 

attitude to the application of the plural laws indicates one way forward. His argument that we 

should look at the circumstances of each case to determine the appropriate law to resolve the 

matter is a welcome antidote to the dogmatism that has sometimes prevailed. This approach is

477 See generally Brown and Corrin Care ‘Conflict in Melanesia’ (1998).
478 In Remesio Pusi v James Leni and Others HCCC 218 Of 1995 quoted and commented on at 71-72 and 80-82 above.
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echoed by the scheme to resolve the difficult aspects of choosing the appropriate law tentatively 

mooted by his Vanuatu counterpart in Waiwo479

The development of a local jurisprudence requires a judiciary and counsel alert to the need to 

promote the inclusion of customary law as a primary source in the system but at the same time 

remaining alive to those areas where it may be appropriate to utilise and apply imported law. 

Ongoing judicial training is one way in which judges and magistrates can develop skills and 

expertise and keep abreast of judicial thinking. Modem human rights agendas offer a new 

challenge. Here the judiciary and counsel have been to the fore in backing up the rights 

constitutionally expressed in the fundamental rights charters and this should forestall any 

entrenchment of a patriarchal version of customary law.

479 Set out at 119-120 above.
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Introduction

Customary law is at its most influential and powerful in the arena of family law. Indeed it has 

been observed that customary law is mainly about the family.480 Concepts of the composition of 

the family unit and the nature of marriage are dynamic.481 In the latter half of the last century 

alone Western societies have witnessed a dramatic shift from the standard ecclesiastically 

celebrated monogamous marriage centred on the nuclear family to the widespread acceptance of 

marriages not sanctioned by religious or even civil formalities. Limited recognition of non-formal 

unions even between members of the same sex is now commonplace. This transformation has 

been wrought over a relatively brief timespan. Certainly in a far shorter period than that 

encompassed by the opening and close of the colonial venture in the Pacific.

The family is pivotal to the organisation of most groups and societies as it defines and 

circumscribes how human support units can be formed and provides the links of kinship upon 

which reliance can be sought by members in times of need.482 The family unit in Melanesia is 

extended and thus essentially of a different genus to that of the nuclear norm of the colonising 

powers. Investigation as to how customary marriage was viewed, recognised and regulated by the 

colonial powers is therefore essential.

Victorian notions of propriety as to what constituted a marriage a century ago are encapsulated in 

the classic dictum of Lord Penzance in Hyde v Hyde and Anotherm  that marriage was ‘the 

voluntary union for life of one man to one woman to the exclusion of all others.’ When the 

imperial authorities took time to consider the issue they generally looked askance at traditional 

forms of marriage. Polyandry, polygyny and the payment of a bride price as an essential formality 

for a recognised union were all anathema to the strong Christian sensibilities of the late 19th 

Century.484 As the ritual observance of bride price is ubiquitous in Melanesia a preliminary 

comment on the institution is advisable.

480 Bennett, Sourcebook 1991 at 145.
481 See Stephen Parker’s comment in Informal Marriage, Cohabitation and the Law 1750-1989 New York, St. Martin’s 
Press 1990 that ‘the central theme is that marriage is continually being redefined by legal and social practice.’
48“ See Radcliffe-Brown Structure and Function in Primitive Society Cohen & West Ltd London 1952 at 52-3.
483 [1866] L R 1 P D  130 at 133.
484 For interesting examples see Bennett Sourcebook 1991 at 170. Symptomatic o f the moral outrage towards African 
marriages is the declaration at the World Missionary Conference of 1912 that polygyny was ‘one o f the grossest evils 
o f heathen society which, like habitual murder and slavery, must at all costs be ended.’ Quoted by Bennett from 
Hastings’ Christian Marriage in Africa Hollen Street Press Ltd, London 1973.
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Bride price

The stability and security o f social groups in Melanesia largely depended upon alliances with 

other clans, groups and lines often forged through customary marriage.485 This was the main 

reason that the institution o f paying a bride price evolved and the bounty tendered by the 

members of one line to, the usually male members o f the bride’s line, cemented these alliances.486

Bride price is an almost universal elementary incident in the ceremonial requisites of a customary 

marriage in Melanesia. Jolly has offered a perceptive insight and analysis of the tradition from the 

anthropologist’s viewpoint.487 Her study is particularly valuable as her fieldwork was undertaken 

amongst people living in kastom villages on South Pentecost Island Vanuatu and examines the 

background to the rituals attending the formation o f marriage. She uses the term ‘kastom villages’ 

to differentiate them from societies influenced by western ideas, particularly conversion to 

Christianity. Those observing kastom ways were fiercely proud of their culture and tradition and 

determined to keep it unadulterated by outside influences.

An important effect of the payment was that in patrilineal societies children of the marriage were 

regarded as ‘belonging’ to the husband’s line, a factor examined in more detail when analysing 

disputes over child custody. In matrilineal societies bride price did not assume the importance it 

did amongst patrilineal groups and the effect of its payment where it was practiced did not result 

in such dogmatic rules concerning children who would generally become members of their 

mother’s kinship line.488

The term 'bride price' is common in Melanesia but smacks of a commercial transaction. Indeed 

early missionaries perceived the offering o f goods, animals and valuables for a wife as a simple

485 The term ‘line’ is that most commonly employed by indigenes when using English or their variant o f Melanesian 
Pijin and will consequently be used unless an alternative term gives a more precise definition in the relevant context. I 
have however noticed a trend towards the use of the terms ‘clan’ and ‘tribe’ in recent judgments.
486 Emphasised by Jolly who comments ‘However, it is important to note that the bride-price is almost exclusively an 
affair between men.’ Women o f  the Place: Kastom, Colonialism and Gender in Melanesia, Harwood Academic 
Publishers Switzerland 1994 at 133.
487 Ibid  at 115-140.
488 See CH Allan Report o f the Special Lands Commission on 'Customary Land Tenure in the British Solomon Islands 
Protectorate ’ Western Pacific High Commission Honiara 1957 at 93-95. The report is a wide-ranging study covering 
not only the history o f land-associated matters as it canvasses many topics o f interest from an anthropological 
perspective. As a senior member o f the Colonial Office the author often reflects the attitudes o f his day and his 
statements o f opinion must be viewed in this light.
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purchase.489 The value judgment the term imports is unfortunate and the adoption of a more 

neutral term or phrase would be beneficial. In Africa the term ’bridewealth' is widely used and is 

accurately descriptive in the sense of denoting the movement of value between families. The 

arguably more neutral expression 'marriage payments' enjoys widespread approval,490 but the 

word 'payment' again insinuates the buying of a woman, a concept anathematic to western 

ideas.491 Realistically the adoption of any non-vernacular term will remain unsatisfactory, as such 

terms will be incapable of conveying demotic cultural ideas. This is confirmed by Alice Aruheeta 

Pollard, one of the few contributors to the literature on the topic in Solomon Islands.492 Pollard 

asserts that the A r e A r e  vernacular terms are often wrongly interpreted. As she points out:

T he A reA re w ord fo r bride price is horia  keniha  m eaning the act o f  buying and selling a 

girl. It is a  contradictory  term  to how  and w hat happens in the custom  m arriage that is 

practised  in the A reA re society. It is a  term  w hich is w rongly interpreted in  its English 

context and m eaning. T he A reA re w ord used to  describe th is im portant m arriage 

cerem ony is hua ken iha , m eaning the release and exchange o f  a girl from  one authority, 

fam ily, clan or com m unity  to  another authority , fam ily, clan  or com m unity. It does not 

engage in  selling  or buying girls. It involves exchange o f  gifts betw een the tw o groups o f  

people and is recognised as an equal d istribu tion  o f  gifts and recognition o f  the girls' 

value rather than as v ictim s o f  selling  and buying. It is a  com m unal activity that involves 

lots o f  consu lta tions, d iscussions and m eetings betw een tw o groups o f  tribes, 

com m unities or fam ilies before a final decision  can be reached in the jo in in g  o f  the 

couple.

The element of exchange is culturally important and goes some way to countering the criticism 

that bride price is simply an out-and-out sale of girls.493 Pollard neatly summarises the arguments 

in favour of the institution. These include:

489 As did the Courts. Witness the ruling o f the Kenyan Chief Justice in R v Amkeyo (1917) 7 East African Law Reports 
14 that ‘...The use o f the word 'marriage' to describe the relationship entered into by the African native with a woman 
o f his tribe is a  misnomer.... there is no limit to the number o f women that may be purchased by one man.. I do not 
think that it can be said that the native custom approximates in any way to the legal idea of marriage.’
490 See Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 17-18 and Rwezaura ‘Indigenous Responses’ 1986.
491 Alice Singer in ‘Marriage Payments and the Exchange of People’ (1973) 8 (1) Man 80-92 argues that terms such as 
‘bride price’ and ‘bridewealth’ imply a lack o f power or will on the part o f women and that ‘marriage payment’ is at 
least gender neutral. Allan in Customary Land Tenure 1957 comments at 94 ‘The bride price is one of the least 
attractive characteristics o f the societies concerned...’.
492 “‘Bride Price” and Christianity’ 1998. For a succinct review of sources for and against the institution and the 
plethora of literature on the topic in PNG see Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 18-19 and 39.
493 See also Rebitai v Chow & Others [2002] 4 LRC 226 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil) where 
evidence was tendered o f the importance in Arosi custom o f the marriage feast, ‘ha ’ahe ’iwai.’ At the feast the bride’s 
party brought pigs and food in exchange for money from the groom’s family. The case also affirms that a custom 
marriage can never be a secret affair. The case is discussed in more detail at 158-161 below.
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• the reciprocity involved in the exchange,

• the distribution o f wealth throughout the community;

• the emphasis on the value of the girl;

• its emblematic significance as a cultural symbol;

• the protection it affords to and the value it places on all children;

• the binding of the couple as a stable family not as individuals but in the context of the 

alliance of two families of communities; and

• its social value in uniting all age groups in the tribe.

She is, however, not immune to the defects of the institution such as the lack of female choice;494 

the clan discontent that follows a failure by one party to honour their commitments and that it 

potentially tends to discriminate in favour of those with wealth. She also observes that, as 

presently practiced, its real meaning is being lost and has become tainted and demeaned by 

commercialism in that more and more often the payment of money is demanded. This trend has 

led to demands for exorbitant bride price payments and the tradition is thus looked upon as a 

method of earning cash. It then retains minimal social value.495 An added complication is that 

little is known of the effects of rapid social change on the tradition. For example, are the 

urbanised or educated young so constrained by the general demands of the practice or the claims 

for excessive cash that they marry outside the custom tradition or enter into informal 

relationships?

Indisputably bride price remains a deep-rooted and potent cultural totem in modem Melanesia. 

Pollard reports:

.. .  it reflects the people 's identity  and w ay o f  life th a t m akes them  unique and d ifferent. It 

is the ir p ride and history, a cerem ony that m ust be practiced  and nurtured so  th a t it is 

passed  on from  one generation to  another. A s one o f  the w om en said, it is in m y blood 

and  I am  not going to  g ive it up. M y children are b o m  in to  it and I am  going to  d ie  in it. It 

m ust be continued. It is no t a foreign system .

494 Notably she contrasts 'bride price' with ‘free’ marriage, 'free' being a forceful value-loaded adjective introduced by 
missionaries to distinguish it from customary marriage.
495 For the experience in Papua New Guinea see Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 19-20.
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Not surprisingly therefore attempts by the colonial authorities or missionaries to regulate it and 

the courts to outlaw it as repugnant have met with meagre success.496 Pollard outlines the vain 

endeavours of the South Seas Evangelical Church to fix an upper limit on bride price payments of 

three and later five Red Shell money.497

In the absence of empirical research it is presumptuous to generalise too much on modem trends 

in the tradition. In a South Africa context, Bennett498 comments that capitalism and the 

consequent commercialisation of society have resulted in predominantly cash payments which 

subvert its symbolic qualities.499 The result is that nothing then remains to prevent it operating as 

a simple purchase price for a woman. Bennett claims that there is reason to believe that as 

presently practiced it contributes to the subordination of women and questions whether high 

demands are an endeavour by senior members of society to retain power or control.500 He 

concludes that it nevertheless remains popular and has an enduring appeal as a powerful cultural 

symbol, a conclusion echoed by and confirmed in the above passage from Pollard. Jolly has 

observed that cash payments exclude women from making any offering as traditionally they had 

contributed, on South Pentecost at least, by making the mats that comprised part of the ‘price.’501 

In the context of Papua New Guinea Johnson has noted critically that:

.. .bride w ealth  sym bolises w om en’s passivity. It clearly acknow ledges her servicing role, 

her com m odity  status, her role as a preserver o f  w ider group affilia tions and in som e 

cases her ro le in enhancing m ale prestige.502

The resilience and strength of bride price is evidenced by the recent High Court appellate 

decision in To'ofilu v Oimae.503 The plaintiffs son Ronny had entered into a customary marriage 

with the defendant's daughter Fiona. A bride price of SBDS1000 and six tafuliae (shell money) 

had been tendered in accordance with the standard local custom. Fiona after spending a month

496 Rwezaura's ‘Indigenous Responses’ 1986 is a meticulous account o f failed colonial attempts to undermine the 
tradition.
497 A common form of traditional currency, particularly in Malaita.
498 Bennett Sourcebook 1991 at 201-2, discussing ‘bridewealth’ in a modem context.
499 See also C Filer ‘What is this thing called ‘Brideprice”  (1985) 15 Mankind 163, an examination of public attitudes 
to the practice as expressed by letters and comment in the Post Courier newspaper in Papua New Guinea confirming 
the changing nature o f the tradition caused by commercialisation.
500 The wish o f senior males to retain social control is reiterated by Rwezaura 'Indigenous Responses' 1986 at 134. Jolly 
also notes that the ability o f men to raise the price individually has the potential to weaken the power of ‘elders,’ 
Women o f  the Place 1994 at 138.
501 Women o f  the Place, 1994 at 138.
502 DD Johnson ‘Aspects on the Legal Status o f Women in PNG 1979 at 33-34.
503 HCCAppC 5 o f  96, unreported, judgment 19 June 1997, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil). 
For a scholarly review o f this decision see J Corrin Care (1999) 3 JSPL South Pacific Case Note 4.
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with the plaintiffs family returned home and shortly thereafter delivered an illegitimate child. 

The defendant was aware that his daughter was pregnant by another man at the time the bride 

price was negotiated and given. The plaintiff claimed in the area Local Court for the repayment of 

the full bride price on the basis of the defendant's failure to comply with a custom duty to disclose 

Fiona's condition during the bride price negotiations.

The defendant admitted liability and made no submissions as to the amount refundable. 

Consequently the Local Court ordered that the full bride price be repaid and that the defendant 

should also compensate the plaintiff for the incidental expenses o f travel to the bride price 

ceremony. The defendant lodged an appeal against the ruling on quantum to the area Magistrate's 

Court who allowed the appeal in part, ordering that only half the bride price and no travel 

expenses were recoverable. The aggrieved plaintiff appealed against this order to the High Court 

which in turn quashed the Magistrate's order and reinstated the original Local Court decision. The 

central ground for so doing was that the Magistrate had incorrectly appeared to acknowledge that 

the pregnancy was not a matter that should affect the bride price negotiations and that Ronny was 

the one who had shown 'first sight love' for Fiona. The High Court stressed that in matters of 

custom the relevant local court is invariably better placed to determine customary claims as the 

justices are from the same Province and usually the same area as the parties and are thus familiar 

with local customary practice. The Judge on appeal also criticised the Magistrate for declaring 

findings on custom not supported by evidence.

A striking feature of the decision is its superficial similarity to a misrepresentation allegation and 

claim for compensation in the law of contract at common law. The custom duty of full disclosure 

of material knowledge is not however to be compared simpliciter with comparable duties in 

western contract law. Since matters of succession and status are crucial to the stability of 

customary society so the virtue and unsullied standing of the bride are paramount.504

504 See Kere vTimon [1990] PNGLR 106 for a striking and instructive comparable case on a claim for repayment of 
bride price in neighbouring Papua New Guinea. The decision is interesting as it confronts a claim involving a conflict 
o f customs, the effect o f fault o f one party as a factor governing recovery and the evolution of custom. On the final 
point Los J observed ‘Custom is a growing thing. It grows or moderates itself and that does not need citation o f many 
authorities.’ The critical criteria adopted by the Judge was one o f 'fairness' which he considered the primary factor 
influencing the growth o f custom. In Tom v Kayiak [1992] PNGLR 171 the same judge emphasised the point that a 
custom grows to accommodate new developments and that in an urban milieu the customs cannot be the same as those 
operating in traditional ‘home’ areas. In that case part o f the bride price was a  second hand Toyota Corolla which later 
broke down.
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Recognition of Customary Marriage

The recognition of customary marriages generates a host of questions. A selective catalogue of 

some of these underscores the complexity of the issues that arise.

• Are such unions to be given full unconditional recognition even if  certain incidents may 

be regarded as repugnant to received law?

• Even if full recognition is accorded, is this to be dependent on some form of registration?

• If so, what are the consequences of non-registration? Does it for example render the 

marriage void, so that children who would in customary law be regarded as legitimate, 

are branded illegitimate?

• How are dual marriages, that is, unions celebrated both in accordance with customary law 

and also received law, to be viewed?

• If there is duality, is the status of the marriage and that of the parties to it the same despite 

the chronology of the ceremonies?

• What is to be the proper law505 of such marriages upon their dissolution to determine 

matters such as custody and division of matrimonial property?

• Are customary marriages to be regarded as valid so as to make the parties to them liable 

to prosecution for bigamy if they contract another union?

This list highlights just some of the myriad problems requiring legal resolution to be touched 

upon in this section.

Methodology and approach

The branches that make up the tree of family law are intricately intertwined and nowhere is this 

truer than in the realm of customary law. It is therefore somewhat artificial to break up any 

analysis into separate topics. However for ease of presentation I have chosen to fragment 

discussion and categorisation will broadly follow that of standard western texts. Firstly, the 

formation and character of marriage will be canvassed. Next, the procedures for dissolution will 

be investigated. Ancillary provision entitlement to matrimonial property, and maintenance for

505 1 use this term in its conflict o f laws sense as being the law most intricately involved with the matter in hand so as to 
be chosen as governing any contentious issue arising from it.
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spouses and children will then be examined. Other miscellaneous family topics; adoption, 

affiliation, de facto relationships and domestic violence will be examined at the end o f this 

chapter. Custody of children, a field that most graphically illustrates the depth of the divide 

between the philosophies underpinning imported and customary regimes, will be debated in a 

separate chapter. Firstly it is essential to outline the statutory legal framework governing marriage 

in each jurisdiction.

Solomon Islands

Marriage

Recognition o f  marriages between Islanders -  the statutory rules

In Solomon Islands, comprehensive provision relating to the formal recognition of customary 

marriages was enacted as early as 1945 by the forerunners of what is now the I s la n d e r s ’ 

M a r r ia g e  A c t  (Cap 171) (the Act).506 This Act and its antecedents provided both for the 

recognition o f customary marriages and the formal celebration of unions either by a minister of 

religion or by a civil officer of the state. The Act gave official state sanction to customary 

marriages and did not demand any formalities for, or the registration of, such unions. However, it 

reflected a deep-seated Christian prejudice against polygamy, if any formal ceremony had been 

performed.

For the purpose of the original nomenclature of the legislation there was a complex and precise 

definition o f ‘a native’. Following statute law revisions in the 1970s507 no statutory definition of 

‘an Islander’ existed but the term was judicially interpreted as embracing anyone domiciled in 

Solomon Islands.508

This judicial interpretation prevailed until the passing o f  the Interpretation and  General 

Provisions A c t (Amendment) 1987, which, by section 2,509 defined ‘Islander’ as:

506 Formerly the Native Marriage Ordinance, originally the Native Marriage Regulation 1945: KR 4 o f 1945.
507 Particularly the Statute Law Revision Act, No. 8 o f 1974, which with the Local Court (Amendment) Act No. 6 o f the 
same year, effectively abolished the employment o f the term 'native' replacing it with the more politically acceptable 
'Islander.'
508 Luaseuta v Luaseuta and Raiman: HCCC 34 o f 1978, unreported, a decision under the Islanders ’ Divorce Act but 
approved and adopted for the purposes o f the Islanders ’ Marriage Act in Mahlon v Mahlon: Reid v Reid (1984) SILR 
86 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil).
509 Now section 17(1) o f the Interpretation and General Provisions Act (Cap 85).
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(a) any person bo th  o f  w hose parents are or w ere m em bers o f  a group, tribe or line 

indigenous to  Solom on Islands; or

(b) any o ther person  at least one o f  w hose parents o r ancestors was a m em ber o f  a  race, 

group, tribe o r line indigenous to  any island in M elanesia, M icronesia o r Polynesia and 

w ho is living in Solom on Islands in the custom ary m ode o f  life o f  any such race, group, 

tribe  o r line.

This provision is more precise and restrictive than the earlier judicial pronouncement.510 However 

fortunately it does not extend to exclude those from other Pacific islands, as many Gilbertese 

(now Kiribati) were resettled in Solomon Islands in the 1950s and 60s by the colonial authorities 

to relieve local over-population pressures.511

Section 4, the central provision of the Act, deals with the recognition of marriages between 

Islanders and reads:

N o m arriage betw een  Islanders celebrated after th e  com ing into operation  o f  th is A ct, 

save and except a  m arriage celebrated in accordance w ith  the custom  o f  Is landers o r in 

accordance w ith  th e  provisions o f  the Pacific Islands Civil M arriages O rder in C ouncil 

190751'  shall be valid  unless celebrated:

(a) B efore a m in is ter o f  religion; or

(b) before a D istric t R egistrar.

Section 18 of the Act provides for the voluntary registration of customary marriages as follows:

18(1) Any Islanders w ho have contracted a m arriage in accordance w ith  custom  m ay 

apply to  th e  D istric t R egistrar o f  the D istric t in w hich they reside to  have the 

m arriage reg istered  under th is Act.

(2) Each o f  th e  parties to  such m arriage shall m ake a  declaration before the D istric t 

R egistrar in the Form  F in the First Schedule hereto.

(3) O n the com pletion  o f  such declaration the D istrict R egistrar shall reg ister the 

m arriage in the D istric t M arriage Register.

510 There were o f course strong political imperatives to make the definition restrictive.
511 Edwards v Edwards HCCC 312 o f 1995 illustrates the importance of this inclusion and includes a  brief interesting 
historical note on the resettlement.
512 SI 543/1907 (UK). This Order provides for a form of civil, not religious, marriage and is still in force. Marriage 
before a minister o f religion is possible under the umbrella o f the Pacific Order 1893 SI 78/1893 (UK). Islanders too 
could marry under these Orders. If  they married under the 1907 Order they were taken to adopt the legal clothing o f the 
rulers and one consequence was that on dying intestate all succession, except to customary land and the rules relating to 
property passing bona vacantia, was in accordance with the law of England.
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The wording of the declaration prescribed by subsection (3) highlights the desire of the 

authorities to promote monogamous unions. After a recital of the details o f the customary 

marriage513 it continues:

I do further solem nly and sincerely declare th a t ... is the only person to  w hom  I am 

m arried  by custom  or o therw ise and I do lastly  declare that I do no t intend to  m arry  any 

o ther person during  the lifetim e o f  the said  ... unless the m arriage is d issolved by a valid  

ju d g m en t o f  a com petent Court.

Section 19 describes the effect of registration thus:

1 9 (1 )  W hen any m arriage is registered  in accordance w ith  section  18, each party  to  the 

m arriage shall fo r the purposes o f  th e  law  o f  divorce be in  the sam e position  as 

though  such m arriage had been celebrated  under the provisions o f  th is A ct.

(2) I f  during the continuance o f  such m arriage either party  thereto  shall contract 

ano ther m arriage, w hether under th is A ct o r under th e  Pacific Islands Civil 

M arriages O rder in C ouncil 1907 or according to  custom , such party  shall be 

guilty  o f  bigam y and liable to  punishm ent therefor.

The statutory edifice surrounding marriage is completed by section 14 of the Act providing that:

14 A ny Islander, o ther than  an Islander m arried  in accordance w ith  the custom  o f  

Islanders w hose m arriage has no t been registered  under section  18 o f  th is A ct, w ho, 

being m arried  under th is A ct shall m arry  any o ther person, w hether under th is A ct or 

under the Pacific  Islands C ivil M arriages O rder in C ouncil 1907, or by th e  custom  o f  

Islanders, com m its bigam y and shall be liable to  im prisonm ent for five years.

These provisions embrace the common matrimonial scenarios and from them the following basic 

propositions can be adduced. 

• An Islander may enter into polygamous marriage but whilst a party to more than one 

marriage, none of them may be registered nor may any party to them marry, (under the Act), 

any person, including a customary spouse.

513 These details include the parties and the exact date o f the marriage, showing that the authorities did not appreciate 
that such a marriage would not normally be ‘celebrated’ on a fixed date.
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• Once a customary marriage is registered it is subsumed into the received law regime so that 

not only is any other marriage proscribed and subject to criminal sanction but the proper law 

of the marriage is the received law one. There are grounds to suggest that this result may not 

always reflect the wishes of the parties in that marriages may be registered for various 

personal reasons. They may do so for example because of genuine religious belief and a 

desire to please the church authorities in a country where the church is a potent force or to 

obtain formal documentation for bureaucratic bodies. A woman might pursue registration as 

it confers upon her the protection o f the received law on dissolution514 Upon registration the 

parties may not intend, if they consider the matter at all, the possibility that they are deemed 

to abandon their domiciliary customary personal law with reference to the marriage. Early 

colonial authority in the guise of Cole v Cole515 suggested that by entering into a formal 

marriage an African totally abandoned his customary personal law for all purposes but this 

extreme view was modified by Smith v Smith516 The concept of a customary personal 

domicile is widely recognised. Essentially it is the customary law regime into which a person 

is bom and which determines matters affecting a person as an individual such as marriage, 

divorce and succession.517

• Any marriage between Islanders o f a non-customary character automatically subordinates the 

parties to the non-customary legal regime. Accordingly, in any disputes relating to the 

marriage or the children, the proper law will essentially be that established by the colonial 

authorities. An interesting related point was canvassed in Salumata v Kelly518 where a formal 

marriage had been declared null and void for want of due form. The Judge commented that:

I hope that the cerem ony conducted  by Pastor Isaac M oveni had been preceded by 

custom  exchange o f  gifts to  be recognised  as a custom  m arriage valid  at law. C ustom  

m arriage like a  Christian [sic] m arriage can also be term inated  by one o f  the parties to  it.

T he children o f  a custom  m arriage cannot how ever be regarded a s  illegitim ate sim ply 

because it has no t been converted in to  a Christian [sic] [m arriage] under the p rovisions o f  

the M arriage Act.

514 The Judge in Rebitai v Chow and Others [2002] 4 LRC 226 commenting on the fact that customary marriages are
often confirmed by a church ceremony noted: ‘In these cases the motive for celebrating the marriage in Church is the
wish to be blessed by the priest or pastor who conducts the marriage ceremony on behalf o f the Church. This is what
matters most in their minds than the legal consequences o f marrying under the provisions o f the Islanders’ Marriage
Act.’
515 [1898] 1 Nigerian Law Reports 15.
516 [1924] 5 NLR 102.
517 See Omidire ‘Change o f Personal Law’ (1990).
518 HCCC 344 o f 1999, unreported, judgment 5 November 1999
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The implications o f this reasoning are profound, suggesting that where a formal marriage is 

void ab initio a customary marriage only lies dormant and can be rekindled when the 

marriage is declared void and a decree of nullity pronounced. If this is correct then not only 

are the children regarded as legitimate but it may be that the ‘wife’ can still claim she is a 

married woman for the purposes of the Affiliation Separation and Maintenance Act (Cap 1) 

and the Married Women’s Property Act 1882 (UK).

• What o f the rare, but technically possible, situation, where, subsequent to a marriage under 

the Act, two Islanders celebrate with each other a customary form of marriage? Can it be 

argued that this evinces an intention to reject the statutory regime as the proper law and 

replace it with a customary law one to determine ancillary matters to the union? Even if this 

proposition has some logic, section 19(1) deprives it of any legal standing. Only after a 

divorce can a customary matrimonial domicile be reassumed.

• A person in a subsisting customary union may not marry under the Act any party other than 

the current customary spouse. Such a provision is essential to protect spouses, in practice 

wives, of customary marriages from the effect of their spouse marrying someone else under 

the Act. Otherwise there would be grounds for maintaining that the formal union would 

render the customary one of no effect. The wronged spouse would then theoretically be 

unprotected by any legal regimen. However section 170 of the Penal Code relating to bigamy 

casts a shadow o f doubt over this proposition. It reads:

170.(1) A ny person w ho, having been previously  m arried and having a husband or w ife 

living, goes th rough  a  cerem ony o f  m arriage w hich is void  by reason o f  its tak ing  place 

during th e  life o f  such  husband or w ife, shall be guilty  o f  a felony, and shall be liable to 

im prisonm ent fo r seven y e a rs ...

(2) For the purposes o f  th is  section  a  cerem ony o f  m arriage under custom ary law  shall 

no t be deem ed to  constitu te  a  valid  previous m arriage unless it has been registered  under 

th e  p rovisions o f  the  Islanders ' M arriage Act.

The proviso in subsection (2) might suggest that an unregistered customary marriage has no 

real status but such an assumption would be expressly contrary to section 4 of the Act. 

Furthermore it is considered that the subsection is essentially an evidential provision only. It 

was only inserted in 1978 probably because it would be difficult to prove the existence o f a 

denied customary marriage without holding a full-blown hearing. As far as the civil law is
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concerned if the existing customary marriage is legal then logically the second marriage is 

void. This proposition is advanced with some confidence as section 6(1) of the Act prescribes 

that prior to the marriage each party must make and sign a declaration that there is no 

impediment to the intended marriage by way of (inter alia) ‘...any former marriage...’. In the 

light of Balou v Kokosi519 this must include a valid subsisting customary marriage.

This makes for an odd position because although the party may not be liable for prosecution 

for bigamy the second marriage may not be valid. If H is married to W in custom and then 

purports to marry C under the Act surely W can maintain that her marriage is valid and she is 

a married woman. If this is right and the original customary marriage is lawful what is the 

status of C who may have entered into the marriage in good faith? Is she a married woman? It 

would be strange if they could both claim to be married women. The courts have taken a 

strict line on lack of proper form520 and it is likely that the second marriage would be declared 

void on the basis that there is already a valid subsisting customary marriage.

• After a marriage has been celebrated or registered under the Act then any new union, 

including a customary one, entered into by either party to the marriage is prohibited by the 

Act. It is submitted that this prohibition is so absolute that officially it would render a 

subsequent union void even though it would be considered valid in custom. The already- 

wedded party would be liable to prosecution for bigamy. The prescribed wording of the 

ceremony before the District Registrar reflects and reinforces this. It requires the celebrant to 

deliver the threatening admonishment to the parties that ‘Know ye that...if either of you shall 

contract another marriage while this remains undissolved, you will be thereby guilty of 

bigamy, and liable to punishment for that offence.’ This exhortation also appears in the 1907 

Pacific Islands Civil Marriages Order.

• The Act promotes monogamy. Section 14 is clumsily crafted but underlines the ethos of the 

monogamous marriage. It constitutes a further prohibition on any dual or plural marriage 

where an official ceremony of marriage has been undertaken.

519 (1982) SILR 94. For detailed comment see 152-153 below.
520 See for example Siloko v Haka HCCC 53 of 1991, unreported, judgment 3 May 1991 where the Chief Justice stated 
that although his sympathies were entirely with the wife he had no option but to declare her marriage void.
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The formation o f  marriage

These propositions do not resolve some vexing problems. Statutory recognition may appear clear 

and definitive but the Act does not seek to define what is '...a  marriage celebrated in accordance 

with the custom of Islanders...’ as expressed in section 4 of the Act. The term 'celebrated' is in 

itself misleading and borrowed from perceptions of the traditional western methods of 

formalising a marriage by a single event. This ethnocentric viewpoint does not marry well with 

the intricacies of custom.521 As the Law Reform Commission of Solomon Islands notes in the 

introduction to its 1997 Working Paper on the Law o f Marriage in Solomon Islands:

The practice o f  betro thal, asking, engagem ent, paym ent o f  brideprice, exchange o f  gifts

and food and o ther cerem onies are all part and parcel o f  th e  process o f  m arrying in

Solom on Islands.522 (E m p h a s is  a d d e d ).

The precise moment at which a marriage becomes valid may be unimportant in customary 

societies and instances where proof of marriage was necessary would be rare. Public recognition 

of the couple as a man and wife would be crucial but pinpointing the exact time it was extended 

might prove difficult and in any event not assume much significance. In modem society with its 

complex far-ranging statute law defining the precise time of marriage or whether or not a 

marriage is recognised as valid is invariably critical. Much modem statute law is dependent on 

marital status. Two post-independence decisions illustrate this. In Balou v Kokosi ” Jthe 

Magistrate’s Court had granted the wife various orders under the Affiliation Separation and 

Maintenance Act 1971. Section 10 of that Act provides that: ‘Any married woman ...may apply to 

the court for an order or orders under the provisions of this part. ’

The wife maintained and the husband did not dispute that their marriage was customary only. On 

appeal to the High Court Counsel for the husband argued that the Magistrate had no jurisdiction 

to entertain the application in cases where the wife was a 'custom wife' only and the customary 

marriage had not been registered. The appellant's contention was that since the Act provided for 

the registration of customary marriage, only those marriages that were so registered were

521 Douglas L Oliver in his A Solomon Island Society: Kinship and Leadership Among the Siuai o f  Bouganville Beacon 
Press and Harvard University Press Boston 1967 demonstrates the complex nature o f customary marriage at 140-163.
522 See Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 8 noting that ‘.. .customary marriage may appear more of 
a process than an event, and it may be difficult to pinpoint a precise time when the relationship becomes a marriage.’ 
The judgment in Rebitai v Chow and Others [2002] 4 LRC 226 endorses this comment.
523 (1982) SILR 94.
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furnished with formal validity for the purpose of allowing jurisdiction under the 1971 Act. Thus, 

it was claimed that in the absence of such registration the wife was not 'a married woman1 in 

terms o f the legislation. Daly CJ had little problem in holding, after a detailed examination of the 

Act, that it clearly recognised customary marriages as valid and it followed that in the absence of 

any definition excluding them that female parties to them were married women. He found cogent 

support for his interpretation of the Act in the adoption of customary law as part of the applicable 

law by virtue of paragraph 3 (3) of Schedule 3 of the Constitution.524

The decision highlights the proposition that the interpretation of legislation may change as social 

conditions are transformed. The provisions of the Constitution crystallise the Chief Justice's 

reasoning but there must be some doubt as to whether or not the Act originally intended to 

include women in customary marriages in the term 'married woman.' The original legislation525 

the 1971 Act replaced was enacted in 1961 when thought might not have been given to providing 

a maintenance relief mechanism for those living traditionally in customary marriages.

Proving a customary marriage, the meaning o f  ‘Islander’ and choice o f  law issues

Edwards v Edwards526 is significant as it not only tackled the complexities of proving a 

customary marriage but also resolved lingering doubts as to who were 'Islanders.’ The applicant 

Veronica Edwards applied to the High Court to be joined as co-administratrix with the respondent 

of the estate of Victor Edwards maintaining that she was his lawful widow, having married him in 

Kiribati custom. The respondent Carol Edwards was a daughter of the deceased from his first 

marriage that had been dissolved by decree of divorce. She opposed the application on the 

grounds that the applicant was not the deceased’s lawful widow maintaining that the averred 

marriage, even if it could be established as valid in Kiribati custom, should not be recognised by 

the courts of Solomon Islands. Her claim asserted that the court could only take cognisance of the 

customary law of the indigenous people of Solomon Islands and not the custom of other Pacific 

islanders who might be resident, or have settled, in Solomon Islands.

524 The Papua New Guinea case o f Darusil Kuang v Eliab Tovivil (1969-70) P & NGLR 22, cited in argument by the 
appellant’s Counsel, offers an interesting comparative. See also the instructive comment on the case by F Kassam 
'When is a Customary Law Marriage not Customary in Papua New Guinea?' 1972 1(3) Melanesian U  92.
525 The Magistrates ’ Court Act 1961, now Cap 20.
526 HCCC 312 o f 1995. Discussed further at 56 above.
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The applicant adduced evidence that although there had been no formal marriage ceremony 

between her and the deceased, Kiribati custom accepted that if the parties loved each other the 

man could approach the woman's parents and ask for their consent to marry their daughter. If 

consent were granted, a food party or feast would be held with friends and relatives in attendance. 

Thereafter the couple was deemed married in custom and could live together as husband and 

wife. The applicant attested that this was done and that she and the deceased had had four 

children between 1985 and 1991. Her witness confirmed the customary practice outlined and that 

she had attended the food party. She added that following the party it was usual for the couple to 

attend at church or the Magistrate's Court for a formal ceremony of marriage but said that even if 

this was not done the marriage was still accepted in custom.

The customaiy procedure outlined appears remarkably informal but was unchallenged by the 

respondent and on the evidence adduced Palmer J declared that:

O n th e  balance o f  probability , I am  satisfied  tha t a valid  custom ary m arriage has been 

celebrated  betw een the parties, and tha t in law  it w as also  valid.

The respondent’s contention that the custom applicable in Solomon Islands was restricted to that 

practiced by indigenous islanders received meticulous analysis by the Judge. He reviewed the 

constitutional provisions and concluded that:

.. .the defin ition  o f  'custom ary law ' should  no t be read restrictively, bu t ra ther should  be 

seen as rem edial in its application  and g iven a fair, w ide and liberal in terpretation .

Curiously neither Counsel nor the Judge referred to section 17(1) of the Interpretation and 

General Provisions Act 1987. This permits a simple solution to the problem, not involving 

recourse to the Constitution, prescribing that indigenous Kiribati living in Solomon Islands in 

their customary mode of life are 'Islanders' and accordingly their custom falls within the ambit of 

section 4 of the A ct Problems may of course arise where the parties are not ‘living in their 

customary mode of life.’527 Palmer J noted the irony that the variation of terminology from 

'native' to 'Islander' unwittingly widened the category of persons enveloped by the legislation. As 

he observed the term 'native' is precise and restrictive, that of 'Islander', generic and extensive.

527 The customary mode o f life test does not apply to indigenous Islanders: see 146-147 above.
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The ruling that customary law includes the custom of non-indigenous Solomon Islanders who 

have settled in the country raises fascinating scenarios. Problems associated with the formation of 

a customary marriage are unavoidable where customs within indigenous groups vary. Which 

custom is to determine the formalities? Within Melanesian society these difficulties may be 

minimal and surmountable by agreement reached after relatively painless negotiation but are the 

determining customs easily reconcilable where the parties may be Melanesian and Micronesian. It 

seems from Edwards that bride price is not a prerequisite of the marriage process in Kiribati 

custom and yet in Melanesia it is ubiquitous. Some satisfactory accommodation would probably 

have to be reached by bargaining to accord public recognition to a marriage where there was a 

deep gulf between customs.

A major problem emanating from a dual marriage structure stems from the fundamental 

difference in character between customary and non-customary unions. The latter are enveloped 

by a legal philosophy steeped in individual rights whilst the former are embedded in a societal 

structure based on inter-familial and inter-clan loyalties and obligations. In custom, 

interdependence of the couple within a wider familial matrix is a guiding tenet; in 'state' marriage, 

the independence of the couple as a discrete unit is fundamental. The genus of marriage 

determines what can be termed the 'proper law' of the marriage and, as we shall see, this is crucial 

in divorce and related ancillary issues.

The registration o f  customary marriages

The Act decrees that parties to a customary marriage who register their union, or as is commonly 

the case, parties who marry under the Act, but who contemporaneously celebrate a customary 

union, assume a matrimonial law regime based on imported law. However nothing in the Act or 

any other law provides that this regime extends to parties other than the spouses. Consequently, in 

the event of dissolution of the marriage by divorce, it is submitted that customary law rules would 

apply with reference to any dispute between the respective families over the possible return of the 

bride price.

It is also suggested, in respect of such marriages, that custom should be accorded at least equal 

standing with the formal rules in situations tangentially linked to the marriage but where the 

spouses are not directly involved. One example would be the resolution of a custody dispute in 

respect of children of a marriage where the parents are dead or otherwise unable or incapable of
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looking after them. The benefits conferred by a code of mandatory registration of customary 

marriages expose a contentious issue. The United Nations Convention on the Elimination o f  All 

Forms o f  Discrimination against Women 1979528 supports the compulsory registration of all 

marriages.529 There are convincing grounds for claiming registration furnishes women with the 

two advantages of ease of proof o f the marriage, and automatic access to the protective mantle of 

statute law on issues such as custody, matrimonial property, maintenance and domestic violence. 

A full and interesting discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of compulsory registration with a 

comparative review is contained in the Solomon Islands Law Reform Commission’s Working 

Paper on Marriage 1997.530 The Paper also makes the convincing practical point that in 

developing nations with limited resources, isolated outposts of population and a poor 

communications infrastructure, effective registration to any realistic level is not feasible. Even the 

simple matter o f maintaining adequate supplies of the prescribed forms is often problematical.

Further, any regime that delegitimises and stigmatises unregistered customary marriages is 

unsupportable as it would remove from them the legitimacy they enjoy in custom. This could 

have unwarranted effects by, for example, rendering children illegitimate. The present voluntary 

code for registration is defective in that it requires both spouses to attend and complete the 

prescribed formalities. An obdurate party can prevent registration and the benefits that 

registration may confer and a regime where the marriage can be registered at the instance of one 

party is to be preferred.531 The Solomon Islands Family Support Centre advocates that women 

should press for registration of their custom marriages so that the marriage can only be terminated 

under the Islanders ’ Divorce Act.532

The code of voluntaiy registration afforded by section 18 of the Act is an 'opting-in' provision. In 

theory one might argue that parties who elect to register and thus opt out of the customary regime 

should be granted the reciprocal right to opt out of the statutory regime if that is the genuine wish 

o f both of them but this is clearly not permitted.

528 Solomon Islands only recently became a State Party to the Convention; Vanuatu has ratified it some years ago: for 
full details see n 29 at 13 above.
529 Article 16(2) enjoins States Parties to ‘...to  make the registration of marriages in an official registry compulsory.’
530 At 29-45. '
531 The South African Law Commission in its 1998 Discussion Paper No. 74 (Project 90) The Harmonisation o f  the 
Common Law and the Indigenous Law: Customary Marriages, makes a similar recommendation.
532 Their legal education pamphlets on Marriage and Matrimonial Property both urge registration. These form part of a 
useful series o f pamphlets under the banner Legal Literacy fo r  Women: Know Your Rights. Preparation of the 
pamphlets was funded by, and they were published in 1997/8 under the auspices of, the UK Pacific Regional Human 
Rights Education Resource Team.
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Capacity to marry

This is primarily governed by section 10(1) of the Act, which stipulates that both parties to the 

marriage must have ‘attained the age of fifteen years.’ This restriction only applies to a marriage 

‘...celebrated under this A ct....’ Since customary marriages are celebrated outside the statutory 

fold they remain untouched by this injunction and the age of capacity would be determined in 

accordance with customary practice. Bennett suggests, admittedly in an African context, that in 

custom capacity is indicated by the attainment of physical maturity.533 If this is so then a marriage 

where one or both parties are under 15 may well be valid in custom.

Parties under the age of eighteen years who wish to contract a statutory marriage require the 

consent of ‘the father, or if he be dead or of unsound mind or absent from the district, of the 

mother...’ This provision furnishes another example of patriarchal influence in the legal structure. 

The statutory ages for both capacity and age for requiring parental consent are low and probably 

reflecting the reality of customary life. At common law534 and Roman law the age was 14 for 

males, 12 for females, indicative of the physical norm. Notably section 10(3) empowers a 

Magistrate to give consent if  there is no father, mother or guardian but provides no appeal 

mechanism against an unreasonable refusal of consent by a recalcitrant parent or guardian. In 

custom the permission and approval of senior male relatives would be required before a wedding. 

In the absence of research it is impossible to state at what age a party could marry in custom 

without this consent. Indeed it may be that a recognised customary marriage without the blessing 

of those in authority was impossible whatever the age of the parties.535

Consent in the context of girl brides intensely concerned early missionaries. It is doubtful if 

forced marriage was widespread in customary societies.536 Such societies were dominated by the 

need to maintain harmony and prevent discord and therefore compelling a potentially miserable 

marriage would be avoided. The matter has not been considered judicially but if an instance was 

brought before the court it is unlikely that the court would sanction a match that was tainted with 

compulsion.

533 Bennett, Sourcebook 1991 at 174.
534 Arnold v Earle (1758) 2 Lee 529. Although I have used the term ‘common law’ the relevant law relating to marriage 
was ecclesiastical.
535 South African Law Commission Discussion Paper n 531 at 156 above. The Commission comments that as social 
and economic power moves from seniors to juniors the elders control over marriage will be lessened.
536 However see Public Prosecutor v Presley Silas (1989-94) 2 VLR 659 detailing the attempt to foist marriage to an 
older man on an unwilling young girl
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‘M ixed’ marriages and Rebitai v Chow and Others537

Mixed marriages, in this context, marriages between Islanders and non-islanders, can be formally 

celebrated under the 1893 and 1907 Orders.538 Until the recent decision in the above case the 

question of whether or not an Islander could enter into a customary' marriage with a non-islander 

was unanswered. The decision has added significance because of judicial comment on the 

preliminaries to a customary marriage.

The facts of the case were fairly involved. The plaintiff was an indigenous Islander from Makira 

and the first defendant, Francis Chow, was of Chinese descent but had been bom in Solomon 

Islands. The parties met in 1971 and began to live together at the plaintiffs family home in 1972 

but did not marry because, according to the plaintiff, his parents were racist and disapproved of 

their relationship. In 1974 his parents arranged a Chinese bride for him and he went to Hong 

Kong to marry her. He returned with his wife to Solomon Islands but left her with his parents and 

went back to live with the plaintiff. He was ostracised by his parents for this rejection and when 

the plaintiff took up a job on Makira, the first defendant joined her there. They stayed there for 

about a year during which time their second child was bom. His marriage to his Chinese wife was 

dissolved by the Solomon Islands High Court in December 1975 and upon learning that she had 

returned to Hong Kong the parties moved back to Honiara. They continued to live there together 

until 1996 and had five children.

The plaintiff admitted that no bride price had ever been paid because the first defendant had no 

money and she also admitted that no customary ceremony had taken place. However she 

maintained that they were married in custom because their living together was accepted as a 

custom marriage by her parents and her community. Her expert witness deposed that to cement a 

customary marriage certain preliminary ceremonies, such as payment of a bride price and the 

exchange of food and gifts, usually took place. However he stated that in modem times changing 

life and cultural patterns had modified traditional practice and that the critical factor was the 

acceptance of the relationship by her parents and the community at large.

537 [2002] 4 LRC 226 and at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil). For the position in PNG see Jessep and 
Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 10-11.
538 Mahlon v Mahlon: Reid v Reid. (1984) SILR 86. See n 512 at 147 above for comment on the Orders.
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The first defendant denied that the existence of a valid custom marriage. His first contention was 

that as a matter of law he, as a person of Chinese descent, could not marry in custom. He 

maintained that section 4539 of the Act only provided for custom marriage between Islanders. The 

Judge did not answer this proposition directly but said he could find no custom that prohibited a 

customary marriage between an indigene and a person of another race. Nevertheless if section 4 is 

scrutinised it is permissive rather than prohibitive. In other words it allows Islanders to marry in 

custom but nowhere bars non-islanders from doing so. The first defendant went on to challenge 

the validity of the alleged marriage on the grounds that the requirements of custom had not been 

observed. His expert witness deposed that in the applicable Arosi custom certain stages were 

essential to a custom marriage. These were:

• asking for the bride and obtaining consent for the marriage;

• the giving of the engagement or commitment payment, normally custom shell money, but 

nowadays this might include cash payments;

• following this stage the parties might live together and have children;

• the holding of a marriage feast called ‘h a ’ahe’iwai’ which was the final stage where the 

bride’s party brings food and pigs to be exchanged for money from the groom family.

The witness claimed that because no ‘ha ’ahe ’iwai ’ feast had been held the marriage relationship 

was not complete in custom and it could be terminated at any time without anyone raising an 

issue.

Judge Kabui commented that this expert evidence did not say that the absence of the custom feast 

rendered the marriage invalid and went on to note that:

W hat he [the custom  expert] did say how ever w as tha t such m arriage could  term inate  for 

the reason o f  the om ission o f  the feast (the h a ’ake’iwa) [sic]. In o ther w ords, the w ife 

could choose to  w ithdraw  from  the m arriage at som e stage in her m arried  life. This 

evidence does not really answ er the question o f  valid ity  o r o therw ise o f  the m arriage in 

custom  in th is case.

This logic is somewhat evasive and disingenuous. If the lack of the feast permitted a party to 

withdraw from the relationship without any legal consequences this is exactly what the first

539 Set out at 147 above.
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defendant was now trying to do. The expert evidence affirmed that the failure to have a custom 

feast effectually meant no proper marriage existed in custom and the parties were not man and 

wife. This contention is akin to the failure to comply with formal requirements in western law 

which render the marriage void for want ‘of due form.’ Judicial hairsplitting over the precise 

wording o f the expert evidence cannot escape the argument that in custom the relationship was 

incomplete and not a recognised marriage.

The Judge may have been on firmer ground in holding that, in modem times, the need for precise 

adherence to formal tradition was less important than hitherto. In this case it is difficult to see 

how a traditional ceremony such as the ‘ha ’ahe ’iwai ’ could have taken place when one party to 

the relationship had no customary links. The Judge noted generally that the requirements for a 

valid customary marriage varied from community to community but key factors were that 

customary marriage could not be a secret affair and that some form of preliminary negotiation 

and payment of bride price and exchange of gifts usually took place. He commented that ‘The 

most important thing is that the parties have agreed to live together as husband and wife and is 

[sic] accepted by their families and relatives.’540 Whilst the approval of both families would be 

axiomatic in the run of the mill case, it was obviously inapplicable on the present facts since such 

evidence as there was suggested that his parents disapproved of his choice of partner.

The Judge viewed the critical factors in the case as:

• the parties had agreed to live together as husband and wife;

• this agreement was confirmed by their living together for 24 years and having children and 

grandchildren;

• the family and relatives of the plaintiff accepted the first defendant into their community and 

regarded the parties as married.

He also stressed that customary law, like western law, presumed resolutely in favour of marriage. 

He was keen to avoid the bastardisation of children and so dislocate them from their customary 

land rights and ruled the parties were married in custom. In principle it is submitted that this is 

correct and there should be no objection to the recognition of such a marriage if all the necessary

540 At 6. See McRae ‘Reform o f Family Law in PNG’ (1982) at 133 for confirmation o f the importance o f community 
and kin acceptance.
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customary formalities are observed and the custom of the Islander party permitted such a 

marriage. Such a union is nowhere prohibited by statute.541

Divorce and Dissolution

Complementing the non-unified and disparate law regimes relating to the formation of marriage 

is a tripartite system for the dissolution of unions other than by death. Customary marriages have 

one regime, those under the Act between Islanders another and those where one party is not an 

Islander yet a third. If the parties are satisfied with the regime applicable to them then the 

plurality of the dissolution methods presents little difficulty. It is axiomatic that as long as the law 

recognises differing forms of marriage then diverse regimes of divorce law must remain.542

A primary drawback o f plural regimes is that one or more of them may not provide an adequate 

remedial structure, particularly for ancillary relief. Any deficiencies will generally operate to the 

detriment of women, as they are most likely to require a comprehensive range of remedies.

The three legal regimes that apply to divorce are customary, the Islanders ’ Divorce Act (Cap 170) 

(in this part ‘the Act’)543 and the English Matrimonial Causes Act 1950. In its general provisions 

the Act’s provenance is that of the English statutory law circa 1960 and in consequence it is 

largely in harmony with the 1950 English Act.544 The English legislation will only be considered 

separately where the provisions of the two laws differ. Divorce is often employed as a generic 

term to cover dissolution of unions other than by death. However, although it has a strict legal 

meaning, unless a specific issue requires separate analysis, it is simpler to employ the term 

‘divorce’ to include nullity and judicial separation.

541 Allott in his New Essays 1970 discusses the general principles at 233 et seq. The Kenyan decision in Re Howison's 
Application [1959] E.A. 568 supports this view. There an 18 year-old girl with a Scottish domicile of origin went to 
Kenya, converted to Islam and married under Mohammedan law. Her mother unsuccessfully challenged the validity of 
the union.
542 A key recommendation of the September 1997 Working Paper o f the Solomon Islands Law Reform Commission on 
the Law o f Marriage advocates the repeal o f the existing marriage laws and their replacement by a single formal 
marriage law applicable to all. Some duality would continue as both state and customary marriages would be allowed.
543 Originally the Native Divorce Ordinance. No 9 o f 1960.
544 For example the Act provides for the petitioner’s own adultery to be a discretionary bar to relief and thus 
necessitates the embarrassing process o f obtaining, and presenting to the judge in a sealed envelope, details o f the 
petitioner’s own adultery. Section 18(1) gives the husband, but not the wife, the right to claim damages for adultery 
against a co-respondent. It is doubtful if this section is now valid in view of the non-discrimination provisions of the 
Constitution
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In any debate on marriage termination it is pertinent to remember that only upon the onset of 

marital difficulties does the question of the parties’ rights require definition. During the day-to- 

day subsistence of the marriage these rights lie dormant and in hibernation.

Interpretation o f  section 4 o f  the Act

The primary provision is section 4 and reads:

W hen tw o Islanders have been m arried by the custom  o f  Islanders, and such m arriage has 

n o t been registered  in accordance w ith section  18 o f  the Is landers’ M arriage A ct, the 

m arriage m ay only be dissolved, annulled or separation  ordered in  accordance w ith the 

custom  o f  Islanders.

The section is disarmingly straightforward and no doubt in many situations presents no problems. 

However three separate, major questions arise.

Firstly, in customary marriages, does the customary law model apply only to the divorce strictu 

sensu or is it also applicable to disputes relating to custody of children, maintenance and the 

division of matrimonial property? No interpretative assistance is to be gleaned from the preamble 

or other extrinsic construction aids to resolve this dilemma. It is submitted that the phrase; ‘the 

marriage may only be dissolved, annulled or separation ordered in accordance with the custom of 

Islanders’ might sensibly be construed as limiting the application of customary law to the actual 

termination of the marriage. Had the legislature intended to prescribe a wider applicability for 

customary law, so that it governed all disputes relating to the marriage, more precise phraseology 

would have been preferable specifically certifying that customary law was to apply to all ancillary 

issues relating to the cessation of customary marriages.

A counterweight to this view lies in the following proposition: if  the section does not impose a 

customary order on all ancillary matters then under what jurisdictional cover can spouses in 

customary marriages seek relief? If all matters relating to the termination are not to be resolved 

by customary rules some alternative statutory structure must exist to enable customary spouses to 

seek relief. In the absence of such a structure the inference must be that custom governs all 

aspects of disputation arising from the marriage. As we shall discover adequate means are
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available to pursue custody disputes and, in certain circumstances, claim maintenance but it is 

problematic if other relief is strictly obtainable.545

An additional flaw to the restrictive interpretation is that it ignores the likelihood that the framers 

of the Act probably never contemplated the problem at all. At the time the Act was first 

promulgated the vast majority of Islanders in customary marriages undoubtedly lived in a 

subsistence economy in small-scale closely-knit villages where issues of property settlement and 

maintenance would be irrelevant. On a break-up there would be no property to distribute and in 

custom the wife would be likely to return to and be supported by her clan and kinfolk. Custody 

concerns would be determined in accordance with custom norms. It may well have been the 

intention that ancillary issues arising from the dissolution of a customary marriage should be 

resolved under the canvas of customary law only. If the ethos of contemporary policy was non

interference in the applicability of custom to purely customary issues in the personal sphere this 

proposition receives added weight.546 In custom, marriage and divorce are essentially private 

matters outside the ambit of public state regulation.547 This represents a distinguishing marker 

from western law structures where both marriage and its termination are under the aegis and 

control of the state.548

Another factor adding support to the interpretation that section 4 intended to keep customary 

disputes on dissolution away from the umbrella of statutory norms is that customary marriage is 

intrinsically different from the western marriage model. If it is inherently a union of two families 

or kin groups and not individuals why would a regime designed and fitted for the latter be 

appropriate for the former? Therefore, the matrices and ideologies of received law are not always 

readily transplanted to govern traditional marriage where, in the event of a breakdown, 

negotiation between the parties and their families settles the ancillary issues.549 In western 

regimes these are often resolved by protracted, discordant litigation under the complex rules of a

545 As already noted the ruling in Balou v Kokosi (1982) SILR 94 provides an avenue for relief in the Magistrate’s 
Court under the Affiliation Separation and Maintenance Act but the difficulty for women in customary marriages with 
regard to ancillary property relief remains a pressing concern.
540 Elias in British Colonial Law 1962 at 144, commenting on similar legislation in Africa, asserts that ’All the normal 
incidents o f customary marriages, e.g., divorce, custody of children, succession and inheritance, etc., are governed by 
the rules o f the traditional law concerned.’
547 The terms ’public’ and ‘private’ are employed in the sense of the classical liberal paradigm. For an excellent 
discussion of feminist views on the public/private dichotomy; see Margaret Thornton (ed) Public and Private: Feminist 
Legal Debates Oxford UP 1995.
548 In western jurisdictions the state now even intervenes and provides relief structures for those in de facto
relationships or ‘common law marriages’: De Facto Relationship Act 1999 No 93 o f 1999 (Tasmania).
549 These issues will often not be personal at all; a  primary concern is likely to be negotiations for the return o f at least
some part o f the bride price.
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state regulated system. No figures on the extent of customary marriage breakdown are available 

although anecdotal evidence strongly suggests that at the moment such marriages are 

considerably more durable than non-customary unions.550 In customaiy law dissolution is extra

judicial and the rules governing it favour family imperatives that are invariably controlled by 

males. This extra-judicial character of customary resolution buoys the assertion that section 4 was 

envisaged as endorsing a customary regime as applicable to any issue associated with the collapse 

of the relationship.

Secondly, the adoption of the terms 'dissolution,' 'annulled' and 'separation ordered' sadly indicate 

a lack of awareness of the ethos and reality of custom. The terms incorporate the western notion 

that marriage is ended at a precise moment by some official body endowed with the authority to 

terminate it. This notion holds no validity with respect to the finalisation of a customary marriage. 

We observed that in custom the formation of a marriage is a gradual process that may take time to 

be completed and that it may be impossible to fix with any accuracy the moment a marriage is 

regarded as concluded. Similarly the ending o f a customary marriage will not be marked by an 

explicit order or decree.

'Divorce,' as a concept in common law jurisdictions, has a precise meaning but probably has no 

parallel counterpart in custom. The process that leads to the public acceptance of a marriage 

breakdown in custom may be complex and protracted. It may involve negotiation over bride price 

repayment, the residence of the children and general compensation for wrongs. The behaviour of 

a party may be a factor but the specific 'grounds' for divorce that must be proved in state systems 

are more than likely not pivotal to the ending of a customary marriage. The relationship and its 

problems will be considered in a wider familial context.551

Defining the exact time when it can be safely asserted that a marriage has ended may not assume 

the same significance in custom as it does in the formal law where the party's status will be

550 Jolly notes that ‘Divorce is very rare in South Pentecost...’ Women o f  the Place at 123. See also Susan Farran ‘What 
is the Matrimonial Property Regime in Vanuatu’ (2001) 5 JSPL Working Paper No 4 where she notes ‘Because 
marriage is a complex arrangement involving more than just the two individuals, local research suggests that customary 
divorce is rare. Pressure from family and the elders or Chiefs will ensure that despite domestic difficulties the couple 
stay together, if not for their own benefit then at least for the children.’ Figures on divorce for ‘formal’ marriages 
suggest that divorce is rare in Solomon Islands. Between January 1997 and June 2001 only 46 divorce petitions had 
been filed in the Solomon Islands High Court and not all o f these would have involved Islanders: personal e-mail to the 
author on 4 July 2001 from David Chetwynd, Registrar, High Court.
551 See the example outlined at 53-4 in AL Epstein 'Procedure in the Study o f Customary Law' (1970) 1(1) Melanesia 
L J  51 and Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 58-9.
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critical in a whole host of situations. Balou v Kokosi552 furnishes one telling example. It will be 

recalled that the Court determined that a wife in a customary marriage was 'a married woman' for 

the purpose of lodging a complaint under the Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance Act 1971. 

A wife's marital status at the date of complaint is crucial. What if  her husband alleges that in 

custom they are divorced? Is the court then compelled to undertake an investigation of the 

relevant custom or customs to ascertain the exact marital rank of the parties?553

Finally, in the event of a marital breakdown if the parties are governed by different customary 

regimes which one is to regulate the breakdown? This is another problem probably unconsidered 

when the section was drafted. Then many, if not most marriages, would have been between 

parties whose families were guided by a common custom. Consequently the problem would 

rarely surface. With increased population mobility ‘mixed’ unions are now widespread: hence 

internal conflict of laws issues are bound to become increasingly prevalent.

There is no known local judicial guidance as to how such issues will be resolved. The courts will 

no doubt try to identify common elements o f custom if possible but in situations where one party 

alleges that the marriage subsists but the other spouse maintains it does not, tricky dilemmas 

confront the courts.554

The contention that section 4 applies to divorce alone has some support from the authorities. The 

courts have applied non-customary principles in determining custody questions in relation to 

customary only marriages555 and as noted have held that ‘a married woman’ for the purpose of the 

Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance Act 1971 includes a woman in an unregistered 

customary union.556 Where there is misconduct women in customary marriages are entitled to 

seek matrimonial relief under the 1971 Act by way of orders for maintenance, custody of 

children,557 separation and non-cohabitation.

552 (1982) SILR 94.
553 Other instances where the precise status o f a party is vital are for inheritance or lodging claims for family provision 
under the Wills, Probate and Administration Act 1987 and claims for compensation as a dependent spouse or widow 
under the Workers Compensation Act 1952 (Cap 78) or the Fatal Accidents Acts (UK).
5 54Kere v Timon (1990) PNGLR 106 affords a pragmatic solution to such issues adopting a broad concept o f fairness.
555 This topic, crucial in the divide between the legal orders, is examined fiillv later the next chapter.
556 In Balou v Kokosi (1982) SILR 94.
557 If misconduct cannot be established section 19(c) o f the Magistrates' Courts Act empowers the courts; ‘to appoint 
guardians o f infants and to make orders for the custody of infants.’
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Further, the Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance (Amendment) Act 1992 affords a procedure 

for obtaining wide-ranging protection orders for spouses where domestic violence is established. 

In addition, section 12A(2) of the 1992 Act provides for the termination of maintenance orders in 

favour of the wife on her remarriage. Invoking the authority of Balou v Kokosi558 this must 

include a customary remarriage.

Maintenance and Property Division

Unregistered customary marriages

This arena still poses major problems for spouses who, in reality, will be wives. These centre on 

matrimonial property division.559 No statutory provision grants the right to claim for a share of 

matrimonial property or a lump sum and courts possess no inherent jurisdiction to intervene, as 

matrimonial property claims are a statutory creation. The only possible regime under which relief 

can be pursued is that of section 17 of the Married Women’s Property Act 1882, applying as a 

United Kingdom Act of general application.

Invoking this Act imposes a difficult burden on the wife. She must establish an actual existing 

property right, as the Act does not allocate the court any authority to create rights.560 Current 

authority561 suggests that a woman in an unregistered customary marriage will be 'a married 

woman' for the purpose of the 1882 Act. The contrary view that such an Act could never have 

been intended to apply to customary marriages, because the nature of its provisions were 

designed for conditions in England in late Victorian times, would have some supporters. The 

issue has yet to be judicially tested. Until adequate legislation is enacted to establish proper 

channels to attain matrimonial property relief hopefully the courts will apply the 1882 Act 

liberally.

Traditionally, property division would have presented only minor problems; the parties owning 

little in the way of assets of any divisible value. Property resources would comprise pots, pans, 

utensils, livestock and the growing produce in gardens and any dispute in respect of such property

558 (1982) SILR 94.
559 If misconduct can be established they can claim maintenance: Balou v Kokosi (1982) SILR 94.
560 Pettitt v Pettitt (1970) AC 111, approved and followed locally in Tavake v Tavake, HCCC 280 o f 1996, judgment 19 
August 1998.
561 Balou v Kokosi (1982) SILR 94.
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would be resolved in the local court on customary principles. These would not in general terms be 

generous to a wife.562 The issue assumes a more serious aspect in modem society. The last two 

decades have witnessed a surge of economic growth and the consequent acquisition of substantial 

wealth by entrepreneurs. If they acquire houses, motor vehicles, expensive consumer goods and 

tangible assets how is a wife to gain a fair share of these on a divorce? The legislative blanket of 

the 1882 Act, or resorting to the doctrine of a constructive trust where the wife has contributed to 

the success of a venture or the acquisition of an asset, seem the only possible avenues. No record 

exists yet on the judicial attitude to such a claim by a wife in an unregistered customary marriage 

but as we shall soon observe the courts have adopted a bold approach to property division in state 

marriages premised on an equality of division.563

Claims against customary land

A species of property of particular significance is that of customary land. A fundamental canon of 

customary land tenure is that interests in it cannot be individual, but only communal or group. 

Hence, it is impossible to define or isolate an individual line member’s interest. The value of a 

joint interest under introduced law is always capable of assessment but no easy methodology 

exists for evaluating a share in customary land.

Indeed the whole concept of attempting to do so would be alien to customary law. Whilst this 

would not cause debate when such land was utilised traditionally, the past twenty years have seen 

a rapid move towards the economic exploitation of customary land. The result has been the 

payment of sizeable royalties for the extraction of valuable tropical hardwoods and, more 

recently, minerals. How these sums are divisible may vary. Anecdotal evidence advises that in 

some areas royalties are divided between line members. In principle treating them as a species of 

matrimonial property, subject to claims by the wife, seems reasonable. However, allotting the 

wife a sum in respect of unexploited customary land seems fraught with complication. How is the 

land to be valued? How is the extent of any interest in it of the husband to be ascertained? Even if 

a sum was awarded how would the husband raise the funds?

56“ See Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 102-3 citing evidence and judicial comment that male 
dominance is omnipresent.
563 The difficulty reinforces the soundness of the advice by women's groups noted at n 532 at 156 above to register a 
customary marriage.
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It is anomalous and unjustifiable that ‘customary only’ wives seem able to access state judicial 

forums to obtain relief in some areas but not in others and only a widely expressed statutory 

charter of modes of seeking relief can rectify the current lack o f available remedies. No cogent 

excuse for the present denial of redress, or leaving relief to be fashioned by judicial creativity, can 

be put forward.

Maintaining that marriage under a customary regime is an unconditional submission to the rules 

of the regime is facile. Such a contention overlooks not only the reality that marrying parties do 

not consider issues of dissolution at the union’s inception, but also the basic human women’s 

rights concerns which cannot be foregone by the form of the marriage.564 That the position is 

untenable is illustrated by the plight of women in customary marriages who might wish to register 

them but are faced by the obdurate refusal of the husband to do so. For such a refusal to penalise 

the wife and operate to her prejudice by relegating her to a legal footing inferior to ‘state’ wives 

exposes the feebleness of the present order.

Formal marriages and registered customary marriages

A brief scrutiny of the regime regulating Islanders married, or having had customary unions 

registered, under the Islanders ’ Marriage Act is necessary to record divergences in the reliefs on 

offer. The remedies offered by the Islanders ’ Divorce Act are akin to those available under the 

relevant imported statutory regime applicable as statute of general application as at 1 January 

196 1 565 and will only be discussed if they differ markedly from the local Act’s provisions. 

Section 3 of the Act is the key provision and reads:

T his A ct shall apply only  to  m arriages betw een tw o Islanders w ho have been m arried  by 

a m in is ter o f  religion, o r by a D istrict R egistrar, or under th e  provisions o f  the Pacific 

Islands C ivil M arriages O rder in C ouncil 1907, or w here a m arriage celebrated  in 

accordance w ith  the custom  o f  Islanders has been  registered  in accordance w ith  section 

18 o f  the Is landers’ M arriage A ct, and w here the husband is an Is lander dom iciled  in the 

Solom on Islands and in  such cases the m arriage m ay only be d issolved, annulled  or 

ju d ic ia l separation  ordered by the C ourt as here inafter provided.

564 See generally Article 16 o f CEDAW partially quoted at 224 below. Solomon Islands recently became a State Party 
to the Convention: n 29 at 13 above.
565 The operative date: paragraph 1 of Schedule 3 o f the Constitution. English statute, primarily the Matrimonial 
Causes Act 1950, would govern divorce and associated matters for those marriages where both parties are not Islanders.
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The prescribed grounds for divorce are fault-based and may seem anachronistic but give rise to 

little controversy.566 What does cause concern is the dearth of remedies available for ancillary 

matters. This lack is most notable in the realm of financial relief. The relevant provision, section 

21, at least has the virtue of brevity stating:

In any proceedings for divorce, nullity  or jud ic ia l separation, th e  C ourt m ay m ake such 

orders as appear ju s t and necessary w ith respect to  the custody, m aintenance and 

education  o f  the children, the m arriage o f  w hose parents is th e  subject o f  the proceedings, 

and the m aintenance o f  the w ife.

The section is imperfect and fails to recognise current trends in society since it does not confer 

jurisdiction on the court to make orders for children outside the strict nuclear unit.567

Perhaps a more serious shortcoming is the scant avenues of relief available to wives enabling 

them to secure a reasonable measure of financial protection. In this respect the law is now 

singularly out of alignment with the prevailing reality of property ownership. Many Islanders now 

own registered title to non-customary, often valuable, land. They may also be engaged in a 

variety of business ventures ranging such as commercial fishing, taxi operation or running general 

stores. A burgeoning affluent local middle-class has evolved since the original provision was 

enacted. The assets of this class are commonly solely in the name of the husband.

Joint ownership of the key matrimonial asset, the family home, is on the increase but even in this 

crucially central arena where shared ownership should be the prevailing norm, registration in the 

husband’s name only is still widespread. This scenario theoretically leaves local wives in the 

unenviable legal position western wives were trapped in thirty or forty years ago reduced to 

invoking the aid of equitable doctrines such as the constructive trust to obtain redress.568

566 The Islanders ’ Divorce (Amendment) Act 1998 created the additional ground o f five years continuous separation.
567 It also fails to recognise that Solomon Islands is a State Party to the United Nations Convention on the Rights o f  the 
Child 1989. Solomon Islands acceded to the Convention on the 10 April 1995. Vanuatu formally ratified the 
Convention by an Act o f Parliament in 1992: see n 29 at 13 above.
568 It is pertinent to recall that in England the right to claim a lump sum was only granted by section 5(1) o f the 
Matrimonial Causes Act 1963. The current wide range of orders for financial relief was introduced as late as 1973 by 
the provisions o f section 21 as read with sections 23 and 24 of the Matrimonial Causes Act o f that year. Ironically the 
applicant spouse in Pettitt was the husband. For a review of the 1882 Act and developments in the 20th Century see 
Ruth Deech Matrimonial property and divorce: a century o f  progress? at 245-261 in State, Law, and the Family: 
Critical Perspectives M Freeman (ed), Tavistock Publications, Sweet and Maxwell, London 1984.
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The only formal remedial vehicle under which property claims can be advanced is section 17 of 

the Married Woman’s Property Act 1882. This provision, characterised as procedural only, does 

not give the court power to change defined rights.569 However the courts have implicitly adopted 

it as an Act of general application in an endeavour to import some measure of discretion and 

fairness into property issues.570 Kuper v Kuper,571 where the wife was given a half share in a 

registered estate held in the husband’s name, affords a good example o f this judicial approach and 

is indicative o f a welcome desire to seek an equitable solution. In his judgment Ward CJ begins 

by commenting:

W hilst the Is landers’ D ivorce A ct g ives no guidance on how  such m atters should  be 

decided, I consider it as settled  law  th a t such cases depend on the ir ow n facts and the 

ju risd ic tio n  o f  th e  court is entirely  d iscretionary . W hen decid ing  such m atters th e  court 

should  m ake such order as appears to  be fa ir and ju s t in all the  circum stances.

He continued:

If, w hen considering  m atters o f  m atrim onial property , the court is satisfied  the parties to 

the m arriage had a  particu lar in tention  as to  w hom  it should belong, the court should 

rarely  interfere.

and then concluded:

.. .  in  th e  absence o f  anything to  the contrary, th e  court w ill incline to  the  view  tha t it w as 

in tended to  be jo in t property  and on d isso lu tion  the parties w ill be considered to  have 

equal shares.

It is not stated what ‘settled law’ is relied on. Certainly in 1987 no local authority existed. The 

Chief Justice reaffirmed this stance in Chow v Chow572 declaring:

569 See particularly the leading cases o f Pettitt (1970) AC 777 and Gissing (1971) AC 886. Confirmed locally in Tavake 
v Tavake HCCC 280 of 1996, judgment 19 August 1998.
570 In Tavake v Tavake HCCC 280 o f 1996, judgment 19 August 1998, the Judge expressly stated that it was an Act of 
genera] application and therefore part o f the law o f Solomon Islands.
571 HCCC 12 o f 1987, unreported, judgment 18 November 1988.
57‘ HCCC 215 o f 1990 unreported, judgment 6 May 1991. See also Takaohu v Waihou and Oihanaru HCCC 215 of 
1990, unreported, where he applied the equal shares principle to a ‘custom’ business supplying services to the home 
village where the wife had assisted in its operation.
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In a case such as th is w here the m arriage existed  for som e years and both parties m ade a 

contribu tion  to  the m arriage, I feel in general the property should  be split equally  betw een 

the parties.

Some doubt must be expressed as to the jurisdictional foundation for granting any matrimonial 

property relief under the ambit of section 21 as its terms do not seem to extend beyond the grant 

of maintenance. In this respect the judgment is a bold and pioneering attempt to widen the 

remedies available to spouses and stands as a landmark decision. In Kuper573 the Chief Justice 

sought reliance in his judgment on the English decision o f Rimmer v Rimmer,574 a case decided 

under the 1882 Act, but his judgment does not indicate that the wife had claimed pursuant to that 

statute. Her claim in fact rested on a general prayer for financial relief in her divorce petition.575

The recent decision in Cheon v Cheon,576 illustrates how far the courts have ventured in assuming 

jurisdiction in the absence of any statutory provision. This appropriation of jurisdiction enables 

the courts to offer solutions in matrimonial property matters founded on achieving broad fairness. 

In this case the Judge not only declared invalid a nuptial agreement made between the parties in 

which the wife had surrendered her rights but also adopted a flexible, broad brush approach on 

what was reasonable and gave the wife a lump sum577 or, as an alternative, maintenance.

The recent case of Pusau v Pusau578 saw formal judicial acknowledgment of the jurisdictional 

difficulties when Justice Kabui observed that he was unable to make a ‘clean break’ order as the 

Matrimonial Proceedings and Property Act 1970 (UK) could not apply in Solomon Islands. 

Finding that he could only proceed under the 1882 Act he ordered that the wife be given a half 

share of the former matrimonial home held in the husband’s sole name. He determined he could 

make such an order as the original documents showed that the clear intention of the parties was to 

own the home jointly and the wife had made substantial financial contributions to its purchase.

573 HCCC 12 o f 1997.
574 (1952) 2 AER. 863.
575 Claims under the 1882 Act are made by separate summons not as general prayers for financial relief in a divorce 
petition: a proposition confirmed by the Vanuatu Court o f Appeal in Kong v Kong CACAppC 10 of 1999, unreported, 
judgment 6 December 2000, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court of Appeal (Civil).
576 HCCC 52 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 8 April 1997, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil). 
In Sasago v Sasago HCCC 40 of 89, unreported, judgment 10 April 1991, the Chief Justice shaped bold orders 
transferring property, allowing the wife to stay in the matrimonial home and run and draw income from a family store.
577 The Act refers nowhere to the ordering o f lump sums and as at 1961 no English legislation could have been applied 
as an act o f general application authorising such payments; see n 567. See also Leong v Leong and lro (1990) SILR 66 
where the Chief Justice ordered the payment o f a lump sum of $75,000 but no maintenance for the wife where the 
marriage was o f short duration. Maintenance was ordered for the two children.
578 HCCC 130 o f  1999, unreported, judgment 28 November 1999, recorded at USPILJ. Solomon Islands, High Court, 
(Civil).
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The wife claimed that the whole of the property be transferred to her on the grounds that she was 

sick and could no longer work; had five children of the family living with and dependent on her 

for accommodation and finally that the husband owed her a large sum for unpaid maintenance. 

The Judge acknowledged the strength of the wife’s claim but held that he had no jurisdiction 

other than that under the 1882 legislation and this did not permit him to make the requested order.

In Tavake v Tavake579 the same Judge refused to make any order under the 1882 Act. He found 

that the wife had made no direct financial contribution to the purchase of the matrimonial home 

and that the intention had always been that the husband should be the sole owner o f the property. 

The Judge analysed the modem English case law on claims under the 1882 Act. He concluded 

that although the wife had made regular contributions to general household finances from her 

employment as a nurse and had performed wifely duties for the husband and child of the family 

during the marriage this was not enough under the 1882 Act to give her any proprietary rights.

The Judge made no order in her favour presumably, although this is not expressly stated, because 

he did not possess any jurisdiction to do so under section 21 of the Act. This is clearly a case 

where the lack of jurisdiction severely prejudiced the wife. Had the court possessed wide-ranging 

powers such as those contained in section 21 as read with sections 23 and 24 o f the Matrimonial 

Causes Act 1973 (UK) then financial relief orders could, and surely would, have been granted in 

her favour. Whilst judicial creativity in dispensing fairness is welcomed, the lack of proper 

remedies cannot be supported in principle. It is rendered even more indefensible in Solomon 

Islands as present legislation gives a wider remedial realm to non-islanders580 who invoke, when 

they are able to claim the jurisdiction of the courts,581 the statutes of general application of the 

UK in force on 1 January 1961. This legal regime, whilst outdated, discarded and replaced long 

ago in its country of origin, is some improvement on local legislation.582

579 HCCC 280 o f 19%, judgment 19 August 1998.
580 And Islanders married to non-islanders.
581 Never easy as under the provisions o f the 1950 English Matrimonial Causes Act the petitioner had to establish a 
local domicile or three years continuous residence, a formidable practical hurdle, as the non-islander population was 
transient. The courts have espoused a relatively liberal attitude to proof when a party claimed a change o f domicile. See 
In re V (an infant) (1995-6) SILR 252 and/n  re S, an infant HCCC 169 of 2001, unreported, judgment 31 August 2001, 
recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil), cases concerning the acquisition of a local domicile of 
choice to enable the applicants to adopt a child. In Carr v Carr HCCC 172 of 1997, unreported, judgment 5 September 
1997, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court, (Civil), the Court took a generous view towards establishing a 
local domicile for the purposes o f divorce jurisdiction.
582 Even this improvement is minimal: see n 568 at 169 above. In such cases the court has adopted the equity is equality 
approach advanced in Kuper: see Cheffers v Chejfers HCCC 142 of 1990, unreported, judgment 5 April 1993, recorded 
at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil). In that matter the Judge stated ‘The usual thing to do would be to try 
to bring the parties shares in the distribution of the matrimonial property to an equal basis.’
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The statutory umbrella in Solomon Islands contains a curiously anomalous provision. The 

deficiency of remedies has been noted yet the 1992 Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance 

(Amendment) Act empowers a Magistrate’s Court to make lump sum orders on applications to it 

under the 1971 Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance Act. The High Court lacks any similar 

statutory authority. The relevant portion of section 6 of the 1992 Act amends section 12(1) of the 

1971 parent legislation and empowers the court to make orders (inter alia):

(d) tha t the husband shall pay to  the w ife or to  the court or any th ird  person on her behalf, 

in addition  to  or in lieu o f  periodical paym ents, such lum p sum  as the court, having 

regard to  the m eans o f  the husband and the w ife, considers reasonable in final 

se ttlem en t:...

(e) tha t the husband shall pay to  h is w ife, or to the court or to  any th ird  person on her 

b eh a lf  for the benefit o f  a  child o f  the fam ily to  w hom  the application  relates, o r to  such a 

child, such periodical paym ents, and for such term  as the court, having regard to  the 

m eans o f  both the husband and the  w ife, considers reasonable for each child  o f  the 

m arriage com m itted to  her custody under paragraph (b );

(f) tha t the husband shall pay to  the w ife or the court o r to  any th ird  person on her beha lf 

for the benefit o f  a child  o f  the fam ily to  w hom  the application  relates, o r to such a child, 

such lum p sum  as the court, hav ing  regard to the m eans o f  the husband and the wife 

considers reasonable;

Section 6 goes on to amend the parent Act so that lump sums may also be ordered to enable 

expenses incurred in maintaining the applicant or any child of the family before the making of a 

court order to be recovered. The above provisions are intriguing. Firstly they operate only in 

favour of women. There seems no rationale or justification for a gender specific enactment. This 

gender specificity also extends to the making of maintenance orders, which cannot be ordered in 

favour of a husband.

Secondly paragraphs (e) and (f) curiously refer to ‘a child of the family.’ Does this indicate a 

move towards a more inclusive categorisation of children or is it simply careless drafting? It 

seems the latter as the term is followed by the phrase ‘to whom the application relates.’ And 

paragraph (b) of section 12(1) limits the Court’s power to make custody to ‘any children of the 

marriage,’ a term that is not defined. It is a mystery why the amending statute employs the more 

all-embracing ‘child of the family’ without defining the expression. The mystery is heightened as 

paragraph (e) employs both terms. This confusion may indicate that any presumptive enlarging of
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the category of children was accidental but only judicial pronouncement will settle the ambiguity. 

The expressions ‘child of the family’ and ‘child o f the marriage’ have precise meanings in 

western law models.583 Would the court endorse these? Or in a situation where a customary only 

wife applied could it be argued that the meaning the expression might have in custom should be 

espoused?

So in crucial areas the jurisdiction of the subordinate court exceeds that of its superior. This adds 

fuel to the contention that urgent reform is necessary to harmonise the jurisdiction of the courts 

and modernise the remedial framework. The current state of affairs is dysfunctional, anomalous 

and illogical. Being compelled to tiptoe delicately through a jurisdictional minefield is evidence 

of a pressing necessity for an overhaul of family law.584 A conclusive example lies in another 

noteworthy feature of the 1992 Act. It allocates jurisdiction to the Magistrate’s Court to make 

lump sum orders ‘in final settlement’. The phrase remains undefined. Is it final settlement of any 

claims under that Act or final settlement of all property claims between the parties? Presumably 

the first assessment is to be preferred as it is unclear how a Magistrate’s Court can make any final 

declaration on the parties respective rights.

The protection afforded by the 1971 Act is, as Balou v Kokosi585 illustrates, critical for women in 

unregistered customary marriages. They are deprived o f any avenue of redress in the High Court 

on divorce and therefore any relief the Magistrate’s Court can grant is a welcome additional 

remedy.

Clearly the current structure of the law of marriage and divorce is defective from two crucial 

perspectives. Primarily, a complex order that provides a diffuse and disparate variety o f methods 

of marrying dependent on ethnic and national characteristics is marked as philosophically flawed 

in a newly independent state intent on forging a unified jural model. To then have distinct 

dissolution regimes dependent on the marriage form not only leads to persisting anomalies but to 

injustice to nationals. This is perverse and indefensible and a relict hangover from the ill- 

conceived legislation of the colonial era.

583 The expression 'child o f the marriage’ in its ordinary legal meaning includes a child o f the husband and wife even if 
bom before the marriage or a child adopted by them: In the marriage o f  Cormick; Salmon Respondent (1984) 156 CLR 
170. See also A Dickey Family law (2nd Ed) Law Book Co Melbourne 1990 at 56. The expression ‘child o f the family’ 
seems to be a creation o f English statute law and is defined differently in various Acts. See the examples given in 
Bromley Family Law (4th ed) Butterworths London 1971 at 283-287.
584 For an analysis o f the labyrinthal statutory legacy bequeathed by the colonial authorities in Papua New Guinea in 
this field see O Jessep, ‘Maintenance Jurisdiction in Papua New Guinea.’ (1988) 16 Melanesian LJ  148.
585 (1982) SILR 94.
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The further deficiency is that the present system is out of harmony with developing contemporary 

values. Its immersion in dualism results in the provision of distinct regimes for customary and 

non-customary marriages. This division is fast becoming, and will continue to become, 

outmoded. Customary law as presently constituted and established displays an overwhelmingly 

patriarchal ethos and accordingly is unable to cater for a woman’s proper entitlements on the 

termination of marriage.586 The patriarchy principle permeates from the substantive rules into the 

staffing of the customary institutions587 that resolve disputes on customary issues. Whilst 

customary law and its institutions are not static or inflexible they are probably not able to adjust 

rapidly enough to satisfy modem norms.588 This may not hamper women who are resolute and 

intent on pursuing their rights. When examining the pivotal constitutional issue over the potential 

discord between custom and current rights codes, if  a rule of custom is put forward to the 

disadvantage of women and that rule is discriminatory in itself or in its effect, the courts should 

strike it down as unconstitutional.589

Establishing a uniform system for marriage and divorce is an imperative. However it does not 

follow that any such system should totally sideline customary law since to do so would render the 

suggested new regime unreflective of a sizeable body of cultural opinion and belief. Any 

implementation of a charter of divorce relief derived from imported norms and applied inflexibly 

to all marriages customary or not may be inappropriate.590 Nor might it be successful. Customary 

institutions are resilient and will resist reform that is ill informed or not explained and justified.

Full integration of the dual legal regimes currently operating will present considerable challenges 

for law reformers. It may be that some partial duality will have to remain but, at a minimum, 

some harmonisation of the law of marriage and divorce is long overdue. Perhaps the most testing

586 Even by death. In Sasongo v Beliga (1987) SILR 81 in a dispute over the ownership of porpoise teeth, tafuliae (shell 
money) and pigs following the death of the husband, his brothers argued that in custom the wife had no right to 
property ofher own. See also Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 5 and 13-15.
587 At the time o f writing the Local Courts have always had exclusively male justices: see n 164. The official Local 
Court Handbook 1979 at page 2 contemplates the appointment o f women. When discussing the make-up of such 
courts, it notes with reference to members that ‘Some can be old men, some young, some women, but all good and 
w ise....’. Note that ‘old men’ form a separate category.
588 A study in Tanzania cited in Bennett Sourcebook 1991at 265 revealed that when offered a choice o f traditional or 
non-traditional courts women favoured the latter because they were perceived as offering a better chance of a fair 
settlement. See also the comments o f women’s advocacy groups to the Commission o f  Inquiry on the Courts Sir David 
Beattie Suva Fiji August 1994. A summary o f the reasons for their grave reservations on the reintroduction of Fijian 
‘custom’ courts is contained at 172-174. Basically they perceived customary justice as prejudiced in favour o f men.
589 See 86-88 above. '
590 A possible solution is that adopted in Botswana A flexible approach provides for a modem common law regime to 
be generally applicable with reference to property disputes, but allows the court to apply customary law where for 
example, the mode of life o f the spouses renders it just and equitable to do so. Even this has obvious drawbacks since in 
customary societies the husband will often dictate the mode of life the parties follow.
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problem to be tackled is to provide for the recognition of customary marriages and at the same 

time endeavour to align them with modem standards relating to personal rights and freedoms and 

gender equality.

Vanuatu

Marriage

The Statutory Rules

Marriage in Vanuatu is essentially governed by the Marriage Act 1970 (Cap 60).591 The 

somewhat bizarrely entitled Control o f  Marriage Act 1966 (Cap 45)592 regulates the minimum age 

for marriage and the necessity for consents to proposed unions where one or both of the parties is 

under 2 1.593 Further, the Civil Status (Registration) Act 1970 (Cap 6 1)594 provides for the 

compulsory registration o f all marriages. However the Marriage Act remains the pivotal statutory 

regime relating to the formation and recognition of marriages. These three measures outline a 

classic example of the colonial imposition of a common or civil law pattern on subjects to whom 

such systems are alien. The labelling of the Control o f  Marriage Act is indicative of its purpose of 

strapping customary marriage into the confined straightjacket of a formal framework.

The recognition section of the Marriage Act, section 1, is simplicity itself, decreeing that:

E very m arriage celebrated  after th e  com ing into operation  o f  th is A ct shall be valid  i f  

celebrated-

(a) before  a D istric t R egistrar;

(b) before a m in ister fo r celebrating  m arriages; or

(c) in accordance w ith  custom ; 

and in accordance w ith  th is Act.

In contrast to Solomon Islands celebration in accordance with custom is not sufficient in itself to 

confer validity on the marriage; celebration must also be ‘in accordance with this Act.’ The use of

591 Originally Joint Regulation 16 o f 1970.
592 Originally Joint Regulation 12 o f 1966.
593 Compare Solomon Islands where the permitted age for marriage without consent is 18.
594 Originally Joint Regulation 17 o f 1970. Chronologically this is the Regulation immediately subsequent to the 
Marriage Act and together they create a joint statutory edifice regulating marriage.
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the term ‘celebrate’ is problematic in the context of customary law. Celebration may theoretically 

import a gradual process but the word in the context of marriage implies a distinct seminal event 

making it unsuitable as a descriptive term with reference to customary marriage.

Section 3(4) of the Marriage Act governs the requirements for a valid customary marriage and 

stipulates that:

W henever any person desires to be m arried solely by custom  he shall before th e  m arriage 

m ay be celebrated  fulfil the pre-m arital requirem ents o f  the custom  under w hich he 

desires to  be m arried. A ny person w ish ing  to contest the validity o f  such a m arriage shall 

first p rove tha t these  requirem ents have not been fulfilled.

This regulatory section is an importation of modem European ideology into the formation of 

customary marriages and adds nothing to the existing position in customary law. A distinctive 

mark of customary marriage lies in its public recognition of an alliance between families.595 

Customary law does not sanction private or clandestine unions.596

The phrase ‘the pre-marital requirements of the custom under which he desires to be married.’ 

signals the problem of determining the applicable custom in circumstances where the wife and 

husband are from different areas.597 Can one party choose the custom? Or must it be a joint 

election? It would be strange if one party could impose their will on the applicable custom on the 

other. In any event a party to the marriage would not select the custom to be applied and their 

views as to the formalities would be irrelevant to the ritual protocols to be observed before the 

bestowal of public acceptance on the match.598

The conditions relating to challenges to the validity of the marriage also evince a distinct western 

flavour inappropriate to customary law. In custom the events, ceremonies and negotiations 

leading to marriage are ongoing. The stamp of public acceptance is granted only after the process 

is complete. Generally recognition of the marriage would only be bestowed after completion of a 

process of betrothal and negotiation of the bride price followed by a ceremonial celebration. 

However parties living together may have their relationship recognised as a marriage after a

595 For a colourful account o f the celebratory rituals see Jolly Women o f  the Place 1994 at 129-131.
596 See the introductory comments at 1 o f the Solomon Islands Law Reform Commission: Working Paper on Marriage 
1997 and judicial observation in Rebitai v Chow [2002] 4 LRC 226.
597 See Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 9-10 for commentary and suggestions.
598 Jolly Women o f  the Place 1994 125 and 129-131.
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period of cohabitation, particularly if some form of payment is made.599 Section 3 seems too 

dogmatic to cover the flexibility attending the acceptance of a customary marriage, based as it on 

the inaccurate supposition that customary marriage resembles western forms where instances of 

procedural non-compliance or breach of a statutory prohibition render the union void or voidable. 

Or perhaps the provision is evidence o f a mission by the authorities to compel customary 

marriage to fit the western mould. Undoubtedly the legislative mantle in Vanuatu gives cause to 

suspect that the forced assimilation of customary marriage was deliberate policy. Any recognition 

of customary marriage is so edged with conditions and regulation that it ceases to be purely 

customary but is converted into a form of marriage acceptable to colonial notions.

Compelling evidence o f this proposition and the fussy regulatory nature of the statutory regime in 

Vanuatu concerning customary matches is plain from sections 9,10,15 and 16 o f the Marriage 

Act. To convey the intense bureaucratic flavour of the legislation these sections are detailed in full 

and respectively read:

9 N o m arriage shall be celebrated  in contravention o f  the provisions o f  the C ontrol o f  

M arriage A ct, Cap. 45. E very m arriage shall be celebrated  publicly. A  m arriage 

celebrated  in contravention o f  th is  section  shall be deem ed to  be void.

10 E very custom  m arriage shall be perform ed in a p lace and according to  the form  laid 

dow n by local custom

15 (1) Im m ediately upon the ce lebration  o f  any civil, relig ious, o r custom  m arriage, it 

shall be registered in conform ity  w ith  the p rovisions o f  th e  Civil S tatus A ct. Cap.

61.

(2) W here th e  m arriage is perform ed by a  m in ister for celebrating  m arriages, the 

person perform ing the cerem ony o f  m arriage, and, in  th e  case o f  a custom  

m arriage, the bridegroom  or th e  head o f  h is fam ily o r the head o f  the b rid e ’s 

fam ily o r the ch ie f o f  the  v illage or an assessor, w ho w as present at the m arriage, 

shall thereafter forw ard to  the  D istric t R egistrar on the first occasion poss ib le  a 

notice as prescribed in Form  C in Schedule 1.

(3) In all cases, the parties to  th e  m arriage shall be issued by the R egistrar-G eneral 

w ith  a certified  copy o f  the page o f  the C entral R egister relating  to  th e ir m arriage.

599 Jolly Women o f  the Place 1994 125 to 131. Oliver observed that that amongst the Siuai a nuptial ceremony was only 
undertaken in three out o f five primary marriages and that living together whether after elopement or otherwise could 
lead to the recognition o f a state o f marriage: A Solomon Islands Society 1967 at 154-159.
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16 I f  e ither o f  the parties to  an intended m arriage is unable to  w rite, it shall be sufficient 

i f  he or she p lace a m ark or cross to the notice required under section  4 and the 

declaration  required  under section  7; the notice and declaration  shall be w itnessed  by 

the D istric t R egistrar, the m inister for celebrating m arriages, o r the person  authorised 

under section  15 to  notify  the R egistrar o f  the celebration  o f  a  custom  m arriage, as 

the case m ay be, in the  style prescribed at the foot o f  Form  A in Schedule 1.

The use of the phrases who was present at the marriage...’ in Section 15(2) and ‘...o f the 

celebration of a custom marriage...’ in section 16 underscore the claim that the legislators 

proceeded from the misguided assumption that a customary marriage was celebrated by a distinct 

event.

Section 23 of the Civil Status (Registration) Act continues the statutory umbrella pertaining to 

marriage and stipulates:

R egistration o f  M arriages

23 (1) A  declaration  o f  m arriage shall be m ade w ith in  a  period to  be prescribed by 

the M in ister by O rder, to  th e  R egistrar or Sub-R egistrar concerned w ho shall 

enter the particulars in his reg ister o f  m arriages in accordance w ith  the form 

prescribed therefo r by the Schedule.

(2) A ny m arriage no t declared w ithin the prescribed tim e shall be m ade the 

subject o f  a late declaration under the provisions o f  Part IV.

(3) A  fam ily booklet, the contents o f  w hich shall be prescribed by the  M inister by 

O rder, shall be g iven to  the m arried persons.

Section 32 of the Act provides that failure to comply with the registration procedures attracts 

liability to a maximum fine of vt 20000 or imprisonment for up to two years.

The Control o f  Marriage Act completes the statutory trinity relating to marriage. It is short and 

the relevant sections read:

A ge o f  m arriage

2 N o person o f  the m ale  sex being under the age o f  18 years and no person o f  the 

fem ale sex being under the age o f  16 years m ay law fully  m arry.600

600 Compared with the position in Solomon Islands where by virtue of section 10(1) o f the Islanders ’ Marriage Act the 
age is 15 for males and females.
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C onsent to  m arriage

3 N o  person being  under the age o f  21 years m ay law fully  m arry w ithout the 

consen t o f  -

(a) h is fa ther and m other;

(b) in th e  event o f  e ither h is fa ther o r m other being dead, the survivor,

(c) th e  tw o persons in w hose effective charge he is;

(d) in th e  event o f  one or the o ther o f  the persons referred  to  in paragraph (c) 

being dead, the survivor:

P rovided  tha t, i f  there  is d isagreem ent betw een th e  father and th e  m other or 

betw een the persons referred  to  in  paragraph (c) consen t shall be deem ed to  have 

been  given:

P rovided  further tha t i f  consen t is refused  by the person or persons from  w hom  it 

is required  the m ag istra te’s court in th e  territorial ju risd ic tion  o f  w hich the 

person  to  w hom  such consent has been refused resides m ay, no tw ithstanding 

such refusal, au thorise th e  m arriage.601

C elebra tion  o f  m arriage

4. The princip le  celebran t o f  any m arriage shall satisfy h im se lf p rio r to  the 

ce lebration  o f  the said m arriage-

(a) th a t the party  o r parties thereto , as the case m ay be, have attained the ages 

p rescribed  in section  2;

(b) that, i f  one or both  o f  the parties thereto , as the case m ay be, are under the 

age o f  21 years, in respect o f  th a t o r those  parties, as the case m ay be, the 

p rov isions o f  section  3 o f  th is A ct have been com plied w ith;

(c) th a t th e  parties thereto  have freely  expressed the ir consen t before at least 

tw o  w itnesses or before  the D istric t C om m issioner o f  the D istric t in w hich they 

reside.

Forced M arriage

5. N o person shall com pel ano ther person o f  any age to  m arry against his w ill.

Invalid ity  o f  m arriage

6 N o m arriage shall be valid  un less th e  parties thereto  have expressed their 

consen t in th e  m anner p rescribed in paragraph (c) o f  section  4.

601 Contrast the statutory position in Solomon Islands where the mother and father are not treated as equals and there is 
no appeal procedure against an unreasonable refusal: 157-8 above.
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Discussion

This statutory panoply is wide-ranging and consequently has been set out in full. This highlights 

its strikingly official character. The bureaucratic imprint is over-scrupulous, legally fastidious and 

over-regulatory. Vanuatu is not alone in providing that the registration of customary unions is 

compulsory.602 It is accepted that registration bestows upon a marriage a clear probative 

advantage and also clothes the marriage with the blanket of administrative approval. One problem 

with compulsory registration is that marriage in custom may sometimes be a process rather than 

an event with a fixed chronological time-point and this makes it difficult to say exactly when 

registration should occur.603 Nevertheless, the persisting problem in jurisdictions where it is an 

essential requisite has been the inability of the authorities to achieve realistic levels of registration 

for a variety of reasons, cumbersome procedural regimes being a significant factor.604

The statutes generally do not render unregistered customary marriages void for want of 

registration simpliciter but impose penalties for non-compliance and are essentially a bureaucratic 

attempt to assimilate all marriages by installing a common regulatory regime regardless of the 

marriage type or form. It has not been tested judicially whether or not a party to an unregistered 

customaiy marriage can claim to be married for the purpose of advancing a property claim under 

the Married Woman’s Property Act 1882 (UK) or invoking the protection of the Maintenance o f  

Family Act (Cap 42). As the failure to register merely attracts a penalty and the legislation 

contains no section expressly vitiating the marriage it is submitted that the marriage subsists as a 

valid union. The statutory regime may have the undoubted merit of being straightforward and 

uniform. Nonetheless, major question marks linger as to its relevant connection to the reality of 

everyday customary practice.

However, certain breaches of the statutory regime render the marriage void. Particularly any 

contravention of the strict requirements of the Control o f  Marriage Act automatically invalidates 

the union.605 Was this really intended? Whilst lack of consent and capacity are common causes 

for declaring a marriage invalid in many jurisdictions should the failure of the ‘principle

602 See section 45 o f the Marriage Codes, Natal Province, South Africa; sections 33 and 34 o f the Marriage Act, 
Transkei and the Customary Marriage and Divorce (Registration) Act 1985, Ghana.
603 See Bennett Sourcebook 1991at 217-223 and McRae ‘Reform of Family Law in PNG’ 1982 at 133.
0 See the discussion at 156 above when reviewing the arguments put forward in the Solomon Islands Law Reform 
Commission’s Working Paper on Marriage 1997.
605 Section 9 o f the Marriage Act at 178 above.
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celebrant’ to carry out his statutory duties besmirch the marriage?606 What if  he or she fails to 

complete any or all of the procedural duties imposed by section 4 and yet the parties to the 

marriage are of marriageable age or have obtained the requisite consent and are willing 

participants? Is their marriage tainted as invalid?

The mandatory minimum age607 for marriage has no real connection with the practice in custom. 

Generally the test for marriageability in custom was the attainment of the age of puberty or more 

accurately the attainment of physical maturity as customary societies had no method of fixing age 

with any precision.608 The rationale of the statute is probably grounded upon a laudable but 

paternalistic desire to protect the immature from early marriage.

Taken together the legislation seeks to force customary marriage into a highly official framework 

based on Christian values. This predication on western norms governing social relations reflects 

the aspiration of the enacting administrators to protect the young, especially girls, from 

exploitation and pressure and thwart both immature and forced marriage. This policy stems, it is 

believed, from the perception based on superficial observation that customary marriages were 

arranged family affairs not founded on individual romantic choice. Consequently the assumption 

arose that the parties to them, particularly females, needed protection.

Proponents o f the necessity for a protective regime gather significant support from the criminal 

prosecution in Public Prosecutor v Presley Silas.609 Presley, 36, was accused and pleaded guilty 

to the abduction of his 17 year-old sister whom he took to the home of another man in the belief 

that he was doing so in accordance with the wishes of his family and the dictates of custom. The 

intention was that she would become the other man’s wife. The sister resisted and after three days 

was rescued by the police. She came to no harm and mitigating circumstances led to leniency but 

the factual matrix illustrates that in some instances there may be persuasive factors justifying the 

existing keen regulatory and restrictive regime.

606 The section begs the question as to who is the principal celebrant at a customary marriage, if  indeed there is one at 
all.
607 Strikingly this age, 18, is also arguably the age of majority in Vanuatu applying the ratio o f Banga v Waiwo SCAC 
1 of 1996. This declares that lacunae in the law are to be filled by resort to foreign law. A consequence is that the 
Family Law Reform Act 1969 (UK) applies in Vanuatu to determine the standard age of majority. An odd side-wind of 
this is that persons attaining the general age o f majority apparently require consent to marry until they are 21.
608 Endorsed by section 1 of the Control o f  Marriage Act that allows a court in a prosecution under the Act to determine 
the age o f any person by their physical appearance alone. This may be too restrictive a criterion as age in Melanesia is 
often estimated based on remembered height at the time o f  a significant seminal event such as the end o f the war, a 
major cyclone or a royal visit.
609 (1989-1994) 2 VLR 659.
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The protective credo of the legislation is reaffirmed by the cumulative weight of the various 

decrees of section 4 of the Control of Marriage Act. These set rigid mandatory standards. As 

noted the Act directs ‘the principle celebrant’610 to be satisfied that the parties have attained the 

prescribed ages; that any necessary consents have been obtained and that the parties’ consents 

have been publicly expressed.611

Justifying measures that invalidate a union for non-compliance with a formality that does not 

impact on an essential pre-requisite for marriage is difficult. The requirements that marriage shall 

be voluntary and that those of immature age should be prohibited from marriage are non- 

contentious. Maturity may be a relative and subjective concept but Vanuatu is a signatory to and 

has ratified CEDAW by Act of Parliament.612 Article 16(2) provides that:

The betrothal and the m arriage o f  a child  shall have no legal effect, and all necessary  

action, including legislation , shall be taken, to  specify a m inim um  age for m arriage and to  

m ake the  registration  o f  m arriages in an official registry com pulsory.

Article 16(l)(a) declares that women shall be afforded: ‘The same right freely to choose a spouse 

and to enter into marriage only with their free and full consent.’ In these respects the imperial 

legislation anticipated the 1979 Convention.

Invalidating sanctions imposed for mere failure to express the consent in a formal and public way 

are unsupportable. Similarly the penalty for neglecting to heed formalities has the unfortunate 

effect of rendering illegitimate unions which in their individual locale are recognised and 

approved.

As we shall note this interventionist attitude in the requirements surrounding formalities of 

marriage is in stark contrast to the failure to provide a system enabling women to pursue 

proprietary claims on marriage breakdown. A strict code thus surrounds formalisation but 

strikingly no real code exists to furnish redress on finalisation, where remedies are scant.

610 This term is undefined but in view of s 15(2) o f  Marriage Act, 178-9 above, would logically be one the persons 
referred to in the section, excepting perhaps o f course the bridegroom himself.
611 By section 7(2) o f the Control o f  Marriage Act the principal celebrant is liable to a maximum fine o f VT50000 if  the 
statutory duties are not fulfilled.
612 See n 29 at 13 above.
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Dissolution and Divorce

The commonality of the marriage regime in Vanuatu does not extend into the arena of dissolution 

although a somewhat unusual system of centralised registration is applied to the termination of all 

marriages.

The Vanuatu Matrimonial Causes Act 1986 (Cap 192) embodies a section akin to section 4 of the 

Solomon Islands Islanders ’ Divorce Act. Section 4 o f the Vanuatu measure reads:

D isso lu tion  o f  C ustom  M arriage

4. W hen tw o parties have been m arried  according to  custom , the m arriage m ay be 

d issolved, annulled  o r separation  ordered only in accordance w ith  custom :

Provided th a t no tification  o f  such d isso lu tion  or annulm ent o f  the m arriage shall be m ade 

to  th e  D istric t R egistrar in accordance w ith  the provisions o f  the C ivil Status 

(R egistration) A ct, C ap 61 as am ended.

The relevant bureaucratic provision is section 24 of The Civil Status (Registration) Act. This 

stipulates:

R egistration  o f  D isso lu tion  and N ullifica tions o f  M arriage

24. Every law ful d isso lu tion  or nu llifica tion  o f  m arriage shall be declared w ith in  a period 

to  be prescribed by the  M in ister by O rder to  th e  R egistrar or Sub-R egistrar concerned, 

w ho shall m ake an entry  in the appropriate  register. Every such entry shall state the 

m easures taken for the care o f  any ch ild ren  bom  o f  such m arriage.

Once again we encounter the misunderstanding displayed by the legislature towards the nature of 

customary law. The requirement to register a customary dissolution seems an officious intrusion 

unsuited to the realm of dissolution of a customary marriage. The notification proviso implies that 

a discrete order, decree or similar injunction ends marriage. Divorce in relation to customary 

marriage is a more fluid and gradual process and does not easily fit into an adversarial regime 

founded on matrimonial offence and complaint by one party to the union. The issue of an order or 

decree does not signify dissolutions in custom which are often the result of a negotiating process 

that might involve prolonged bargaining between kin groups before the change of status of the 

parties is recognised. Pinpointing a precise time point for the final end of the marriage 

relationship will invariably be difficult.
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The tenor and composition of the prescribed forms in the registration legislation indicate just how 

inappropriate the registration concept is to customary marriage and divorce. Form E is marked by 

such a high degree of complexity so as to make it totally unfitted for use in traditional village 

society.613

The prescribed forms for both marriage and dissolution indicate that a declarant must complete 

them as a prerequisite to registration. But strangely, in matters of divorce, the Act fails to 

nominate a declarant(s) or informant.614 Form E also requires the witnesses to dissolution to 

complete their particulars in and sign the prescribed form. The relevance of the whole registration 

system to customary society remains distinctly questionable on theoretical grounds. Practically 

too there must be some doubt as to the extent to which the registration procedures are followed. 

In the case of dissolution by court order the registration requirement seems superfluous, as an 

official record will be on the court files.

The proviso to section 4 of the Matrimonial Causes Act also fails to identify the putative 

informant. Is this to be the husband or the wife? Or a parent of either of them? Or the ‘justices’ of 

the informal village courts? Or a local chief or chiefs? In customary marriage pinpointing the 

identity of the principle celebrant has been discussed. The difficulty of identifying a counterpart 

to the celebrant on a divorce is doubly complex. Identifying the witnesses is riddled with the 

same problems.

The divorce regime

For non-customary marriages the Vanuatu legislation is unremarkable615 and is generally based 

on English divorce law before the liberalisation of the grounds of divorce in the late 1960s.616 The 

query prompted upon scrutiny of section 4 of the Solomon Islands legislation is equally pertinent

613 One example illustrates neatly just how unsuitable the regulation is. Form E on page 2 commences: (in English, the 
form appears in French too), ‘Dissolution or nullification {strike out whichever does not apply} decided by...on 
[day]...[month]...[year]...[at {locality}]...[on island of]...” . Distinctions between dissolution and nullity are concepts of 
received law regimes and seem unsuited to a customary regime where any formalities for dissolution are not ‘decided 
by’ an individual or even a judicial or quasi-judicial forum but are largely the outcome of inter-familial negotiation.
614 Compare birth and death registrations that identify the mandated declarants.
615 Although a Magistrate’s Court can deal with divorce. If the divorce is contested it is transferred to the Supreme 
Court. Disputed ancillary issues are likewise determined by the Supreme Court. Section 1(c) o f the Magistrate's Court 
(Civil Jurisdiction) Act (Cap 130) as amended by the Magistrate’s Court (Civil Jurisdiction) (Amendment) Act 1994. 
See Niko v Niko SCCC 69 o f 96, unreported, judgment 21 June 1996, recorded at USPILJ. Vanuatu, Supreme Court, 
(Civil and Matrimonial) and Fisher v Fisher SCCC 114 of 1990, unreported, judgment 3 October 1990.
616 Notably the grounds for divorce are founded on the doctrine o f matrimonial offence, a doctrine discarded in the 
jurisdictions upon the laws of which the Act is drawn. It may well be that the concept o f fault reflects local opinion.
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on examination of the comparable provision in Vanuatu. This is; does customary law govern only 

the dissolution or annulment simpliciter or has it wider provenance so as to control the 

determination of issues relating to custody, maintenance and property settlement?

Earlier commentators617 favoured allotting a comprehensive ambit to customary law. However 

this broad ascription of jurisdiction is untenable and has been limited in the realm o f child 

custody by increasing adherence to the welfare of the child principle.618 In a wider domestic 

context the increasing acceptance of modem gender equality norms will theoretically enlarge the 

relief available to women.619 Statutory intervention, as judicially interpreted, has also granted the 

right to pursue claims for financial relief.620

Damages for adultery

Claims for damages for adultery deserve some comment as they have caused controversy in the 

courts as to the appropriate level o f damages. An additional arena of dispute has lain in 

determining whether or not punitive or exemplary damages are properly awardable. In custom 

compensation is payable by a co-respondent who commits adultery. In Banga v Waiwo62' the 

chiefs decided that the female correspondent should pay vt2,000 and two pieces of calico to the 

wife. The wife in the divorce petition claimed vtl00,000. The Magistrate ruled custom applied 

and maintained that in custom punitive damages were proper as adultery was regarded as a 

serious transgression. He awarded the wife the vt 100,000 she had sought. However applying 

English law the Chief Justice ruled exemplary damages were only payable if the correspondent’s 

conduct was particularly high-handed malicious or disregarded every principle of common 

decency. He also found that the Magistrate had made his award without conducting any proper 

inquiry into or hearing evidence on the divorce or the issue of damages, and referred the matter 

back to him for reassessment. What seems incongruous in the Magistrate’s assessment is the 

disproportion between his award and that of the chiefs. Presumably local chiefs are more alert to 

fitting levels of recompense than are metropolitan judicial officers. All parties originated from 

Tanna, an island with a strong custom tradition. Formal customary meetings had been held with

617 See Elias, British Colonial Law 1962 at 144, quoted at n 546 at 163 above.
618 A full examination o f the Vanuatu case law appears in the next chapter.
619 See Noel v Toto SCCC 18 o f 1994, discussed ftilly in chapter 3 at 133-137.
620 See for example Balou v Kokosi (1982) SELR 94.
621 SCCAppC 1 of 1996 and Senior Magistrate’s Court CC 324 of 1995. The judgments are analysed at length at 114
130 in chapter 3, particularly on the question of the applicable law.
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the chiefs in the local Nakamal or custom-house. This makes it even stranger that the chiefs’ 

settlement award was treated with disrespect.

In Ligo v Ligo, Tari and Buie622 the respondent husband had committed adultery with Jeanette 

Tari and Veronica Buie both cited by the wife as co-respondents. She claimed damages of 

vt200000 against each of them. The co-respondents admitted their complicity. In Jeanette’s case 

the adultery had been regular over several months and she and the husband had plans to marry. 

Only one instance of adultery was established against Veronica. Both parties knew the husband 

was married. The petitioner had referred the dispute to the chief for settlement who ordered the 

respondent to pay vtlOOOO to his wife. Veronica was ordered to pay vt8,000 to the petitioner. No 

order was made against Jeanette since she did not attend the settlement meeting.

The Magistrate reviewed the comments of the Chief Justice in Banga on exemplary damages and 

determined that both co-respondents had shown a total disregard to the marriage and that 

exemplary damages were appropriate ‘as a form of punishment.’ He ordered both Jeanette and 

Veronica to pay vt30,000 each as compensatory damages. Additionally he ordered that Jeanette 

pay a further vt30000 and Veronica a further vtl0,000 as exemplary damages. Only three months 

were allowed for the payment of sums representing prodigious amounts to local ni-Vanuatu and 

imprisonment was decreed in default. The awards again signal a startling disproportion to the 

settlement of the chief. Veronica is condemned to pay five times the chiefs order for a single act 

of adultery. Is it coincidence that the co-respondents were all women? No cases are known where 

male co-respondents have been subjected to awards so it is too early to tell if the decisions 

indicate an element of judicial patriarchy.623

The adultery summarised by the Magistrate disclosed nothing startlingly reprehensible meriting 

singular punishment and his depiction of it as deserving of a harsh penalty is subjective and 

unwarranted. The Magistrate referred to the fundamental duties roll-call of Article 7 of the 

Constitution and whilst admitting their non-justiciable character noted that Article 8 called upon 

‘Public Authorities’ ‘to encourage compliance with them so far as it lies within their respective 

powers.’ The Magistrate felt bound to answer this call. It is doubtful if courts are a Public

622 Senior Magistrate’s Court CC 4 o f 1996, unreported, judgment 31 June 1997, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, 
Magistrate’s Court (Civil).
623 In Fisher v Fisher SCCC 114 o f 1990 the Judge emphatically dismissed a claim by the husband for damages of vt2 
million against the co-respondent. A peculiar feature of the cases is that all the petitioners claimed a particular figure 
yet the damages lie as general not specific.
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Authority and his award is questionable on this ground if the damages contain an element to 

encourage compliance with the fundamental duties. The fundamental duties are loosely expressed 

and make no direct reference to adultery.

Maintenance and Property Division

The various regimes in place for ancillary matters in Vanuatu are paradoxical and complex.624 

Sections 14 and 15 of the Matrimonial Causes Act provide an ancillary relief regime on divorce 

in the following terms:

14 (1) O n any petition  for d ivorce or nullity  o f  m arriage, the C ourt m ay m ake such 

in terim  orders for the paym ent o f  alim ony to  the w ife  as the C ourt th inks ju s t.

(2) O n any decree for divorce or nu llity  o f  m arriage, the C ourt may, i f  it th inks fit, by 

o rder direct the husband to  pay to  the w ife, du ring  such period o r until her re-m arriage, 

such w eekly, m onthly  or annual sum  for the m ain tenance and support o f  the  w ife  as the 

C ourt m ay th ink  reasonable.

(3) W here the C ourt has m ade an  order under subsection  (2), the C ourt shall on the 

application  o f  e ither party have the pow er to  vary or discharge the order or to  suspend  

any provision th e reo f tem porarily  and to  revive the operation  o f  any p rov isions so 

suspended upon the grounds th a t the  circum stances affecting  the parties or e ither o f  them  

have m aterially  changed since the m aking o f  the order.

15 (1) In any proceedings for d ivorce or nullity  o f  m arriage the C ourt m ay, from  tim e  to  

tim e, either before or after the  final decree, m ake such provision as appears ju s t  w ith  

respect to the custody, m aintenance and education  o f  the children o f  the m arriage.

(2) F or the purpose o f  th is A ct the expression  “ch ild ren  o f  the m arriage” shall inc lude  any 

ch ild  o f  one party  o f  the m arriage (includ ing  any illegitim ate o r adopted ch ild ) w ho  has 

been  accepted as one o f  the fam ily by the other party.

These provisions, the counterpart of section 21 of the Solomon Islands statute, similarly fail to 

establish any relief recipe enabling the courts to make orders relating to matrimonial property or 

the assets of the parties. However section 15 does happily, unlike its Solomon Islands parallel, 

extend to the Courts powers as to children other than those strictly o f the marriage.

624 For helpful review of the property regime on divorce see S Farran ‘What is the Matrimonial Property Regime in 
Vanuatu’ (2001). The article analyses all the sources, including French law, which she suggests has been unjustly 
neglected since Independence.
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The provisions do not prevent parties using the procedure of the Married Women’s Property Act 

1882 (UK). This Act can be invoked pursuant to the transitional provisions for the continuation of 

existing laws in Article 95(2) of the Constitution as approved by the Chief Justice in Banga v 

Waiwo.625 Recently the Court of Appeal in Kong v Kong626 confirmed the Act applied declaring:

Counsel points ou t tha t the M atrim onial C auses A ct does not vest ju risd ic tio n  in the 

Suprem e C ourt to  m ake orders for the settlem ent o f  m atrim onial p roperty  -  at least 

o therw ise than as part o f  a m aintenance order. That is so. The ju risd ic tion  o f  the C ourt to  

deal w ith m atrim onial property arises under the application  in V anuatu o f  the M arried 

W om en’s Property A ct 18985“7(U K ). The C ourt also has in its general original 

ju risd ic tion  pow er to  m ake orders regarding legal o r equitab le  interests w hich the parties 

m ay have in property. These are no t ju risd ic tions invoked by a  petition  under the 

M atrim onial C auses Act. Counsel for M rs K ong accepts tha t these subm issions as to  

ju risd ic tion  are correct.

The order made at first instance in Kong628 was that: ‘the Respondent vacate the matrimonial 

home and allow the Petitioner and the children to peacefully reside therein;...’. Under what 

umbrella this decree issued is not stated, although the Court of Appeal suggest the order was 

made as ancillary to the orders for custody and maintenance of the children. The courts have 

often displayed an unexplained reluctance to declare the authority for its orders and it is 

submitted that the general original jurisdiction of the court does not endow it with the power to 

make such orders as it thinks fit.

English statute0"9 authorised such orders. The very reason that legislation granting the court 

power to make lump sum and property adjustment orders and orders in respect of the matrimonial 

home was necessary in the United Kingdom was because the court did not possess an original 

jurisdiction to do so.630

625 SCCAppC 1 o f 1996. My own doubts about the automatic application of such statutes without paying heed to 
custom were expressed in the previous chapter when this decision was examined in depth.
626 CACAppC 10 of 1999, unreported, judgment 6 December 2000, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court o f Appeal 
(Civil).
627 A manifest dating error.
628 SCCC 18 of 1998, unreported, judgment 22 October 1999, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court 
(Matrimonial).
629 Matrimonial Homes Act 1967, Matrimonial Proceedings and Property Act 1970, Matrimonial Homes and Property 
Act 1974.
630 For example a limited power to make lump sum orders was first introduced by section 5(1) o f the Matrimonial 
Causes Act 1963 (UK). The present regime UK regime is in sections 23 and 24 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973.
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A cloud of doubt hovers over the question of whether or not the courts can revert to reliance on 

the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (UK) or other English statute in this field prior to 1976. The 

1973 Act instituted an expansive comprehensive body of financial reliefs.631 However the Act 

probably does not apply in Vanuatu because the local Matrimonial Causes Act was enacted as 

recently as 1986 and can be taken to have been intended to have comprehensively and exclusively 

legislated for the dissolution of marriage and all related ancillary issues. Thus Parliament must 

have deliberately omitted the grant of powers for the division of assets, to make lump sums, or 

other orders of a financial nature.632

Farran633 however suggests that the 1973 Act and other relevant English statute might apply on 

the basis that since the 1986 local statute did not legislate for matrimonial property then, under 

the gap-filling doctrine propounded in Banga v Waiwo,634 the applicable English law is adopted. 

The problem with this argument is that the gap-filling precept should only apply until Parliament 

enacts locally. If it does so it must be assumed to have done so deliberately and fully for the realm 

in question. On this basis the 1986 Matrimonial Causes Act should be regarded as exhaustive on 

the extent of the Court’s powers to make orders for matrimonial relief, including matrimonial 

property, on a divorce. Farran herself observes that the legal position is far from clear noting:

F o r exam ple, in the case o f  K ong  v K ong  the  C ourt o f  A ppeal clearly  held  th a t the 

M atrim onial C auses A ct did no t confer ju risd ic tio n  on the Suprem e C ourt to  m ake orders 

fo r the settlem ent o f  m atrim onial property. T he C ourt w ent on to  hold  tha t the M arried  

W om en’s P roperty  A ct 189 8635 - as an A ct o f  general application presum ably - applied , 

bu t gave no reason w hy it should  apply  to  the parties before the court. A nd th is is one o f  

th e  problem s. A ssum ptions are m ade tha t E nglish  laws o f  general app lication  apply 

w ithou t any guidance from  the  court o r legal argum ent as to  why th is should be so.

631 See n 568 at 169 above. It will be recalled that the reception date in Vanuatu is 1 January 1976 and thus if  any UK 
Act was applicable it would be the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. The Court of Appeal in Kong did not expressly deal 
with this point but the passage above at 189 suggests they considered it did not apply.
632 R v Ngena (1983) SILR 1. The court held that a local statute (in that case the Penal Code) should be taken as having 
been intended to be a comprehensive statement o f the area o f the law with which it was concerned. There were thus no 
grounds to argue for the importation of an act o f general application to apply to a situation not covered by the local 
statute. In that case the accused had argued that he had killed his wife pursuant to a suicide pact and then botched his 
own suicide. Under the English Homicide Act 1957 this would if  successfully established have reduced the charge of 
murder to manslaughter. The comments o f the Chief Justice at 7 to 9 of his judgment in Banga v Waiwo SCAppC 1 of 
1996 also support this proposition.
633 ‘What is the Matrimonial Property Regime in Vanuatu’ (2001).
634 SCCAppC 1 o f 1996.
635 A clear mistake: see n 627 at 189 above.
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The probable rationale for this ruling is that the 1882 Act is a measure that deals with property 

rights generally and is not part of a matrimonial relief regime on divorce. This regime must be 

that established by the local Act of 1986, however limited and imperfect this may be. Acts such 

as the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (UK) cannot so operate because local legislation is in place. 

If this is correct the odd upshot is that until 1986 parties could rely on the 1973 English Act with 

its generous scale of reliefs but since 1986 are restricted to the inadequate remedies available 

under section 14 and 15 of the 1986 Act. Nevertheless the judiciary in Vanuatu have, like their 

brethren in Solomon Islands, assumed and appropriated the dominion to fashion orders for non

maintenance based financial relief without setting out a rational foundation for doing so. In 

Fisher v Fisher636 neither the Judge at first instance nor the three justices of appeal questioned the 

court’s power to make decrees respecting matrimonial property but were strangely silent as to the 

basis upon which they had assumed jurisdiction.

As noted637 in the Solomon Islands case of Kuper638 Chief Justice Ward639 sought support from 

the English authority of Rimmer,M0 a decision on an application not initiated under the relevant 

matrimonial causes legislation but brought under the aegis of the Married Women’s Property Act 

1882 (UK). At first instance the Judge in Fisher placed reliance on the English authority of 

Kowalczuk v Kowalczuk.64' This authority reaffirmed the established rule that to succeed in a 

claim under the 1882 Act the applicant must have made contributions directly referable to the 

making of improvements to the home or towards the purchase of the property. Factors such as 

looking after the home, caring for the children and performing standard domestic tasks could 

never underpin the basis of a claim. It is thus of scant assistance to most wives and only 

underlines the need for a radical overhaul of the law providing for ancillary financial relief.642

The key passage in the judgment of the Court of Appeal attests that they adopted a wide view of 

their powers as they commented:

636 SCCC 114 of 1990 and Court o f Appeal Case 1 o f 1991, unreported, judgment 6 September 1991, recorded at 
USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court o f Appeal, (Civil). The parties were expatriates, an English husband and a Fijian wife, but the 
court placed no emphasis on this as a prelude to granting relief.
637 See 170-171 above.
638 HCCC 12 of 1987.
639 Interestingly, also a member o f the Vanuatu Court o f Appeal in Fisher.
640 (1952) 2 All ER 863.
641 (1973)2 All ER 1042.
642 The Judge inferred that a wife could rely on such contributions when he commented at 6 ‘In different circumstances 
a wife acquires, and rightly, a  share in the matrimonial home without evidence of financial contributions. Those 
circumstances do not apply here.’ He did not unfortunately outline what circumstances would in his view give rise to a 
share.
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E ven i f  she does not earn m oney a  w ife looking after the hom e and children  and [sic] 

contributes substantially  to  th e  fam ily w ell being. O ver the years she acquires an 

increasing large interest in th e  fam ily  property w hich can include property acquired  by 

e ither party  before m arriage. A  non-w orking w ife  w ho brings nothing into a  m arriage 

acquires very little  in the first few  years o f  m arriage, bu t for a  m arriage lasting  several 

years the starting  poin t for assessing  her share is one th ird  (W achtel v  W achtel) [1973] 1 

A ll E R  829).

The reliance on leading English authority leads to the suspicion that the court assumes it 

possesses the same jurisdiction the English court enjoyed in 1973. However no reasons are 

advanced for this assumption of jurisdiction so it does not appear that the appropriation is a 

deliberate exercise.64̂  Full argument on the extent and source of judicial exercise of power has 

never been canvassed and considered and doubt must remain as to the source of jurisdiction to 

shape orders on divorce that extend outside those mandated by section 14 of the local 

Matrimonial Causes Act.

In Prevot v Prevot644 Cooke CJ ordered an equal division of the family assets without invoking 

any statutory authority simply stating that as the applicant had helped the respondent in his 

business and in the house she was in effect his partner. He maintained:

T here are m any English au thorities w here a w om an w orking w ith  a m an for as little  as six 

years has been treated as an  equal in the d iv ision  o f  the property. I understand th is 

position  is the  sam e under F rench law.

Despite judicial creativity the legislative framework remains a ragged patchwork offering 

inadequate remedies and a major statutory refurbishment is needed. Any assets of value are, in 

Melanesia, likely to be owned by the husband.645 Consequently any deficiencies have a greater 

prejudicial impact on women whose need to shelter under the panoply of the law is vital. Two 

recent cases demonstrate just how problematic the jurisdictional issue is but do not clarify under 

exactly what banner the superior courts take on the power to make sweeping orders.

643 None o f the judgments specifically endorse any arrogation o f jurisdiction under the 1882 Act o r any other statutory 
mandate.
644 SCCC 65 of 1987, unreported, judgment 17 August 1987, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
645 See Jalal Law fo r Pacific Women 1998, Chapter 11 ‘Matrimonial Property.’ Her sensible advice calls on all women 
to ensure that all assets are owned in joint names. Maybe easier said than done.
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M oluvM olu646

The parties had been married in a Catholic Cathedral. On the wife’s divorce petition she claimed 

a share of matrimonial property being a parcel of land in the name of the husband and one of the 

children. There was no contention that the property was not acquired by the joint efforts of the 

parties but the Acting Chief Justice declined to award any share to the wife. The grounds for this 

are somewhat dubiously expressed as follows:

I am o f  the view  tha t ju s tice  and equity in this case require tha t the land rem ain  in  the 

nam e o f  the R espondent and his eldest son Y annick M olu as it w as initially  intended.

The land had been purchased by the husband and placed in the names of himself and the son, the 

deposit being paid out of the proceeds of an insurance pay out on a taxi. It was not in dispute that 

the taxi and therefore the insurance settlement monies were matrimonial property. The wife had 

been not been consulted or willingly agreed to the purchase in the names of the husband’s and 

son. The husband had no permanent job and for income ran a kava bar. The Acting Chief Justice 

felt that:

The land in question  is the only m eans by w hich he could  operate his kava bar and have 

som e incom e for h is living and m aintained [sic] h is children.

The wife had wanted to build a home for her and the children on the land but the decision appears 

to herald an unfortunate move away from an equal division of joint assets. Other personal 

property was given to the wife.

The wife also pursued in the divorce action claims for compensation for all her clothing destroyed 

by the husband on two separate occasions. Her claim succeeded and the husband was ordered to 

pay to her vtl 00,000. It is not clear how this claim in tort fell within the jurisdiction of the court 

on divorce. The ambit o f the claims widened further when the husband lodged, late in the 

proceedings, a claim for damages against the wife for expenses related to the marriage outlined

646 SCCC 30 of 1996, unreported, judgment 15 May 1998, recorded at USPILJ. Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil).
647 He also made bold, if not outrageous, claims for the return o f all the money he had contributed to the family in the 
three years o f the marriage and compensation o f vt700,000.00 for illegal imprisonment. The latter claim arose out o f a 
court sentence o f 2 weeks imprisonment imposed on him after he had disobeyed restraining orders and persisted in 
assaulting his wife. The claims were brusquely dismissed.
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• bride price paid (La D o t) of.  80,000 VT

• 7 heads of cattle at 20,000 VT/head  140,000 VT

• 1 pig................................. 15,000 VT

• beddings prepared by his sisters.....................  250,000 VT

• Custom dressings by his uncles.........................  90,000 VT

• Expenses for food during wedding day  65,000 VT

TOTAL  575,000 VT

The court noted that this custom claim was not a claim for matrimonial property. The petitioner 

contended that the court was not the proper forum for the claim that should be settled by a 

customary meeting. Her Counsel maintained that the Supreme Court does not administer custom 

law. The Acting Chief Justice determined that the Constitution enjoined the judiciary to resolve 

disputes according to law and that law included customary law.

With reference to disputes flowing from marriage he quoted section 4 of the Matrimonial Causes 

Act:

W hen tw o  persons have been m arried accord ing  to  custom , the m arriage m ay be 

d isso lved , annulled or separation ordered only in accordance w ith  custom

From this he deduced that:

.. .it is clear tha t custom  claim  [sic] can be en tertained  by the Suprem e C ourt at th is  stage 

o f  the proceedings, i f  the custom  claim  related  to  the  d isso lu tion  o f  custom  m arriag e ...

He noted that the marriage in question, having being performed in Port Vila Catholic Cathedral, 

was:

a R elig ious/C iv il M arriage’ and th a t there w as ‘no ev idence tha t the m arriage ... w as a 

custom  m arriage perform ed in a p lace and accord ing  to  th e  form  laid dow n by local 

custom  [o f  the parties], [see section  10 o f  M arriage A ct C A P 60].

The Judge went on to observe that a custom claim ought to be maintainable in the Supreme Court 

only if related to the dissolution of a marriage performed solely in accordance with custom. It
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seems the court is declaring that even if  it possesses theoretical jurisdiction under the Constitution 

this ought not to be exercised to determine disputes as to customary claims arising of a marriage 

celebrated by a civil or religious ceremony. The Acting Chief Justice distinguished marriage 

modes noting:

T here is a difference betw een a custom  m arriage, that is, a m arriage perform ed in 

accordance w ith custom  and a m arriage perform ed by Civil o r R eligious authorities 

having authority to  do so. It is no t uncom m on in V anuatu tha t a m arriage be it custom , 

civil o r religious one, can be accom panied w ith various custom ary celebrations, 

festivities or local practices and m ay take days, w eeks to  m ark the occasion. But w hat is 

im portant for the purpose o f  the custom  claim  under the  M atrim onial C auses Act, is tha t a 

custom  claim  m ay be m ade only in respect to  d issolution , annulation, o r separation o f  a 

custom  m arriage, that is a  m arriage perform ed in accordance w ith custom . There w ill be 

per se no custom  claim  to be en tertained  in respect to d issolu tion , annulation  or 

separation o f  civil and/or religious m arriage and in particular, custom ary celebrations, 

local p rac tices ... occurring subsequent to  th e  perform ance o f  the civil or relig ious 

m arriage, for they are not part o f  the custom  m arriage.

This passage confirms that entering into a state marriage involves a submission to the state’s 

prescriptions on matrimonial matters and the final comment suggests a complete prohibition on 

custom claims for such marriages. However on full examination the ban is probably limited to 

custom claims in the Supreme Court. It would seem doctrinaire to assert that in respect of 

marriage formalised in a civil or religious ceremony and also attended by custom ceremonies no 

custom claim could be made in any forum. For example it appears nothing would prevent the 

respondent husband from bringing his claim for return of bride price and expenses before a 

custom body. Rigid doctrine on the law applicable to, and the courts having jurisdiction over, 

marriage disputes may be unwise.

Reasoning that contracting a civil or religious marriage irrevocably binds the parties to an 

abdication to state law on all matters in all courts or that entering into a customary marriage 

involves a submission to customary law on all issues relating to the marriage is too inflexible. 

Acceptance of the latter proposition would for example impede women from effectively seeking 

adequate remedies.648

648 In the light o f the ratio in Noel v To to SCCC 18 o f 1994 it may also be unconstitutional if women are denied equal 
treatment.
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This ruling that the Court can only entertain custom claims in respect of customary marriages 

adds some weight to the earlier observation649 that section 4 of the Matrimonial Causes Act is 

restricted to the actual termination of the marriage per se. But is the court restricting the claims 

that may be heard by the Supreme Court in respect of customary marriages to claims in custom 

only? A petition made to the court for property relief arising out of the assets of a customary 

marriage is, at least in principle, maintainable.

Michell v Michell and Togase650

The parties had been married 12 years and accumulated significant property namely a home, a 

kava bar and three service buses. Apart from one bus in the husband’s name the properties were 

all owned in joint names. During the marriage the wife had a well-paid job as a civil servant and 

the husband ran the bar and buses as business enterprises. The wife left the husband in 2000 and 

he remained in the matrimonial home. The two children aged 15 and 11 joined her at her sister’s. 

Exactly how the property had been acquired was the subject of bitter dispute and clashing 

evidence and the husband argued that the wife had made no real contribution to the purchase of 

the assets.

The Judge however determined that both parties had made important contributions to the 

amassing o f family assets. In spite of the fact that the properties were in joint names the Acting 

Chief Justice approached the issues over the matrimonial property on the basis of the existence of 

constructive trusts. He referred to the leading English case of Pettit v Pettit651 and continued by 

remarking:

H ow ever, later case o f  G issing v G issing (1971) AC 886, accepted  and developed the 

new  com m on law  principle o f  constructive trust enabling  a  party  to  a share o f  

m atrim on ia l property in the follow ing circum stances:

(i) th e  couple  have shared the financial contributions.

(ii)T here has been a com m on in tention to  acquire the property on b eh a lf  o f  both and this 

com m on in ten tion  has been expressed or im plied  by w ords o r behaviour.

In  th is case, it has been show n in evidence that both parties’ nam es appeared in the 

docum ents relating  to  the m atrim onial businesses (kava nakam al and bus service

649 At 186 above.
650 Supreme Court Matrimonial Case 2 o f 2001, unreported, judgment 10 July 2001, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, 
Supreme Court, (Matrimonial).
651 (1970) AC 777.
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businesses) and the m atrim onial hom e. A lthough the Petitioner m ay have contributed  less 

o r m ay have not involved initially  in the starting o f  those businesses, it is no doubt [sic] 

tha t she has som e in terest in the shares o f  those properties.

This passage exemplifies the present tangle that exists in judicial circles over the applicable law 

to resolve disputes over matrimonial property. Firstly, constructive trust principles are generally 

only invoked to assist a party who has no legal interest in the property. Secondly, constructive 

trusts are the creation of the courts of equity and were never principles of the common law. Quite 

what powers the court possesses to make orders for the division of jointly held assets is not 

presently clear. Nevertheless the Court ordered the husband to leave the matrimonial home so the 

wife and children could live there and that the home be transferred into the wife’s name to be held 

by her on trust for the two children. The petitioner was to have control of and run the kava bar 

business, which was on the same plot as the family home. The Court ordered the transfer of the 

three buses to the husband. These orders may have been fair and reasonable but given the present 

state of the law a nagging question remains as to how far they are properly issued.

Maintenance o f  Family A ct (Cap 42)

Women married under the aegis of custom must rely on this measure to receive financial 

support.65* This terse and bizarre enactment enables a court to order maintenance in favour of 

wives and the legitimate children of marriages but only after the husband has been criminally 

convicted of failing to maintain her or the children.653 The Act comprises three sections only and 

to assess it the key provisions are set out in full. Headed ‘To provide for the maintenance of 

family’ it enacts:

Failure  to m aintain fam ily 

1 A ny-

(a) m an w ho for a period exceeding 1 m onth fails to m ake adequate provision for the 

m aintenance o f  the w om an to  w hom  he is legally m arried or his legitim ate children  

being under the age o f  18 years; or

652 They have no right to apply under the Matrimonial Causes Act; see sections 4 and 14 at 184 and 188 above.
653 That the key feature of the Act is its criminal stamp is demonstrated by the warrant o f 30 April 1984 establishing the 
Efate Island Court. Under its criminal jurisdiction the court is granted power to deal with offences against both this 
statute and the Maintenance o f  Children Act. Its civil jurisdiction extends to the Maintenance o f  Children Act but no 
mention is made of the Maintenance o f  Family Act probably for the simple reason the latter confers no original 
jurisdiction o f a civil character that could possibly be warranted to an Island Court.
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(b) m other w ho for a  period  exceeding 1 m on th  deserts her ch ild ren  being under the age 

o f  18 years;

shall be guilty  o f  an offence and on conviction  th e reo f shall be liable to a fine not 

exceeding V T20,000 or to  a  period o f  im prisonm ent no t exceeding 3 m onths o r to  both 

such fine and im prisonm ent:

A proviso enables escape from conviction in the case of financial incapability not the fault of the 

accused and the Act continues:

O rder to  m ain tain  fam ily

2 W here a m an is convicted  under the p rovisions o f  section  1 the court m ay in such 

m anner as it m ay th ink  fit order him  to m ake adequate prov ision  fo r h is w ife o r children  

being under the age o f  18 years.

F ailu re  to  com ply w ith  order

3 A ny person w ho fails to  com ply w ith  the prov isions o f  an order m ade under section  2 

shall be guilty  o f  an offence and on conviction  th e reo f shall be liable to  a  fine no t 

exceeding V T 50,000 or to  a term  o f  im prisonm ent no t exceeding 6 m onths or to  both 

such fine and im prisonm ent.

The measure only protects women who are legally married. This would include women married 

in custom whose marriages are not registered but what of those in marriages rendered invalid by 

operation of section 9 of the Marriage Act as read with the Control o f  Marriage Act.654 Is it 

equitable to exclude them from the shelter of the Act on the basis that the celebrant has failed to 

perform his or her duties?

Procedurally the Act is cumbersome. A neglected wife has no direct access to the court by civil 

complaint or summons. Niurrie v Niurrie655 tellingly exposes the Act’s deficiencies. In early 1995 

the wife instituted a prosecution under the Act and the Senior Magistrate convicted the husband 

of failing to maintain his family. The Magistrate fined him but made no order for maintenance for 

her or the two children. Later that year she returned to court with a further complaint and on this 

occasion the husband was again convicted, fined vt4000 and ordered to pay maintenance of 

vt8000 per month for the children. No order was made in her favour. She then applied on a civil 

complaint for the maintenance to be increased alleging it was inadequate. The Magistrate ruled

654 Set out and discussed at 176-184 above.
655 SCCAppC 7 o f  1996. For analysis and criticism o f the decision see Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 362-363.
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that the maintenance jurisdiction was criminal not civil, that he had already punished the husband 

and had no power to vary the order. He considered that the wife could only reinstitute a further 

criminal complaint if the husband was in breach of the existing maintenance order. The wife 

appealed arguing that applications for variations could properly be made in civil proceedings.

The Acting Chief Justice held there was no jurisdiction under the Act authorising the relief route 

pursued by the wife. In his judgment a wife could make ‘still another complaint and have that 

determined as prescribed by Cap. 42.’ He did however disagree with the Magistrate’s ruling that a 

husband would have to be in breach of the earlier order before a new complaint could succeed. In 

his judgment the procedure of the Act could be invoked to vary an order if the provision became 

inadequate. An argument that the Supreme Court had power under Article 47(1) of the 

Constitution to make a decision ‘according to justice’ was rejected on the basis that a statutory 

procedure already existed.

This legalistic construction of the Act erects another fence for wives to surmount. If the measure 

is designed to assist in furnishing adequate maintenance it fails miserably and pedantic procedural 

hurdles seem out of place. The interpretation of the Court may also have overlooked section 29(2) 

of the Courts Act 1980 (Cap 122). This endows all courts with ‘inherent and incidental powers as 

may be reasonably required in order properly to apply such written law or custom.’ It goes on to 

warrant the courts ‘For the purpose of facilitating the application of any written law or custom’ to 

construe any provision ‘...with such alteration and adaptation as may be necessary...’.

The Act demands immediate overhaul, if not outright repeal and replacement. A removal from the 

criminal arena is crucial. Funds now paid in fines to the State coffers could then flow to the wife 

and children. A straightforward civil procedure that incorporates jurisdiction to grant 

maintenance, separation and protection orders and vary maintenance orders is overdue. Any 

reform should assist women whose relationship is problematic under the existing regime and 

might usefully explore further and extend relief to those in de facto relationships.

What of the thorny problem of a wife married in custom whose marriage has been dissolved in 

custom but who needs maintenance post-dissolution? Can she invoke the Act’s procedures now 

she is no longer legally married? Probably not as the statute demands that she be legally married. 

This vacuum in the law is potentially critical for many. For those in state marriages upon 

dissolution orders are usually made for maintenance and other matters. These orders can be
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varied to reflect changes in circumstances. In custom following dissolution the wife may be 

remediless.

What property rights wives in customary marriages have on dissolution is also problematic. In 

strict custom they would have little or no claim on any property the husband may own or possess. 

In the typical customary union this presents no difficulty, as there is unlikely to be any property 

of import.656 Any possible claim to matrimonial assets of any value would have to be founded on 

the Married Women’s Property Act 1882 (UK) or the establishment of a constructive trust under 

equitable principles. This invariably entails complex issues of proof and does not address the 

contributions of a wife as a child-rearer, domestic cleaner/cook and general homemaker. The call 

for statutory reform to permit domestic contributions to be taken into account is added to that for 

courts to be given power to grant a broad range of orders for all marriages.657

Both Jurisdictions 

Adoption

Adoption has both an ordinary and a legal meaning. The stricter legal sense severs the link with 

the natural parent or parents and creates a new distinct family with the new duties and obligations 

that entails.

The adoption of children extra-familially is generally foreign to customary law.658 A crucial 

distinction between the customary and western adoption paradigms is that the former is a private 

inter-family arrangement whereas an integral characteristic o f the latter is the public element 

inherent in its subjection to state control. This is manifested by the necessity for a judicial order 

o f approval and the essential involvement of social caseworker investigation.

656 Oliver observes that in the normal case the only matrimonial property would be the house and garden sites. He notes 
that if  the husband resides with the wife’s kin he would make no claim to these; otherwise he would keep the sites and 
any pigs and household furnishings and utensils except those made by the wife or brought by her to the marriage: A 
Solomon Island Society 1967 at 199.
657 Compare Fiji where the provisions o f section 86 and 87 o f the Matrimonial Causes Act (Cap 51), as interpreted in 
Pratima Devi v Rajeshwar Singh 1985 31 FLR 115, allow the court to award generous relief.
658 See S Poulter. Family Law and Litigation in Basotho Society, Clarendon Press Oxford 1976 at 236 commenting that: 
‘Adoption almost invariably occurs within the extended family and is practically unknown between strangers.’
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In customary law adoption is resorted to in the provision of an heir659 and may also be common 

where childless couples adopt a child of a close female relative.660 The clear distinction in 

western legal systems between adoption and fostering is not quite so marked in customary 

societies where fostering is widespread but still remains primarily a family affair.661 The principle 

in non-customary systems that adoption severs the biological family and creates a new family has 

no real imperative in custom where the dominant motives are to maintain family links, assist 

childless kinfolk or invest a successor.

In both jurisdictions, in the absence of any local legislation, received law in the guise of an act of 

general application regulates the formal statutory procedure. In practice this has been the relevant 

English legislation on the subject. In Solomon Islands this is the Adoption Act 1958662; for 

Vanuatu this Act as read with the Children Act 1975. To complicate matters some of the 

provisions of the 1975 measure came into effect on 1 January 1976 and therefore are applicable in 

Vanuatu and some not until later and so do not apply.

Recently in In re Jessica Malili, In re Chelsea Lee663 the Judge proceeded under the aegis o f the 

English Adoption Act 1958. The two cases involved separate applications by indigenous ni- 

Vanuatu and Australian expatriates to adopt a girl who had been abandoned. In the event the ni- 

Vanuatu applicants withdrew their petition and an order was made in favour of the expatriate 

couple. Interestingly a condition of the adoption order directed that the parents ‘use their best 

endeavours to ensure that Chelsea Lee is aware of and, as far as possible, knowledgeable of her 

cultural origins and inheritance.’ Also o f interest is the fact that the matter went ahead without a 

social welfare report, the Judge himself visiting the home of the applicants and seeing the child.

As observed, a customary adoption is effected extra-statutorily and recent judicial consideration 

of a customary adoption in the Vanuatu Supreme Court is illuminating. In G v L664 a natural 

mother sought custody of a child who was in the actual custody of one of her male relatives and

659 The ruling o f the Customary Land Appeal Court quoted and approved in the High Court judgment in Igolo v Ita 
(1982) SILR 56 gives local support to this proposition. It states ‘Later Igolo, because he had no surviving child, took 
Koete Igolo as his adopted son (Vinatakele).’ The adoption was inter-familial as Koete was Igolo’s wife’s adulterine 
child.
660 RH Codrington The Melanesians: Studies in their Anthropology and Folk-Lore Clarendon Press Oxford 1891 at 25 
and 27.
661 Compare western societies where fostering is usually subject to state supervision and control.
662 In Re V (an infant) (1985/86) SILR 252.
663 SCCC 89 of 1999, SC Adoption Cases 12 and 14 o f 1999, unreported, judgment 5 May 2000, recorded at USPILJ. 
Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil).
664 (1989-1994) 2 VLR 486.
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his wife. They answered her claim by maintaining that they had validly adopted the child in 

accordance with custom. The facts are involved and will be outlined in more detail in the next 

chapter when reviewing the welfare principle in relation to child custody. The salient element of 

the decision is that the Court, without reservation or hesitation, accepted an adoption in custom 

even though there had been no formal ceremony or formalities involving the natural mother or of 

which she had even received notification.665 Whilst intra-familial adoptions are common and 

generally uncontroversial disputes between relatives in Vanuatu as evidenced by the facts in G v 

L and In re P666 present some cause for concern.

The Courts in both countries correctly recognise customary adoption arrangements.667 However 

it remains a matter of conjecture as to what extent bureaucracies do so. Certainly in my 

experience practice suggests that they require a formal document before accepting a customary 

adoption and the simplest most effective method of obtaining this is through the medium of a 

consensual custody or guardianship order in a Magistrate’s Court.

Affiliation

Affiliation o f illegitimate children at customary law was within the mother’s family group unless 

and until she married the father when they would be usually be affiliated within his family.668 

Claims for child support from the father were unknown in customary society.669

Thus illegitimacy did not assume the significance it held at common law as a child was never a 

filins nullius but always affiliated into some family.670 The pursuit of natural fathers for regular 

child support is modem in origin in most jurisdictions worldwide and particularly so in the 

Pacific where social trends elsewhere have only recently begun to affect traditional society.671

665 The Court relied heavily on the mother not having made any contribution to the upbringing o f the child, who was 13 
at the time o f the proceedings. This aspect seems to be a distinguishing marker between customary adoption and 
fostering in that in the latter the mother would be expected to contribute towards the upkeep o f the child.
666 (1980-88) 1 VLR 130 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Court o f Appeal (Civil). Discussed in detail at 131-2 above. It will 
be recalled that the mother o f an illegitimate child alleged she was kidnapped and held prisoner by male relatives to 
compel her to agree to her daughter being adopted by her sister.
667 In Solomon Islands they are required to do so on the distribution of property on intestacy by virtue o f the Wills, 
Probate and Administration Act 1987, examined in detail in chapter 6.
668 In matrilineal kingroups they would remain affiliated to the mother’s family after marriage.
669 Any claim made would be by the mother’s father or male guardian for loss o f potential bride price, see K  v B 
(1985/86) SILR 39.
670 Bennett in Sourcebook 1991 at 358-361 outlines the customary paradigm.
671 For an interesting analysis o f the social/political/economic factors see Bennett Sourcebook 1991 at 365-373.
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Solomon Islands introduced a full statutory regime as recently as 1971 by the Affiliation, 

Separation and Maintenance Act of that year. The Act is unremarkable being a virtual clone of 

the English statutory regime in force at the time.

The Vanuatu Maintenance o f Children Act (Cap 46) enacted in 1966 provides for the 

maintenance of illegitimate infants of single women.672 This Act evinces a highly moral flavour 

providing by in section 4 that:

4 N otw ithstand ing  the provisions o f  section 3, a  cause o f  action shall no t lie i f  there is 

evidence-

(a) that during the norm al period  o f  conception the m other w as o f  notorious loose 

behaviour;

(b) that during the said period the said m other had sexual intercourse w ith another 

man: P rovided that an action  shall lie i f  there is evidence that the said other 

m an is not the father;

The penalisation of children by denying them potential support because of the sexual behaviour 

of their parents is an unhappy continuum of the rules that in western systems stigmatised and 

punished non-wedlock offspring for the sexual activities of their progenitors and deserves little 

support. The provision is prejudicial to both children and their mothers. Children’s rights now 

contained in United Nations Declarations and Conventions673 are increasingly leading to the 

worldwide eradication of distinctions between legitimate and illegitimate children.674

Another curious feature of the Vanuatu statute is contained in section 5(1). This defines the 

powers of the Court to make orders. The section stipulates:

5(1) A  m agistrates court m ay ... m ak e ... such order as it th inks f i t . . .  for the paym ent by 

him  to  the applicant of-

67“ By virtue o f section 1(b) the term 'single woman’ includes women who would have been lawfully married but for 
the operation of section 6 of the Control o f  Marriage Act. This adds additional weight to the criticism of section 6 of 
that Act as the effect o f its operation is to deprive the ‘wife’ from claiming maintenance for herself qua spouse. She has 
no right to claim maintenance for herself as a mother.
673 See Principle 1 o f the United Nations Declaration of the Rights o f the Child 1959. This provides that the rights shall 
be enjoyed without discrimination ‘on account o f race...birth or other status whether o f himself or his family.’ Article 2 
o f the 1989 Convention on the Rights o f  the Child reaffirms the 1959 Principle. The Convention is part o f domestic law 
in Vanuatu: see n 29.
674 Differentiation is still common. In Babaua v Roselyn (1988) SILR 22 the Court held that the needs of the putative 
father’s legitimate wife and children ranked in priority to those of his illegitimate offspring.
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(a) a sum  o f  m oney or its equal in kind no t exceed ing  the equ ivalen t o f  V T 1,000675 

w eekly for th e  m aintenance and upbringing o f  the child  to  be paid  period ically  as the 

court shall decide bu t in no case m ore than yearly;

This fettering of the Magistrate’s discretion as to the upper limit o f an order is unusual.676 The 

restriction on the amount a man might be liable to contribute taken with the barriers the mother 

has to surmount to establish paternity underline the pervasive male bias in the legislation. The 

anti-female tenor of the Act is further manifested by section 3. This decrees that a mother has no 

cause of action at all unless there is evidence either that:

• there was an offer o f marriage or;

• the parties lived together as husband and wife; or

• the alleged father had at some time provided for the maintenance of the child; or

• the alleged father had at some stage admitted paternity.

These raise steep hurdles to commencing applications and are unwarranted by their disregard of 

the standard rules of evidence and proof. They stand as an additional barrier to the traditional but 

outdated requirement that the evidence of the mother must be ‘corroborated in some material 

particular by other evidence.’677 Such restrictions can only operate to the benefit of the father and 

have little relation to the stated purpose of the Act: ‘To provide for the maintenance of natural 

children.’

Defending the distinctive pro-male ethos underpinning the Act is difficult especially as since 

1995 Vanuatu has been a party to 1979 Convention on the Elimination o f  All Forms o f  

Discrimination against Women. Moreover as a party to 1989 Convention on the Rights o f  the 

Child the retention of legislation punitive to illegitimate offspring is insupportable.678 This 

punitive aspect can be latent as in the evidential hurdles to be surmounted by the mother.679 Or

675 About $A12.
676 Fiji had a similar provision in section 18(2) (a) o f its Maintenance and Affiliation Act but repealed it in 1986. The 
upper limit is never exceeded: see Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 488. However in Pandosy v Thuha SC 
Matrimonial Case 16 o f 1996, unreported, judgment 10 December 1997, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court 
(Matrimonial) the Judge ordered a total sum o f vt 10000 for 2 children. He did not comment on the limit. In a peculiarly 
patriarchal note he ordered that the mother must only spend the money on food clothing and other necessities and 
produce receipts ‘showing items purchased, the date of purchase, the price and the balance if  any.’ This is patronising 
and impractical.
677 See for example section 5(2) o f the 1971 Act (Solomon Islands).
678 For details see n 29 at 13 above.
679 See the added evidential obstacle raised by J  v S  (1985/86) SILR 209 which dubiously imposed on the mother in 
affiliation proceedings the quasi-criminal burden o f proof applied to adultery allegations on the grounds that a finding 
o f paternity involved a stigma and financial burden.
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patent and blatant as exemplified by the statutory maxima that can be awarded. The modem trend 

is towards non-differentiation of maintenance regimes.680

It is uncommon for legislation to permit the order of payment in kind. This power may be useful 

in subsistence economies where payment of compensation by way of recompense would normally 

be in some measure of customary currency. In Vanuatu and Solomon Islands the Island Courts 

and Local Courts respectively have the jurisdiction to determine affiliation matters681 and the 

judgment in Stephen & Rollan Filualea v Pio Akwasitaloa682 underlines the emphasis local courts 

place on custom. The Chief Justice observed that local courts had been granted express 

jurisdiction to hear affiliation complaints by section 2 of the 1971 Affiliation Separation and 

Maintenance Act. The case under review had been commenced in the Malaita Local Court on a 

complaint by the father of a girl seeking compensation against the second appellant for having 

sexual intercourse with his daughter. He claimed:

1 red m oney, 1 pig w orth $150 com pensation and brideprice for R osem ary M afilui, 11 

red m oney and 1,000 porpoise teeth = $3300 plus costs $85 equivalent to  $3385

The first appellant was the boy’s father. The Local Court refused the father’s claim. On appeal to 

the provincial Magistrate’s Court, the Principal Magistrate, sitting with two assessors, ordered that 

the father was entitled to 5 red money only, one for the girl’s name, one for the house of the father 

and three for the loss of the girl’s virginity. The Magistrate stressed that:

...th e  A ppellan t’s claim  before the Local C ourt w as in respect o f  custom ary practice o f  

M alaita people w here a girl w ho becom es pregnant prior to  a recognised m arriage. This 

was not an affiliation  case proceedings [sic] or claim ing m ain tenance for the child.

This distinction was critical as the appellants’ central contention lay in asserting that the evidence 

of the girl did not prove the second appellant was the father and further that it was not 

corroborated as required by the Act. The Chief Justice ruled that the claim rested in custom only 

and did not constitute an affiliation proceeding. As such, all that required proof ‘is that the

680 See for example the English Family Law Reform Act 1987, which abolished affiliation proceedings. Applications for 
all infants are now brought under the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1971.
681 Jalal expresses concern that in these courts the application of the male-centred values o f custom will operate to the 
prejudice of women; Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 463-4.
682 HCCAppC 333 of 1995, unreported, judgment 19 March 1996.
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defendant had sex with the girl and she became pregnant. ’ The Chief Justice succinctly expressed 

the rationale of such claims as:

such a custom  is found on a com m on sense. Y oung girls have their value as hum an

beings and w ith  th e ir dignity  they are accorded the ir place in the ir fam ilies and their

com m unities. T o com m it an act o f  sexual in tercourse w ith a  young unm arried  girl 

causing  her to  becom e pregnant is considered a  d im inution  o f  the value o f  her dignity  and 

a loss no t only  to  h e rse lf  bu t to  her fam ily also and in the eye o f  her com m unity. H er 

m arriage p rospect [sic] and her status in the com m unity  w ill be affected. T he custom  rule 

w e are dealing  w ith  here is founded on such com m on sense so as to  safe guard  these.

In custom, a mother would have no locus to bring an application and any rights would be

exercisable by her father or male guardian responsible for her care and that of the infant. Even if

it is the girl’s dignity that is tarnished the compensation for the besmirching is paid to her father. 

The justification for this rests in his responsibility to support his daughters until marriage.

This decision and that in K  v B663 afford striking examples of the conceptual gulf between 

customary and received law and emphasise that in custom the right to pursue compensatory 

claims lie with the father. In the latter case a putative father had paid to the father of the applicant 

mother $500 - a substantial sum in local circumstances - as compensation for loss o f bride price. 

This payment had been made pursuant to a Local Court order sought by the girl’s father.

On a claim by the mother for maintenance for the child under the 1971 Act the Magistrate 

reduced the order for maintenance in the mother’s favour by $8 per month for 6 years citing as his 

reason the payment of the $500. The High Court on appeal by the mother reversed the reduction. 

It emphasised that the $500 had been ordered as compensation in custom and had no place in the 

assessment of maintenance under the statutory provisions based on an imported model unless the 

payment actually affected the father’s ability to pay the proper order.

Mothers face other practical problems. Firstly in societies reliant on subsistence farming and 

fishing it is often unrealistic for local courts to make orders against fathers with no cash income. 

A further perennial problem in both jurisdictions is the effective enforcement of orders due to a 

variety of factors; deliberate evasion and genuine inability to pay being but two. Developing

683 (1985/86) SILR 39.
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nations do not often have the workforce or technical resources to install sophisticated modem 

policing systems and western child support agency models are of limited value where paid 

employment is the distinct exception rather than the norm. Both jurisdictions provide for the 

deduction of maintenance from earnings. This facilitates collection where the father is in regular 

employment.684 If he is not or is not likely to be so then orders in kind may grant some relief.

Domestic Violence

The prevalence of domestic violence in male dominated societies is well known and documented. 

In Solomon Islands Poerio’s primary research confirms this685 and as the cases next cited 

illustrate there is no reason to think that the problem is of lesser moment in Vanuatu.686 The 

exercise of the marital power in customary law rested with the husband and included, as it did at 

common law, the right to administer reasonable physical chastisement to the wife. Anecdotal 

evidence and the experience of women’s interest groups and organisations confirm that abuse is 

common.687 This is no real surprise in societies where male power structures are firmly 

embedded.

Both jurisdictions have provided protective measures for women. In Solomon Islands the 

Affiliation, Separation and Maintenance (Amendment) Act 1992 instituted a summary and speedy 

procedure for the award of injunctive relief. The measures introduced are based on models 

standard in common law jurisdictions and include provision to enforce the obedience of 

injunctions by powers of arrest and remand. The code seems to be working effectively despite the 

initial surprise and mystification of husbands that the law could operate in this way.688 The 

legislative umbrella only protects those in a marriage, including a customary one,689 thus 

sidelining and leaving unprotected those in informal unions.690 Although the Act creates a formal

684 See sections 19 to 21 and sections 8 to 13 of the relevant legislation: Solomon Islands and Vanuatu respectively.
685 Loretta Poerio, Domestic Violence in the Solomon Islands: Doctoral thesis, unpublished, Griffiths University 1995.
686 For the experience in neighbouring Papua New Guinea, see Domestic Violence in Papua New Guinea Law Reform 
Commission Monograph No 3 Port Moresby 1985. For Samoa see Penny Martin 'Implementing women’s and 
children’s rights: The case o f domestic violence in Samoa’ (2002) 27(5) Alternative LJ  227. As the title suggests the 
author examines the subject in the light o f international Conventions. She also discusses issues relating to cultural 
relativity.
687 See generally chapter 5 o f Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women.
688 See Sir John Muria ‘Conflicts in Women’s Human Rights’ (1996) at 10.
689 Balou v Kokosi (1982) SILR 94.
690 They may be able to access injunctive relief to prevent the repetition of assaults but the procedure for this is 
cumbersome and often ineffective.
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safeguard for married women judicial authority indicates that some violence against women is 

acceptable.691

Vanuatu has no separate statutory code to protect spouses.692 Reliance is therefore placed on the 

common law right to seek an injunction to prevent a person acting in a certain way once a cause 

of action has been established. In matrimonial matters this cause is the actual assault. The 

procedure is necessarily complex693 and a specific, simpler remedy is to be preferred.

Recent Vanuatu case law

Two recent decisions illustrate all too vividly that domestic violence by males is widespread and 

that the tenets and attitudes central to the patriarchal ethos sadly extend from the social into the 

legal order. Firstly in Public Prosecutor v Kenton Quai69* the accused husband had pleaded guilty 

in the Magistrates Court to assaulting his wife. These assaults had been persistent and included 

indecency when the husband had attempted to insert a wooden object into her vagina and forced 

her to strip. The Magistrate in his comments adjudged:

(c) the  v ic tim  has constantly  been  beaten  up, by her husband a t his p leasure w hile  m ost 

tim es w ith  un justified  cause at all. [sic]

The wife attended at the sentencing hearing to find out the outcome. The husband received a six 

months prison sentence suspended for two years and was fined vt5000. To her undoubted surprise 

and mystification the Magistrate then stated, without offering any reasons, that:

It is ordered tha t the 3 children  and  the ir m other should return  to  the m atrim onial hom e 

forthw ith .

691 See Sesebo v Laloga HCCC 154 of 1994, unreported, judgment 30 September 1994, where the court refused a 
petition founded on cruelty as the ‘slappings’ were not serious. The criteria that cruelty must be ‘serious’ originates 
locally from Valenti v Valenti (1985/86) SILR 205 which in turn based its reasoning on the leading English authority o f 
Gollins v Gollins (1963) 2 AER 966. Is the rationale o f Gollins that cruelty must be ‘serious’ to establish a matrimonial 
offence grounded on the implicit recognition that a husband had the right at common law to administer reasonable 
physical chastisement to his wife? The raising o f the evidential burden for women has its parallels elsewhere in 
adultery and paternity allegations: J v  5  (1985/86) SIL R 209; seen 679 at 205 above.
692 The Domestic Protection Act 1997 has not been passed into law. The Act would have afforded protective relief to 
persons in de facto relationships. Anecdotal information suggests that the National Council o f Chiefs, an all male 
redoubt, have advised against the passage of the Bill into law.
693 Admirably set out in Practice Direction 1 o f 1996 which not only gives a lucid procedural summary but also stresses 
the importance o f providing sympathetic and speedy relief.
694 Senior Magistrate’s Court Criminal Case 610 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 18 October 1995 and Public 
Prosecutor v Kenton Quai SCCrAppC 15 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 13 November 1995.
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The Public Prosecutor lodged an appeal against this ‘order’ and the Supreme Court quashed the 

‘return’ order. The appeal ground advanced maintained the Magistrate had erred in law in making 

an order he had no power to issue. The Judge examined the jurisdiction of a Magistrate’s Court 

and referred to the power set out in section 29(2) of the Courts Act stating:

F or the purpose o f  facilita ting  the application o f  any w ritten  law  or custom  any provision 

m ay be construed or w ith  such alterations and adaptations as m ay be necessary and every 

C ourt shall have inheren t and incidental (underlin ing  is mine) pow ers as m ay be 

reasonably required in  order properly to  apply such w ritten  law  or custom .

He then held that this general sweeping-up provision conferred on the Magistrate the power to 

make the order decreed but ruled that he had done so without having any proper evidence before 

him.695 This is a remarkable ruling on the interpretation of the subsection for which no authority 

was advanced. Firstly the original order blatantly infringed the personal liberty and freedom of 

movement of an individual as enshrined in Article 5(b) and (i) of the Constitution, a fundamental 

issue not canvassed by the Judge. It also ignores basic concerns of natural justice revolving 

around the right to be heard. Any incidental powers must, as the Judge remarked, be exercised on 

the basis o f proper evidence.

It is thought the exercise of such powers is further limited and can only arise if they are properly 

related to a particular dispute between the parties. In the absence of express statutory authority a 

Magistrate lacks the power to make an order against a person not a party to the proceedings. An 

analysis o f how incidental powers differ from inherent ones may explain the Judge’s error. If the 

adjective ‘incidental’ adds or limits the extent of the judicial power, clearly any order must be 

incidental in the sense of closely related to the subject matter of the proceedings. Here it was not. 

The order in its terms was quasi-civil whereas the proceedings were criminal.

The Judge perhaps confuses jurisdiction and power. The Magistrate was exercising a criminal 

jurisdiction conferred by section 4 of the Courts Act. Any ‘incidental’ power the court assumes 

must, it is submitted, be exercised only within that jurisdiction. For example the Courts Act 

allocates the court power to order compensation for victims of crime. If a court was not endowed 

with such specific authority it must remain doubtful it could assume an ‘incidental’ power and

695 Contrast the failure to invoke this provision in Niurrie v Niurrie SCCAppC 7 of 1996 discussed at 199-200 above to 
assist wives in surmounting the procedural hurdles hampering the recovery of maintenance.
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construct compensation orders as it deemed just for victims on the rationale that they were proper 

in custom.

In Taleo v Taleo696 the wife sought specific restraining orders preventing her husband from 

assaulting her; approaching her except through her sisters and only then in relation to the 

children; attending at her place of work; and attending at her place of residence with her parents. 

The Magistrate having found that there was evidence justifying the making of orders, issued 

general restraining orders prohibiting the husband from assaulting, threatening or insulting her. 

However he refused the precise protective orders sought on dubious grounds. He reasoned:

F irstly  i f  I a llow  such restra in ing  orders then  th is w ill restric t the R esponden t’s 

m ovem ent to stay and  live together w ith  his w ife  and children and therefore it w ill be in 

breach o f  A rtic le  5(1 )(i). I find no im m ediate danger to the R espondent697 fam ily to  

w arran t a restric tion  o f  m ovem ent against the R espondent to  stay w ith h is fam ily. A nd 

therefo re  he is en title  [sic] to  h is fundam ental righ t to  live w ith  h is fam ily w ithou t fear or 

threat.

Article 5(1 )(i) of the Constitution guarantees the fundamental right to freedom of movement. The 

quoted passage demonstrates a lack of understanding of this right. It does not confer the 

entitlement to reside where the beneficiary wishes but limits unlawful interference with lawful 

movement. The Magistrate cited, as additional justification for refusing the orders, the non- 

justiciable fundamental duties catalogued in Article 7 of the Constitution.

He then set out Article 7(h) outlining the duty of a parent to support, assist and educate his 

children. From this he then argued that the granting of the restraining order sought would restrict 

him from fulfilling his fundamental duties if he were not to live at home with his wife and family. 

The fallacy in this proposition is too obvious to require comment. The Magistrate manifestly 

either misinterpreted or misunderstood the constitutional provisions.698

696 Senior Magistrates Court Civil Case 83 o f 1996, unreported, judgment 9 April 1996, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, 
Magistrate’s Court, (Civil).
697 A patent error, any threat was to the applicant or her family.
698 My informant, Merrin Mason, o f the Women’s Refuge in Vanuatu and the solicitor for the wife in Taleo confidently 
planned an appeal from the Magistrate’s decision but this was not pursued as the parties reconciled: personal e-mail 
communication to the author on 13 August 1999.
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These decisions exemplify the infiltration of pervasive male beliefs and attitudes into judicial 

pronouncements and mark an extension of traditional custom tenets into modem environments. 

This is unfortunate. Customary law is most vulnerable to attack from its detractors as being out- 

of-kilter with contemporary values on gender equality and fairness. The expatriate judiciary often 

faced valid criticism that it was ethnocentric and irrevocably so immured in common law 

ideology that it imposed unsuitable foreign law unthinkingly on indigenous subjects. It would 

discredit customary law if a new local judiciary imported the patriarchal ethos of established 

custom into court decisions. Customary law is resilient and many with authority to lose, notably 

senior males, will be resistant to change. It is also flexible and judicial rationalisation in support 

of a more benign version of customary law supportive of equity and fairness would restore the 

credentials of customary law in the eyes of its critics.

Informal relationships

In the absence of any fieldwork it would be presumptuous to make categorical assertions about 

the number of relationships that are not recognised as marriages whether in custom or under state 

law. However the incidence of such relationships is likely to be rising as Pacific Island 

communities undergo fairly dramatic change transforming social institutions.699

As observed, in the realm of state family law the legal systems of Vanuatu and Solomon Islands 

are comparable with those operating in western jurisdictions in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Consequently they offer little protection to persons in informal unions. This disadvantage is wide- 

ranging and parties in such relationships have difficulty in obtaining property settlements or 

maintenance and cannot adopt children. Not classed as spouses they cannot make claims for 

compensation as dependent spouses under the received Fatal Accidents Acts and are also 

prejudiced under the provident fund legislation.700

As we shall see in chapter 6 inheritance laws also pose a major problem for those in de facto 

relationships. Moreover they are unprotected by measures designed to prevent and punish 

domestic violence. In Solomon Islands the relevant law on domestic violence, the Affiliation

699 Confirmed by Jessep and Luluaki in Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 188-189 and borne out by personal 
observation in the 1980s. In the Public Solicitor’s office we encountered increasing numbers o f people who were in 
non-formal relationships.
700 For a helpful itemised list o f the differences in treatment in Papua New Guinea see Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  
Family Law 1994 at 35-39. For a comprehensive review of the situation in PNG see O Jessep ‘De Facto Relationships 
and the Law in Papua New Guinea’ (1992) 41 ICLQ 460-472.
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Separation and Maintenance Act 1992 only safeguards married persons and although Practice 

Direction 1 of 1996 in Vanuatu is expressed in general terms, the section commenting on 

domestic violence refers to husbands and wives. The 1997 Vanuatu Bill for the Domestic 

Protection Act specifically covered those ‘living together in the same household’

Those who make a deliberate, genuine and informed choice to reject marriage may have little 

cause for complaint if  the law operates to their detriment but even here their choice may seriously 

affect the rights of any children they have. Lifestyle choices for an out-and-out rejection of 

marriage are probably rare in the Pacific, where most de facto relationships will exist because 

although the parties wish to marry they are unable to do as one partner cannot escape from an 

earlier marriage. In other cases the parties may genuinely but mistakenly believe they are married 

but, because of the operation of the law, are not.701

The kind of reforms, such as the De Facto Relationships Act 1984 (NSW), that swept aside much 

of this disadvantage in metropolitan jurisdictions over the past two or three decades are unlikely 

to be implemented in the Pacific in the foreseeable future. That said, it is a hopeful sign that 

Vanuatu has ratified both 1989 Convention on children’s rights and the 1979 Convention on 

eliminating discrimination against women and Solomon Islands has acceded to the former.702 This 

may lead to a push for law reform if the law discriminates against women or illegitimate children.

Nevertheless reform is unlikely in the short-term and at present it is an advantage to be married. 

A decision from Solomon Islands indicates the court’s readiness to find in favour of a marriage 

and thus treat the parties as man and wife. In Koru v Official Administrator o f  Unrepresented 

Estates703 the plaintiff was the daughter of Simon Koru deceased. Following her mother Tebina’s 

death in 1964, her father had lived with one Tangaua from 1964 or 1965 up until his death in 

1976. Tangaua subsequently died in 1984. Mary, a child of Simon and Tangaua, claimed that she 

was entitled to inherit a parcel of land that had been owned by her father. The basis for her claim 

was that since her parents were married her mother had inherited the land from her father by 

operation of the law in force and that upon her mother’s death it passed to her. The plaintiff 

argued that there was no formal marriage between Simon and Tangaua and accordingly she and 

her siblings remained the rightful beneficiaries. The Chief Justice noted cohabitation over a

701 As already discussed the draconian provisions of the Vanuatu Control o f  Marriage Act may invalidate a marriage 
that the parties and the community consider has been properly contracted.
702 Note 29 at 13 above.
703 (1985/1986) SILR 132.
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period of about 10 years gave rise to a strong presumption that the parties were man and wife and 

this presumption was not lightly to be rebutted.704 Some evidence had been tendered that the 

parties had attended before a Magistrate in 1964 or 1965 with a view to being married but no 

formal proof of any marriage could be unearthed. Leaving aside the visit to the Magistrate the 

striking feature of the judgment is the readiness with which the court ruled in favour of a 

presumption of a valid marriage on the basis of lengthy cohabitation.

In Edwards v Edwards705 the facts bore some similarity to those in Koru. There the Court found 

in favour of a valid marriage in custom where the parties declared their love for each other, 

received the consent of her parents and then had a major food party with friends and relatives in 

attendance. Following this they had lived together for seven years until the death of the husband. 

During this period the wife had four children. Similarly in Rebitai v Chow706 the Court was 

prepared to declare in favour of a customary marriage on the basis of long cohabitation even 

though it was claimed that a key customary ceremony had not taken place.

The local case law demonstrates that it may be relatively easy to establish a marriage in custom. 

Furthermore if there is some evidence that a ceremony might have occurred then the Courts are 

ever willing to presume in favour of a valid marriage if the parties have lived together for some 

years.707 However the law does not recognise what are colloquially referred to as ‘common law’ 

or ‘de facto’ marriages, the terms being ‘logically inconsistent’ in respect of extra-marital 

relationships.708

Even if the courts adopt a liberal stance towards presuming marriage in cases of lengthy 

cohabitation this can never help those relationships in which one party is already tied to another 

by marriage. Nor can it assist parties whose marriages are annulled because of a procedure failure 

to comply with the formal requirements for a marriage.709 Despite presumptions in favour of a 

marriage the irony is that the case law demonstrates that petitioners who cannot prove a formal

704 See Rebitai v Chow and Others [2002] 4 LRC 226 discussed fully at 158-161 above. The Judge stressed that both in 
custom and at common law strong presumptions operate in favour o f parties living together as though they were man 
and wife being regarded as married He reviewed the leading common law authorities including Piers v Piers (1843
1860) AER (Reprint) 159 and Captain de Thoren v Attorney-General (1875-76) 1 App. Cas. 686.
705 HCCC 312 of 1995: examined more fully at 153-155 above.
706 [2002] 4 LRC 226.
707 See Koru v OAUE (1985/86) SILR 132.
708 See the discussion in Dickey Family Law 1990 at 194-205.
709 See Siloko v Haka HCCC 53 of 1991, unreported, judgment 3 May 1991 and Salumata v Kelly, HCCC 344 o f 1999. 
unreported, judgment 5 November 1999 (marriage ceremonies held by Seventh Day Adventist Pastors in private homes 
and not in church as demanded by section 8 o f Islanders ’ Marriage Act). In the latter case the Judge suggested that a 
customary marriage could still subsist if the requisite customary formalities had been held: see 149-150 above.
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ceremony have fared better than those who can demonstrate a ceremony took place but whose 

marriage is nevertheless vitiated by some procedural failure.

We have noted that the existing legal structure is inadequate in protecting the interests of women 

who are legally married. The legally unwed are worse off, cast into a legal no mans land where 

remedies are few and far between.710

Conclusion

In addition to those consigned to legal limbo by virtue of living together informally, many people, 

particularly women, may be caught between the demands of custom and the values of modem 

society. This will probably be particularly true for those who have migrated to urban areas. 

Ladley argues that such women are caught in ‘a twilight zone’ between ‘a lost customary law and 

an irrelevant general law’.711 Women also may not take advantage of such state remedies as do 

exist, being socialised to resolve problems in custom. For this reason they may be too frightened 

to risk to stepping outside the traditional system and possibly losing the security blanket of local 

acceptance. Consequently any plans for reform must be supported by well-organised public 

information campaigns.712

The formal legal regimes in place are based on outdated western laws and afford limited remedies 

to women. As a result reform is long overdue but both countries lack the resources, both in 

personnel or finances, to undertake the major review of family law urgently required. What is 

urgently required in both jurisdictions is legislation along the lines of section 79 of the Family 

Law Act 1975 (Australia) that grants the courts a wide discretion to make such orders as they feel 

fit and proper with reference to the property of the parties whether it is held jointly or 

individually.

Male dominance still remains a critical factor in customary societies. Even in western societies 

after decades of social change and reform some maintain that legal systems still favour men. For

710 The prejudice flowing from informal status does not all run one way. Men in informal relationships are in a 
considerably worse position that married men in claiming custody on a break-up; see Pandosy v Thuha SC Matrimonial 
Case 16 of 1996, judgment 10 December 1997, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Matrimonial).
711 A Ladley ‘The ‘Propostion’, Maintenance in the Twilight in Urban Zimbabwe’ (1998) 42 Journal o f  Legal 
Pluralism 107.
712 Points made forcibly by Molkomme in his ‘Disseminating Family Law Reforms’ (1990-91).
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example, Freeman argues that in England ‘the legal system is a cultural underpinning of 

patriarchy.’713

However it is important to keep in mind that custom is not rigid or fixed, a contention given 

official recognition in the publication issued to commemorate the celebration of ten years of 

independence in Vanuatu. This asserts:

C ustom  is part o f  life, bu t as ou r w ay o f  life changes, so custom  m ust change. Its strength 

in the fu ture m ust lie in its flex ib ility .714

If this flexibility is used positively to encourage an equitable modus operandi for family law then 

many of the problems outlined above, such as persistent domestic violence, will eventually 

disappear.

713 ‘Legal idealogies, patriarchal precedents and domestic violence’ Chapter 4 at 51 in M Freeman (ed) State, Law, and 
the Family Tavistock Publications and Sweet and Maxwell London 1984.
714 Vanuatu: Ten Years o f  Independence Rozelle NSW: Other People Publications, for the Republic o f Vanuatu 1990.
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Introduction: the cultural divide

The arena of custody disputes highlights most acutely the disharmony between customary law 

and received law. The origin of this discord lies in the values underpinning customary societies 

where marriage is an economic and social alliance between two families or kin groups and the 

cohesion of the extended family unit is the paramount consideration and the demands of the 

individual parent or child are secondary. In western law systems disputes over child custody are 

regarded as occurring between individuals in the context of the nuclear family unit and whilst the 

wishes and rights of extended family members are a consideration they are generally of minor 

importance. A consequence of this dichotomy is that the rules devised and developed in one 

society may not be easily adapted or appropriate to another. Particularly the principles 

determining child custody in western systems may not be readily applicable to traditional
. . 7 1 5

societies.

Upon a customary marriage in Melanesia a bride price is usually paid by the husband's line or 

kinship group to that of the wife. A frequent consequence of this payment is that any children of 

the marriage are affiliated to the father's kinship group.716 This rule is not universal and in 

matrilineal societies the children are affiliated to the wife's kin group and her brothers assume 

primary rights and responsibilities in respect of them. This affiliation survives the collapse of the 

union. The corollary of this is that the failure to pay a bride price or to complete the payment of a 

negotiated bride price will often result in the defeat of a claim by a father.717

The significance of the tradition of bride price cannot be underestimated.718 Custom rules of 

affiliation remain applicable not only on marriage breakdown but also extend after the death of 

the father/husband. They are predicated on group concerns and a dismissive disregard of them 

may lead to a weakening of communal structures and be prejudicial to the child's interests as the

715 Judicially recognised by Minogue J in Kariza-Borei v Navurv-Renagi [1965-6] PNGLR 134 when referring to the 
preferred role o f the mother in western models. He noted at 142: 'It may be that this view has not the same strength 
when considering the welfare o f children in communities...where children are accustomed to regard several women o f 
their clan or line as mother and where they are brought up in a close knit communal relationship.'
716 A stance forcibly expressed by the expert custom witnesses in K vT and Ku (1985/86) SILR 49 and In re B (1983) 
SILR 223.
717 See the comments o f the Chief Justice o f Papua New Guinea in Derbyshire v Tongia [1984] PNGLR 148 and the 
Judges in An is v Anis [1977] PNGLR 5 and more recently Ubek v Darius [ 1994] PNGLR 280.
718 For a succinct account see B Rwezaura ‘The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests in the Changing Economic and 
Social Context o f Sub-Saharan A frica’ (1994) 8 In tJ  o f  Law and the Family 82-116 at 86-7. He notes that the purpose 
o f bride price is twofold: firstly to validate the marriage and secondly to transfer the bride’s procreative capacity from 
her family to that o f her husband. This view is confirmed in a local context by the opinion of the father’s expert custom 
witness in K  v T and Ku (1985/86) SILR 49. Rwezaura’s article is o f enormous value in any debate on the welfare 
principle and developing countries.
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child might lose inheritance and land rights if dislocated and removed from the group to which it 

is affiliated.719

The evolution of the ‘welfare’ principle

The courts of Solomon Islands and Vanuatu have, in a series of landmark post-independence 

cases, been faced with the task of determining several tricky disputes relating to child custody. 

Before embarking upon a detailed analysis o f these decisions it is instructive to trace the 

evolution and development of the ‘welfare of the child’ principle. The principle is often 

alternatively expressed as the ‘best interests of the child’720 but apart from engaging in a semantic 

exercise both terms declare the same value; that the court’s primary concern is to determine what 

best promotes the overall wellbeing of the child. Since the ‘welfare principle’ is a brainchild of, 

and anchored in, the English jurisprudence that has been the key influence in both Solomon 

Islands and Vanuatu, that term will be preferred.

At common law the father possessed a virtually absolute right to the custody of his lawful 

progeny. The courts would only interfere with this if enforcing the right would expose the infant 

to moral or physical harm.721 The right even extended to the removal of a breast-feeding infant 

from its mother.722

The high-water mark of the common law doctrine was proclaimed in Re Agar-Ellis; Agar-Ellis v 

Lascelles.123 The decision of three law lords rejecting a petition by a 16 year old girl and her 

mother for increased access visits to her mother seems unimaginable by reference to modem 

norms. The rationale of the dismissal rested upon a refusal by the courts of equity, to interfere 

with the father's absolute right, at common law, to the custody of and control over his children 

under twenty-one. This decision dispelled any notion that the courts of equity, exercising its 

parens patriae jurisdiction, would effectively act in the interests of the child. In reality they 

lamely followed the common law courts and enforced parental rights. Lord Upjohn in his incisive

719 See the comments o f the father’s custom witness in K  v T and Ku (1985/86) 49. However the expert custom 
witnesses in In re B (1983) 223 maintained that the child’s land rights would remain unaltered even if  removed from 
the care of the father’s line.
720 Most critically in Article 3( 1) o f the United Nations Convention on the Rights o f  the Child.
721 In re Fynn (1848) 2 De G. & Sm. 457; 64 English Reports 205 and Ball v Ball (1827) Sim. 35; 57, English Reports 
703. The cases provide excellent examples o f equity judges upholding the common law canon.
722 See the stark and dramatic example of R v De Manneville (1804) 5 East 221, 101 English Reports 1054.
723 (1883) 24 Ch 317. Lord Upjohn castigated the decision as ‘dreadful’ and labelled the father’s attitude ‘monstrous’; 
J v C  (1970) AC 668 at 721.
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review o f the historical case law noted that in custody matters: ‘in practice ... equity too dutifully 

followed the law.724 The patriarchal ethos of the 19th Century was reflected by the common law 

hypothesis that the interests of the child were best served if the child remained in the custody of 

the father.725

Any intervention by the courts of equity was feeble and half-hearted as witness the judicial 

conclusions ruling in favour of a tyrannical father in Re Agar-Ellis.726 This led to dissatisfaction 

and a push for reform resulting in the enactment in 1886 of the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1886 

(UK). This contained the first recognition and approval of the welfare principle, a canon firmly 

incorporated as the first and paramount consideration in custody disputes by the Guardianship o f  

Infants Act 1925 (UK). The principle remains the recurring leitmotif in custody matters. The 

critical provision, section 1 declares:

W here in  any proceeding before any C ourt...the custody or upbringing o f  any infant is in 

question , the Court, in decid ing  that question  shall regard the welfare of the infant as 

the first and paramount consideration and shall not take into consideration w hether 

from  any o ther point o f  v iew  the  claim  o f  the father, or any right possessed at com m on 

law  by the father, in respect o f  such custody (or) upbringing ... is superior to  th a t o f  the 

m other o r the claim  o f  the m other is superior to  that o f  the father.727 (E m p h a s is  a d d e d )

In his excellent exposition of the principle in J  v C728 Lord MacDermott noted that paramount 

consideration did not mean ‘only’ consideration but that the welfare of the infant was the ‘top 

item’ on a list of items relevant to the matter in question.729 This assumes importance, as the 

broad and valid concerns of custom have not always been accorded just weight in the cases to be 

discussed. In practice the courts have followed western practice and decided cases by awarding

724 J v C  (1970) AC 668 at 721. His illuminating and consummate critique charting the evolving case law is at 721-725. 
See also In re Fynn (1848) 2 De G. & Sm. 457; 64 English Reports 205, another Chancery matter, where the Vice
Chancellor upheld the father’s common law rights in unequivocally robust language. For a concise summary of 
developments up to 1925 see Dickey Family Law 1990 at 319-322.
725 Here customary law generally accords with the common law position, albeit that this conclusion is reached from a 
different cultural rationale.
726 (1883) 24 Ch 317.
727 However common law thinking dies hard. In In re Thain (an infant) Thain v Taylor (1926) 1 Ch 676 Lord Hanworth 
MR serenely declared: ‘The true interests o f the child are that she should be guided to feelings o f love and affection 
towards her father.’ The judgments pay lip service to the new legislation but nevertheless display a strong prejudice in 
favour o f the father’s rights. Admittedly the mother had died and the dispute was between the father and the child’s 
maternal aunt and her husband with whom he had placed the child and with whom she had lived since she was a small 
baby. She was 7 at the date o f the application.
728 (1970) AC 668.
729 He also stressed that the section governed all disputes over children, not just those between parents. The 1886 Act 
only related to cases between mothers and fathers.
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custody to the parent best able to provide satisfactory day-today care for the child and this, more 

often than not, is the mother.

The spread of the principle

The principle has become ubiquitous in matters relating to children and is not confined to custody 

issues.770 This ubiquity has not been confined by geographical or cultural constraints. It was, not 

surprisingly, espoused by societies linked by a shared culture, such as Canada, Australia and New 

Zealand; the ‘white’ dominions.731

More remarkable has been its widespread adoption by erstwhile colonies with cultures markedly 

different from those where the principle, in its present form, originated.732 Whilst it might be 

expected that those entering into formal official marriages are subject to the principle it is rather 

more surprising that the principle has been applied and approved far more widely.733

Remarkably the welfare of the child principle, as developed by western jurisdictions, is nowhere 

enshrined in the statute law of Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. The closest any regional provision 

approaches the espousal of the principle is section 16(1) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1986 in 

Vanuatu. This precludes the granting of a divorce decree in respect of a state marriage unless 

satisfactory arrangements are in place for the children.734 This makes it all the more noteworthy 

that those adjudicating in custody matters have championed the principle with alacrity. The 

tenacity and all embracing influence of the idea into the jurisprudence of nations whose 

indigenous legal ideology is considerably different perhaps demonstrates the power received law 

has exerted Pacific jurisdictions in the post-colonial era.

730 Recently see In re T (a minor)(Wardship)(Medical Treatment) (1996) Times LR 595 where the Court o f Appeal 
reaffirmed the application o f the principle in medical cases.
731 For example by the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1934 in New South Wales.
732 Papua New Guinea, section 74 of the Matrimonial Causes Act (Ch. 282), Fiji, section 85(1) o f the Matrimonial
Causes Act (Cap.51), Zimbabwe, section 3(4) o f the Customary Law and Primary Courts Act No 6 o f 1981, Zambia, 
section 42 o f the Matrimonial Causes Act. Tanzania, Law o f  Marriage Act No 5 of 1971.
733 The case law in Solomon Islands and Vanuatu will be examined in detail in this chapter. For PNG see Susan Tom v
Maziok Kayiak [1992] PNGLR 171 and Raymond Mura v Dan GigmaitA\S13 OS NO. 405 of 1995.
734 In Vanuatu section 24 of the Civil Status (Registration) Act requires particulars o f the dissolution o f all marriages to 
be registered and this registration must include a note of the measures taken for the care of any children bom of the 
marriage.
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The nature of the principle

The key characteristic of the principle is its lack of specific content. This open-endedness makes 

the formulation and setting down of any fixed rules for the operation of the principle extremely 

problematic. The indeterminate make-up of the principle means that it can be adopted by diverse 

cultures and fashioned to justify local values. The principle may thus be harnessed to rationalise a 

result in one society that may seem inappropriate elsewhere. So vague is the principle that not 

only may it be interpreted in different ways by different cultures but the criteria that are adopted 

in deciding what the best interests of the child are may vary within one broad culture. This 

generality renders the decision-making process troublesome as it is impossible to isolate guiding 

factors that are universal.735

The core problem besetting decision-making in custody cases is common to many fields of law 

governed by broad-brush wide-ranging declarations of principle. This lack of rigidity and 

certainty may be a blessing and allow the adjudicator the flexibility to fashion his decision to 

accommodate changing social values.736 However, by the same token, the dearth of any rules may 

result in a finding being open to attack on the basis that it reflects the value system and personal 

bias of the adjudicator.

Pinning down the import o f ‘welfare’ or ‘best interests’ with any precision is not made any easier 

by the absence of any objective guidelines. The lack of non-culture loaded criteria as aids to 

evaluation is well-expressed by Mnookin who comments:

The choice o f  criteria  is inherently value-laden; all too often there is no consensus about

w hat values should inform  th is choice. These problem s are no t unique to  ch ild ren ’s

735 S Parker in ‘The Best Interests o f the Child -  Principles and Problems’ (1994) 8 Int J  o f  Law and the Family 26-41 
explores what it means to say the best interests approach is indeterminate. He examines and demonstrates how this 
feature renders the reaching o f a decision difficult and potentially haphazard. The article cites other valuable material 
on the topic.
736 A good example o f the evolution o f changing values is the attitude of the judiciary in England to errant wives. In a 
line o f cases from Seddon v Seddon and Doyle (1862) 2 Sw. and Tr. 640; through Stark v Stark and Hitchins (1910) 
P190, and B v B (1924) P 176 to Allen v Allen (1948) 2 All ER 413 the courts moved from a position where they 
refused the adulterous wife the right to even see her child to conceding that her adultery should not preclude her from 
obtaining full custody on equal terms. Although the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925 theoretically granted her the right 
to custody on equal terms in practice the adulterous wife was at a distinct disadvantage for many years thereafter.
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policies, but they  are especially  acute in th is  con tex t because children  often cannot speak 

for the ir own in te re s ts .7j7

Some appreciation of the tenor of the debate on the nature of any ‘welfare’ or ‘best interests’ 

principle is vital to any analysis of custody disputes in a Melanesian context. That the criteria 

guiding adjudicators may vary from culture to culture seems obvious but is regularly overlooked. 

In the developed West the key criteria derive from a standpoint of the virtue of individual growth 

and thus what best promotes autonomy and independence for the child assumes central 

significance. By this standard the attainment of an advanced standard of education becomes a 

primary determinant. In Melanesia reinforcing extended family links and community cohesion 

may be an overriding concern and the child’s welfare might be thought to be best served by 

treating the child’s personal needs as secondary to those of the larger kinship group.738

International conventions

Any modem survey of the case law must heed the prescriptions contained in modem United 

Nations Conventions, particularly the Convention on the Rights o f  the Child 1989 and, to a lesser 

extent, the Convention on the Elimination o f  All Forms o f Discrimination against Women 

(CEDAW) 1979.739 The 1959 United Nations Declaration on the Rights o f  the Child,740 even 

though declaratory only, is relevant as a statement explicative of western liberal values, values 

that have dominated the debate on contemporary international standards.

Article 3 of the 1989 Convention proclaims the essence of the welfare principle in broad terms as:

(1) In all actions concern ing  children , w hether undertaken by public o r private 

social w elfare  in stitu tions, courts o f  law , adm in istra tive au thorities or legislative 

bodies, the best in terests o f  the child  shall be a  prim ary consideration.

737 R Mnookin In the Interests o f  Children: Advocacy, Law Reform and Public Policy W H Freeman & Co, New York 
1975 at 17-18. Parker ‘The Best Interests o f the Child’ (1994) offers at 33-36 a methodology of identifying local 
'conventions’ to inject some predicability and stability into the decision-making process.
738 In any event scarce financial resources preclude anything other than basic primary education for the vast majority o f 
children in Melanesia.
739 For the full status o f the Conventions in Solomon Islands and Vanuatu see n 29 at 13 above. Solomon Islands only 
recently became a State Party to CEDAW. Molu v Molu SCCC 30 o f 1996 (SC Matrimonial Case 130 of 1996) 1989 
and Kong v Kong CACivAppC 10 o f 1999 affirmed that the 1989 convention was part o f Vanuatu domestic law.
740 Adopted unanimously by the UN General Assembly Res.l386/XTV on 20 November 1959. For a concise 
background to the 1959 Declaration and 1989 Convention see Geraldine Van Bueren International Law and the Rights 
o f  the Child Kluwer Academic Publishers Dordrecht Netherlands 1995 at 9-16. Her treatise is the seminal authoritative 
work on the topic.
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(2) States Parties undertake to  ensure the child such protection and care as is 

necessary for h is or her w ell being, taking into account the rights and duties o f  

h is or her parents, legal guardians, o r other individuals legally responsible for 

h im  or her, and, to  th is end, shall take all appropriate legislative and 

adm inistrative m easures.

Article 5 continues:

States Parties shall respect the responsibilities, rights and duties o f  parents, or w here 

applicable, the  m em bers o f  th e  extended fam ily or com m unity as provided for by local 

custom , legal guardians or o ther persons legally responsible for the child, to  provide, in a 

m anner consisten t w ith  the evolving capacities o f  the child, appropriate direction and 

guidance in  the exercise by th e  child  o f  th e  rights recognised in the present Convention.

Comparing these Articles with Principle 2 of the 1959 Declaration is enlightening. Principle 2 

advises States that:

T he child  shall enjoy special protection , and shall be given opportunities and facilities, by 

law  and o ther m eans, to  enable him  to  develop physically, m entally, m orally, spiritually  

and socially  in a  healthy and norm al m anner and in conditions o f  freedom  and dignity. In 

the enactm ent o f  law s for th is purpose, the best in terests o f  the child  shall be the 

param ount consideration.

Principle 6 of the 1959 Declaration acknowledges the importance of the mother to young children 

pronouncing that:

a child  o f  tender years shall no t save in exceptional circum stances, be separated from  his 

m other.741

Notably the best interests of the child in the 1989 Convention are to be ‘a primary’ rather than 

‘the paramount’ consideration.742 This is an intriguing and significant shift of emphasis. 1959 

stood at the cusp of the decolonisation process. In that year the United Nations overwhelmingly 

reflected western mores. Does this shift perhaps reflect a decreasing western influence in the

741 Customary law and modem received law both recognise this principle. The common law was not always so flexible: 
R v  De Manneville (1804) 5 East 221, 101 English Reports 1054.
74“ Parker ‘The Best Interests o f the Child’ (1994) observes at 28: ‘Clearly ‘a’ is weaker than ‘the’ and, arguably, 
‘primary’ is weaker than 'paramount.”
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United Nations between 1959 and 1989? Alston, in his valuable analysis of the drafting history of 

Article 3(1),743 does not remark on this as a factor but the composition of the United Nations had 

altered radically in the thirty-year period. Van Bueren, commenting on the change, notes ‘There 

is technically a theoretical weakening of the primacy of the best interests of the child, which was 

never adequately explained.’744

From Article 3(1) of the 1989 Convention it that seems ‘in all actions concerning children’ their 

best interests are to be ‘a primary consideration’ only. Alston has observed745 that the use of the 

indefinite article ‘a’ as opposed to the definite ‘the’ ‘is intended to indicate that the child’s best 

interests are not to be considered as the single overriding factor.’ He also comments746 that the 

employment of the adjective ‘primary’ instead of ‘paramount’ may have stemmed from a feeling 

that in certain situations, the interests of justice and society at large might be at least equal to 

those of the child. He also notes the comments of one speaker on the Working Group on the 

drafting of the Convention. These pointed out that the interests o f the child may not be the 

paramount overriding consideration in every case as other parties may have equal or even 

superior interests in some situations, such as a medical emergency during childbirth.

Essentially the 1989 Convention recognises the pivotal role the extended family enjoys in many 

cultures and accords respect to the considerations of parents and guardians. More specifically, it 

acknowledges that in local custom a wider category of carers than the immediate parents are 

available to assist in the child’s upbringing. In this way it may open up the concept o f the child’s 

best interests beyond an over-concentration on the child’s individual needs and those of the rights 

of his natural parents.

The declarations in CEDAW complement those of that of the 1989 Convention. Article 16 (1) in 

Part IV of CEDAW addresses the rights of women in the domestic and family arena and provides:

743 P Alston ‘The Best Interests Principle: Towards a Reconciliation o f Culture and Human Rights’ (1994) 8 Int J  o f  
Law and the Family 1-24 at 10-15. The article is essential reading on the meaning and ambit o f Article 3(1). This ambit 
extends well beyond custody matters and space precludes detailed examination here. The whole o f this volume of the 
Journal is devoted to the ‘best interests’ principle and includes much invaluable material.
744 International Law and the Rights o f  the Child 1995 at 46. The only explanation she puts forward is that the broader 
drafting covers proceedings which concern the child but in which the primary consideration ought not to be the child’s 
welfare. See 45- 51 for an excellent summary o f the debate on the meaning o f ‘the child’s best interests.’
745 Alston in ‘The Best Interests Principle:’ (1994) at 12.
746 Again at 12.
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A rticle 16(1) States Parties shall take all appropriate m easures to elim inate d iscrim ination  

against w om en in all m atters relating to  m arriage and fam ily relations and in particular 

shall ensure, on a basis o f  equality o f  m en and w om en:

...(d ) The sam e rights and responsib ilities as parents, irrespective o f  their m arital status, 

in m atters relating to  the ir children; in all cases the interests o f  the children  shall be 

param ount;

...( f )  The sam e rights and responsibilities w ith regard to  guardianship, w ardship, 

trusteeship , and adoption o f  children, or sim ilar institu tions w here these concepts exist in 

national legislation; in all cases the interests o f  th e  child  shall be param ount;

Thus the child's best interests are to be ‘paramount’ where any issue of discrimination against 

women in favour of men arises. This is a modem replication of the principle pronounced in 

section 1 of the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925 (UK).

The debate on cultural relativism and international rights norms in a Melanesian 

context

Modem international conventions represent a momentous stride in endowing the disadvantaged 

with rights. They are primarily influenced by the notion of advancing the rights of the individual. 

The courts are key institutions for their effective implementation. The acknowledgment such 

conventions pay to the cultural rights of the community is often nominal. Nevertheless, in 

Melanesian jurisdictions, it might be maintained that the courts should be attentive to the wider 

group concerns of custom. The tenets of received law on resolving custody disputes concentrate 

on personal liberties and rights. They are thus directly at odds with the ideology of customary 

law. One of the recurring problems in societies such as those in Melanesia, where plural systems 

operate, lies in balancing the conflicting claims of competing sources.

Those advancing the strict doctrine of cultural relativism proclaim that western notions should be 

kept out of local culture and propose a simple solution; local cultural values should be allowed to 

flourish unimpeded by modem norms. Cultural practices must, they argue, automatically be 

respected and endorsed by the courts. The ideology of cultural relativism may have a worthy 

provenance in a desire for tolerance and respect for other cultures and as a counter to the elements 

of racism endemic in nineteenth and twentieth century imperialism. Nevertheless, if  urged 

evangelically the crux of the ideology is defeatist and backward looking. It denies the right of 

anyone outside the culture in question to make any judgment on it. This has made it all too easy
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for reactionary elements to pounce upon the tenets of the doctrine to deflect criticism of practices 

or policy that flout basic human rights norms.747

In the context of discussion on the custody of children in Melanesia contention is most likely to 

arise in situations where custom demands that the payment of a bride price gives rise to an 

automatic right to custody in favour of the husband’s family. In this framework care must be 

advised against too dogmatic a stance. Women courageously fighting to enforce their fledgling 

rights and male kinfolk of the husband invoking customary tradition may both have the interests 

of the child genuinely at heart and be able to give the child satisfactory care and attention. 

Weighing the respective claims presents a challenging mission to the judiciary to exercise fine 

and sensitive judgment tailored to the demands of each situation. Before examining the local case 

law to assess how they have risen to this task some comment on jurisdictional issues is necessary.

Solomon Islands

Jurisdiction

Fortunately Solomon Islands has not been plagued by the maze of jurisdictional complication 

prevailing in Papua New Guinea.748 Nonetheless some absorbing issues do exist. Custody 

disputes can be resolved formally in Local Courts, Magistrates’ Courts or the High Court. They 

may be resolved informally by Chiefs particularly in rural areas where custom favouring the 

father will be the predominant norm.749

747 Examples are ‘honour’ killings o f women, the often-brutal circumcision o f young girls and the denial by the Taliban 
o f education to women in Afghanistan. Forced marriage of children under the age o f puberty into marriage is another 
ongoing concern. For other examples see Alston (1994) at 20. Generally on the debate see Alston (1994) at 5-9 and lb- 
20 and Van Bueren 1995 at 46-49. Van Bueren points out that the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the 
Child (OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/24.9/49 (1990), entered into force Nov. 29, 1999), retains the primary consideration 
standard and prohibits customs and practices affecting the welfare and development o f the child. For an excellent 
balanced analysis see J Donnelly ‘Cultural Relativism and Universal Human Rights’ (1984) 6 Human Rights Quarterly, 
400. For a critique more sympathetic to supporters o f cultural relativism see Sam Garkawe ‘The Impact o f the Doctrine 
o f Cultural Relativism on the Australian Legal System’ Murdoch University Electronic Law Journal, Vol 2, No 1, 
(April 1995) at http://www.murdoch.edu.au/elaw/issues/v2nl/garkawe21.html.
748 For a full review of these see O Jessep ‘Aspects o f Child Custody Law in Papua New Guinea’ (1993) 20 Melanesian 
L J  35 and ‘Custody Jurisdiction in Papua New Guinea’ Working Paper No. 22 1987 Law Reform Commission of 
Papua New Guinea.
749 See the complaint o f Jalal at 315 in Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998.

http://www.murdoch.edu.au/elaw/issues/v2nl/garkawe21.html
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Local Courts

The jurisdiction of a local court to determine custody issues is the subject of controversy. Jalal 

argues that they have no jurisdiction but reports that rural women complain that they interfere in 

custody matters. She notes that legal advice from the Public Solicitor’s office to women is not to 

seek satisfaction in the local tribunals where custom would favour men.750

Local courts only possess the jurisdiction set out their warrant. These generally confer a wide 

civil jurisdiction and nothing in the Local Courts Act (Cap 19) specifically suggests this 

jurisdiction excludes domestic family issues.751 A glimpse at a specimen warrant is profitable and 

that establishing the Tasimboko Local Court752 grants jurisdiction in:

all civil suits and m atters in w hich the defendant is ordinarily resident w ith in  the area o f  

the ju risd ic tion  o f  the C ourt o r in w hich  the cause o f  action shall have arisen w ith in  the 

said area.

The warrant restricts this jurisdiction to suits where the subject matter in dispute does not exceed 

$500.00 Whether or not this circumscribes the jurisdiction to suits with a claim involving a 

financial element not exceeding $500.00 is untested. The wording of the warrant however is ‘all 

civil suits or matters,’ a phrase wide enough to include a claim for custody. Sections 6 and 8(1) of 

the principal Act support this construction declaring that:

6 E very local court shall have full ju risd ic tion  to  the extent set forth in its w arran t and 

subject to  the provisions o f  this A ct, over causes and m atters in w hich all the parties are 

Islanders resident o r being w ithin the area o f  the ju risd ic tion  o f  the court.

8(1) T he civil ju risd ic tion  o f  a local court shall extend, subject to  the provisions o f  this 

A ct, to  the hearing, trial and determ ination  o f  all civil suits and m atters in w hich the 

defendant is ordinarily  resident w ith in  the area o f  the ju risd ic tion  o f  the court o r in w hich 

the cause o f  action  shall have arisen  w ith in  the said a re a ...

750 Jalal 1998 at 315
751 Indeed the official Local Court Handbook Judiciary, Honiara 1979 suggests at 115 that a local court can deal with 
all matters concerning the ending of a customary marriage. (Emphasis added).
752 Warrant dated 4 March 1969, Legal Notice 8/69.
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The jurisdictional reservations expressed by Jalal seem unfounded. Her qualms about the courts 

preferring the father may have some force although there is no empirical evidence of widespread 

disenchantment with the operation of the courts.753

Magistrates’ Courts

A Magistrate’s Court may assume jurisdiction in custody matters in two ways. Most commonly it 

is founded upon a complaint lodged pursuant to the Affiliation Separation and Maintenance Act 

1971 (Cap l).754 Section 12(1 )(b) of this Act empowers the court to make custody or access 

orders in respect of ‘any children of the marriage’ in favour of either the husband or wife. The 

Act underscores the western ethos dominating family law by confining orders to the immediate 

and lawful parent. This has a certain irony as western jurisdictions are shifting to more flexible 

models governing the custody and care of children.755 The exercise of jurisdiction under this Act 

is dependent upon the ability to establish a matrimonial complaint.

If it is not possible to found such a complaint then section 19(c), formerly section 22, of the 

Magistrates’ Courts Act (Cap 20) offers an alternative and authorises a Magistrate’s Court ‘to 

appoint guardians of infants and to make orders for the custody of infants.’ As originally 

conceived this subsection continued by conferring the power to make orders ‘for the payment of 

maintenance in respect of infants and wives.’ These words were deleted by section 22 of the 1971 

Act as that measure instituted a specific regime for this purpose.

Section 19(c) seems wide in ambit but this may be illusory. The Magistrates ’ Courts Act does 

not define the word ‘infant’ and the main stream of authority confirms that, in the absence of 

some contextual indication to the contrary, words such as ‘parent’ ‘child’ ‘father’ ‘mother’ and 

‘infant’ are presumed to refer only to ‘lawful’ persons in that category. In other words at common 

law such terms are deemed to exclude children who are in illegitimate relationships and their

753 Certainly in my six and a half year stint as Public Solicitor I was unaware o f any serious problem with local courts 
and the office dealt with several hundred domestic cases a year. O f course this does not mean that injustices against 
women did not occur. Compare Papua New Guinea where the Village Courts have shown a persistent penchant for 
imprisoning women for ‘offences’ against custom. See O Jessep ‘Village Courts in PNG’ (1992). For a recent example 
see In re Kepo Raramu and the Yowe Village Court [1994] PNGLR 486 where a widow was imprisoned for an 
association with another man.
754 Act 8 of 1971, amended by the Affiliation Separation and Maintenance (Amendment) Act 1992, Act 13 of 92. The 
consolidated Act is now Cap 1 o f the 1996 Revised Laws.
755 For Australia see the Family Law Act 1975 and the reforms o f that e ra  The Children Act 1989 (UK) confirms the 
thrust o f a  more adaptable approach to custody matters in western countries.
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offspring.756 Determining when and in what circumstances a contrary intention is established, so 

as to exclude the rigid operation of the primary rule, is complex and often involves intricate 

analysis of the entire history of case and statute law.757

As presently stated, nothing in the provision indicates any distinct intent one way or the other. It 

is tentatively suggested that since the section was initially drafted to contain a reference to 

‘wives’, the intent then was to restrict its scope to legitimate infants only. Does then the deletion 

of this reference widen the reach of the jurisdiction so that the court can hear and determine 

applications in respect of all infants, legitimate or not? The Act displays no positive indication of 

such a purpose. The reason for effecting the deletion was that the 1971 Act provided a new 

regime for maintenance applications by married women for themselves and their children. The 

close nexus of the reference to ‘wives’ probably defeats any assertion that the reference to 

‘infants’ in the deleted wording could relate to all infants. This point has not been 

comprehensively argued and adjudicated upon and the practice is for Magistrates to make custody 

and access orders in respect of all infants.758

This liberal approach embodies much of merit, allowing the court flexibility to fashion orders for 

the benefit of all children. An added boon to litigants lies in the ease in both cost and procedure of 

lodging an application in a subordinate court. Significantly, the provision does not in its terms 

preclude applications for custody by parties other than the mother and father. On a flexible 

construction a grandparent, relative or even a friend with an interest in the child’s welfare may 

petition the court. In a society where the extended family is the norm this presents a distinct 

advantage over a restrictive interpretation. However, the original form of the subsection prompts 

lingering doubt over an applicant-generous reading.

756 Thus in Re CT (an infant), Re JT  (an infant) [1956] 3 AER 500 the court held that neither the mother or father o f an 
illegitimate child was a ‘mother’ or ‘father’ within section 1 of the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925. Consequently 
neither of them could apply for custody under that Act. The corollary is that the term ‘infant’ in that section excludes an 
ex-nuptial child. Similarly Re M  (an infant) [1955] 2 QB 479 determined that a natural father was not a ‘parent’ for the 
purpose of giving consent to an adoption o f his putative child. Re A (an infant) (1955) 2 AER 205 confirms that a 
putative father has no right to apply for custody under the aegis o f the 1925 Act. His only recourse is to apply for the 
child to made a ward o f court and then to ask the court to award him custody
757 The judgments o f Huntley J and Mahoney J in Gorey v Griffin [1978] 1 NSWLR 739 illustrate how fraught with 
complication the task is. They reached different conclusions as to whether or not a court had jurisdiction under a late 
19th century Act to entertain an application by a father o f an ex-nuptial child. Both judgments repay scrutiny and 
incisively spotlight the difficulty. That o f Mahoney J offers an erudite summary o f the common law rules on custody.
758 This purposive interpretation is to some extent echoed in Papua New Guinea: see the comments o f MacDermott J in 
RM  v MG  [1984] PNGLR 413 to the effect that denying rights to the putative father was out of place in modem society.
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Too broad a sweep for the subsection raises considerable problems. Although the subsection 

specifically endorses the capacity o f a Magistrate’s Court ‘to appoint guardians of infants’ if this 

is taken to include all infants and the category of potential applicants is unrestricted, is the result 

that the putative father can lay claim to be regarded as standing in the same position as the lawful 

father? If he can commence proceedings does this reverse the potent catalogue of legal authority 

and rate his right to custody as equal to that of the mother? It would be astonishing if  this result 

could be reached by an accident of drafting.759 At common law the father of a legitimate child 

remained the primary guardian of the child.760 It would be remarkable if  too liberal an 

interpretation of the provision overturned the position of the mother as the guardian of her 

illegitimate child.761

A sensible provision on the custody of ex-nuptial children is contained in section 8 of the 1971 

Act. This allows the courts to make orders for custody to a person other than the mother where 

she has died, is of unsound mind or in prison or where she is not a fit and proper person to have 

custody. No restriction is imposed as to whom the court may appoint in such instances, the Act 

simply stating that the court may ‘may appoint some person other than the mother to have 

custody of the child.’ Since section 8(2) authorises the putative father as a potential applicant 

there would seem to be no objection to his appointment as the infant’s custodian.

The High Court

Little comment is necessary as the High Court has unlimited original jurisdiction by virtue of 

section 77 of the Constitution. This jurisdiction includes that exercisable on behalf of the Crown 

as parens patriae of all children and incorporates the power for the court to determine any matter 

regarding the welfare of an infant. Additionally, the High Court has explicit jurisdiction over 

custody disputes on a divorce. Section 21 of the Islander’s Divorce Act (Cap 170) permits the 

court to:

m ake such orders as appear ju s t and necessary  w ith  regard  to  th e  c u s to d y ...o f  the

children , the m arriage o f  w hose parents is th e  subject o f  the p ro ceed in g s ,...’

759 See the examples in Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 139. Will a  father from casual affairs, 
one-night stands, or even, as they note, through rape, have a theoretically equal right to custody?
760 This common law mle was only finally laid to rest in the United Kingdom by section 2(4) o f the Children Act 1989.
761 Barnado v McHugh (1891) AC 388.
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This power is inadequate in that the category of children excludes those who may be children of 

the family in the wider sense.762

The case catalogue

A survey of the pivotal case law in the post-independence era reveals that all courts have 

displayed an unwavering allegiance to the welfare of the child principle as the paramount 

consideration in custody litigation. Four reported decisions involving argument on the demands 

o f custom pay lip service to its recognition but at the same time effectively subordinate it to the 

precepts of received law. Three of these were determined in the Magistrates’ Courts and one in 

the High Court. In all matters the parties hailed from the island of Malaita. This may not be 

purely coincidental, as customary values and culture there remain particularly powerful.763 The 

cases were all decided in a short time frame in the early-mid 1980’s.

Sukutaona v Houanihou164

This High Court decision, the first major authority after Independence, has influenced Magistrates 

charged with determining succeeding disputes as they have naturally felt bound by the statements 

o f principle enunciated by the Chief Justice. The matter arose on an appeal to the High Court 

against the refusal by the Principle Magistrate (Malaita) of a wife's application for the custody of 

an almost three-year old girl. The Magistrate had cited custom rules as the basis for refusing her 

application. In an oft-to-be-quoted passage Chief Justice Daly remarked:

It is quite righ t that custom  law  is now  part o f  the law  o f  Solom on Islands and courts 

should strive to  apply such law  in cases w here it is applicable. H ow ever it m ust be done 

on a  p roper basis o f  evidence adduced to  show  the custom  and its applicability  to  the 

circum stances. T his evidence should be given by unbiased  persons know ledgeable in 

custom  law  or extracted from authen tic  w orks on custom . In th is case the evidence o f  

custom , as counsel fo r the R espondent rightly concedes, w as very slim  and I do not 

consider there w as sufficient for the firm  finding reached  by the learned m agistrate.

762 See the comment in chapter 4 at 169.
763 In Malaita society is patrilineal and bride price payments represent a powerful institution. Children are regarded as 
part o f the fathers kin group and mothers or their kin have very limited rights to them. They certainly enjoy no right to 
custody.
764 (1982) SILR 12.
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In any event it rem ains open to  question  to  w hat extent Rules o f  custom  law  o f  th e  kind 

d iscussed  in th is case should  be firm ly applied to  cases w here the w elfare o f  ch ild ren  is at 

stake.

T he courts have alw ays regarded the interest o f  the children to  be o f  param ount 

im portance and  should  continue to  do so.

D ue regard  fo r the custom  background m ay w ell be an im portant factor in decid ing  w here 

th a t in terest lies in the sense tha t custom  R ules m ay well be designed to  p ro tec t the 

ch ild ren  from  an unsatisfactory  fam ily life w here, for exam ple, a  husband or a  w ife  has 

gone o f f  w ith  ano ther partner and the custom  R ule says that tha t parent should  no t have 

custody. A  tho rough  consideration  o f  the custom  rules w ill often reveal tha t they  too  are 

founded  on th e  so rt o f  com m on sense that all courts look for in their law s and the 

app lication  o f  them .

Interim custody of one of the children, the younger almost three-year old, was granted to the 

mother and the matter remitted back for re-hearing by another magistrate, as there had also been 

procedural irregularities at the first hearing.765

This passage is a classic statement of the approach adopted by judges in both Solomon Islands 

and Vanuatu in custody disputes where a father has advanced arguments canvassing custom.766 

The report indicates that the constitutional status of customary law as a primary source was not 

fully argued by Counsel and therefore was not fully considered by the Chief Justice.

The quoted extract highlights some of the problems that arise in cases of this nature. Firstly the 

recurring issue of the proof of custom. The principle that bride price payments transfer the wife’s 

child-bearing capacity to her husband’s extended family is notorious and should not require strict 

proof. At the very least a presumption should operate in favour of the general rule. Demands by 

formal courts for the proof of custom are a contentious issue.767 It could be argued that the 

imposition of an obligation to prove custom is a device employed by courts to circumvent the

765 Some o f the evidence o f the father had been recounted in English and had not been translated to the mother in a 
language she understood.
766 In Papua New Guinea the welfare principle is overwhelmingly endorsed by the case law: see R v Kaupa [1971-2] 
PNGLR 195; Bean v Bean [1980] PNGLR 307 and more recently the observation by Los J in Tom v Kayiak [1992] 
PNGLR 171 that; ‘The law is settled in the country that in any custody application the paramount consideration is the 
best interests o f the children.’ Arguably in PNG the hands of judges are tied as the relevant legislation on custody has 
preferred the western principle to the demands o f custom. Furthermore Schedule 2.1(2) o f the Constitution declares that 
custom shall not apply if  it is found to offend the repugancy proviso: for a recent instance where the proviso was 
applied in a custody dispute see Ubek v Darius [1994] PNGLR 280. For the legislation see Jessep and Luluaki 
Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 132-33.
767 For a comprehensive review see Zorn and Corrin Care Proving Customary Law 2002.
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troubling issue of resolving conflicts between introduced and indigenous systems. This leaves it 

open to the court to apply the law with which it is familiar with an easy conscience. Nevertheless, 

it imposes an unfair burden on the party asserting custom. In the context of a rural court it is 

unrealistic to assume easy access to recognised works on custom. Furthermore, it may prove 

awkward and expensive to procure the attendance of witnesses whom the court is prepared to 

regard as expert and independent.

Secondly the approach underlines an ingrained bent to espouse western principles in custody 

disputation. The comment challenging the application of custom rules in cases where the welfare 

of children is at stake, impliedly but problematically presumes that these rules may be detrimental 

to the child’s welfare.'68 It also downgrades custom to a subservient role as a factor in custody 

litigation. The Chief Justice expresses the opinion, -or is it a hope?-, that custom rules and the 

welfare principle will often coincide in that custom rules are often grounded on what is in the 

child's best interests. The example given of the absconding adulterous spouse underscores the 

western ethos and harks to the time when the best interests principle in western systems resulted 

in custody being granted to the innocent spouse.769 It overlooks the central point that concerns 

over the behaviour of the parental parties, although they may be one factor, may not dominate in 

custom.

The statement that the courts have always regarded the interest of the children as paramount is 

highly dubious.770 The common law rigidly enforced the wishes of the father. This is somewhat 

analogous to custom often rigorously adhering to the demands of the father’s kin group. The 

interests of the child in the broad modem sense may or may not coincide with customary practice. 

However, nothing indicates that the child's interests are disregarded in customary societies. These 

societies assume that the child’s welfare is best served by being cared for by the extended family 

entitled, in custom, to the custody of the child. Western law, with its concentration on nuclear 

parents, tends to overlook the reality that responsibility for childcare in custom is a group concern 

in which a significant number of kin may be actively concerned.

768 1 am at a loss to explain why the word ‘rule’ is persistently capitalised by the Chief Justice in the reported judgment. 
What significance this has is difficult to see.
769 See the draconian doctrine proclaimed in Seddon v Seddon and Doyle [1862] 2 Sw & Tr. 640 that a woman who 
committed adultery would not only be refused custody of her children but would even be denied access to them. The 
rule was applied inflexibly for half a century. It is doubtful if adultery by a husband jeopardises his kin group’s right to 
custody: evidence of custom tendered in the case of In re B (1983) SILR 223 confirmed that if a wife returned to her 
family following the husband committing adultery the children still remained with his family.
770 Lord Donovan in a laconic comment on this proposition observed: ‘The Act o f 1925 has been declared by some 
judgments to enact no new law. The courts, they said, have always treated the welfare of the child as paramount. If  this 
be so, I find some of the decisions strange.’ J  v C (1970) AC 668 at 727.
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Unfortunately full submissions on the effect of Schedule 3 of the Constitution as to the 

proportionate constitutional standing of customary law and received law were not advanced in 

Sukutoana. Notwithstanding that the ratio of the decision was made without full constitutional 

scrutiny, magistrates seized of subsequent cases have naturally heeded its central message.

I n R e B 771

The facts in this dispute brought the gulf between customary rules and the imported paradigm 

into sharp relief. Positive evidence was led that the custom rule prevailing in the areas from 

which both the mother and the father originated was identical. These decreed that following a 

marriage break up children were affiliated to and should remain with the father’s line.

The case concerned a four-year old girl who had lived with her mother all her life. She was bom 

in 1979. In 1980 the mother and father had married in custom. During the marriage there had 

been considerable to-ing and fro-ing between the mother’s parents’ home, a house of the father’s 

relatives in town and the father’s village on the parties' home island. The father had spent spells 

during the marriage away from home working on ships and for a time had been unemployed and 

not provided proper maintenance for the child. The parties hailed from different areas on the same 

island. The Magistrate heard extensive evidence as to the prevailing Kwara’ae and Areare 

custom, the respective customs of the wife and the husband. He determined, along with other 

findings, the following facts:

14. T hat in both  K w ara’ae and A reare the children  o f  the m arriage, in custom , belongs 

[sic] to  the husband 's side once the b ride p rice w as paid  and that no consideration  can be 

g iven as to  the in terest o f  the child.

15. T hat even w hen the child  lives aw ay from  h is father's p lace in custom  h is rights to 

land and property  still ex ist and cannot be extinguished by the fact tha t he lives away 

from  his father's place.

He then stated what he perceived as the stark choice between custom and received law noting:

It seem s to  m e tha t th is case involves tw o m atters and from  th e  facts outlined above, the 

m atters are the rights o f  the D efendant as to  custom  and the in terest o f  the child.

771 (1983) SILR 223.
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He continued by reciting the quoted passage in Sukutaona emphasising the extract:

T he courts have alw ays regarded the interest o f  the child to  be o f  param ount im portance 

and should  continue to  do so .772

The evidence on custom he summed up by recording:773

I have in this proceeding, had the benefit o f  hearing  from  Prim o A pato on the question  o f  

custom  rules on cases o f  th is nature. I have been to ld  that once bride price w as paid  the 

children  o f  the m arriage w ould  becom e the property o f  the buyer i f  the m arriage is 

broken dow n. N o due regard w ould be given to  the child 's w elfare o r health  or age. I find, 

w ith respect, the custom  rule, is inconsistent w ith the w ords o f  C. J. D aly in the 

Sukutaona ats H ounihou case. (Em phasis in original).

Recounting the facts and placing substantial emphasis on the tender age of the child and that since 

birth she had always resided with her mother, he had no difficulty in applying the welfare 

principle by granted custody to her. Certainly the facts and evidence in this case presented the 

Magistrate with an absolute choice. Categorical evidence had been tendered as to the pertinent 

custom rules. This was in apparent lucid contrast to the welfare principle, which at the very least 

demands that the decision-maker must not approach the matter from the standpoint of applying 

any hard and fast rules, but must consider and weigh all factors. The comments of the Magistrate 

also underscore that he felt constrained to apply the law as expounded by the Chief Justice. An 

unhappy side wind flowing from this stitching of the ratio in Sukutoana firmly into the legal 

fabric is that custom rules may be regarded as antipathetic to the best interests o f the child. To 

depict them in this light ignores the reality that a fundamental canon of custom is to secure the 

child’s care in an extended family where its affiliation and inheritance are fixed and sure.

The issue of the correct interpretation of Schedule 3 of the Constitution was again not raised in 

argument and consequently went unconsidered. The welfare principle owes its present 

prominence to statute,774 and since this statute can only apply in Solomon Islands as an Act of 

general application pursuant to paragraph 1 of Schedule 3, it is arguable that the welfare principle

772 All quoted extracts at 229.
773 At 230.
774 The Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925 (UK).
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as developed from English jurisprudence is subordinate to, and certainly does not rank above, 

customary law.775

KvTandKu.™

Eighteen months following In Re B, the problem resurfaced in this matter, heard by the Principle 

Magistrate (Central). For the first time the issue of the proper ranking of customary law in 

relation to introduced law received a thorough airing and the provisions of Schedule 3 were 

weighed and examined.

The background facts are a little complex but can be briefly abstracted as follows: K, the 

applicant mother, had married A in church under the Islanders ’ Marriage Act. The parties also 

married in custom and a bride price had been paid. In March 1982 the husband died. At the time 

of his death there were seven children o f the family and the applicant was pregnant. Shortly after 

the death she gave birth to a child, named Alfred after his father. Following the death, five of the 

children went to live with the husband’s brother, the first respondent, T. The pregnant mother 

with two other children, Rosemary and Margaret, went to stay with the second respondent Ku, 

another brother of the deceased husband. In November 1984 the mother went with the children in 

her care to stay with one Ratu and his wife. This couple had, some years earlier, been friends of 

the mother and the deceased husband. In January 1985, T, dissatisfied with this chain of events, 

took two of the children, Alfred and Margaret, away from the mother. She immediately applied 

for custody under the provisions of section 22(1)777 of the Magistrates’ Court Act. This section 

empowers the court to make custody orders generally but does not specify what criteria govern 

the granting of an order.

Counsel for T and Ku,778 the respondents, called an expert in the customary law of the Lau area, 

the custom of all the parties to the dispute. His evidence maintained that the bride price covered 

two underlying elements; one for the bride and one for the children. In the event of the husband's 

death the children would normally be taken by the husband's line and the mother could stay with 

them or return to her own family. He asserted that a further payment by them to her line could 

terminate her rights to see the children. He considered that a child would only retain primary

775 The precedence o f the respective legal sources was examined in Chapter 3 at 58-73.
776 (1985/86) SILR 49.
777 Now section 19(c).
778 1 appeared as counsel for the respondents in this matter. In In re B I  had appeared for the mother.
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rights to the father’s property by remaining with the father. Any rights would be secondary only if 

the child left with the mother. The witness stated that some custom was a matter between the 

parties and was not too fixed or rigid.

Counsel for the respondents argued that on a correct interpretation Schedule 3 of the Constitution 

customary law was primarily applicable. The logic for this contention proceeded as follows:

• Schedule 3 settled that the principles and rules of the common law and equity have effect 

save in so far as in their application to any particular matter they are inconsistent with 

customary law.

• Furthermore, customary law shall have effect unless it is inconsistent with the Constitution or 

an Act of Parliament, an Act of Parliament being only one passed by the Solomon Islands 

Parliament and thus excluding UK Acts operating as part of the law as acts of general 

application.

• Consequently, since the welfare of the child formula was the creation of the Guardianship o f  

Infants Act 1925 (UK), customary law took precedence over it.

The Magistrate, in his judgment, reiterated these submissions and summarised the statutory 

origins of the welfare principle noting that:

T he concept o f  the in terest o f  the child  being param ount in guardianship or custody cases 

has been w ith  law yers and C ourts in U K  fo r a long tim e. It has becom e a statutory
779creature.

Some reservation must be expressed as to the implication that the concept was ever other than 

statutory.780 The Magistrate stated that the statute providing for it in the United Kingdom in force 

on the 1st of January 1961 was as an Act of general application and proceeded to hold that:781

It fo llow s th a t as a statutory creation o f  the U K  Parliam ent and o f  general application, 

under S chedule 3 paragraph 1, it SH ALL have effect as part o f  the law  o f  the Solom on 

Islands. (E m phasis in original).

780 See n 770 at 232 and discussion at 217-219 above.
781 At 52.
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He considered that any clash between the common law and custom was not relevant as782 ‘...the 

principle, whilst being common law, has now been incorporated into statute.’

This statement is doubtful,78j but has no real impact on the Court's later reasoning. He ruled that 

custom and the welfare principle were both part of the law of Solomon Islands and stated784:

I cannot fo llow  M r B row n's conclusion that custom ary law  m ust be fo llow ed in this 

particu lar case. T he m eaning  o f  paragraph 3 sim ply m eans tha t custom ary law  is part o f  

the law s o f  the Solom on Islands unless inconsistent w ith  statu te law  passed after the 7th 

July 1978. A s are princip les and rules o f  com m on law  and equity  un less inconsistent w ith 

custom ary law  under paragraph 2. Paragraph 1 also  states tha t sta tu tes passed in the U K  

and in  force on th e  1. 1. 1961 shall also  have affec t as part o f  th e  Solom on Islands law.

T he only construction  th is court can place upon Schedule 3 o f  th e  C onstitu tion  is tha t U K  

statu te law , C om m on Law , equity and custom ary law  unless specifically  excluded are all 

part o f  the L aw s o f  the  Solom on Islands. The C ourts o f  the Solom on Islands have applied 

these princip les to  custody cases and the H igh C ourt has endorsed  the view  that the 

in terest o f  the ch ild  shall be param ount and no t custom . As a subord inate  court I m ust 

fo llow  th a t decision  until reversed o r the law  is changed by sta tu te  as envisaged by the 

d raftsm an in sec tions [sic] 75.

The Court appears to rank customary law and an Act of the UK Parliament of general application 

as complementary equals. Whilst it is true to say that both customary law and received statute 

shall take effect as part of the law of the land, the Magistrate may be stretching the terms of 

Schedule 3 too far by putting them on an equal footing. Since paragraph 3(2) of Schedule 3 

declares that customary law shall apply unless it is inconsistent with the Constitution or local 

statute it can never be subordinate to imported statute law.785

The corollary flowing from the Magistrate’s reasoning is that the court is free to espouse either 

source, as it considers appropriate. In the instant case the Magistrate felt constrained to resolve 

the deadlock by reliance on High Court precedent. This leaves unresolved the vexed question of 

how to determine which source of law is fitting in the context o f a particular dispute. For

782 At 52.
783 See n 770 at 232, earlier discussion at 217-219 and Dickey Family Law 1990 at 322-323.
784 At 53.
785 See the discussion in chapter 3 at 66-73. Schedule 3 is set out in full in the same chapter at 51-2.
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example, should the court in custody cases embark on an assessment as to the extent the parties 

assume a customary mode of life?

Applying his findings on law to the facts the Magistrate had no hesitation in granting custody to 

the mother. Like the Magistrate in In Re B, he placed considerable emphasis on the young age of 

the children and the fact that they had always lived with their mother.

Sasango v Beliga v>

This case, the last of the Solomon Islands quartet, is intriguing. The father of the children had 

died. S, the plaintiff mother, had been married to him in custom and there were seven children of 

the marriage. After his death she and the children lived with his kin in his home village. About 

two years after the death she was discovered in a brief affair with another man and B, the 

defendant and a brother of the deceased, chased her out of the village. He further refused to allow 

her to take her children or some property she claimed as hers.

The defendant claimed that he and his brothers had paid a bride price for the plaintiff. In 

consequence he contended that on the death of the husband custom decreed that the paternal 

family had control over her and the children. The deceased’s brothers maintained that as a result 

of her breach o f custom in having an affair, they were entitled to expel her and retain the children. 

Understandably the plaintiff rested her claim on the fact that the welfare of the children was of 

paramount concern. The presiding Magistrate quoted the now standard passage from Sukutaona 

and concluded:787

In decid ing  th is case I am bound to  fo llow  th is precedent and accordingly I m ust consider 

the in terests o f  the children as the param ount factor.

Applying this test to the facts, particularly that some of the children were very young and had 

always been with the mother, he awarded custody of all the children to her. Interestingly with 

regard to two o f the elder children the Magistrate did have this to say:788

’ (1987) SILR 91.
' At 92.
‘ At 93.
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I have considered  the custom  rules pu t forw ard by B alasido and accep t th a t in custom  the 

m an 's line m ay have rights over the w ife and children  o f  the m arriage. It could  be seen as 

desirable fo r th e  children to  fo llow  the rules o f  custom . H ow ever as far it affects the 

w elfare o f  th e  children  I cannot accept that M ariaw ana's conduct w as so bad as to  

adversely affec t th e  children 's w elfare or give them  an unsatisfactory  fam ily  life.

O n balance it is probably desirab le  tha t all children stay together. T h is is particularly  so 

as there seem s to  be a perm anent rift betw een B alasido and M ariw ana and  it is unlikely  

th a t i f  the ch ild ren  w ere sp lit up they w ould see m uch o f  each other.

This extract illustrates the adoption of one of the preferred canons o f western society on child 

custody, namely that siblings should, if  at all possible, live together. The Magistrate also re

emphasised the opinion propounded by the Chief Justice in Sukutaona that before customary law 

can be considered, evidence of it must always be properly proved by impartial and unbiased 

evidence.

Critique and comment

The crystal-clear message distilled from these authorities is that the Courts will consider and 

weigh customary law but only apply it if the conclusion it ordains coincides with the dictates of 

the welfare principle and the axioms of western thinking. If not, then the imperatives flowing 

from the welfare principle will prevail. The cases also betray a judicial tendency to assume that 

the tenets of custom and received law are antithetical and that the interests of the child are best 

served by adopting the latter. This ignores the actuality that the ideology of both may be directed 

to the same goal of promoting the child’s welfare but from a different cultural point of 

embarkation.

It is perhaps no coincidence that in all these cases the mother emerged with a custody order in her 

favour. Those women who are confident enough and who probably have a measure of 

independence and often the support of family and friends are likely to be awarded primary care 

and control of their children. This corresponds to the experience in other developing nations.789 In 

Kuper v Kuper (in the matter o f  the Custody o f  Infantsj790 the parents were affluent and had 

adopted a modem lifestyle. Following their divorce, the custody o f two boys, aged almost 9 and 

3, was granted to the mother even though she intended to marry her English boyfriend and take

789 Rwezaura ‘ The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests’ (1994) at 109.
790 HCCC 12 o f 1987, unreported, judgment 14 April 1987.1 represented the mother in this matter.
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the children with her to England. This order was made despite the fact that the Social Welfare 

Officer’s Report had expressed some reservations over the children’s removal from their culture 

and country of birth. The mother’s strong character and the fact that she had been the primary 

carer for the children particularly impressed the Court.791

The line of judicial authority consistently ranks imported law above indigenous law. Is this the 

intent of the drafters of the Constitution? Is such an inflexible result relegating traditional 

precepts equitable or justified? At a minimum Schedule 3 ranks the sources as equals. Admittedly 

the Courts are confronted with the seemingly intractable dilemma of disentangling two sources of 

law of ostensible commensurate weight. Even though adopting one source or the other may lead 

to a different result, the proponents of both would argue that they have the best interests of the 

child at heart.

Is a more flexible resolution attainable? Presently custom is deemed applicable only if it 

coincides with the Court's view of the child's best interests as expressed by contemporary western 

notions. However can principles devised for promoting the child's welfare in western societies be 

readily transferred to Melanesia? This dilemma is not confined to the appropriateness of 

attempting the trans-cultural implantation of beliefs. It extends beyond the issue of culture into 

the sphere of whether tenets devised, developed and applied in nations where advanced 

educational opportunity and economic affluence are the norm can be relevant in subsistence 

economies where the basic imperative is day-to-day survival.792

Is the welfare principle as entrenched in western thought an irrelevant luxury in the poor 

developing world? Arguably, as presently conceived and applied in western jurisprudence, the 

criterion of the best interests of the child owes much to social and economic progress. The 

movement from absolute custody vesting in the father to the present welfare principle test, where 

there is no presumption preferring one parent to the other, has occurred episodically. Custody 

may be granted more frequently to mothers but this simply endorses the reality that they are, far

791 Compare Bean v Bean [1980] PNGLR 307 where in somewhat similar circumstances the Supreme Court refused an 
application by the Australian father o f a boy to remove his son from Papua New Guinea to Australia. Other factors 
influenced the court not least o f which was a desire by the Court not to separate the boy from his sister.
792 Generally see Rwezaura ‘The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests’ (1994).
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more often than not, the primary care givers.793 The shift away from the rigid rule favouring the 

father also reflects distinct changes in social attitudes and is linked to the rise of feminism.

However, only where mothers have some measure of economic independence or it is realistic to 

adjust inter-family income by maintenance orders can western style principles be widely applied. 

As Rwesaura notes, it is ‘laughable’ to suggest that maintenance orders can realistically be made 

in societies where formal employment is not the norm and the driving worry is the daily struggle 

for food and subsistence. Consequently he concludes that in economically impoverished societies 

the child’s best interests are inextricably linked to the satisfaction of its essential material 

needs.794 It may well be that the extended family group, whether that of the mother or the father, 

depending upon which group can most beneficially satisfy the child’s needs, best caters for these 

and that the trend to individualise the right to custody is not well judged.

Possible avenues of approach

There are two possible resolutions of these criticisms and dilemmas. Firstly to decree that 

customary principles should determine custody disputes stemming from those marriages that are 

wholly customary. Western principles would regulate custody in marriages celebrated in church 

or civilly. The second alternative proposes a close and sensitive examination of the domestic 

circumstances and the mode of life espoused by the family and the subsequent application of a 

mode of living test.

The first alternative presents considerable problems. Some marriages may be celebrated in 

custom and under statute and some custom marriages might be formally registered. What regime 

is to govern such hybrids? Does the election to register signal a desire to embrace tenets of 

received law? What of situations where one party desires the registration of a customary 

marriage whilst the other does not? Can the reluctant spouse thus arbitrarily decide the applicable 

legal regime? Pronouncing that the marriage mode determines the rules to be applied on a 

wrangle over the custody of children merely substitutes a different rigid standard to fix the

793 For a recent decision where custody o f a  five-year old girl was granted to her father see Choi v Choi HCCC 249 of 
1990, unreported, judgment 4 March 1993, recorded at USPILJ, Solomon Islands, High Court (Civil). The mother 
worked six nights a week in a nightclub, only arriving home in the early hours o f the morning.
794 ‘The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests’ (1994) at 106 and 110.
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applicable regime. Notably all the marriages in the reviewed cases were customary and only in K  

v T and Ku795 had the union been registered.

The second proposal offers a more flexible and preferable solution. It directs an investigation into 

all facets of the matter, including the consequences of disregarding customary rules. Is a dismissal 

of these likely to prejudice the child's rights to inherit? If a child is separated from the extended 

family to which it is affiliated in custom will this result in discord between the parental families 

over bride price return or other issues? What is the likelihood of the disaffected disowned family 

losing interest in the child and thus not providing for its support in time of need?

If a child is living in rural surroundings in a customary extended family milieu a failure to 

consider the effects on the child of an order that is incompatible with customary norms is 

unrealistic and overlooks what may well operate in the child’s best interests.796 If the parties have 

become urbanised or taken up the environment of the western nuclear family and loosened or 

rejected their traditional affiliations then their personal individual rights and wishes should be 

accorded more significance.797 Looking at all aspects in a more rounded manner and approaching 

the customary factors with greater understanding is simply another method of stating and 

applying the welfare principle but one which takes into account far more comprehensively all the 

cultural factors present in such disputes.

Bridging the gulf

Court decisions, which are out of harmony with social actualities, do not command respect. 

Members of paternal lineage groups regularly express robust and genuine dissatisfaction and 

mystification that foreign or imported principles are applied to what are solely customary unions 

contracted in accordance with customary principles. This disaffection may find expression in 

snatching the child from the mother and resisting judicial moves to procure its return or 

recalcitrant behaviour over access orders either by returning children late if exercising visitation 

rights, or generally making life difficult for the custodial parent.798

795 (1985/1986) SILR 49.
796 Endorsed by Woods J in Papua New Guinea in Wan v Kail Komun [ 1990] PNGLR 322. Babob v Mesi (1990) N 925 
provides an interesting contrast. See also Funge v Popuna [1995] PNGLR 314 where for Woods J custom was the 
deciding factor favouring the father where the merits o f the parties were evenly balanced. Generally see Jessep and 
Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 144-146.
797 For a succinct statement o f the above view see McRae ‘Reform o f Family Law in PNG’ 1982 at 135-6.
798 Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 327 and her account o f the graphic facts o f RP's case 1989 at 325.
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The Customs Recognition Act 2000, if it is ever brought into effect, will go some way to allay the 

concerns of those disgruntled by the reflexive application of western principles. The Act closely 

follows, both in its content and format, the Custom Recognition Act (Cap 19) (PNG). Two 

provisions seek, at least superficially, to elevate the standing o f custom in custody matters. 

Firstly section 8799 provides that ‘custom may be taken into account’ (emphasis added) in relation 

to:

.. .(f) m arriage, d ivorce or the right to  th e  custody o f  infants, in case [sic] arising  out o f  or 

in connection w ith  a m arriage entered into in  accordance w ith custom ;

This anaemic formula does little to raise the profile of custom. Firstly, it merely lays down a 

precept that a court may take custom into account, something the courts have regularly done. 

Secondly, it only purports to govern cases where the marriage was entered into in accordance 

with custom. Does this include or exclude a marriage entered into under both custom and state 

law? Or does a marriage ceremony under official law rule out the taking of custom into account? 

If so an odd result of the Act might be to place the status of custom on a worse footing than 

before, as it might be argued that custom should never be taken into account if the marriage was 

formally solemnised. Section 9800 of the Act displays more teeth decreeing:

N otw ithstand ing  anything in any o ther law , custom  shall be taken  into account in 

deciding questions relating  to  guardianship  o f  children  and adoption.

This demands the court take custom into account. What this would mean in practice is unclear 

and is in any event conjectural.801 However the section does not decree that custom rules are the 

predominant factor in the settlement of custody battles and implies that other factors are to be 

considered.

The inflexible application of a customary code to purely customary unions undoubtedly finds 

favour with many men but severely prejudices mothers seeking custody orders. Many women 

were and still are often under very powerful cultural customary pressure, including in some cases

799 Compare section 5(f) o f the PNG statute.
800 Compare section 6 o f the PNG statute.
801 For a survey as to how custom has been taken into account in custody cases in PNG: see Jessep and Luluaki 
Principles o f  Family Law 1994 at 140-146. The authors also discuss section 6 o f the PNG Custom Recognition Act (Ch 
19), the parent to section 9 of the Solomon Islands Act. The cases show that custom is always accorded measured 
weight as a factor but that it is not decisive. In any event section 3 o f the PNG Act states that custom is not to be 
recognised if  to do so would be contrary to the best interests o f a child under the age o f 16.
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actual threats, to comply with the dictates of custom. They are consequently compelled to stay 

with husbands or their husband's families rather than contest custody. In some instances mothers 

confronted with custom pressure abandon the struggle for custody. Male kinfolk may exert 

pressure if they do not wish to repay a bride price or if they attach value from their links with the 

mother’s extended family or fear repercussions from them.802 This cultural pressure is often 

intensely patriarchal. In Bufafi v Sades0i a wife in a custom marriage and unable to have further 

children was pressurised by her husband to leave him so he could take another woman. He also 

pushed her to surrender custody of the one child of the marriage to him upon his promise to allow 

her easy access. He broke this promise and she was forced to embark on court action to obtain 

orders for fixed access. He refused to comply with these orders despite enforcement proceedings. 

An added twist o f the knife for the wife was that the husband had paid compensation to her 

brother to enable him to escape from the marriage.

The Magistrate in K v T  and Kum  acknowledged that mothers often have an unenviable choice 

and an arduous struggle when he observed:

She has show n rem arkable tenacity  to  keep her children and provide for them  in sp ite  o f  

social hardships and a  strong m ale custom ary dom inance. T o take th is case to  C ourt and 

challenge custom  show s courage and a  deep love for her ch ild ren .805

Customary ‘rules’ and the Constitution

Previous debate shows that the courts have tended to sideline the edicts of custom. Often it seems 

they resorted to some artificial over-elastic construction of Schedule 3 of the Constitution to do 

so. The recourse to ingenious manoeuvres of this nature may in fact not be necessary if a 

purposive view of the anti-discrimination code in the Constitution is adopted. Although section 

15(5)(d) of the Constitution allows Parliament to sidestep the general prohibition against 

discrimination in section 15(1) by passing a law ‘for the application of customary law’ it has not 

yet done so.806 Consequently section 15(1) propounding that:

802 In the absence of empirical inquiry it is impossible to gauge exactly how widespread the levy of custom pressure on 
women is but without being too dogmatic it is reasonable to conclude that it is fairly common. Certainly my own 
experience as an advocate confirms that many mothers were often under strong and unrelenting pressure from their 
own male relatives to drop custody claims. In extreme cases her male relatives offered evidence in favour of the father.
803 HCCC 297 of 1991 quoted in Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998 at 328.
804 (1985/1986) SILR 49.
805 At 54.
806 If brought into effect the Customs Recognition Act 2000 will be a law providing for the application o f custom.
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Subject to  the  p rovisions o f  subsections (5), (6) and (9) o f  this section, no law  shall m ake 

any provision th a t is discrim inatory  e ither o f  itse lf  o r in its effect.

must be interpreted to outlaw any law from whatever source,807 if that law is discriminatory.808 

‘Discriminatoiy’ in this context should be construed as meaning that rules are advanced that 

favour men rather than women. If this interpretation is correct then any ‘rule’ o f customary law 

decreeing that in a dispute over custody the court must give custody to the husband’s kin group 

in those cases where a bride price has been tendered falls foul of the constitutional ban.809 This is 

a far sounder foundation on which to lay the rationale for a decision rejecting customary precepts 

than those put forward to date.

Vanuatu 

Jurisdiction

Access to the courts by parties embroiled in custody wrangles in Vanuatu is uncertain and the 

jurisdictional picture is severely disjointed, contused and deficient. This must be a matter for 

extreme concern as the availability of an efficient and speedy dispute resolution process is 

nowhere more urgent than in child-care matters. The current unsatisfactory predicament exposes 

a shameful vacuum in the legal system.

Village courts

Starting on the bottom rung of the court ladder the unofficial village courts presided over by local 

Chiefs undoubtedly intervene in custody issues and resolve disputes in a custom way. This 

invariable application of customary norms will likely operate in favour of the patriline.810 Worries 

about the bias such courts usually show to men are confirmed by a decision o f a village court 

heard at Atagura Nakamal on 24 May 1989. The Chiefs’ report811 of the case records that a young

807 Support for my view that ‘any law’ includes customary law is offered by Aisi v Hoala [1981] PNGLR 199 at 202 
and Bank o f  India v Rai Bahudur Singh and Another [1994] 4 LRC 264. In any case Schedule 3 embeds customary law 
as part o f the law of the land.
808 See discussion in chapter 3 at 86-88.
809 Section 15(1) o f the Constitution arguably outlaws all customary rules that are discriminatory and the only way they 
can be preserved is by a specific Act o f Parliament to that effect. For the actual wording o f the relevant parts o f section 
15 see 73-74 in chapter 3.
8,0 See the instance cited at 321 in Jalal Law fo r  Pacific Women 1998. In the absence of any meticulous fieldwork it is 
dangerous to be too dogmatic on this topic.
8111 am grateful to Jenny Corrin Care who forwarded this report to me.
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girl Jenny Hingena had been walking home after a village dance and alleged she had been raped 

by a man called Edmond Tari and that another man Timothy Wai had been an accessory to the 

rape. After the incident a third man Headley Tabe had carried her home. Headley had confirmed 

Edmond was drunk and that he, Edmond and Timothy had grabbed hold of Jenny and run down 

the road with her. Her father brought the case to court. The Chiefs discussed the background and 

bemoaned the fact that the incident had been reported to the police commenting that the police 

should only be involved if the Chiefs could not handle the matter. After some deliberation the 

Chiefs ordered as follows:

• Edmond Tari pay fines of one pig to his wife and Jenny’s father and vtlOOO to the Harem 

Hala Council of Chiefs;

• Timothy Wai pay fines of one pig to Jenny’s father and vtlOOO to the Chiefs;

• Headley Tabe pay fines of one pig to Jenny’s father and vtlOOO to the Chiefs; (the basis for

this was that it was a serious breach of custom for a man to carry a woman);

• Jenny Hingena pay fines of one pig each to Edmond’s wife and Headley’s wife, the latter 

because Headley had carried her, and also vtlOOO to the Chiefs.

The result is puzzling particularly as there was no suggestion either that Jenny was not telling the

truth or that the incident had not occurred as she alleged. That she is not compensated is 

surprising enough and confirms that compensation for a wrong to a daughter is paid to her father 

but it is extraordinary that she, as the victim, is punished. It seems that she is to blame for 

allowing Headley to carry her.

Island Courts

At first glance island courts in Vanuatu appear to have jurisdiction to settle quarrels over child

care. Sections 1(1), 6 and 8 of the Island Courts Act (Cap 167) respectively pronounce as follows:

Establishment o f  Island Courts

1(1) The C h ie f Justice  by w arrant under his hand m ay establish  th roughout V anuatu such 

island courts as he  shall see fit w hich shall exercise w ith in  such lim its as m ay be defined 

by such w arran t the ju risd ic tion  therein  defined and such ju risd ic tion  as m ay be conferred 

by th is o r any o ther A ct on island courts generally.
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Jurisdiction

6. Every island court shall have full ju risd ic tio n  to  the extent set forth  in its w arran t and 

sub ject to  the provisions o f  th is Act, over causes and m atters in w hich all th e  parties are 

residen t w ithin or being  w ith in  the territorial ju risd ic tio n  o f  the court.

Civil Jurisdiction

8. T he civil ju risd ic tion  o f  an island court shall extend, subject to  the p rovisions o f  this 

A ct, to  the hearing, trial and determ ination o f  all civil m atters in w hich the  defendant is 

o rdinarily  resident w ith in  the territo rial ju risd ic tio n  o f  the court or w ith in  w hich  the cause 

o f  action  shall have arisen  provided tha t civil p roceedings relating  to land shall be taken 

in the island court in w hich the  land is situated.

These provisions lie together uneasily and display muddled drafting. Section 1(1) clearly 

anticipates the conferral of a jurisdiction over and above that set out in the court’s warrant. This 

additional jurisdiction may issue either from a provision of the Island Courts Act itself or may 

arise from another statutory enactment. However section 1(1) supplies the process for the 

establishment of the court. O f itself it bestows no jurisdiction.

Section 6, which sets the jurisdictional baseline, is enigmatic and ambiguous. Does it propose 

that the courts possess solely the warranted jurisdiction and that exercisable only ‘...subject to 

the provisions of this Act... ’? Or can it be read as granting ‘.. .full jurisdiction ... over causes and 

matters in which all the parties are resident...’ as specifically set out in the warrant and 

additionally a general jurisdiction in accordance with the Act.812 The alternative restrictive and 

generous interpretations have yet to be tested in court. The crucial issue is whether the words 

‘...subject to ...’ following ‘...full jurisdiction...’ are limitative or descriptive. If they can be 

perceived as meaning ‘in accordance with’ or ‘as outlined in’ there is room to argue that the Act 

intends to allocate to the courts a general customary jurisdiction in civil matters.813 The problem 

with adopting this capacious interpretation is that the Act exhibits a strong regulatory character 

and it might be surprising if  a superior court supported a wide charter for island courts.

81~ I am grateful to Jennifer Corrin Care for bringing to my attention the possibility o f interpreting section 6 generously 
so as endow the courts with a broad customary jurisdiction: personal e-mail communication to the author 8 April 2002.
813 Section 6 seems to have been taken ffom section 6 o f the Solomon Islands Local Courts Act, except that the 
Solomon Islands statute adds the words ‘are Islanders’ before the word ‘resident’. In Solomon Islands the courts have 
always exercised a general customary civil jurisdiction, subject to financial limits. See Local Court Handbook 1979, 94 
et seq. However this may due more to the less restrictive nature o f the warrants in Solomon Islands than a broad 
interpretation o f section 6.
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Even if these poorly fashioned provisions at initial blush confer jurisdiction to the courts in all 

civil issues, the prevailing view supported by practice is that their powers are confined to the civil 

jurisdiction described in their warrant.814 Of note is that the limitations on residence are at odds, 

section 6 demanding that all parties are resident or within the area of the court, whereas section 8 

only requires the defendant to be ordinarily resident. There is no obvious rationale for this 

distinction or for one provision to call for simple residence of all parties and the other to direct 

that the defendant alone be of an ‘ordinarily resident’ status. Section 8 may be driven by a desire 

to ensure that the customary law of one area is not imposed upon a defendant ordinarily not 

subject to that customary regime. The more restrictive section 6 might be impelled by a fear that 

exercising jurisdiction over non-residents could lead to discord and uncover a whole host of 

intractable conflict of laws issues.815 These concerns originate from section 10 of the Act that 

enjoins island courts to:

...ad m in is te r the custom ary law  prevailing  w ithin the territorial ju risd ic tion  o f  the court 

so far as the sam e is no t in conflict w ith  any w ritten  law  and is not contrary to  ju s tice , 

m orality  and good order.

If island courts possess custody jurisdiction two points arise from this mandate. Firstly, if the 

courts in a custody dispute apply a custom which discriminates against women their decision may 

be struck down as unconstitutional in line with the ratio in Noel v Toto,816 Secondly, the section 

restates, in a rephrased formula, the ‘repugnancy’ proviso.817

However much of this comment may be academic. Although the position os far from clear it is 

tentatively suggested that island courts do not possess any authority to deal, officially at least, 

with contests over child custody. This narrow line is put forward partly because the tenor of the 

Act is one o f ‘control and restraint’ and furthermore it is axiomatic that inferior courts can only 

discharge a jurisdiction plainly granted to them. Their operative warrants, which are exhaustive in

814 Merrill Mason formerly an advocate with the Vanuatu Women’s Centre adopts this viewpoint. She also points out 
that some clients informed her that island courts outside the capital, Port Vila dealt with matters outside their warranted 
jurisdiction, for example rape and other serious assaults. Personal e-mail communication to the author 13 August 1999.
815 Corrin Care suggests that an explanation might be that section 6 sets out the broad general customary jurisdiction 
and section 8 a specific civil jurisdiction: personal communication to the author 8 April 2002.
816 SCAppC 18 o f 1994. It should be noted too that a custom rule might offend the codes enshrined in the United 
Nations Conventions o f 1979 and 1989 on women and children respectively both of which have been ratified by Act o f 
Parliament in Vanuatu: see n 29 at 13 above.
817 For full debate on this see chapter 2 at 31-34.
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tone, do not confer any power to adjudicate on custody or guardianship.818 Whatever the 

theoretical difficulties these are overwhelmed by the practical. As Jowitt pertinently notes:819

T he m ost obvious problem  is the fact tha t m any o f  these courts exist in nam e and w arran t 

only. A dequate funding and personnel are lacking; so m ost island courts are m ere 

fictions. T hose that do operate  tend  to  do so sporadically , resu lting  in large delays for 

com plainants.

If the island courts cannot exercise a general family jurisdiction this opens up a glaring deficiency 

in the provision of remedies for those involved in disputes over child custody. If  these courts 

were established to provide readily accessible and speedy remedies in accordance with prevailing 

custom then in the realm of custody their purpose will remain unfulfilled. This jurisdictional 

black hole becomes even more inexplicable when warrants regularly mandate to island courts the 

exercise of a criminaljurisdiction under the Maintenance o f  the Family Act (Cap 42) and a civil 

jurisdiction under the Maintenance o f  Children Act (Cap 46).820 Absurdly it seems from the above 

that courts may well have the criminal jurisdiction to punish a husband for failure to maintain but 

no power to issue a complimentary order under section 2 of the Act compelling him to make 

adequate provision for his wife and/or children.821 An additional ironic anomaly flowing from this 

construction is that island courts may order maintenance for ex-nuptial offspring under the 

Maintenance o f  Children Act (Cap 46) but not for children of a marriage!

Magistrates’ Courts

The shortcomings exposed above become more blatant when the competence of Magistrates’ 

Courts to determine custody disputes is analysed. The fount of the jurisdiction of a Magistrate’s 

Court is the Courts Act (Cap 122). Section 1(1) as read with section 2(1) delineates the territorial 

jurisdiction of a Magistrate’s Court to the district for which it is constituted. Magistrates’ Courts 

are granted civil jurisdiction by section 4 of the Act, the relevant extract of this providing:

818 See the standard form o f warrant dated 30th April 1984 establishing the Efate Island Court set out at 4 in Anita 
Jowitt’s ‘Island Courts in Vanuatu ’ (1999). Jowitt’s paper critically examines the Act’s deficiencies and anomalies as a 
measure designed to institute a court regime to promote the use of customary law resolution, rules and techniques. As 
an endorsement o f the restrictive school o f thought on jurisdiction she observes at 4 that ‘...the warranted jurisdiction 
o f the island court, other than in the area o f land, does not actually involve any general or specific custom law 
jurisdiction.’ She also notes at 5 that clerks to the courts do not accept summons related to matters falling outside the 
specific jurisdiction o f the warrant.
819 Ab ch a t 3.
820 Both discussed in chapter 4.
821 See 197-200 above for criticism of this Act.
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Jurisdiction o f M agistrates’ Courts

4 (1) Subject to  the provisions o f  th is Part and o f  any o ther law  every M agistra te’s C ourt 

shall have ju risd ic tion  to try sum m arily-

(a) any crim inal...

(b) any civil proceedings in respect o f  w hich ju risd iction  is by any w ritten  law  expressly 

conferred  upon a M agistrate’s Court.

This confirms the strictly statutory nature of the authority of subordinate courts. The actual 

licence o f the courts to deal with civil matters is set out in the Magistrate’s Courts (Civil 

Jurisdiction) Act (Cap 130). Section 1 of this measure expresses the general jurisdiction and this 

is then limited by section 2. These sections establish the court’s authority stating:

Jurisdiction o f  M agistrate’s Court in civil matters

1 E very m agistrate’s court estab lished  pursuant to  section 1 o f  the C ourts A ct, C ap 122, 

shall have ju risd ic tion  to  try all civil proceedings-

(a) in w hich the am ount claim ed or the value o f  the subject m atter does no t exceed 

V T 200,000 except claim s relating  to perm anent physical dam age to  any person;

(b ) ...

(c) subject to  such directions as m ay be m ade by the C h ie f Justice  those relating  to 

undefended suits for divorce or jud ic ia l separation; or

(d) relating  to  claim s under the-

(i) M aintenance o f  Fam ily A ct, C ap.42;

(ii) M aintenance o f  C hildren A ct, Cap. 46;

o r any o ther law  providing for th e  m aintenance o f  children, m others o f  children  or w ives 

by fathers o f  children  o r husbands as the case may be w here the annual sum  claim ed does 

no t exceed V T1,200,000.

Restriction on jurisdiction o f M agistrate’s Court in civil matters

2 A  m ag istrate’s court shall no t have ju risd ic tion  to  try a su it concern ing  w ardship , 

guardianship  o f  m inors and persons o f  unsound mind, in terdiction , appoin tm ent o f  a 

consul jud ica ire , adoption, civil status, succession, w ills, bankruptcy, insolvency or 

liquidation  o f  corporate bodies.

The limited compass of this jurisdiction compounds the sorry state of poor access to the courts in 

Vanuatu. Although sections 1 and 2 do not explicitly exclude a jurisdiction to hear and determine 

custody disputes, the ambit of section 2 clearly exudes an intention to deny Magistrates’ Courts
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jurisdiction in matters relating to children. Whilst guardianship and custody can conceptually be 

distinguished in practice often the right to one enfolds the concomitant right to the other. Further, 

if  the powers of a Magistrate’s Court are strictly statutory an express jurisdiction to hear custody 

disputes is mandatory.822

If this view is correct no summary mechanism to resolve custody disputes exists.823 Even if the 

marriage is non-customary and undefended divorce proceedings are heard in a Magistrate’s Court 

by virtue of section 1(c) it cannot adjudge a contested custody case.824

Supreme Court

This ill-fitted legislative canvas compels the hapless litigant to bring suit for custody in the 

Supreme Court or forego any right to be heard. The Supreme Court has express statutory 

jurisdiction by virtue o f section 15(1) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1986s25 to make provision in 

respect of the custody of the children of the marriage. This can only avail those in formal non- 

customary marriages.826 The Court also has an inherent jurisdiction on behalf of the state as 

parens patriae to hear original applications for custody or wardship.827

The Vanuatu cases

Chapter 3 investigated and appraised the constitutional rank of custom as a source of law. The 

broad conclusion reached was that serious doubt existed as to the primacy of British or French 

laws over custom.828 However the catalogue of cases in custody matters points in the opposite 

direction and solidly favours the imported welfare principle.

822 Compare section 19(c) o f the Solomon Islands Magistrates' Court Act noted at 227.
823 My informant Merrin Mason concurs and confirms that Magistrates’ Courts exercise no direct custody jurisdiction, 
although they have been known to make temporary custody orders when laying down the terms o f an injunction arising 
from applications as a result o f spousal abuse. She says they purport to do so pursuant to their ‘inherent’ powers under 
section 29 o f the Courts Act. Personal e-mail communication to the author 20 August 1998. For a comment on the 
extent o f these inherent and incidental powers see chapter 4 at 209-210.
824 In Fisher v Fisher SCCC 114 of 1990 Goldsbrough J, sitting as Acting Chief Justice, observed: ‘Taking into account 
the restrictions imposed on the lower court by the Magistrate’s Court (Civil Jurisdiction) Act Cap.130 there appears to 
be no jurisdiction for it to deal with contested custody issues or even contested divorce petitions.’
825 See above at 189.
826 In Pandosy v Thuha SC Matrimonial Case 16 o f 1996 the Judge stated that an unmarried father had no jurisdiction 
to apply for custody in the Supreme Court.
827 Two o f the three cases to be scrutinised in detail shortly are examples o f the exercise o f this jurisdiction.
828 If  the Chief Justice in Banga v Waiwo. SCCAppC 1 of 1996 was correct, then the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1971 
(UK) regulates the law on custody in Vanuatu as an Act o f general application, and customary rules are sidestepped.
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M v F 829

The facts of this matter are complex, but merit a full summary. A child, G, was bom to a ni- 

Vanuatu mother and French father in 1975. The dispute came before the Court in 1988 when the 

child was about 13. Shortly after the birth, the applicant mother M had placed the child in the care 

o f her brother K. The Respondent P was the son of K and hence the nephew of M. The child was, 

at the time of application, in the care of P and his wife. P and K both considered that P had legally 

adopted the child in custom. P's evidence was that M had given the child to him for adoption. M 

denied this saying she had given the child to K and disagreed that she had ever done so with any 

view to adoption.

Somewhat remarkably on the child's birth certificate, issued in 1977, there was a declaration of 

adoption. The Mayor of Erakor, the Registrar of Births for the area and head of Civil Status in the 

Condominium Government, gave evidence as to this. He stated that this declaration had been 

inserted because K had attested in a declaration to the village Chief, in the Mayor's presence, that 

the child was given in adoption to his son P. This was extraordinary, as neither the mother nor the 

father was present at the time of the declaration. Moreover it seems that the child possessed 

French nationality.

On this aspect the Mayor admitted he knew the child was of French nationality but said that from 

time to time children were given to a local family and registered by the Civil Status. He was 

asked by Counsel for the mother if he was aware that custom did not apply to a person of French 

or British nationality. In reply he maintained that the matter was not an isolated one and pointed 

out that there were many mixed marriages, where the villagers considered the parties to be ni- 

Vanuatu and their children were registered as such. The Mayor’s rationale for the entry of the 

alleged custom adoption on the birth certificate seems from the account of his evidence to have 

been twofold. Firstly, he had registered the custom adoption because of the avowal declared 

before the Chief, and secondly because he had been approached and requested to do so.830

Throughout his life G had lived with P, was settled in school in Erakor and had many friends 

locally. His mother wished to take him to live in Noumea in New Caledonia where she lived with 

the natural father. G was interviewed by the Chief Justice and explained that he did not wish to go

829 (198 0-88) 1 VLR 333.
830 Presumably by K or P or both although this is not clear from the report.
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to Noumea with his mother but preferred to remain in Vanuatu. The Chief Justice referred the 

case to the President of Malvatumauri (The National Council of Chiefs of Vanuatu) who reported 

that custom adoption ceremonies varied between islands.

The Chief Justice proceeded to accept the evidence of the Mayor and K and P that K and his son 

P had adopted the child legally in custom. Regrettably he failed to tackle at all the burning 

question of whether or not a child possessing French nationality could be the subject of an 

adoption in custom. In principle at least courts should answer points of law raised by Counsel and 

this seems especially so when issues surrounding the status of minors are mooted. This must cast 

an element of doubt as to the correctness of his central finding. This finding would have been 

enough in law to dispose of the matter because if there had been a legal adoption the adoptive 

parents would automatically have been entitled to custody. Nonetheless Chief Justice Cooke felt 

constrained to add:

T he w elfare  o f  the  ch ild  is the param ount question to  be decided in all these cases and I 

therefore order tha t the child  rem ain w ith  the adoptive parents.

It is not clear to whom the Chief Justice was referring to when employing the phrase ‘adoptive 

parents’. If he meant P and his wife T, with whom the child resided, this is odd as P was not 

married to T at the time of the adoption, and no evidence was adduced that she was a party to the 

‘adoption proceedings or ceremony'. Perhaps the reference is to P and his father K since his 

finding was that they had adopted the child. Again this would be strange as K's own evidence 

maintained that the child had been given in adoption to P only.

The history and background presented the court with a convincing case for care and control of the 

child remaining with P and his wife. The fact that the mother had visited the child infrequently 

coupled with the child's evidence of bitterness to his mother and father because they had not 

wanted him when he was baby made it inevitable that the Judge would opt for the maintenance of 

the status quo. Nevertheless some aspects of the Court's approach seem unusual.

Firstly neither Counsel appeared to specifically advance custom as an applicable source of law 

and yet the ruling that an adoption in custom had been effected was pivotal to the final decision. 

Counsel had brought up the question of whether custom could be applicable to a person of French
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nationality but the Chief Justice skated over this issue simply determining that a custom adoption 

had been effected and stating:

M r de Preville  raised the question o f  nationality  but as the child w as registered  (E xhibit 

1) since the 29th M arch 1977, he is autom atically  a citizen  o f  V anuatu in so far as I have 

held  he w as adopted into a N i-V anuatu  fam ily and from  that date, was, in law  their legal

son .831

Also some concern must be expressed over natural justice issues since the Court when addressing 

whether or not there was a valid customary adoption, failed to acknowledge that neither the father 

nor the mother of the child were present when the alleged adoption declaration was made and 

acceded to. The evidence reveals that no inquiries were made of them as to their views or wishes. 

This, despite evidence adduced that in custom the natural father as well as the mother must 

consent to any adoption. In the light of these factors the adoption procedure endorsed by the 

Chief Justice runs counter to all basic principles of natural justice and this is particularly worrying 

where issues of status and parental rights are concerned.

Odder still is the private decision by the Chief Justice to refer the matter to the President of the 

Malvatumauri. It is of course always open to a court to call such witnesses as it wishes but if  it so 

elects the parties must be allowed an opportunity to cross-examine them. It is not clear under 

what authority this course was taken.832 To request a custom opinion privately but not grant the 

parties an opportunity to test the evidence tendered in the opinion, is contrary to the standard 

dictates o f natural justice.

Broad justice may have been meted out by the peculiar hybrid solution of determining that there 

was a valid custom adoption and applying the welfare principle. Champions of the cause of 

customary law can derive satisfaction from the readiness of the Court to recognise a customary 

adoption but may be less enthusiastic about the reflexive introduction of the welfare principle. 

They should also be concerned at the alacrity with which the Court accepted the ‘registration’ of 

the adoption. It is doubted if custom would endorse an adoption ‘ceremony’ in which neither of 

the natural parents was intimately involved. In the absence of more detailed submissions on the

831 The question of whether or not the child still possessed French nationality remained unanswered.
83“ Article 30(2) o f the Constitution which decrees ‘The Council (i.e. the Malvatumauri) may be consulted on any 
question, particularly any question of tradition or custom, in connection with any bill before Parliament.’ does not 
cover the situation.
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ranking inter se of custom and received law it is probably safer not to extract any firm ratio 

decidendi from the decision but regard it as being decided on its own peculiar facts.833

From the evidence tendered by P, and accepted by the Chief Justice, a critical marker between 

fostering and adoption in custom seems to be that in the former the natural parent(s) contributes 

towards the upkeep of the child. The facts also underline the private inter-familial nature of 

customary adoption.

G v L sm

This decision emphatically cements the welfare principle into Vanuatu jurisprudence. The dispute 

concerned the custody of S, the two-year old child o f G and L who had never married and indeed 

had parted before the child was bom. The father, G, had returned to live with E with whom he 

had earlier fathered a child. Furthermore E was expecting another child by him. After S's birth L 

lived with her parents and then briefly with the father. She left him after an argument, returned to 

her parents and subsequently met and married Mr. L. The child had been in regular contact with 

the father's family but essentially since birth had lived with and been cared for by the mother.

The father's application for custody of the child was precipitated by the desire of Mr and Mrs L to 

leave Vanuatu permanently to live in France, where Mr. L was to work in his father’s business. 

The natural father opposed the removal of the child from Vanuatu on the basis that to do so would 

uproot the child from its culture, native country and the support of its extended family.835 Ele also 

raised a concern over difficulties that might ensue if the mother’s marriage failed when she was in 

France. Acting Chief Justice Goldsborough agreed these concerns were serious.

The ubiquitous Malvatumauri were again consulted, this time by the parties not the Court, who 

nevertheless applauded the parties’ decision. Their opinion was that the child represented the 

blood of both the father and the mother and considered that the child should accordingly spend 

time with both of them. This might be sensible advice in an ideal world, but in view of the

833 In a bizarre undated rider to his decision the Chief Justice notes that he has been informed that the child may have 
difficulty obtaining a secondary school place in Vanuatu. He then comments that it might be wise for him to go to 
Noumea for further education. Presumably to the mother and natural father? The comment is notable as it underscores 
the western fixation with education as the key issue in the child’s welfare.
834 (1989-94) 2 VLR 486.
835 The case has a Solomon Islands counterpart in Kuper v Kuper (in the matter o f  custody o f  infants) HCCC 12 o f 1987 
discussed at 239-240 above.
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intention of the mother and her husband, it ignored the reality of the situation. The Acting Chief 

Justice declared that:

They (the M alvatum auri) add that custom  dictates that the child should stay under the 

control o f  its father. I respect that too , although I am obliged by law  to apply different 

principles. I am obliged  by law  to put the w elfare o f  the child as the first and param ount 

consideration. T aking all the evidence w hich  I have considered into account I com e to  the 

conclusion that it is in the best in terests o f  th is young child  to  rem ain w ith his m other and 

I therefore grant custody o f  S to  his m other, M rs L.

Two points of interest emerge from the above passage. Firstly, the opinion of the Chiefs that in 

custom an illegitimate child should remain under the control of its father. The general custom rule 

is that children bom outside marriage are affiliated with the mother's extended family.836

Secondly, the statement ‘...although I am bound by law to apply different principles’ embodies a 

distinct reference to the western welfare principle. Regrettably the Court does not state by which 

specific law it considers itself bound. However the wording of the passage clearly implies that the 

law it has in mind is the welfare principle as enshrined in the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925 

(UK). If this is correct the court has unequivocally determined that that Act is applicable by virtue 

o f Article 95(2) of the Constitution as an Act of the UK Parliament of general application in force 

as at 1 January 1976.83' However such an act can only be applicable ‘wherever possible taking 

due account of custom.’838 This phrase strongly suggests that if a received law applicable after 

Independence conflicts with custom, then custom should prevail.839 Certainly there cannot be any 

contention that it is impossible to take custom into account. Unfortunately the judgment does not 

tackle the difficulties of ranking inter se customary law and received law under Article 95(2).840

836 Confirmed by the advice given to the Chief Justice in Tamasui v Gila SCCC 60 of 1987, unreported, judgment 23 
June 1987, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil). In that case custom advisers from both the area of the 
mother and father confirmed that if an unmarried couple broke up the children should go to the mother. See comment 
in previous chapter at 203-204 and Rwezaura ‘The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests’ 1994 at 86. It is also implicit 
from the Solomon Island case o f K  v B  (1985/1986) SILR 39.
837 In fact the relevant UK act in force on that date was the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1971 (UK). This effectively 
restates the principle in the 1925 legislation.
838 Article 95(2) o f the Constitution.
839 See the discussion at 100-105 in chapter 3.
840 O f course these submissions do not, it is accepted, accord with the ratio in Banga v Waiwo SCAppCC 1 of 1996. 
Nevertheless both Judges automatically, and it could be argued paternalistically, assume that the foreign law is 
primarily applicable and dominant.
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Molu v Molu No.2ul

O f the trio of Vanuatu decisions to be examined this, the latest and last, is arguably the most 

significant, as it lays bare some of the thorny problems surrounding the adjudication of disputes 

over children in societies where there are plural legal sources. The marriage had been turbulent 

and following a strenuously contested hearing the wife was granted a decree nisi on the grounds 

of the husband’s cruelty. This cruelty had been persistent and brutal and on three occasions he 

had been imprisoned for breaches of restraining orders.842 At the time of the final break-up early 

in 1996 the three children lived at different locations on different islands with different day-to- 

day carers.

Yannick, a boy and then aged 8, had resided with the wife’s parents on Pentecost Island since he 

was 4 years old. Annie-Rose, then aged 4, lived with and was cared for by the mother and the 

youngest child Ian, then aged 2, had in February 1996 been taken by a group of the husband’s 

relatives, led by his elder brother, to the island of Santo. The wife’s evidence with reference to 

Ian asserted that the husband’s relatives had abducted Ian in that they had taken him away from 

her by force and without her consent. She stated that when they took the child they told her ‘they 

paid her (the mother) already’843 and that ‘the child Ian is the product of their hard labour’ and 

‘they must have one of her kids.’

The wife had not seen or heard from her younger son from his abduction until 9 months later 

when the custody issue was argued. She admitted that she believed his family would look after 

the child. The wife requested custody of all three children, as did the husband. He maintained 

they could all stay with him and his family who had told him to get the children so they could 

look after them as the ‘children’s mother was already paid out’ and ‘The children are for them.’

Acting Chief Justice Lunabek had little difficulty with orders for Yannick and Annie-Rose. He 

considered that as Yannick was the first son of the couple and the husband had contended he and 

his family were ready to look after him, a joint custody order was in his interest. He went on to 

order that the child be under the care and control of the mother and that this endowment of care

841 SCCC 30 o f 1996 (SC Matrimonial Case 130 of 1996).
842 For the full graphic details see the judgment in Molu v Molu SCCC 130 o f 1996, Matrimonial Case 2 of 1996, 
unreported, judgment 21 April 1998, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil and Matrimonial Cases). 
There are separate judgments for the actual divorce and the ancillary disputes over custody, maintenance and property.
843 This no doubt means they had paid for her in the sense that a bride price o f vt80000, one cow and one pig had been 
made to her family.
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and control be extended to her parents. He made precise orders for access and further education 

of Yannick. With regard to Annie-Rose he held no reservations that custody and care and control 

should vest in the mother.

The ticklish quandary arose in respect of Ian. If the husband’s arguments in favour of preserving 

the status quo were upheld and care and control granted to the father and his relatives would this 

operate as an abductor’s charter? Should the courts heed public policy considerations and so 

furnish no support to those who seized children from a natural parent? Should the courts ratify 

and/or endorse the clear prescriptions of custom? If so should this be subject to any qualification? 

These are troubling questions and before outlining the Acting Chief Justice’s final orders some 

study of his comments on the applicable law is enlightening and apropos. He broached his views 

on this by noting:

.. .the param ount consideration o f  th e  court is not to  punish the guilty spouse, but the 

ch ild ’s w elfare. The father has a com m on law right to  the custody o f  h is children. 

H ow ever, a  fa ther’s com m on law  righ t does no t prevail over the ch ild ren’s w elfare. That 

point m ust be em phasised upon in view  o f  the social and cultural contexts o f  V anuatu 

since in such proceedings, and in the m ajority  o f  cases husbands/fathers based their 

application  on the m istaken b e lie f tha t they have som e property to ‘ow n’ the children  and 

neglected to  have any thought w hatsoever about how  they w ould  care for them  i f  custody 

is granted to  them .

On the face of it, this sounds the death-knell for contentions that custom imperatives should be 

given forceful weight. The implication in this passage is that the common law he refers to is a 

customary common law and not English common law albeit that imported common law also 

endorsed the father’s unlimited right to custody. The finale for custom seems complete as the 

Acting Chief Justice held that the 1989 Convention on the Rights o f  the Child was a binding legal 

instrument in Vanuatu, having been ratified by Act of Parliament in 1992.844 He quoted with 

approval Article 3(1) specifically emphasising the ‘the best interests of the child shall be a 

primary consideration.’ formula.845 He continued by reciting with approval the ‘welfare of the

844 The Convention on the Rights o f  the Child (Ratification) Act 1992. The Court o f Appeal approved this approach in 
Kong v Kong CACivAppC 10 of 1999. The Judge in Nauka v Kaurua SC Matrimonial Case 6 o f 1996, recorded at 
USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Matrimonial), also affirmed the importance of the Convention in custody cases on 
the basis that it was part o f Vanuatu law.
845 For the full text o f Article 3(1) and comment on United Nations instruments see 221-224 above.
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child as the first and paramount consideration’ direction contained in section 1 of the 

Guardianship o f  Infants Act 1925 (UK). In reaching his decision he believed the court:

m ust take in to  account the responsib ilities, rights and duties o f  parents, or w here 

applicable, the m em bers o f  the extended fam ily  or com m unity  as provided for or 

recognised by local custom  o f  a v illage or island o f  the country  w hich is not inconsistent 

w ith  the V anuatu  C onstitu tion  o f  1980.

Formally at least, he embraced imported principles in preference to any demands of custom that 

the children of a marriage in respect of which bride price had been tendered were irrevocably 

affiliated to and under the control of the husband’s kin. This approach demonstrates a refusal to 

support a doctrinal rule of custom perceived as displaying the negative face of tradition. 

However, in the directions made in respect of both Yannick and Ian that acknowledge the rights 

of the patriline and the long-term care-giving role of relatives, he exhibits some willingness to 

appropriate more cosmetically acceptable aspects of custom.

Applying the principles he had expressed to the custody of Ian the ACJ felt that:

. . . i t  w ould  no t be in the in terests o f  th is little  boy to  d isrup t h is life  again and he w ill 

rem ain  w ith  th e  respondent and his fam ily.

He reinforced this upholding of the status quo by citing in aid the trite but pervasively enduring 

and oft-quoted platitude of Eve J in Re Thain*46 that:

O ne know s from  experience how  m ercifu lly  transien t are the effects o f  parting  and other 

sorrow s, and  how  soon the novelty  o f  fresh  surroundings and new  associations effaces the 

recollection  o f  fo rm er days and kind friends.

This is an odd choice of authority in the circumstances. Judges usually rely on the quoted passage 

as a justification when they propose to uproot children from familiar settled surroundings.847

It is accepted that in view of the established factual background the Court was faced with a 

troublesome choice. However the endorsement of the existing situation carries the unfortunate

846 (1926) 1 Ch 676.
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message that those who can retain de facto possession of a child for a lengthy period may have 

their charge sanctioned by the court even where possession may have been acquired by forcible 

abduction or dubiously or unlawfully. It is noteworthy that significant delays in the hearing 

process compounded the dilemma and a speedy resolution of the custody issue would have 

countered the contention that the disruption of the child would have been detrimental to his 

interests.848

Child snatching is more likely to be carried out by the relatives of the husband who regard 

themselves as entitled to the custody of children. If the granting of the imprimatur of the court 

condones such behaviour by ratification of the existing state of affairs then it becomes more 

urgent that a speedy summary medium to obtain interim custody is available. The need for 

custody matters to be disposed of expeditiously by all courts is vital. The possible alternative of 

automatically stripping the kidnapper of any right to custody may run counter to the best interests 

of the child.

The decision in the Australian case of In the marriage o f  RL and KH SchenckM9 provides a telling 

example of the dilemma. The husband, an Australian o f Germanic origin, met and married the 

wife in Norway. In May 1976 they had a daughter. In March 1978 the father left Norway with the 

daughter in a ‘clandestine4 manner and went to Australia where he changed his and her name and 

went underground. The Australian court made a custody order in favour of the wife in October 

1978 but the husband moved from New South Wales to Queensland and abetted by his mother 

took other measures to evade discovery. He and daughter were not found until January 1980. 

After a full hearing a judge granted custody to the father and the critical factor in that decision 

was that the welfare report suggested that the child had a closer relationship with her father than 

her mother. This of course was likely to be the case as he had had the sole care of her for 20 

months at a formative stage of her life. A full panel o f three Family Court judges upheld the 

decision on the basis that the judge had not erred in the exercise of his discretion. Custody cases 

are of course not concerned with doing justice between the parents and no rule dictates that a

847 In this matter it would have fuelled support for the return of the child to his mother as the disruption or trauma 
caused by this would be ‘mercifully transient’
848 The lack of urgency in case disposal is confirmed by the actual judgment on custody only formally being issued on 
15 May 1998, a full 18 months after the hearing. Merrin Mason o f the Vanuatu Women’s Centre and the mother’s 
advocate for much of the proceedings informs me that delay in hearing custody matters in Vanuatu is commonplace. In 
Molu the delay was contributed to significantly by the husband who represented himself and did not always appear 
when the matter was listed. The Court was understandably reluctant to proceed in his absence. So he and his kin were 
the beneficiaries o f his delay: a perverse and unfair form of double jeopardy for the mother. Personal communication 
20 August 1998. The mother no doubt was further aggrieved as the court ordered her to pay maintenance for Ian
849 (1981) Fam LR 170.
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party who has behaved badly is debarred from being awarded custody. All in all the case is a 

striking demonstration of the old adage that ‘possession is nine-tenths of the law.’

A marked feature of Molu and indeed of the whole body o f custody case law in Vanuatu is the 

absence of any independent report by a social welfare authority. Thus the court has before it no 

objective assessment of the situation and can only rely on the evidence from parties who may be 

all too interested in the outcome. For example in respect of Ian the only confirmation that he was 

happy and well cared for came from the husband who himself had been complicit in the child’s 

removal from his mother. In any event even he could not give direct evidence on the point. The 

relatives looking after the child tendered no evidence nor was any agency charged with seeing 

him and reporting on his welfare.

This is surprising in view of the clear comments on the desirability of welfare reports by the 

Court o f Appeal in Fisher v Fisher850 where they observed:

T he m atter tha t has caused us concern is th a t th e  court did not have the benefit o f  a  report 

from  a w elfare  o fficer or guardian ad litem  and did  no t in terview  the child. .. .  W e are told 

th a t no facilities exist to  produce reports. In the  absence o f  tra ined  experts w e query 

w hether it w ould  be possib le to  appoint th e  Solicitor G eneral o r som e o ther su itable 

person  as guardian  ad litem ; but tha t is a  m atter for the future. In th is case desp ite  the 

w ell recognised  problem s involved in interview ing a young child; w e th ink  th a t th e  ju d g e  

w ou ld  have been better placed to  m ake a decision  i f  had he seen h im .851

If agencies do not exist to aid the courts with reports it becomes more incumbent on them to 

launch a detailed investigation and demand clear direct evidence from the person or persons 

charged with the care and upbringing of the children. As the Court of Appeal suggests the judge 

should in appropriate cases interview the child and doing so may be more necessary if there has 

been no interview by an independent agency. In developing nations practical logistics and the 

lack of expert personnel militate against the provision of reports. Molu offers a telling instance of 

the problems involved as the children were scattered around the archipelago of Vanuatu and 

resided with different carers.852 In respect of Ian there was a paucity of direct evidence on his day-

850 CAAppCC 1 of 1991.
851 The child was a boy aged 7 at the time of the hearing.
852 The situation on welfare reports in Vanuatu contrasts sharply with that in Solomon Islands where the Social Welfare 
Office invariably presents a report for the court. Indeed dicta in Sukutaona v Houanihou (1982) SILR 12 indicate that 
such reports are essential.
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to-day care and it is surprising that the court did not make its own inquiries. The time span from 

first argument until judgment was almost eighteen months, long enough for the court to launch 

some investigation, particularly as the child was not residing in a remote location.

In Michell v Michell and Togase%5i the same judge, now the Chief Justice, reaffirmed the welfare 

principle noting:

It has been a w ell-established principle o f  law  in cases w here custody is in dispute; the 

w elfare o f  the children  is a param ount consideration w hen C ourt decide [sic] w ho should 

have custody o f  th e  children  (referred to as “ W elfare P rincip le”).

He then proceeded to make orders that both parents have the joint custody of two children aged 

15 and 11 and that they remain in the day-to-day care of the mother with reasonable access to the 

father.

Conclusions

What conclusions can be drawn from the case law? Much of the critique and comment on the 

Solomon Islands case law applies with equal force to that of Vanuatu. Clearly in conflicts 

between the demands of custom and the welfare principle the latter has predominated. This is not 

unexpected as, in sporting parlance, customary law has from a judicial standpoint been ‘playing 

away from home.’ This might be ironic as custom is the indigenous source but the Courts have 

exhibited a penchant towards a solid imported law ethos. Admittedly they have until recently 

been staffed by non-local judicial personnel steeped in received law principles. Nonetheless it 

seems that newly appointed indigenous judicial officers qualified and immured in a metropolitan 

legal ideology may adopt the same principles. Do local tribunals applying customary principles 

offer a preferable forum for determining custody disputes where the parties to the marriage are ni- 

Vanuatu, particularly if their marriage is customary?

The espousal of this solution introduces its own problems. Firstly there is a danger that women 

may be seriously disadvantaged in such forums. As women adopt more contemporary attitudes 

and become more educated, articulate and aware they are unlikely to accept stoically the confines

853 SC Matrimonial Case 2 o f 2001, unreported, judgment 10 July 2001, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, 
(Matrimonial).
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of custom. The probability is that a growing number of marriages will assume a more nuclear 

family model and that women in such marriages will pursue their own personal rights in custody 

matters. Present judicial authority would support them.

Moreover, even if island courts apply custom rules, their decisions are always subject to review 

by, or an appeal to, a Magistrate’s Court and these courts will almost certainly follow the welfare 

principle. Women, at least in Solomon Islands, will be able to circumvent the local court by 

lodging an initial application in the Magistrate’s Court. An additional pitfall of mandating a 

separate regime for customary marriages is that it hinders any harmonisation of the legal sources 

and encourages the ossification o f a dual structure.

The reflex application of western norms by some judges is inappropriate in a developing society 

where such norms have little relevance. Even if, in their approach to custody, custom and 

received law are mismatched, to favour one source automatically is misguided. To look at 

custody disputes as a wrangle between two, often emotional and bitter, parents distorts the reality 

of family life in Melanesia. A more holistic approach to the settlement of custody issues is 

merited. The antagonism that characterises much modem litigation might be reduced if the courts 

pioneered a strategy in which the wider extended family participated in the resolution process. 

They will often be deeply involved not only culturally but also, as Molu demonstrates, in the 

practical day-to-day upbringing of the children. The bare tmth is that in poor subsistence societies 

the wellbeing of the child is inextricably tied up with the communal economic survival of the 

broader family.854

The establishment of the welfare principle as the guiding norm in custody cases is now a fa it 

accompli. One way of assuaging customary concerns might be for the courts to take a balanced 

and sympathetic view of customary factors in weighing up exactly where the child’s best interests 

best lie.855

One further conclusion is that, except perhaps in the Solomon Island case of K  v T and Ku,856 

there has been a failure and/or reluctance by Counsel and the Judiciary to confront and analyse 

the fundamental problem of the relationship and ranking between different sources of law in a 

plural system.

854 See generally Rwezaura ‘The Concept o f the Child’s Best Interests’ (1994).
855 See Jessep and Luluaki Principles o f  Family Law in PNG  1994 at 140-145 for discussion and examples.
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In some respects the welfare principle has therefore prevailed sometimes without proper legal 

argument and submissions being advanced to justify its provenance. Proponents of customary law 

maintain that its rules are designed to advance the best interests of children by promoting a local 

community harmony beneficial to their upbringing. They also advocate that the long-term 

interests of children in customary societies are best served by being raised in accordance with 

customary norms. Where the marriage subsists in a traditional extended family setting the 

consequences of ignoring and overriding customary rules should be accorded serious 

consideration and the welfare principle not adopted mechanically.

856 (1985/86) SILR 49.
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The purpose of a law of succession

The role of the law of succession is to supply, in advance, a system of rules designed to cater for 

the dramatic disruptive effect of a death. The anticipatory feature of the law is crucial as it offers 

reassurance as to the disposition of property on death. This reassurance may be important to both 

the deceased and his family or kinfolk. A key characteristic of the law on succession is its 

concentration on preserving the cohesion of the family. This remains so whatever the nature of 

the family unit, and so although the make-up of the rules may differ for extended and nuclear 

families, the spirit of their intent will be unaltered.

Whilst the basic purpose of succession law is constant, the factors shaping the minutiae of the 

actual rules will be variable and the particular rules in each society will derive from and reflect its 

dominant features. The type of family unit is one obvious feature. The nature of the economy is 

another and heralds another critical differentiator between customary and common law systems. 

Customary societies are held together by an economy based on subsistence farming. Each social 

unit, usually an extended family, would normally be self-sufficient and all members would be 

intimately involved in the husbandry of the land allocated to it. The central community asset, 

land, would be used by all, and no one member could lay unlimited individual claim to it.

Clearly therefore, in customary law, individual ownership of property was restricted. Group rights 

assumed greater importance. Indeed the concept of absolute ownership so central to market 

economies may have no counterpart in customary life. Any data we possess on the exact nature of 

property rights in custom is fragmentary and problematic and any accurate definition of property 

concepts in custom may be impossible utilising western terminology. Gluckman observed that 

‘Barotse law defines not so much the rights of persons over things as the duties between persons 

in respect of things.’ This distinction in crucial where property rights are predicated upon social 

and family relationships.857

857 In his The Ideas in Barotse Jurisprudence, Manchester UP 1972 (reprint) at 163 and noted at 392 in Bennett 
Sourcebook 1991. Bennett at 37-40 and 384-395 summarises the debate between the opposing views over terminology 
in relation to conceptual description and quotes extracts from the writings o f the protagonists.
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Concepts and Terminology

In the eye of the western lawyer the law of succession is almost exclusively bound up with 

questions over how the property of the deceased passes on death. Whilst testate succession may 

cover such issues as the donation of organs, mode of burial and the appointment of guardians of 

infant children, the corpus of succession law has the primary purpose of regulating the devolution 

of the deceased’s estate. In western common law jurisdictions the terms succession and 

inheritance are often interchangeable. However there is a critical distinction between them. The 

latter is exclusively involved with the transmission of property and its incidents whereas the 

former is wider and also encompasses the passing of rights, powers and duties associated with 

status and position. The Solomon Islands case of Igolo v ItaKi provides a neat illustration of this. 

The case related to a customary land appeal but the central issue involved the question of whether 

or not an adopted son could succeed to the chiefly status held by his father. The father had 

adopted him specifically because he had no heir, his own natural children having predeceased 

him.859 In Melanesia a third concept, that of descent also assumes importance. Rivers has perhaps 

best explained the distinction between the three concepts in a Melanesian milieu, incisively 

affirming that:

...d escen t applies only to  the m ode o f  determ ining m em bership  o f  a social group; 

inheritance refers solely to  the transm ission o f  p roperty  and succession denotes the m ode 

o f  determ ining w ho shall succeed to  rank or office  o f  any kind, and especially  to  

ch ie f ta in sh ip .860

These distinctions are critical and underline both the futility and risk of drawing any useful 

conclusions from any comparison between customary and western law in this sphere. It is beyond 

the scope of this thesis to examine the significance of the distinctions in detail but their 

importance in customary societies is obvious and undeniable. For example, Rivers perceived that 

descent in Melanesia had traditionally been matrilineal but might be changing to a more mixed

858 (1983) SILR 56.
859 This aspect o f the law of succession is confirmed by Dorosthy Kenneth and Henlyn Silas in ‘Vanuatu: Traditional 
Diversity and Modem Uniformity’ at 68 to 86 in Land Rights fo r  Pacific Women, Institute o f Pacific Studies o f USP 
Suva 1986. Remnants o f this facet o f the law of succession survive in English law in succession to the Crown, and 
other hereditary titles.
860 In WHR Rivers The History o f  Melanesian Society Vol II, Anthropological Publications Oosterhout NB, The 
Netherlands 1968 at 90. At 90 to 103 he neatly distinguishes and explains his views on the three concepts in the context 
o f Melanesia at the beginning of the 20th Century. Rivers was the archetypal polymath often thrown up in Victorian 
times. He was a doctor, neurologist, historian, anthropologist and an early pioneer in the fields o f both psychology and 
psychiatry.
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pattern, involving both matrilineal and patrilineal elements. However he also observed that ‘...in 

so far as hereditary chieftainship exists in Melanesia, succession is always in the male line.’ As to 

the inheritance of property at the time of writing he concluded that this was in a state of flux. 

Whilst formerly basically matrilineal he thought that patrilineal inheritance was becoming more 

common and observed that in some groups inheritance displayed aspects o f both methods. He 

summarised that:

. . . i t  is only co rrect to  speak o f  the greater part o f  M elanesia as m atrilineal i f  the 

application  o f  th a t te rm  be lim ited  to  descent. In  the m atter o f  succession, the part o f  

M elanesia  w ith  w hich  I deal is patrilineal throughout. Inheritance occupies an 

in term ediate  p o s itio n ...

Rivers declared that ‘It is beyond all doubt that the direction of change has been from the 

matrilineal to the patrilineal mode.’861 What is interesting is that modem anthropological 

investigators maintain that generally there are probably no fixed uniform rules governing descent 

and inheritance. Tiffany has noted that: ‘Cognatic descent systems, in which individuals reckon 

genealogical affiliation to several groups using male and female links, are widespread throughout 

the Pacific.’862

She is critical of administrators and lawyers, who, she says, have mistakenly imported African 

patrilineal models into the Pacific. She claims that this has resulted in an official failure to 

appreciate the flexibility and subtlety o f diverse kinship systems and that these have consequently 

been ignored. Burt, another contemporary commentator, also emphasises that claims to 

inheritance and descent can be ambilineal or bilineal although he admits that strong value has 

been placed on descent in the male line and theorises that this has led some to mistakenly 

conclude that the system is rigidly patrilineal.8(0 These commentators emphasise that in custom

861 All quoted extracts at 101. A word of caution here; Rivers was profoundly influenced by Victorian notions o f social 
evolution and this may account for his ideas that originally matrilineal institutions were everywhere in the inevitable 
process o f  being replaced by patrilineal ones. These ideas are now thought to be highly dubious. I am grateful to Owen 
Jessep for his observations on this point.
862 g jjffany  ‘Customary Land Disputes, Courts and African Models in the Solomon Islands’ (1982-3) 53 Oceania, 277 
at 286. She is also sceptical about the use o f terms such as Mine’ ‘clan’ and ‘tribe’ to describe customary groups: 287. 
Allan at 89 in his Customary Land Tenure in the BS1P 1957 found unilateral descent through either the father or the 
mother the norm but that pockets o f bilateral decent (ie descent through both parents) persisted in some areas.
863 B Burt ‘Land in Kwara’ae and Development in Solomon Islands’ (1994) 64 Oceania 317. It is particularly notable 
that a careful observer such as Burt has affirmed the existence o f fluid descent and inheritance systems in Kwara’ae, an 
area on Malaita, an island invariably claimed to be uniformly and staunchly patrilineal. In a stimulating contribution 
Scheffler and Larmour also maintain that patrilineal and matrilineal systems o f local grouping are rare and that 
ambilineal systems are far more common: HW Scheffer and P Larmour, ‘Solomon Islands’ 303-323 in Crocombe (ed) 
Land Tenure in the Pacific 1987 at 304-312.
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an individual’s access to, and corresponding rights to use land may well, and often do, derive 

from birth into, and therefore membership of, a particular kin group rather than accruing upon the 

death of any specific person. In other words, the right to use land is an incident of descent rather 

than inheritance.

Characteristics of succession in customary law

One consequence of the above discussion is that succession in customary law systems is not in 

the main concerned with the disposition and transmission of property and incidental property 

rights. Furthermore, dogmatism is an ever-present danger when discussing rights to property 

succession in customary societies. Customary modes of succession may be so fluid and variable 

as to be impossible to pin down with any precision.864 Many customary groups may indeed have 

no fixed rules of succession and there is certainly no uniformity between different islands and 

even within different groups on one island.865 Broad general principles might be discerned but 

striving to set down precise rules may be over-zealous and misplaced. The resolution of any 

dispute over succession may depend on the facts and personalities in a particular case.866 

Customary succession may not be driven by explicit rules but fuelled by a desire to achieve a 

result satisfactory to the wider concerns of the group. Consequently a code of rigid rules might 

defeat the role of the resolution process in customary societies.

What general principles can be said to govern traditional customary succession?867 Although it is 

unwise to offer rigid statements it can be stated with some confidence that intestate succession is

864 See RH Codrington The Melanesians: Studies in Their Anthropology and Folk-Lore Clarendon Press Oxford 1891 at 
59-68 for a vivid, very early account. Codrington visited the New Hebrides, now Vanuatu, and Solomon Islands in the 
1860s but as a missionary spent most o f his time in the Pacific at the Melanesian Mission in Norfolk Island. Much of 
his material is gathered from islanders employed at the mission as indigenous instructors and who answered his queries 
as to their customs and culture. Codrington observed a shift from matrilineal to patrilineal modes of inheritance. In the 
field o f anthropology both Codrington and Rivers were enthusiastic self-taught amateurs but their works provide 
valuable contemporary insights into Melanesian society before the full establishment o f European rule. The lack of 
fixed rules in customary systems is confirmed in an African context by MP Mvunga ‘Law and Social Change: A Case 
Study o f the Customary Law of Inheritance in Zambia’ (1979) African Social Research 28.
865 Kenneth and Silas at 71 in Land Rights fo r Pacific Women 1986. The authors’ review centres on the inheritance of 
land and rights in or over land in Vanuatu and bolsters the hypothesis that succession regimes in custom are both 
various and variable. An anthropologist has observed that ‘Land transmission practices appear to vary from village to 
village’. Lissant Bolton ‘Women, Place and Practice in Vanuatu: The View from Ambae’ (1999) 70(1) Oceania 43.
866 See the comments o f Professor Strathem, the expert anthropology witness called to give evidence of customary 
succession in the important case o f In the Estate o f  Doa Minch [1973] PNGLR 558.
867 For a succinct summary o f some of these see JA Griffin in ‘Conflict o f Inheritance Law in Papua New Guinea’ 
(1970) 1 (1) Melanesian LJ 29-39 at 30-33. Throughout this chapter I have made extensive use o f the valuable 
arguments in this article and those of FM Kassam in his ‘Law o f Succession in Papua New Guinea: Some Reflections’ 
(1974) 2 Melanesian LJ  5-47. Both these articles concentrate on the intricacies o f the law o f succession in Papua New 
Guinea but offer constructive insights and pointers on the problems inherent where there are plural laws o f succession.
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the norm. This presents a sharp contrast with western societies where the exercise of personal 

choice through a statement of testamentary wishes is the normative situation.868 In custom 

allowing choice to a testator was the exception, probably limited to declarations as to an 

individual’s wishes over their intimate personal property only. Members of a customary society 

would, by and large, not be entitled prior to their death to specify how and to whom any estate 

they possessed would devolve. Lack of literacy would of course preclude the making of a formal 

written will. In any event any informal declaration in the nature of an expressed desire as to 

inheritance would usually be meaningless, as an individual would not own any significant 

property. This is not to say that a person could not make a statement of wishes on death but if this 

clashed markedly with customary practice relatives would probably not accept it.869 An obvious 

upshot of this intestate character of customary law is that property could not be disposed of 

outside the kin group, a factor vital to the preservation and future integrity of the group.

Customary succession largely favours males and is essentially patriarchal.870 At its most intense 

this credo dictates that as women cannot own property they cannot acquire it by inheritance. The 

defendants in Sasango v Beliga%1{ advanced this argument. The plaintiff widow, in accordance 

with normal customary practice, resided in her husband’s home village with their children 

following his death. About two years after the death she had a brief relationship with another 

man. The husband’s brothers incensed by this chased her away from the village refusing to allow 

her to take her children with her.872 They also held on to six tafuliae (custom shell money), four 

pigs and one thousand porpoise teeth, claiming these belonged to the husband. The widow 

claimed that four of the tafuliae, the pigs and porpoise teeth were her personal property.

The brothers launched a two-pronged assault on this claim. Firstly, they contended that in custom 

she had no right to own property on her own; hence the property belonged to her husband. 

Secondly, they maintained that in custom all his property passed on his death to them and not the 

widow. On their claim as to the strict custom on succession the Magistrate noted that ‘I can 

accept that this proposition is correct....’ However, if  she could establish that she had a right to 

own property the inheritance point would not aid the brothers. On this point the Magistrate 

observed: ‘There is no impartial evidence of custom before me to prove that a widow must give

868 Allott New Essays in African Law 1970 at 240-241 and JG Zorn Custom and Customary Law Course Book One 
USP, University Extension 1994 at 155.
869 Griffin (1970) at 36.
870 See Kassam (1974) at 32 and Griffin (1970) also at 32.
871 (1987) SILR 91.
872 Her claim for custody was discussed in Chapter 5 at 238-239.
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up all her personal property to the husband’s brothers.’ He accepted her evidence as to her 

ownership of the property and on this basis made an express finding of fact the property was hers.

Essentially the decision rests on the lack of proper proof of the brother’s propositions as to 

custom. The resort to the formula of inadequate proof of an alleged custom is a standard judicial 

device employed to avoid applying a disfavoured custom.873 The patriarchal character of 

customary law as asserted by the defendants is ubiquitous and prevails whether the descent mode 

is patrilineal or matrilineal. The key difference is that males inherit from their father in the former 

and their mother’s brother in the latter.874 Kenneth and Silas put the matter in a nutshell when 

they observe: ‘In matrilineal groups, land rights are transmitted through women to men. Women 

have rights but, in most cases, minor or subsidiary rights to those of men’ and ‘Even in 

matrilineal societies, women were the source of rights rather than the exercisers of the rights.,875

A plethora of problems

Many of the difficulties associated with succession law in the Pacific stem from the plural nature 

of the legal system.876 They essentially revolve around selecting the appropriate law to be applied 

in any given situation. Hence ‘choice of law’ issues dominate the debate.877 The core quandaries 

pertain to ‘mixed’ situations. In many cases resolution will pose little problem and generally 

customary law will govern succession in cases where the deceased lives a customary mode of life 

and owns customary property only and the general law878 will prevail in the estates of non- 

indigenous inhabitants. This latter part of this statement may require some qualification. For

873 The Magistrate adhered to potent precedent in taking this course: see the comments o f Daly CJ in Sukutaona v 
Houanihou [1982] SILR 12 at 13.
874 Griffin (1970) at 30-1 and Kassam (1974) at 9-10.
875 At 70 and 84 respectively in Land Issues fo r  Pacific Women 1986. The authors repeatedly stress that Vanuatu 
cultures, and the rights o f women in them, are diverse. Bolton in ‘Women, Place and Practice in Vanuatu’ (1999) points 
out that ‘Landholding and land transmission are predominantly male practices. Women exercise their relationship to the 
land by bearing children to it. By bearing children to a place, a woman connects a descent group to that place.’ As 
Millett has perceptively observed ‘Matrilineality...does not constitute an exception to patriarchal rule, it simply 
channels the power held by males through female descent.’ Sexual Politics 1972 at 25.
876 At heart the issue hinges on duality rather than plurality, as we will only be concerned with the imported law and 
customary law. There may well be plurality between differing customary laws but that is beyond the scope of this 
thesis.
877 See Allott New Essays 1970 182-254 for an excellent summation o f the factors involved in choice o f law problems 
with reference to customary law. Griffin (1970) and Kassam (1974) both comment on the specific choice of law 
problems encountered in succession law.
878 Invariably a local law based on imported rules or an act of general application o f foreign origin. See Kassam (1974) 
at 5.
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example: can a non-indigenous resident, subject normally to his own customary law, claim that 

that law, and not the general law, determines the succession rules applicable on his death?879

The plain but awkward truth is that as Pacific countries pursue policies of economic development 

the number of cases that can be categorised as clear-cut will diminish. More and more problems 

will fall into a legal no-mans-land demanding the application of complex yet flexible rules to 

determine the applicable law. Two types of situation pose the most common dilemma. These 

relate to the nature of the property and the original affiliation and subsequent lifestyle of the 

deceased. Shortly stated: should the mode of succession be determined by whether or not the 

property is customary or ‘new’ and secondly should cultural affiliation and the mode of life 

adopted by the deceased be a critical determining factor?880

The level of hesitancy displayed by officialdom proves that the dilemma inherent in these 

questions is not an easy one to resolve. In Papua New Guinea, for example, the Australian 

Administration played out a legislative comedy of error and indecision between 1966 and 1970. 

Firstly, in 1966 they passed the Wills Probate and Administration Act and this imposed a uniform 

intestacy regime predicated on western systems. Previously customary succession governed the 

estates of indigenous inhabitants. Many had grave qualms about the wisdom of this course and 

the impact that the imposition of a uniform system, foreign in origin, might have on indigenous 

succession. Consequently the Act lay dormant for three years. In 1969 a Wills (Amendment) Act 

was passed and on 14 May 1970 the 1966 Act was brought into effect by administrative error, it 

being intended to bring into force the 1969 Act. This situation was short-lived and by the Wills 

Probate and Administration (Amendment) Act 1970, brought into effect in August 1970, intestate 

succession determined by custom for indigenes was reinstated backdated to the 14 May 1970.881 

An analysis of two landmark cases from Kenya and Papua New Guinea dramatically exemplifies 

just how complex and controversial choice of law determination can be.

879 This may be relevant in Solomon Islands on the death o f a person of Kiribati ethnicity if his kinfolk claim that 
Kiribati custom governs devolution to his property.
880 I am acutely aware that this can be regarded as an over-simplification and the possible examples are bedevilled by 
extra complexity: what o f cases where the deceased lives a mixed lifestyle?
881 For a resume o f these events see CP Haynes ‘Succession to Land in Papua New Guinea: Choice o f Law’ (1981) 9 
Melanesian L J  74. For similar legislative chopping and changing in an African jurisdiction see the comments and 
references cited in Griffin (1970) at 34 pertaining to legal developments in Malawi in the mid-1960s.
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Otieno and Doa Minch

The divide that separates common and customary law succession regimes is momentous. That the 

gulf is not confined to differing models to property ownership or the transmission of status is 

highlighted by the cause celebre in Kenya surrounding the death and burial of a prominent 

lawyer, S M Otieno. The deceased, a flamboyant and celebrated lawyer of Luo ethnic origin, had 

adopted a western cosmopolitan lifestyle and married outside his tribe according to state law. His 

tribal elders disapproved of the marriage and disliked his wife, a well-educated Kikuyu. The 

Kikuyu were long-standing antagonists of the Luo. He resided in a fashionable area of Nairobi 

and sent his children abroad for further education. He never practised or promoted Luo cultural 

traditions and indeed had actively criticised their traditional ways as primitive. He went so far as 

refusing to teach his children the Luo language and keeping them away from their Luo relatives. 

It is difficult to conceive what else he could have done to renounce his personal customary law 

and adopt a new personal ‘domicile’ under the banner of official state law.

His early sudden death at 50, intestate, sparked off a fiery and bitter battle between his widow and 

his brothers over possession of his body and who had the right to bury him and determine the 

place of burial. At first instance the Judge ruled in the widow’s favour, commenting after a 

review of the deceased’s mode of life that:

H e w as a  m etropolitan  and a cosm opolitan, and though  he undoubtedly honoured the 

trad itions o f  his ancestors, it is hard to envisage such a  person as subject to  A frican 

C ustom ary Law  and in particular to  the custom s o f  a rural com m unity.

On appeal the Court of Appeal ordered a rehearing.882 In doing so they offered some observations 

on the application of the common law noting that:

...a lth o u g h  the com m on law  is a source o f  law  by w hich the H igh C ourt and C ourt o f  

A ppeal ‘sha ll’ exercise the ir ju risd ic tion , there is th e  proviso that they m ust be applied 

w ith  care, first o f  all no t at all i f  the  circum stances o f  K enya and its inhabitants do not

ss~ Otieno v Ougo and Siranga Kenya CACAppC 31 of 1987. For a full account of the affair see S Egan (ed) S' M  
Otieno, K enya’s Unique Burial Saga The Nation, Nairobi, 1987. For valuable legal analysis see: JW Van Doren ‘Death 
African Style: the Case o f S M Otieno’ (1988) American Journal o f  Comparative Law 329. Van Doren’s extended 
essay not only comments perceptively on the actual decision but also sensitively examines wider issues such as the 
impact o f colonialism on customary law, dispute resolution in societies with plural regimes and the patriarchal flavour 
of customary law.
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perm it, and secondly, sub jec t to  such qualifications as these circum stances m ay render 

necessary.

Expanding on this theme in the context of customary law they noted:

T he place o f  custom ary law  as the personal law  o f  the people o f  K enya is com plem entary  

to  the relevant w ritten  law s. The place o f  the com m on law  is generally ou tside the sphere 

o f  personal custom ary law  w ith  som e exceptions. The com m on law  is com plem entary  to 

th e  w ritten  law  in th is sphere. N ow  suppose tha t exceptionally  there is a d ifference 

betw een the custom ary law  and the com m on law  in a m atter o f  personal law . F irs t o f  all, 

i f  there is clear custom ary law  on th is kind o f  m atter, the com m on law  w ill no t fit the 

circum stances o f  the people  o f  Kenya. T hat is because they w ould  in  th is instance have 

th e ir ow n custom ary  law s.884

At the rehearing the Judge determined that the deceased could not effectually escape his 

customary personal law domicile. Accordingly, on his death, his tribal brothers, not his wife, had 

the right to bury him in accordance with traditional rites. The battlelines between the respective 

camps were deeply entrenched and often overshadowed and overlooked the cold logic of the fine 

point and counterpoint that characterised the legal sparring in court.

The widow first claimed that the relevant applicable legislation was the Administration o f  Estates 

Act 1925 (UK) which accorded priority to a widow to administer the estate and this 

administration included a right to direct the mode and place o f burial. The brothers contended that 

the UK Act was inapplicable and the deceased remained subject to customary law. The Court 

ruled that the UK measure governed succession and the general right to administer the estate only 

but not matters relating to the burial. The widow’s next thrust asserted that since the deceased 

had married formally under the westem-style Marriage Act this demonstrated an intention to 

reject custom. The brothers successfully parried this thrust, the Court directing that the marriage 

legislation only dealt with the marriage and had no bearing on how he should be buried. The 

widow further maintained that the customary law put forward breached the discrimination 

provisions in the Constitution but the Judge determined that burial in custom was excepted from 

the rights agenda by sections 82(1) and 82(4)(l)(b) of the Constitution,884 He also considered her

883 This and the previous quotation of the court’s views are taken from Jackson B Ojwang’s ‘The Meaning, Content and 
Significance of Tribal Law in an Emergent Nation: The Kenya Case’ (1989) 4 Law and Anthropology 125-140 atl35.
884 These subsections operate to insulate customary law from all o f the rigours o f the fundamental rights charter in a 
manner similar to that employed by section 15(5) of Solomon Islands Constitution.
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claim that because no local law governed burial the court should, under the Constitution, resort to 

the common law. However, in addition to the logic put forward in the cited comments of the 

Court of Appeal, the Judge also observed that no provisions of the common law regulated burial.

In the last resort the pivotal issue related to the extent that customary law remained the personal 

law of an individual bom subject to it. Or put another way is the affiliation of the deceased with 

his customary roots permanent even if he has endeavoured to renounce them? In this the question 

is analogous to the rules governing change of domicile in western conflict of laws, but if  the 

decision is correct it appears easier to slough off the skin of a domicile of origin than cast off the 

cloak of a customary personal law.

The upshot from the decision seems to be that a rejection of a customary personal law domiciliary 

regime may in practice only be effective during a person’s lifetime and a customary regime may 

revive on death, at least as far as burial is in issue.885 What if the deceased had made a will 

expressing a wish to be buried other than in custom? Would this have been effective? The second 

Judge surmised that it might not and if he is correct in allowing this dominance to customary law 

then in principle even a disposition of property by will might be open to challenge.

This very point arose recently in Milanka Sullivan v Public Trustee fo r  the Northern Territory o f  

Australia™* The plaintiff was a close friend and confidante of the deceased, Clifford Possum 

Tjapaltjarri, a well-known Aboriginal artist, who died on 21 June 2002. Whilst in Adelaide 

Hospital undergoing treatment for cancer he had made a will on 22 April 2002 declaring that: ‘It 

is my wish that a memorial service be held for me at the Lutheran Church, Gap Road Alice 

Springs; that I am subsequently buried at Napperby....’ Napperby he described as ‘his homing 

place’ and his wife and a son Daniel had also been buried there.

Upon his death his elder brother Cassidy claimed that in Aboriginal custom he was the one to 

determine the place of burial and Aboriginal custom and lore demanded that: ‘A person is buried 

in his father’s father’s place; homing place is nothing.’ From this he argued that the deceased be 

buried at Mount Allan, (Yuelamu), his father’s father’s place. He contended that Aboriginal 

custom should prevail over the wishes of the deceased. The Public Trustee made every effort to

885 For further trenchantly critical analysis see RC Howell's highly flavoured pro-widow account in ‘The Otieno Case: 
African Customary Law versus Western Jurisprudence’ (1989) 16 Southern University Lcnv Review 231-248.
886 Northern Territory Supreme Court 172 of 2002, unreported, judgment 24 July 2002, Gallop J (Acting).
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comply with the deceased’s wishes. However the local Laramba Community Council which 

administered the Aboriginal cemetery at Napperby held discussions with the family and then 

advised the Public Trustee that ‘It is clearly not appropriate that Tjapaltjarri be buried anywhere 

other than where his family directs.’ Faced with this the Trustee concluded that it was impractical 

to carry out the deceased’s wishes and agreed to the arrangements put forward by the family. The 

Court approved this noting that at common law a person has no absolute right to dispose of their 

body and the only duty of an executor was to comply with the deceased’s wishes as far as 

possible.887 Thus the Court was able to resolve the matter by reference to western law principles 

and did not have decide the issue raised by the family that Aboriginal custom could override the 

deceased’s wishes as expressed by will. Nevertheless the arguments advanced emphasise that a 

powerful body of indigenous feeling insists that an individual cannot shed the custom into which 

they are bom.

This Otieno decision has implications beyond the relationship between customary and common 

law systems. One negative result is that the rights of women are depicted as subservient and 

customary rights predicated on patriarchal dominance designated as supreme. The widow was 

obviously well aware of the real dangers of spoliation of the deceased’s property by his male 

relatives, a not uncommon occurrence in accordance with custom. By the time his relatives 

arrived she had removed almost all property from the matrimonial home.888 Other authority 

suggests that the decision might be better considered as an isolated one, confined not only to its 

own facts but also to other local circumstances at the time.889

The Papua New Guinea decision in In the Land and Goods o f  Doa Minchm  casts a new slant on 

an interesting related point. The deceased died intestate in his mid-thirties. He left a wife and 

children and had built a modestly successful business empire, owning a coffee processing 

company and some native land that had been converted to registered land under the Land Tenure 

Conversion Act 1964. Although he lived in town he retained strong links with his village and

887 Williams v Williams {1882) Ch D 859 and Smith v Tamworth Borough Council (1997) 41 NSWLR 680.
888 Van Doren in ‘Death African Style’ (1988) notes that male domination is a key value amongst the Luo and many 
African societies and observes that in Luo custom if  the views of the widow differed from the new head of the family 
they were regarded as irrelevant.
889 In the Nigerian decision of Oluwu v Oluwu [1985] 12 S.C. 84 it was held that during his lifetime the deceased had 
changed his personal customary law. For a brief but illuminating analysis o f the decision see Kolapo Omidire ‘Change 
o f Personal Law’ (1990). The Kenya decision may owe something to extra legal factors. The dispute led to a frenzy of 
tribal hate, and resurrected the age-old enmity between the Kikuyu and Luo. This was fanned in the media to the extent 
that the military and riot police were on full alert and permanent patrol throughout the month-long legal battle. 
Rwezaura notes that the case ‘shows us yet again that the politics o f customary law have not seen their last day in 
Africa.’ At 218 in ‘From Native Law and Custom to Customary Law’ 1995.
890 [1973] PNGLR 558.
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participated in traditional cultural activities. Under the 1970 Wills Probate and Administration 

(Amendment) Act his estate fell to be distributed according to custom. The Act did not 

differentiate between various types of property or the status and lifestyle of the deceased.

The decision itself hinged on a technical interpretation of the complex legislative structure of 

succession law in Papua New Guinea but underlying policy issues lurked uncommented on. The 

converted native land arguably fell for distribution by the general state law rather than customary 

law but the Acting Judge held that although in terms of the relevant legislation converted land 

ceased to be native land it nevertheless remained ‘land of a native’ for the purpose of succession. 

Thus the succession model was to be determined by the status of the deceased not the type of 

property.891

The competing, conflicting claims of the extended and nuclear family lie at the root of many 

‘choice of law’ issues. The widow in Doa Minch had pleaded for an interpretation that would 

apply imported succession principles to property of a non-customary nature and so benefit her 

and her children; a narrower class of beneficiary than the members of the extended, and 

predominantly male, clan inheriting under custom.

Summary

Before embarking on detailed examination of the law of succession in Solomon Islands and 

Vanuatu to see how they have grappled with the central problems already posed it might prove 

useful to catalogue some of the diverse and troublesome questions involved in choosing the 

applicable law. It is worth stressing again that as economic development increasingly modifies 

traditional patterns o f customary life dilemmas are inevitable. A burgeoning middle-class, owning 

westem-style property and with cosmopolitan aspirations, will often be reluctant to allow 

succession to be dominated by customary rules. The precaution of making a will clearly setting 

out the testator’s wishes may well prevent any dispute, as the laws of both jurisdictions allow for 

testamentary freedom, subject of course to possible applications for family provision. However 

the pressing and persistent problems lie in the arena of intestacy.

891 The decision has been the subject o f incisive comment and criticism from different fronts: see Kassam (1974) at 25
31 and JG Zorn Custom and Customary Law Course Book One, University Extension, University o f the South Pacific, 
Suva, Fiji 1994 at 158-9.
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The manifold problems arising from these developments permit a variety of solutions. Those 

chosen by each jurisdiction can only be based on local policy decisions that are never capable of 

providing satisfactorily or complete answers. The extent of the juristic quandaries is emphasised 

by a classification and statement of just some of them.

Testate Succession

• Can an indigene make a will?

• If so, what form should such a will take?

• Are oral declarations sufficient or must imported formalities be followed?

• Can a testator’s wishes, as declared in a will, override customary rules of succession?

• If so, can they do so whatever the nature of the property?

• Can an oral will regulate matters other than customary ones?

Intestate Succession

• What intestacy regime should be applicable?

• As ‘new’ non-traditional property forms develop how should such property devolve on 

death?

• Should mixed regimes be permitted in respect of an estate resulting in different rules 

governing the disposition of different types of property?

• In the absence of local statutory provision are imported regimes to take effect as Acts of 

general application?

• How far should the lifestyle of the deceased be a determining factor governing inheritance? 

Family Provision

• Should this be left to customary rules or should legislation provide for the support of 

dependents if  the deceased fails to do so?

• If so, on what basis?

• Should an imported system be adopted favouring nuclear family members?

• Or a customary one likely to prefer male clan or line members?

• Or should a flexible model apply allowing for a wider range of dependents based on need?
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Any examination of, and comment on, the current position in both jurisdictions must keep the 

above quandaries in mind. An overriding consideration at the hub of all modem succession issues 

is the constitutionality of any model that systemicaily discriminates against women and any 

suggestions for possible future development and reform must be alert to this factor.

Solomon Islands 

A sketch of succession law prior to the Wills Probate and Administration Act 1987

The fundamental starting point is that customary law governed indigenous succession. The first 

interference with this proposition is contained in the Pacific Islands Civil Marriages Order 

1 9 0 7 f 2 Order provides an early instance of a partial attempt to tackle one dilemma, 

decreeing that if an Islander married under the Order and then died intestate their estate would be 

distributed in accordance with English law if they left a surviving spouse or children. Customary 

land was exempted from this provision but in any event individual ownership in such land did not 

exist and the exception was thus otiose. This policy of acquiring a legal regime by undertaking a 

formal marriage is controversial. Whilst it might be reasonable to assert that marriage under the 

Order subjects the parties to an imported regime with respect to matters matrimonial, there is less 

logic in extending this regime to other areas. For example, the parties might undertake a 

monogamous form of marriage for religious reasons without intending to totally abandon
i 89Tcustomary law.

No wholesale formal restrictions on indigenes making wills were ever enacted. The testamentary 

freedom they possessed was probably limited to dispositions in wills of personal individual 

property or estates or interests held in registered land.894 Any attempted bequest of customary 

land or other customary property not owned individually would founder unless expressly 

permitted by custom. This was explicitly recognised by legislation895 that stipulated that

892 SI 543/1907 (UK).
893 See 149 and n 514 above. In Cole v Cole [1898] Nigerian Law Reports 15 the Court had stated that ‘...a Christian 
marriage clothes the parties to such marriage and their offspring with a status unknown in native law.’ This illogical 
position was later modified and finally disapproved in Coleman v Shang [1959] Ghana Law Reports 390, a decision 
confirmed on appeal by the Privy Council. And see Allott New Essays 1970 at 217-219.
894 What if  customary law prohibits the making o f a will? This was argued as the crucial issue in the leading Botswana 
case of Fraenkel & Another v Sichele HCTLR 70 reported in (1967) 11 Journal o f  African Law  at 51. The testator had 
made a will leaving property to his wife. His capacity to make a will was challenged as being contrary to the custom 
applicable to him. After a consideration of relevant local statutes, the court pronounced the will valid. For a more 
detailed discussion of the decision and the general position see Allott New Essays 1970 at 240-1. and Bennett 
Sourcebook 1991 at 426-7.
895 See for example section 54 of the Lands and Titles Ordinance 1959.
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customary land was to devolve in accordance with customary law. Further, the legislation decreed 

that any question of whether or not it could be disposed of by will, and if so what form the will 

should take, were matters to be determined by customary usage.896

As to intestacy the position before the 1987 Act remains unclear. Interests or estates in registered 

land were subject to the provisions of the Registered Land (Intestate Succession o f  Solomon 

Islanders) Regulations,897 implemented with the object of ascertaining the customary rules 

prevailing in the home area of the deceased and then distributing registered land accordingly. The 

net effect of this was that registered land devolved in accordance with the customary law of the 

deceased. The express provisions o f the 1907 Order and the 1965 Regulations governing 

registered land suggest implicitly that prima facie  customary law was to apply to the estates of 

Islanders. The general rule is that in the absence of specific statutory provision the succession 

regime to be applied to Islanders is that of their personal customary law.898

The extent of the acceptance of this proposition is somewhat uncertain in Solomon Islands, at 

least in so far as succession as to what might be termed non-customary property, is concerned. In 

Cheung v Tandcf99 a claim had been made for damages arising out of the death of Benedict Votu. 

Vincent Tanda, his brother and administrator of his estate, brought the action. The claim included 

not only claims under the Fatal Accidents Acts (1846-1959) (UK) for the benefit of the 

deceased’s wife and child but also for the estate under the Law Reform (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1934. Under the latter Act the damages awarded to the estate were held by the 

High Court to pass for the benefit of the widow by virtue of the Administration o f  Estates Act 

1925 and the Intestates ’ Estates Act 1952. This adoption as acts of general application of the 

English regime in force on 1 January 1961 effectually held that customary rules of intestate 

succession were not to be grafted onto non-customary property.900

896 Section 68(2) o f the 1959 Ordinance.
897 Legal Notice 132/1965. Prior to these Regulations a regime with an English provenance governed succession to the 
registered estates o f Islanders: see section 66 as read with the First Schedule o f the 1959 Lands and Title Ordinance. 
The complete reversal o f regimes within a short time frame demonstrates once again the wavering that characterises the 
attitude of the authorities and underlines the point that no easy cure-all solution to the inherent problems exists.
898 This accords with the influential views o f  Allott: see New Essays 1970 at 223-24 and the general rule that the 
intestacy regime applicable to any estate is that o f the deceased’s domicile at his death.
899 (1983) SILR 193.
900 I represented the plaintiff in this action and it is important to add that any contrary proposition that customary law 
applied was never put forward. Both sides proceeded on the basis that the English regime applied. Whether or not a 
foreign intestacy regime should be implanted in this fashion is open to some doubt: see the discussion on the 
unthinking adoption o f United Kingdom statutes o f general application in chapters 2 and 3.
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This is profoundly significant as men in contemporary Melanesia commonly contend that in 

custom a woman cannot inherit from a man.901 The decision thus protected women from the 

rigours of customary law and permitted them to inherit ‘modem’ property.’902 This distinction, 

crucial prior to the Act of 1987, still retains some importance because although the 1987 

legislation essentially provides a western common law regime it leaves open real issues as to 

customary succession. For completeness it is noted that prior to 1987, the imported intestacy 

regime applied to non-Solomon Islanders.903

The Wills Probate and Administration Act 1987 (the Act)

Introduction

This Act represents a bold and innovative attempt to set down a modem uniform statutory regime 

for testate and intestate succession and family provision. The cornerstone principles upon which 

the Act is founded are testamentary freedom and a concentration on the nuclear family in 

intestacy and family provision matters. Nevertheless the Act displays yet more evidence of the 

indecision that plagues legislative excursions into the field of the reform of the law of succession. 

Thematically, schematically, procedurally and substantively the Act owes its provenance to the 

models in place in common law countries, notably England. Yet the phantom of customary law 

always hovers in the background. It is as if the legislature, although resolved to adopt an imported 

model, remained haunted by niggling worries and anxieties as to whether or not this was the 

correct course, and so felt impelled to extend some olive branch of acknowledgment to custom. 

Consequently, the Act is liberally sprinkled with recurrent genuflections towards the recognition 

of customary law. The Act is at heart an uneasy compromise seeking to balance the claims of 

modem and traditional constituencies.

901 As Public Solicitor I heard this viewpoint expressed on more than one occasion. See also the assertions put forward 
by the deceased husband’s brothers in Sasago v Beliga (1987) SILR 91 that his widow could not inherit from him. The 
case is fully discussed at 269-270 above. Bennett in his Sourcebook 1991 at 416 wryly cites the case of Makabeni v 
Shuter (1907) Natal Native Appeal Cases 82 where a testator had left his property to the women in his family. As this 
was such a drastic departure from custom it was contended that he was o f unsound mind.
90‘ Significantly the Solomon Islands National Provident Fund Act 1973, the original Act founding the Fund, permitted 
a member to nominate who succeeded to his entitlement in the Fund and provided that in the absence of nomination the 
contributions were to be inherited under the imported regime. The present position is controversial and will be 
examined later in this chapter.
903 Even other Pacific islanders were subject to the common law system: Koru v Official Administrator o f  
Unrepresented Estates (1985/86) SILR 131. This decision involved an interest in registered land held by a non- 
Solomon Islander. In such cases the Lands and Titles Act provided that succession to the interest should be in 
accordance with imported law.
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An extra telling signal of the dithering and hesitancy over the regime to be established is that 

although the Act was passed in 1987 it was not brought into force until 3 May 1991. An even 

more striking indication of ever-lurking indecision is that the 1987 Act was only brought into 

force in tandem with the Wills Probate and Administration (Amendment) Act 1990, 

( ‘WPA1990’). In one vital respect this latter measure altered the intestacy regime on registered 

land owned by Solomon Islanders in their home area. In this realm the parent Act had apparently 

opted for a regime based on imported common law principles; the amending Act clearly installed 

one founded on ‘current customary usage.’904

‘Current customary usage’

The Act is strewn with references to this expression. As it lies at the hub of every statutory 

endeavour to install custom in succession law some initial analysis of what it actually means is 

demanded. The Act defines it by inter-statutory reference, section 3 stating that it shall have ‘the 

meaning ascribed to it in section 2(1) of the Lands and Titles Act;’ (Cap 133). That provision 

defines the expression as follows:

‘current custom ary usage’ m eans the usage o f  Solom on Is landers obtain ing  in relation  to 

the m atter in  question at th e  tim e w hen the question  arises, regardless o f  w hether that 

usage has obtained  since tim e im m em orial or any lesser period;

This definition has a longstanding provenance in the legal history of Solomon Islands.905 It is 

difficult to gauge whether its use in the Act is deliberate and intends to convey a meaning subtly 

different from ‘customary law’ or whether the drafter simply grafted into the Act a tried and well- 

worn term. If the latter, the term appears to have been adopted by inheritance, perhaps apt in 

legislation on the topic. Whatever, the adoption of the word ‘usage’ is fascinating and significant. 

Is it to be regarded as simply the day-to-day practice of local Islanders or has it a more precise 

and limited meaning? In any event can it be maintained that the day-to-day practice of Islanders is 

in effect their customary law? Essentially the issue is whether or not ‘usage’ is synonymous with 

law ’ or has a singular distinct meaning endowing it with a wider and more flexible ambit than 

might be accorded to customary law?

904 Section 104A o f the Act (as amended).
905 The Native Land Regulation, KR 5 of 1914, affords a good early example. See also section 2(1) o f the Lands and  
Titles Ordinance 1959. The use o f the expression seems to have been confined to legislation involving land. By way of 
comparison the original Native Courts Ordinance 1942 employed in section 10 the phrase ‘native law and custom’: 
now the Local Courts Act and ‘the law and custom o f Islanders’ respectively: Statute Laws Revision Act 1974.
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What is clear from the definition is its acceptance that the ‘usage’ is not cast in stone and need not 

even be time-honoured. The adjective ‘current’ and the terms ‘at the time’ and ‘or any lesser 

period’ all relay the message that customary ‘usage’ is fluid and well able to adapt itself, 

chameleon-like, to shifts in social conditions. They also confirm that custom is to be a part of the 

present law on succession. The full phrase, regrettably, has not yet been judicially defined. In the 

absence o f judicial interpretation it is cautiously submitted that the term ‘usage’ is contextually 

synonymous with Taw’. This stance stems from the premise that from early colonial days in 

references to custom the term ‘usage’ was regularly used as a synonym for Taw’.906

The pursuit of an alternative term to Taw’ was necessitated by the prevailing view that customary 

practice could not properly be endowed with having the characteristics of proper Taw’.907 The 

lines between practice and law are not always clear-cut and some caution is warranted, as the 

phrase appears in the Act where realistically it can only be referring to a practice recognised by 

custom. Thus section 84(4) of the Act908 stipulates:

(4) For the purposes o f  this section  w here by v irtue o f  any current custom ary usage an 

in testate leaves surviving him  m ore than  one w ife o r issue by m ore than  one w ife the 

prov isions o f  th is section relating  to  th e  interest in the  estate o f  the in testate o f  the 

surviv ing w ives and issue by them  and the in terest in question shall be div ided in equal 

shares betw een those  w ives o r the  issue o f  the in testate by them , as the case m ay be. 909

This reference to plural wives recognises the possible practice of polygamy. In essence the early 

designation of the word ‘usage’ betrayed the ethnocentric attitude of colonial law-makers, 

transmitting the unambiguous message that custom was inferior to the law of the rulers and so 

could not, and would not, be regarded as Taw’ in any real sense.910

906 See the 1914 Native Land Regulation.
907 This followed from positivist theory: see n 399 at 111 above. As recently as 1962 a High Court Judge in the then 
Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia, could, with confidence, patronisingiy assert ‘In any event, the definition is not wide 
enough to include unwritten customary law which is not Taw’ in the strict sense.’ Mbowela v R (1962) R. & N. 112.
908 Section 84 sets out the succession rules on intestacy. These follow modem western models preferring members of 
the immediate nuclear family. I f  there is no relative qualified to inherit and the estate passes to the State bona vacantia 
then the Minister has the discretion to provide for ‘the dependents and kindred of the deceased and other persons for 
whom the deceased might reasonably have been expected to provide.’ : proviso to section 84( l)(f)
909 Some words are clearly missing from the section as drafted. Whilst the drift of the section might be easily guessed at 
it seems that after the words ‘by them’ some phrase such as ‘shall apply mutatis mutandis’ should have been inserted. 
My thanks to Owen Jessep and Jenny Corrin Care for pointing this out and offering a solution to the mystery o f the lost 
phrase.
910 For a scholarly review of the subject in a Pacific context see A Vaai ‘The idea of Law: A Pacific perspective ’ (1997) 
21 JPacS 225.
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• Whose customary usage and how is it to be proved?

The definition, by its terms, excludes those who are not ‘Solomon Islanders,’ section 3(1) o f the 

Act stating: ‘ “Solomon Islander” has the meaning ascribed to that expression by section 2 of the 

Land and Titles Act.’ The definition in that Act institutes a double test of birth and 

indigenousness prescribing that:

“Solom on Islander” m eans a person bom  in Solom on Islands w ho has tw o grand-parents 

w ho w ere m em bers o f  a group, tribe  o r line indigenous to  Solom on Islands.

The custom of Islanders, other than those who satisfy this test, is excluded.911 The methodologies 

permitted to establish the relevant current customary usage are wide-ranging and set out in detail 

in section 104 of the Act. This states:

104 W here for the purposes o f  any o f  the provisions o f  th is A ct o r regulations m ade 

thereunder p ro o f o f  any current custom ary usage is required , unless o therw ise specifically  

provided, it shall be law ful fo r the C ourt-

(a) to  refer the m atter in question  by w ay o f  case stated  to  the appropriate local court or 

C ustom ary Land A ppeal C ourt and to  accept th e  certificate  o f  such court (as the case m ay 

be) as evidence o f  the local custom  applicable and the C ourt m ay in its d iscretion  accept 

such certificate as conclusive p ro o f o f  such custom ; or

(b) to  accept the oral or affidav it evidence o f  w itnesses w ho, in  the opin ion o f  the C ourt, 

are com petent to  speak as to  such local custom ; or

(c) to  refer to  textbooks, reports (w hether published or no t), o ther w orks o f  reference, 

officia l records relating  to  local custom ; or

(d) to  satisfy itse lf  as to the application  o f  local custom  by all o r any o f  the above m eans.

These modes for determining custom have not as yet been applied by the Court but it is 

interesting to note that by section 7 of the WPA Act 1990 local courts were given specific and 

direct jurisdiction to determine customary usage on one particular issue.912

911 See Edwards v Edwards HCCC 312 o f 1995 discussed in Chapter 3 at 56, where Kiribati custom on the formation of 
a marriage was held on an interpretation o f the Constitution to fall within the general prescription for the recognition of 
customary law.
912 The devolution of registered perpetual estates in land held by a deceased in his ‘home’ area. The provision will be 
examined in more detail shortly.
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Recognition o f  Custom913

Sections 2(3) and (4) of the Act stand centre stage of the debate on the recognition of custom. 

They respectively enact:

(3) The provisions o f  this A ct shall not apply to  o r in relation to  custom ary land.

(4) E xcept to  the extent o therw ise provided, nothing contained in the A ct shall 

apply to  or in relation  to  any m atter regulated by current custom ary usage.

Subsection (3) requires little comment914 but subsection (4) potentially has wide significance.

As yet the courts have not ruled on the interpretation of section 2(4). Although the broad tenor of 

the Act is modem and progressive an interpretation discounting the role of custom may be 

premature. Two possible interpretations emerge. Firstly, that the section makes it plain that 

customary law stands as the basic underlying law regulating indigenous succession and that 

specific provision in the Act is necessary to displace it from this role. Strong support for this view 

is provided by the fact that the Act regularly resorts to the device of expressly excluding any 

application of custom. The formula frequently adopted for this purpose decrees that a provision 

shall apply: ‘Notwithstanding any current customary usage to the contrary....’ An early striking 

instance appears in section 4(1) of the Act declaring:

N otw ithstanding any current custom ary usage to  the contrary, it shall be law ful for any 

person being o f  and above the age o f  eighteen years and o f  sound m ind, to devise 

bequeath or d ispose o f  by his w ill, executed in any m anner provided by section  5, all or 

any property, w hether m oveable or im m ovable, to  w hich he is entitled , e ither at law  or in 

equity, at the tim e o f  his death.

The section bluntly rules out any customary usage seeking to shackle the principle of 

testamentary freedom.915

913 This chapter concentrates on the role custom still plays in succession law under the Act. The Act itself is long, and 
in parts necessarily technical, installing as it does a comprehensive common law centred model. Professor Hughes in 
his useful Succession Law in the South Pacific 1999 concisely summarises the mechanical nuts and bolts o f the law.

Notably the subsection falls within one of the provisos allowing for the non-application of the anti-discrimination 
regime in the fundamental rights section o f the Constitution: section 15(5)(e). Thus even if  customary land succession 
offends the equality regime it will still operate. As will be analysed this contrasts with the position in Vanuatu.
1 Despite this any attempt to dispose of interests in customary land or customary property not held individually will 

no doubt founder on the nemo dat rule.
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The above formula recurs throughout the Act and it is not intended to cite each instance. 

Arguably the repeated use of the formula is evidence enough to argue that custom is to be the 

radical law pertaining to the succession of Solomon Islanders unless expressly excluded. This 

interpretation is bolstered by the fact that the legislature has been selective in excluding the 

application o f custom. Consequently, if  not specifically ruled out in any particular realm, it can be 

contended that it is directly applicable to that realm.

The alternative interpretation maintains that if the Act has made particular provision for any 

matter then that set in place by the Act governs the regulated matter to the exclusion of custom. 

Custom therefore assumes a role of law of last resort in the absence of direct enactment. Thus, 

under this interpretation, since the Act lays down a precise statement of how property devolves on 

intestacy,916 reference to custom is unnecessary. The problem with this line o f argument is that 

the Act often specifically prohibits any resort to custom yet does not do so in relation to intestacy.

Until a conclusive court ruling settles the issue once and for all the first interpretation seems 

preferable. Trawling through and quoting the Act clause by clause would be too painstaking a 

task. Nevertheless it remains important to examine how the Act regulates the main discrete areas 

of succession law so as to test the validity of the tentative preferred interpretation.

Testate Succession

A key feature of the Act lies in its stress on basic testamentary freedom.917 Although the 

provisions of the Act relating to wills are essentially common law in origin, a will by any person 

domiciled or habitually resident in Solomon Islands is also regarded as valid if  executed:

in any m anner p rescribed  by any current custom ary usage relating  to  the m aking  o f  w ills 

w hich  w as app licab le  to  and b inding in  custom  upon such person at th e  tim e  o f  the 

execution  o f  th e  w il l ; . . .91S

916 Section 84. For a summary o f the specific rules see Hughes Succession Law in the South Pacific 1999 at 154-157.
917 Enshrined in section 4(1) quoted above.
918 Section 5(l)(b) o f the Act. This impliedly endorses the view that a non-islander can adopt a customary domicile. By 
section 5(1) all wills must be in writing so any custom as to execution must revolve around the mitigation o f the 
western technical rules preserved by the Act. Kassam (1974) at 48 maintains in a Papua New Guinea context that as 
most indigenes are illiterate they should, subject to safeguards to prevent fraud, be permitted to make oral wills.
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Section 10 reiterates the basic rules of English law on the revocation of wills but qualifies them 

by providing:

10 (1) Subject to the provisions o f  th is section, and to  the operation o f  any local custom  

w hich  m ay be applicable in the case o f  any particu lar w ill, no w ill or codicil, or any part 

thereof, shall be revoked except-

(a) by another w ill o r codicil executed  in accordance w ith the provisions contained in 

section  5; or

(b) by som e w riting declaring an in ten tion  to  revoke the sam e and executed in accordance 

w ith  the provisions o f  that section; or

(c) by burning, tearing  or otherw ise destroying the sam e by the testato r or by som e person 

in his presence and by his direction, w ith  the in tention  o f  revoking the same.

(2) N otw ithstand ing  the operation o f  subsection  (1), and subject to  the operation o f  any 

local custom  w hich may be applicable in the case o f  any particular w ill, every w ill m ade 

by a m an or w om an shall be revoked by his or her m arriage.

Written wills are a rarity in custom and superficially at least it is difficult to conceive of local 

customs that could be applicable to govern revocation. However the Act may be taking the 

sensible long-term course of regarding custom as flexible enough to devise its own rules with 

regard to concepts that may presently be novel to customary society. If such a custom is properly 

established the Act confirms its applicability to counter the operation of the general rules of 

revocation.

This approach is also evident from section 13 of the Act setting out and adopting in extenso the 

standard common law canons relating to the construction of wills. These are then modified by 

subsection (3). This stipulates:

(3) A  devise o f  the land o f  the testa to r o r the land o f  the testato r [sic] in any place or in 

the occupation o f  any person m entioned in the w ill, o r o therw ise described in a general 

m anner, shall be construed to  include all o f  the im m ovable property o f  the testa to r to 

w hich  such description shall extend un less a contrary  in tention  shall appear in the w ill or, 

in the case o f  interests in custom ary land, current custom ary usage relating thereto 

precludes the devise thereof.
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The subsection reaffirms the rule prior to the Act that customary land could only be devised if 

custom itself permitted this. In Melanesian society instances of any such custom are rare if not 

unknown.

Children

The way the Act adjusts the common law rules with regard to the differentiation between 

adopted, legitimate and illegitimate children offer the most powerful clues yet as to how section 2 

(4) should be approached. The relevant sections are necessarily somewhat prolix and technical. 

Stripped to their bare essentials they mandate as follows:

• Section 97 defines an ‘adopted person’ as including ‘(b) any Solomon Islander adopted

in Solomon Islands pursuant to any current customary usage;’. Naturally children

adopted formally in Solomon Islands or elsewhere are included. The section bestows for

the first time official statutory recognition on adoptions effected purely in accordance 

with custom.919

• Section 98 (in so far as is relevant) provides that:

98(1) N o tw ithstand ing  any current custom ary usage to  the contrary, w here at any tim e 

a fter an  adoption  o r the m aking o f  an adoption order, the adopter or th e  adopted  person  or 

any o ther person dies in testate in  respect o f  any m oveable or im m ovable property, that 

p roperty  shall devolve in all respects as i f  the adopted person w ere the ch ild  o f  the 

adop ter b o m  in law ful w edlock  and w ere not the ch ild  o f  any o ther person.

(2) N o tw ithstand ing  any custom ary usage to the contrary, in any d isposition  o f  m oveable 

o r im m ovable  property  m ade by w ill after an adoption-

(a) any reference  (w hether express o r im plied) to  a child  or children  o f  the adop ter shall, 

un less the contrary  in tention  appears, be construed as, or as including, a  reference to  the 

adop ted  person;

The Act severs the natural parent/child tie and replaces it with one founded upon a 

fundamental change in status wrought by a recognised adoption. Furthermore the Act 

proclaims that any resort to ‘current customary usage’ cannot oust or be used as a 

springboard to challenge these charters.
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• Section 99 sets out to remove any stigmatisation suffered at common law by children

who are illegitimate with reference to succession on intestacy. The precise make up of the

section is complex but it decrees that the inheritance rights of children who are 

illegitimate shall be the same as those as if he or she had been bom legitimate. By the 

same token parents of an illegitimate child can succeed to the estate of that child on

intestacy as if the child had been legitimate.

• Section 100 runs parallel with section 99 and eliminates the bars to succession faced by

illegitimate children or those related to and thus claiming to inherit through them under a 

will. In essence it demands that references in a will to a child or children of a person 

shall, unless a contrary intention appears, be construed so as to include any illegitimate 

child of that person.

• Section 101 of the Act completes the agenda of dismantling the barriers to inheritance by 

or through illegitimate children. It achieves this by stating that with reference to the 

family provision chapter of the Act the words ‘son’ and ‘daughter’ in the definition 

section of the Act920 shall be read as if the terms included an illegitimate son or daughter 

of the deceased.

• Section 102 is a vital key to resolving the debate surrounding the elucidation of section 2 

(4). It is brief and succinctly states that ‘Sections 13(9),921 100 and 101 shall have effect 

notwithstanding any current customary usage to the contrary.’ The crucial point is that 

the section does not exclude current customary usage in relation to section 99, the 

provision controlling illegitimacy and intestacy. The failure to rule out the application of 

custom in this arena becomes doubly significant when the chapters of the Act prescribing 

for family provision and intestacy are next examined.

919 Adoption in custom might be resorted to for the provision of an heir: see Igolo v ha  (1983) SILR 56.
920 Section 3(1).
921 This subsection states that in construing wills any reference to a child shall take effect as if it included a reference to 
an illegitimate child.
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Family Provision

Section 90(1) of the Act, subject to the standard qualification concerning customary land, 

insulates the regime of family provision from any claims that, in its operation, it does not accord 

with, or infringes current customary usage. The section, which is short, stipulates:

90 (1) T he provisions o f  th is part shall apply irrespective o f  any current custom ary usage 

to the contrary, bu t shall not apply to  nor affect the devolution  o f  any in terest in 

custom ary land.

The adoption of an imported regime of family provision based on modem western models is 

designed to ameliorate and reinforce the importance of the nuclear family. Certainly the concept 

of family maintenance from a deceased estate is a deliberate invasion of testamentary freedom 

and protective of the nuclear family’s interests against their capricious or intended disinheritance.

An additional advantage o f the family provision regime is that the court may order periodical 

payments to the spouse and children to be made under the supervision of the court in appropriate 

cases and this may militate against the profligate dissipation of the estate. The regime grants clear 

preference for the nuclear family.922 Any demands members of the extended family or clan may 

have in custom are ignored.923 By way of contrast, compensation for death payable under the 

Workmen’s Compensation Act (Cap 78) may be distributed to a broader class of relatives who 

were wholly or partly dependent on the deceased at the time of his death.924

Intestacy

The basic model caters for the standard nuclear family unit and owes a clear provenance to 

contemporary English statute law.925 The central questions for consideration are to whom and to 

what extent the model applies? Nowhere does the Act expressly decree that current customary

922 With the caveat that illegitimate children are permitted claimants; section 91(1) as read with section 101 of the Act.
923 Paradoxically the modem UK model allows for a wide range o f possible claimants; Inheritance (Provision fo r  
Family and Dependents) Act 1975. In Australia the possible claimants vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction but broadly 
operate on a dependency standard rather than one restricted to the nuclear family. The same is true for New Zealand; 
see De Groot and Nickel Family Provision in Australia and New Zealand 1993 Butterworths Sydney at 37 et seq.
924 Section 3(1) as read with section 14(1) o f the Act.
925 For a detailed breakdown and summary o f the regime see Hughes Succession Law in the South Pacific 1999 at 154
7.
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usage shall not apply to the intestacy of Solomon Islanders. However current customary usage 

cannot apply to anyone who is not a Solomon Islander.926

Taking the theoretical general starting point that the intestacy provisions in the Act apply to non- 

Solomon Islanders and current customary usage determines the devolution of the property of 

Solomon Islanders leads to a further dilemma. This dilemma is whether or not it can be argued 

that in certain circumstances the provisions of section 84 shall apply to the estates of Solomon 

Islanders. This is controversial but a case can be advanced that current customary usage should 

not apply to property that is non-customary in nature. Furthermore, it might be claimed that it 

should not govern the estates of deceased persons who had, prior to their deaths, adopted a non- 

customary life-style, or even a hybrid one, where the deceased retained links with their customary 

area and upbringing but otherwise lived in the ‘modem’ way. The key words in section 2(4) are ‘a 

matter regulated by current customary usage.’ No decision declaring the meaning of this phrase 

has yet been pronounced and valid arguments for a narrow or broad interpretation of its import 

can be advocated.

Those who champion the cause of custom will claim that modem custom is vibrant and flexible 

and can adapt to suit any legal situation. From this broad-sweeping avowal it follows that current 

customary usage will be applicable to any estate whether the property is custom-like or not and 

no matter the mode of life followed by the deceased. Those who reason along these lines will 

generally be the male kinfolk of the deceased.927 Those campaigning for a far-reaching expansive 

application of the statutory model, and thus by definition a narrow construction of the phrase, are 

likely to be spouses, and in practice, wives.

Staking out some form of dividing line between what is and is not customary property and thus 

whether or not it might be regarded as a ‘matter regulated by current customary usage’ may 

appear straightforward, but serious complexities arise. For example: how far has customary 

society evolved its own rules in respect of property such as radios, cars, shares in businesses and 

even interests in registered land?928 Three decisions from neighbouring Papua New Guinea 

suggest custom can develop its own prescriptions. In Re James Allan Sannga, Peter Timereke v

9J6 See section 3(1) o f the Act as read with section 2 of the Lands and Titles Act (Cap 133).
927 See Sasango v Beliga (1987) SILR 91 and In the Lands and Goods ofD oa Minch [1973] PNGLR 558.
928 Two excellent articles by Professor Jean Zorn explore this and other issues: ‘Common Law Jurisprudence and 
Customary Law ’ from RW James and I Fraser (eds), Legal Issues in a Developing Society 1992 Port Moresby, Faculty 
o f Law, University o f Papua New Guinea and ‘Making Law in Papua New Guinea: the Influence o f  Customary Law on 
the Common Law’ (1991) 14 (4) Pacific Studies 1.
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Duncan Ferria and Another929 the Deputy Chief Justice considered custom to be continually 

developing and suggested that a community may have evolved custom rules with reference to 

modem property such as shares in a limited company. Again in png Ready Mix Concrete Pty. Ltd 

v The State9i0 the National Court implicitly incorporated customary principles into a dispute as to 

squatters’ rights in registered land owned by the State. Finally In the Goods o f  Bimai- 

Noimbano931 the Judge ruled that the customary law of succession was capable of applying to 

modem property such as harvested coffee and an insurance policy.

A simple example illustrates the dilemma. A car is purchased in the name of one person with the 

aid o f a bank loan obtained by him as a bank customer. He and his brothers operate it as a taxi 

each of them deriving an income from its operation. The loan is repaid from profits. On his death 

intestate his widow claims succession rights in accordance with the Act. The deceased’s brothers 

claim that they are entitled to the vehicle as it has become a specie of property subject to custom 

rules under which they are the proper inheritors and insist that its devolution is therefore a matter 

regulated by current customary usage. This demonstrates that property may be hybridised to such 

an extent that categorical classification as whether it is customary or not presents considerable 

difficulties. The importance of this is more than academic as if it is determined that a matter is 

regulated by custom then this will almost certainly operate to the prejudice of women.

The line of theory asserting that section 84 does not apply to exclude the effect of current 

customary usage is reinforced by section 99. As discussed above this provision removes any 

barriers to inheritance on intestacy in respect o f illegitimate children but is not exempted by 

section 102 from the impact of current customary usage. This seems unfortunate in view of the 

United Nations Convention932 on children and their rights. This generally directs against agendas 

that seek to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate children. The Act largely adopts 

modem values in seeking to abandon and eradicate norms that discriminate against illegitimate 

children but it seems discrimination may still lurk in the law of intestate succession in Solomon 

Islands.933 On the intestacy of a Solomon Islander customary law waits in the wings ever ready to

929 [1983] PNGLR 142.
930 [1981] PNGLR 396.
931 [1968] P&NGLR 256.
932 UN Convention on the Rights o f  the Child 1989. Both Solomon Islands and Vanuatu are States Parties to the 1989 
Convention: see n 29 at 13 above. Whilst the Convention does not prescribe any specific right on illegitimate children 
to equality on inheritance the spirit o f the Convention is markedly against any discrimination based on birth or other 
status, Article 2(1) and 2(2).
933 This discrimination in effect operates from the failure to make a will.
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make an entrance and claim applicability to any particular estate or issue as the residual basic 

law.

The WPA Act 1990 opens up one cogent argument supporting the view that current customary 

usage is only activated whenever the Act fails to lay down any rules. For the purpose of intestate 

succession the original 1987 Act prescribed a broad all-encompassing definition of the intestate’s 

residuary estate. Before it became law the 1990 Act redefined the term ‘residuary estate’ and 

excluded from it ‘any perpetual estate934 owned by a deceased Solomon Islander which is situated 

within the customary land boundary of his tribe, clan or line in his province of origin;.’ Any such 

estate devolved as set down in the new section 104A of the Act. This was inserted by section 7 of 

the 1990 legislation and advises that:

104A W here a Solom on Islander dies in testate and any perpetual estate ow ned by him 

does not form  part o f  his residuary estate, the devolu tion  o f  such perpetual estate shall be 

in accordance w ith  the current custom ary usage as certified  by the Local C ourt having 

ju risd ic tio n  in the area the land is situated.

The perceived need for this provision suggests that in relation to the estates of Solomon Islanders 

all other property apart from ‘home area’ perpetual estates falls to be designated as part of the 

residuary estate and thus devolves in accordance with the statutory trusts set out in section 84. Put 

another way, if the estates of Solomon Islanders on intestacy automatically devolved in 

accordance with current customary usage as the primary applicable law by virtue of the Act, why 

did Parliament deem it necessary to bring in the express exception in respect of ‘home area’ 

perpetual estates? Some fuel firing this theory is offered by the legal developments relating to the 

distribution of certain contributions of deceased members in the Solomon Islands National 

Provident Fund (SINPF). The Solomon Islands National Provident Fund Act 1973 (Cap 109), 

which originally set up the Fund, allowed a member to nominate to whom contributions should be 

paid on their death.935 Section 36 of the original Act stated that in default of any valid nomination 

the contributions due to the member on death should be sent to the High Court ‘for disposal in 

accordance with the law for the time being in force.’ This was generally accepted as being the 

English law applicable as a statute of general application as at 1 January 1961.936

934 These comprise all types o f alienable registered estates and interests in respect o f land.
935 Section 35.
936 Tanda v Cheung (1983) SILR 193. The relevant legislation would be the Intestates’ Estates Act 1952 as read with 
the Administration o f  Estates Act 1925.
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In 1988 Parliament passed the Solomon Island National Provident Fund (Amendment) Act and 

this amended section 36 to the effect that unnominated contributions passed in accordance with 

section 84 of the WPA 1987. In other words they still devolved under a non-customary regime. In 

1990 Parliament further amended the law by the Solomon Islands National Provident Fund 

(Amendment) Act. This inserted a new section 36(c) stipulating that:

I f  no person is nom inated to  receive the am ount or th e  portion , then  the am oun t or the 

portion  shall, no tw ithstanding  any law  to  the contrary, be d istribu ted  in accordance w ith  

the  custom  o f  the m em ber to  the children , spouse or o ther persons en titled  thereto  in 

accordance w ith  tha t custom .

The legislation came under judicial review by the Court o f Appeal in Tanavalu v Tanavalu and 

Solomon Islands National Provident Fund Boardtj7 in 1998. Francis Tanavalu, a contributor to 

the Fund had made a valid nomination on 20 July 1989 in favour of his brother and a nephew. He 

married the appellant on 7 February 1990 and this event, by virtue of section 35 of the SINPF 

Act, rendered his nomination null and void. He died on 10 November 1992 having made no new 

nomination and at his death $11,079.33 stood to his credit to be distributed to his appropriate 

beneficiaries. The Board of the Fund made inquiries938 as to the custom operating in the 

deceased’s home area of Babatana, South Choiseul and ascertained that it provided that:

• The deceased’s father took charge of the deceased’s estate as he had not left a son of age 

to inherit.

• The father was to distribute the estate to the children, widow and relatives of the 

deceased according to his discretion.

• He was required to set aside a sum for the infant son and he allocated $4000.00 to this 

purpose.

• He had the discretion to pay some sum to the widow and he exercised this discretion by 

paying her nothing. He was entitled to give her nothing when she had left his house.

The plaintiff widow commenced action on her behalf o f herself and her infant son. In it she 

contended that on a true construction of section 36(c) she and the infant son had an automatic

937 CACAppC 3 o f 1998, unreported and undated judgment.
938 The decision at first instance reveals that these inquiries were perfunctory and confined to obtaining a declaration 
from the deceased’s father as to the relevant custom. The Judge surprisingly held that these inquiries were adequate 
notwithstanding the fact that the father was an interested party. No independent evidence was obtained as to the custom 
and it is certainly arguable that the Board, with respect to verifying the applicable custom, failed to properly carry out 
its implied duties under the Act.
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entitlement and that all the section did was acknowledge that those who might inherit in custom 

had also some right to claim. A somewhat lukewarm contention also seems to have been 

advanced on her behalf that the section, in effect, discriminated against her as a woman. The 

Court rejected both her arguments finding that section 36(c) deliberately changed the previous 

law that allocated a definite portion to widows under the regime of section 84 of the WPA Act. 

They also noted that the section operated even where the deceased had made a will purporting to 

dispose of his contributions. This was because section 36(c) applied ‘notwithstanding any law to 

the contrary’ if a nomination had not been made under section 35 of the SINPF Act.

The Court of Appeal in a brief comment on the constitutionality of section 36(c) noted:

T he C onstitu tion  (section 15(5) and cl.3 o f  Schedule 3) recognises the  im portance o f  

custom ary law  to  citizens o f  Solom on Islands. T he form er p rovision recognises tha t the 

application  o f  custom ary law  may have certain  d iscrim inatory  consequences.

The Court obliquely questioned the desirability of the section from a social standpoint but 

considered their hands tied fast by the clear decree of Parliament.939 The section incontrovertibly 

provides for the application of customary law that might be discriminatory and this course is 

permitted by section 15(5).940

The WPA Act 1990 and SINPF Act 1990 signify a distinct sea change in legislative intent from 

the corresponding legislation of 1987 and 1988. The earlier statutes preferred succession to the 

nuclear family but within two or three years the pendulum had swung radically to a partiality for 

inheritance in keeping with custom. The stark significance of the SINPF Act of 1990 is that it 

imposed customary inheritance on specie of ‘new’ property. That Parliament saw fit to legislate 

specifically for these scenarios lends support to the theory that the prototype of the WPA Act, 

based on western law, had a general application unless it could be demonstrated that the issue in 

question clearly fell within the umbrella of ‘a matter regulated by current customary usage’. It 

also confirms the difficulty of establishing succession models where custom and received law 

sponsor differing values.

939 For example a wife may have indirectly made a significant contribution to the accumulation of the deceased’s 
entitlement and yet be arbitrarily deprived and ‘expropriated’ by statute o f her input and effort.
940 The relevant extract enacts that any law shall be exempted from the anti-discrimination prohibition ‘in so far as that 
law makes provision- ...(d) for the application of customary law;’. Solomon Islands is now a State Party to CEDAW 
and to conform to its obligations under that Convention should seriously consider the repeal o f this provision.
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Section 84(4) of the Act may also contribute some muscle to the contention that the programme 

established by section 84 of the Act represents the general law of devolution on intestacy. The 

section declares:

(4) For the purposes o f  th is section  w here by v irtue o f  any current custom ary usage an 

in testate  leaves surviving him  m ore than one w ife or issue by m ore than  one w ife  the 

provisions o f  th is section  re la ting  to  the in terest in th e  estate o f  the in testate o f  the 

surv iv ing  w ives and issue by them  and the in terest in question  shall be d iv ided in equal 

shares betw een those  w ives or th e  issue o f  the in testate by them , as the case m ay be.941

The section refers to an unmistakably custom state of affairs and yet signals that devolution is, 

prima facie, to be in line with the statutory arrangement and suggests that those who maintain that 

a matter is regulated by current customary usage may face an uphill struggle. The overall bias of 

the clues contained in the salient legislation lean towards a construction that the statutory formula 

in section 84 of the WPA Act as amended regulates devolution on intestacy and it may be that 

those who claim otherwise will have to provide compelling arguments to convince a court that 

customary usage should prevail.

Two other aspects involving custom, one substantive and one procedural, deserve mention. 

Section 89 in Part VII of the Act regulating disposition on intestacy dramatically intervenes to 

assist wives regarding spousal contributions to dwelling houses. The section states:

89 (1) W here the  residuary  estate  o f  the in testate com prises an in terest in a  dw elling  

house in w hich the surv iv ing  spouse w as residen t at the tim e o f  the in testa te’s death, the 

con tribu tion  m ade tow ards th e  purchase or the build ing by the surviving husband o r w ife 

shall be taken in to  account in  the d istribution  o f  the estate.

(2) W here the dw elling  house is on custom ary land the surviving spouse shall be entitled 

to  be com pensated  to  th e  am ount o f  the contribution  m ade tow ards the bu ild ing  o f  the 

dw elling  house.

(3) T he provisions o f  subsection  (1) shall apply  no tw ithstanding any current custom ary 

usage to  the contrary  bu t shall no t apply to  nor affect the devolution  o f  any in terest in 

custom ary land.

941 See n 909 at 282 above for comment on this subsection.
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In a customary society this section is radical in scope and considerably improves spousal 

entitlement. Subsection (1) by its reference to ‘the residuary estate,’ and as read with subsection 

(3), clearly refers to interests or estates in property not on customary land.942 Subsection (2) 

specifically extends its reach to houses on customary land. As expressed the provisions are non

gender specific, but in practice will inure more for the benefit of a wife.943 They grant spouses 

novel rights to have their contribution either taken into account in the distribution of the estate or 

otherwise compensated for. Any payment will be in respect of contributions made to what will 

invariably have been the matrimonial home. These contributions may be financial or otherwise. 

The phrase ‘contribution made towards the purchase or the building^of the dwelling house’ in 

subsection (1) clearly includes the value of labour contributions commonly made by a spouse. 

(Emphasis added). Similarly subsection (2) is wide in ambit and does not limit contributions to 

those of a direct monetary nature. Even though subsection (2) is not specifically insulated from 

the ‘current customary usage’ formula this is not thought to be of any import as the section itself 

is interventionist into customary usage or practice.

A procedural nod of acknowledgment to current customary usage arises in the entitlement in law 

to a grant of probate or administration with the will annexed or the grant of administration on 

intestacy. Sections 27( 1) and 29( 1) of the Act provide that the order of priority for entitlement to 

grants of administration with will annexed where the deceased leaves a will, or grants of 

administration on an intestacy respectively, shall be as prescribed by rules. Rules were made944 

which adopted, almost verbatim, the English orders of priority. This adoption is subjected to 

qualification by subsections (2) of sections 27 and 29 respectively. Subsection (2) of section 27 

enacts:

(2) N o tw ithstand ing  the order o f  priority  prescribed by rules m ade under subsection (1), 

w here it appears to  the court, that by reason o f  any special circum stance o r current 

custom ary usage, any estate ought to  be adm inistered by som e person other than  those 

specified  in the  o rder o f  priority, the court m ay grant adm inistration with the will 

annexed945 to  such person. (E m phasis added).

942 See the discussion at 292 above.
943 However in some cases the husband resides in the wife’s home area following the marriage and in such cases he 
could pursue a claim. Indeed some anecdotal evidence suggests that one cause of the recent ethnic dissent between 
Malaitans and those from Guadalcanal arose from Malaitan men, married to Guadalcanal women and living in 
Guadalcanal, vigorously asserting land rights in the wife’s locale.
944 The Grants o f  Probate and Administration (Order o f  Priority) Regulations 1996, Legal Notice 26/1996.
945 The emphasised words are not contained in section 29(2); otherwise that section is in exactly the same terms as 
section 27(2).
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Superior Courts have always had the power in special circumstances to vary the strict order of 

priority.946 In the absence of authority it is presumptuous to speculate upon what grounds the 

court may vary the prescribed order of priority ‘by reason o f... current customary usage.’ If an 

application is made then the burden would lie on the party seeking a variation to advance 

sufficient grounds in support and it is argued that any variation order should not derogate from, or 

prejudice the interests of, the children or dependents o f the deceased.947

Comment on the Act

This review of the substantive bedrock o f the Act would remain incomplete without some 

comment on its probable effects. In the arenas of testate succession and family provision mention 

can be brief as the Act institutes modem models that are autonomous and unaffected, to any 

meaningful degree, by custom. The logical rationale supporting this is that the educated 

metropolitan elite, in reality the only ones likely to have any significant wealth and possessions, 

can opt out of the confines of custom by making a will. If  they fail to exercise this choice then 

they face the risk that their estate may devolve in accordance with the dictates o f custom.

Any comment is made in the absence of judicial pronouncement interpreting the Act’s key 

components. The statute is undoubtedly interventionist in its approach and intent and this 

intervention is weighted heavily, superficially at least, towards modem western, as opposed to 

customary, norms. Not surprisingly customary land, essentially the foundation stone of customary 

society, is exempted from the operation o f the novel import-based model. However, in other 

spheres the Act arguably pursues the goal of attempting to install a legislative model that grants 

recognition of social changes, both in the nature of property ownership and the capacity in which 

it is held, and moreover acknowledges changing family models.

A significant uncertainty lingers around the extent of the residual impact the Act accords to 

‘current customary usage.’ If it impinges so far that it provides the rules governing the intestate

946 It may do so if  the person entitled to a grant is for example, missing, a bankrupt, or found guilty o f unlawfully 
killing the deceased. In Tanda v Cheung (1983) SILR 193, the grant o f administration to enable the court action to be 
pursued was made to a brother of the deceased. The wife was alive but was inarticulate and unable to properly instruct 
Counsel and also unwilling to undertake the duties o f administration.
947 Could a claim be made where for example a surviving spouse has been separated from the deceased for some time 
prior to the death and is living with a new partner and the parties’ children are being cared for by the parents o f the 
deceased? Arguably custom would not sanction the spouse being appointed personal representative in such 
circumstances. More fundamentally it would not consider succession to the deceased’s property by the surviving 
spouse appropriate.
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estates of all Solomon Islanders, no matter the nature of the property or the lifestyle of the 

deceased, then it represents a severe jolt to, and massive backward step for, the expectations of 

women.

Prior to the Act the application of received law alleviated the stringency of patriarchal rules at 

least with respect to modem property. The decision in Tanavalu948 emphasises just how dramatic 

the effects of an unmitigated customary regime might be for wives. The 1990 WPA and SINPF 

Acts indicate that Parliament intends to adjust the law on intestacy away from the modem 

uniform regime established by section 84 of the Act. That they felt the need to do so at least 

implies that the regime in the Act, based on imported models, is prima facie applicable in 

preference to current customary usage. However, until the court definitively rules on section 2(4) 

there remains some leeway to maintain that custom should be applicable particularly in cases 

where there is a strong customary nexus. When doing so the court must now take into account 

that Solomon Islands has recently become a State Party to CEDAW.

The Act, at first blush, attempts to provide a modem regime designed to accommodate social 

change but this intervention remains non-dogmatic and recognises that much of society still 

adheres to customary values. If interpreted in a positive and generous spirit it may be capable of 

adaptation to cater for progressive social developments and modem viewpoints on individual 

rights and yet acknowledge customary values and usage.

Vanuatu 

Intestacy 

Pre-Independence

In brief, on intestacy, the law of succession relating to the estates of British subjects and their 

optants949 was originally that provided by English statutes of general application applying as at 1 

January 1961.950 From 1972, the regime instituted by the Succession, Probate and Administration

948 CACAppC 3 o f 1998.
949 See chapter 2 at 43 and note 174 for a discussion of this term.
950 Article 15(1) o f Western Pacific (Courts) Order SI 1506/1961 (UK). In effect it would be the code instituted by 
Administration o f  Estates Act 1925 and the Intestates ’ Estates Act 1952.
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Act of that year applied.951 That applicable to the estates of French subjects and their affiliates 

was as contained in the Code Civil. The estates of indigenous islanders historically devolved in 

accordance with their personal customary law.952

Testate Succession

The Wills Act 1969 (Cap 55) founded the law of testate succession and is still the applicable law. 

The measure enshrined the basic principle of freedom of testation in section 2 pronouncing that:

2. Any person no t being an in fan t and being o f  sound m ind, m em ory and understanding 

m ay m ake prov ision  by w ill for th e  disposal o f  the w hole o r any part o f  h is p roperty , o f  

w hich  he is th e  so le  and to tal ow ner, a fter h is death, in accordance w ith  and subject to  the 

provisions o f  th is Act.

The key phrase in this provision is ‘o f which he is sole and total owner.’ These words clamp a 

tight fetter on any freedom of disposition by a will of customary property since this usually would 

not be individually owned. The restriction on disposition is effectively extended by section 3 of 

the Act to customary land. This states that:

3. A  w ill under the p rovisions o f  th is A ct m ay only d ispose o f  any estate  in land vested  in 

the testa tor o f  w hich  he is com peten t to d ispose on death  in  accordance w ith  custom , or 

o f  any estate in  land reg istered  in h is nam e alone.

The net effect is that the Act grants freedom of testamentary disposition but that as far as 

indigenous ni-Vanuatu are concerned this liberty to bequeath their estate where they will is 

limited to property of a non-customary nature. The regime established for testate succession 

therefore draws an unambiguous demarcation line between customary and non-customary 

property; a line that may not always be clear-cut.

Independence

Assessment as to how far the above position remained unaltered after Independence must 

commence with the Constitution. Article 74 endorses the pre-independence stance on customary

951 Regulation No 7 of 1972. The Act was naturally based on an English model.
952 Article 8 o f the Anglo-French Protocol 1914.
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land, resoundingly declaring that: ‘The rules of custom shall form the basis of ownership and use 

of land in the Republic of Vanuatu.’

Professor Paterson after noting that Articles 73 and 74 earmarked custom as controlling the 

ownership and use of all land in Vanuatu added: ‘It is believed that that succession to moveable 

property owned by ni-Vanuatu is also determined in accordance with principles of custom.’953

Professor Hughes tentatively suggests that, except in relation to land, the Administration o f  

Estates Act 1925 (UK) as in force at 1 January 1976 governs intestate succession as an Act of 

general application.954 Some doubt must be expressed as to the correctness of this proposition in 

relation to the estates of ni-Vanuatu normally subject to customary law. Indeed Professor Hughes 

indicates his own misgivings on its accuracy when he comments elsewhere that:

Put basically , i f  the  E nglish  legislation at the relevant tim e can be taken to  be a statute o f  

general application  and  there is no local statutory provision, it is applicable as far as local 

circum stances adm it. In principle, th e  English statu tes relating  to  intestate d istribution  

seem  to be o f  general application  (that is, public acts) bu t the unresolved issue is w hether 

the existence o f  custom ary law  in th is area w ould preclude the application  o f  B ritish  law.

A rguably it is p recluded as [sic] least as regards those indigenes to  w hom  custom  

applies.955

The qualms expressed are probably a more accurate statement of the true position. Furthermore 

the contentions advanced as to the applicability of acts of general application in this domain must 

be treated with some reservations. Firstly, acts of general application are not synonymous with 

public acts.956 Secondly, the propriety of adopting statutes relating to intestacy designed for a 

society whose property system is hierarchical and where the individual and the nuclear family 

form the central domestic units, to societies where radical different norms apply, must be 

problematic and unsound.

The vexing and controversial issue has been whether or not the provisions in the Constitution 

catering for the continuance of existing laws and entrenching fundamental rights have altered the

953 Vanuatu section of Ntumy et al (eds) South Pacific Islands Legal Systems 1993 at 388. This accords with general 
principle and plainly is the theoretical position. However in a letter to the author o f 11 February 1998 Professor 
Paterson said that in practice the British legislation had been commonly applied to all persons since Independence.
954 Hughes, Succession in the South Pacific 1999 at 152-153.
955 At 17.
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law relating to intestacy. There seems no doubt that the landmark decisions in and Banga v 

Waiwo and Noel v Toto957 have fundamentally disturbed the hitherto-assumed straightforward 

legal position.

Banga v Waiwo958

The pertinent starting point for any discussion of applicable regimes is the controversial judicial 

interpretation of Article 95959 by the then Chief Justice Vaudin dTmecourt. His views are best 

summarised in this extended passage o f his judgment:

A s I have said  above, it is c lea r th a t under A rtic le  95 o f  the C onstitu tion , the French and 

E nglish  law s th a t applied on th e  day before the D ay o f  Independence applied to  everyone 

in V anuatu , irrespective o f  N ationality  and irrespective as to  w hether they  w ere 

Indigenous N i-V anuatu  or not. They w ere no longer French or E nglish  law s bu t they 

becam e th e  law  o f  V anuatu . A ll those English and French law s th a t still now  apply in 

V anuatu, (bu t it m ust be rem em bered that m any French and E nglish  law s th a t did apply 

have either expressly  been repealed  or have been repealed by the passing  o f  express 

V anuatu  L aw s) form  part o f  the  law  o f  V anuatu  and apply to  everyone in V anuatu 

irrespective o f  creed, co lour o r N ationality . T here cannot be a law  for th e  English and 

another for th e  French and yet ano ther for th e  N i-V anuatu  in the  R epublic. A rticle 95 o f  

the C onstitu tion  created law s for V anuatu as a gap-filling  process. T hat gap has taken 

m any years to  fill and w ill con tinue to  take m any years to  fill entirely , bu t it is gradually 

narrow ing. T here are for in stance no specific law s for adoption  m ade for V anuatu, or 

law s o f  inheritance regard ing  intestacy. D oes th a t m ean that the N i-V anuatu  have no laws 

o f  A dop tion  th a t apply to  them , o r no law s o f  intestacy tha t apply to  them ? I th ink  not.

They can choose  to  p roceed under the existing  V anuatu English  o r F rench laws. Indeed 

they do. In  events o f  conflic t, the  C ourts have the duty to reso lve the m atter and do 

substan tial ju s tic e .960

This lengthy disquisition is remarkable. Firstly, the final sentences unmask an unashamed 

dismissal o f any indigenous law. Ni-Vanuatu are given the choice of being ‘force-fed’ on foreign 

laws if no local statute is in place. Choosing their personal customary law is ruled out as an

956 Roberts-Wray Commonwealth and Colonial Law 1966 at 545 et seq.
957 SCCAppC 1 o f 1996 and HCCC 18 o f 1994 respectively, analysed in chapter 3 for their constitutional significance.
958 SCCAppC 1 of 1996.
959 This Article, set out in full in chapter 3 at 95-96, provides for the operation o f existing laws.
960 At 8-9.
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option. Secondly, the extract contains no allusion to custom. This lack becomes more noteworthy 

and puzzling in view of the acknowledgment of the concept of ‘substantial justice’ encapsulated 

in Article 47(1) of the Constitution. The failure to refer to the constitutional formula that follows 

‘substantial justice’ viz: ‘and whenever possible in conformity with custom.’ can only be 

interpreted as a deliberate rebuff to custom.

This is mysterious because Articles 47 and 95 clearly dedicate a prominent role and status for 

customary law. The Chief Justice advances no rational or cogent argument for the refusal to 

acknowledge or consider customary rules. A clue to his legal philosophy may be unearthed in this 

comment extracted from the above passage:

A ll those  English and French law s...fo rm  part o f  th e  law  o f  V anuatu and apply to

everyone irrespective o f  creed, co lour o r N ationality . There cannot be a law  fo r the

E nglish  and yet ano ther for the French and another for the N i-V anuatu  in the R epublic.

It would be difficult to imagine a more doctrinaire declaration shunning any notion of legal 

pluralism. A ‘one-size-fits-all’ concept determines the prevailing ethos. That this law is to be one 

with an alien provenance is not only astonishing but distorts the thinking behind the constitutional 

provisions regulating the application of laws. His analysis and the assertions flowing from it 

entrust to custom something less than even a cameo role in the legal drama. Not only is custom 

marginalised by this exposition; it is effectively erased from the page.

The Chief Justice’s emphasis on the necessity for gap filling has, it is submitted, led him to a 

flawed conclusion. The fallacy is that the only means to remedy perceived lacunae is to apply, if 

available, a foreign law. This test of availability is not, on a proper construction of the 

Constitution, correct. The adoption of a test of suitability accords far more with the tenor and 

intent of the Constitution. The primary tenet of a test grounded on appropriateness is that each 

situation should be weighed and assessed on its own discrete merits and the question then posed: 

is it inappropriate for custom to be an applicable legal source?961 Only if the answer is in the 

unambiguous affirmative should custom be jettisoned and the availability test resorted to. 

Circumstances may exist where any vacuum in the law will be best served by the adoption of a 

foreign provision but to reach reflexively for outside laws is surely misconceived.

961 Haynes in ‘Succession to Land in PNG’ (1981) argues convincingly that the key factor to be taken into account 
should be the mode o f life adopted by the deceased.
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An assessment of applicability founded on a test of appropriateness or suitability might be 

criticised as being non-specific and too open-ended. However, colonial courts over the years 

regularly decided whether or not English statute should be accepted as being of general 

application ‘so far as circumstances admit’962 or some parallel recipe. Judges are trained to 

interpret and give meaning to similar open-ended concepts daily.963 The imposition of an 

imported model of intestacy law applicable to all residents in Vanuatu may have the merits of 

uniformity and certainty but in a pluralist system it is not consistent with legal principle. It 

overturns and disrupts an evolved model of customary intestacy law founded on communal 

property and the extended family and replaces it with a regime developed for a society in which 

the paramount norms are the nuclear family and the individual ownership and accumulation of 

property.

The suggested error in adopting a test of availability is compounded by the predilection to 

discover lacunae in the law that are illusory. Thus to declare ‘There are for instance no specific 

laws of adoption made for Vanuatu, or laws of inheritance regarding intestacy.’ is both mistaken 

and patronising. It negates custom, which has a regime for both adoption and inheritance, to just 

that, custom, and not a valid source of law. The search for ‘specific laws’, presumably those 

written or recorded, renders customary law substantially invisible.

This process can only be explained by the predilection of lawyers steeped in common law 

traditions to reach for certainty, preferably that expressed in statute or textbooks declaratory of 

other legal sources, such as the common law and equity. It is submitted that the germane 

questions to pose before considering whether or not to apply French or British laws are:

• Is there a real, as opposed to a perceived, lacuna, in the law?

• If ni-Vanuatu are concerned or alfected is there any customary law that should be applicable?

• If not, is it appropriate to adopt and apply a foreign law?964

Certainly where issues of personal law arise, then prima facie  at least, the applicable law must be 

the customary law of the individual. If these criteria are applied to the law o f intestate succession 

and inheritance on the death of ni-Vanuatu then the adoption of foreign regimes is misconceived

962 The formula employed in the Western Pacific (Courts) Order 1961 SI 1506/1961 (UK).
963 A classic example is the ‘best interests’ principle in relation to issues involving children. The whole concept o f 
‘reasonableness,’ a recurring motif in the law, is another.
964 See chapter 3 at 130 for factors that might point towards the adoption of foreign law.
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in principle and the correct view must be that the law of succession to ni-Vanuatu is that 

prevailing in custom.

The recent decision in In the Estate o f  Wilson H ansaf65 demonstrates that the operative law of 

succession on intestacy is clouded by doubt. The deceased died intestate and his de facto wife 

applied for letters of administration saying she wished to administer the estate for the benefit of 

the four children she had had by the deceased. She had received vt291,355.00 Gust under 

Aud$4000) from the Vanuatu National Provident Fund. She had spent this on the children. The 

deceased’s father had received vt529,000.00 from the deceased’s fishing company and said he 

had spent this on a custom ceremony and various other payments.

He challenged the right of the mother to a grant, alleging that only two of the children were the 

deceased’s and that the parties were separated at the time of the death. He claimed that a grant 

should issue to him. The Judge determined that all the children were the deceased’s and declared 

‘I must give a decision according to law ... ’ He went on to rule ‘The estate must be applied for the 

benefit of the children.’ and granted letters of administration to the mother for their benefit. With 

regard to the money spent by the father the Judge did not order its return saying: ‘This is for 

custom ceremonies and payments both made and in the future in respect of Wilson.’

It is difficult to know what to make of this. The Judge sensibly said that he did not wish to eat up 

a small estate with costs. Although he stated that he had to decide the matter ‘according to law’ 

he does not say which law he has applied. Distribution to the children might follow imported law 

but recognising the spending of the funds by the father might indicate an acceptance of spending 

in accordance with custom. Of course the matter was made more difficult as the Judge was 

effectively faced with faits accompli but it would have been have helpful if he had indicated 

which law he was invoking.

Recent obiter dicta by the Chief Justice in Esau v Tokon966 suggest that laws with a British 

pedigree govern intestacy. After making certain directions for the conduct of an action he said:

965 SC Probate Case 30 o f  2000, unreported, judgment 27 February 2001, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme 
Court, (Civil).
966 SCCC 86 o f 2000, unreported, judgment 29 May 2002, recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Civil). The 
Chief Justice’s remarks confirm the observation o f Professor Paterson: note 953 at 300 above.
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A s both parties conceded, in the p resen t case, th e  deceased Jack Tokon left no w ill. The 

d isposition  o f  the property  o f  a deceased m ust be done according to  h is/her in tention(s) as 

show n in h is /her w ill. T he w ill m ust be  in w riting  [see C A P.55], In  the absence o f  such 

w ritten  w ill, the  d is tribu tion  o f  th e  property  o f  th e  deceased on intestacy is the law  o f  

Succession, P robate  a n d  A dm in istra tion  R egula tion  o f  1972 in accordance w ith A rticle 

95(1) o f  the C onstitu tion .’

Hopefully these off the cuff observations may be reconsidered if  a matter arises where the 

question of the applicable intestacy law is fully argued.

We have noted that sections 2 and 3 of the Wills Act clearly recognise customary law and practice 

and acknowledge property ownership in custom is generally non-individual. Group or line 

property presents fundamental disposal difficulties for a regime of testate succession that is 

necessarily founded on personal individual ownership of property. It would be ironic, if not 

totally illogical, to implicitly acknowledge the applicability of customary law to testamentary 

succession but then to judicially interpret the Constitution so as to sideline it in the realm of 

intestacy.

Noel v Toto967

If the decision in Banga’s case effectively results in the exclusion of custom from the law of 

intestacy, that in Noel v Toto endeavours to examine the application of customary practice where 

it collides with modem norms on individual rights, particularly gender equality. This issue is 

crucial since a key lynchpin o f modem customary practice is the institution of patriarchy, which 

generally underpins succession to, and control over, customary land.

The applicant in the dispute was a grandson o f Crero Toto, being the son of Crero’s daughter 

Julie. Crero had been acknowledged both in custom and judicially968 as a family head in land 

ownership matters. The respondent was a son of Crero, and thus the uncle of the applicant. At the 

crux of the dispute was the extent, if any, of the rights of the applicant, Noel, in the land by virtue 

of claiming descent through the female line. Champagne Beach, the land in question, generated

967 SCCC 18 of 1994.
968 In Toto v Pasvu (1980-88) 1 VLR 300 and at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court, (Land Appeal).
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tourist income by virtue of its pristine beauty.969 An internal family quarrel over the division of 

this income had precipitated the litigation.

The constitutional implications of the judgment were considered in Chapter 3.970 Its significance 

in the law of succession is that any rule of customary succession on intestacy that discriminates 

against women will, prima facie , be vitiated as unconstitutional. Although the succession aspect 

was not directly in issue the manner in which the Judge directed that the income be distributed 

provides a clear analogy to the division of property on intestacy. The relevant passage971 reads:

All th e  child ren  o f  C rero Toto, w hether by his first w ife or th ird  w ife, are upon the sam e 

level o f  descent. T he next level is the ir children. In view  o f  w hat I believe to  be the 

appropriate  so lu tion  to  the p roblem  in th is case, it is no t necessary for m e to  identify  the 

children  o f  C rero  T oto. In the presen t circum stances, I th ink  it is appropriate, w ith respect 

to  the d is tribu tion  o f  the incom e from  the land, to  go no further than  the highest level o f  

descent. To suggest that m onies should  be further distributed than  this, w ould I think, 

have th e  effect o f  rendering the p rofits from  the land practically  w orthless. A ccordingly, 

as a general proposition , I th ink  there  should be distribution o f  the incom e, am ongst the 

h ighest level o f  descendants, the children  o f  the late Crero T o to . I t is n o t necessary to 

consider the situa tion  w here a m em ber o f  that level o f  descent had  died leaving survivors.

That is no t th e  case here. I f  it w ere, I th ink that generally, the share to  w hich any such 

person w ould  have been entitled, should  go to  the surviving children o f  any such person.

T here m ay o f  course, be o ther considerations w hich w ould affect the situation in any 

particu lar case.

The nex t m atter to  determ ine, is th e  proportion o f  distribution to  w hich each person on 

the sam e level o f  descent is entitled . I do not th ink  that there is any justifica tion  for 

d istinguish ing  betw een m em bers o f  th is group. They are all entitled equally in my 

opinion. T he fact tha t custom  appears to  d istinguish betw een m ale and fem ale 

descendants is resolved by the v iew  I have taken w ith respect to the effect o f  the 

fundam ental righ ts provision o f  the C onstitution. There is no basis for according fem ale 

children  a lesser en titlem ent than  m ale children.

Clearly extending the principles underpinning the decision to the devolution of property on 

intestacy would invalidate any provision of customary law favouring males.

969 Not a quality according it a commercial value in custom.
970 At 133-137.
971 At 14.
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Three matters of interest flow from this. Firstly and foremost is the question of the nature of 

property holding in Melanesia. Can customary property ever devolve on death from one 

individual to another? Evidence adduced in the case as to the exact manner in which customary 

land rights could be acquired and how they were exercised was inconsistent, nebulous and 

confused. What can confidently be asserted from the evidence is that western modes and concepts 

of land acquisition, use, transfer and devolution are not easily compatible or comparable with 

traditional ones. Secondly, the decision concerns ‘new’ property. Income from tourist attractions 

has no real counterpart in custom and there may be grounds for suggesting that the application of 

modem western equality norms to modern property is a rational course. The Judge alluded to this 

dimension when he remarked:972

T he in trusion  o f  m oney into the area o f  custom  raises new  considerations how ever.

C ustom  is som etim es said to  be som eth ing  tha t has existed  from  tim e im m em orial.973 The 

use and distribution  o f  m oney by custom  ow ners could  no t be said  to  be som eth ing  that 

has g iven rise to  a custom  from  tim e im m em orial. A ccordingly  I th ink  it is open to  the 

Suprem e C ourt to  establish  som e princip les w ith  regard  to  the use o f  m oney, bu t that 

m ust be done by reference in som e w ay to  custom  rules.

Undoubtedly income in cash is readily divisible and to apply discriminatory rules to its 

apportionment between family members offends not only Article 5 of the Constitution but current 

notions of fairness.

Finally, the significance of the decision may be even wider if applied to its logical endpoint. Not 

only will it dismantle the land tenure system but it will greatly devalue, if  not do away with 

altogether, the importance of kin group membership. For example, if  in the present case, Crero’s 

clan group were defined patrilineally then all his children would be members of his clan. The 

Judge reasons above that if  any of his children had predeceased him then their children would 

take their share. Hence under this prescription the applicant Noel would have taken his mother’s

973 The use o f this phrase is perhaps unfortunate. The Statute o f Westminster o f 1275 fixes ‘time immemorial’ as from 
1189, the year o f the death o f Henry II, the ‘founder’ o f the common law. Some common law judges in the colonies 
required strict proof o f custom on this basis. Not only was this impractical, it rankled with those who argued that 
custom was fluid and flexible. A good example o f indigenous exasperation with the concept is afforded by the 
definition o f ‘custom’ in the Papua New Guinea Constitution. Part o f this in Schedule 1.2 states ‘...regardless o f 
whether or not the custom or usage has existed since time immemorial.’ See also section 2(1) o f the Solomon Islands 
Lands and Titles Act set out at 281 above, which is incorporated by reference into the WPA Act 1987.
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Julie’s share had she predeceased Crero. However in custom he would have been a member of a 

different kin group; that of his own father.974

One drawback with equality of division is that whilst it possesses the advantages of certainty and 

apparent equity it is arbitral^ and incapable of addressing distinct individual needs. There is a 

paucity o f information on customary succession to property, perhaps due to the absence of any 

idea of absolute ownership, and this renders rules of devolution on the western model largely 

otiose and irrelevant.

How can property not ‘owned’ individually be transmitted on death? Can rules predicated on 

equality address the imperatives that customary societies may have to care for the diverse needs 

of its members? Some of the evidence tendered to the court tends to suggest that the allocation of 

use rights in customary land is based on the respective needs of group members. If this is so then 

the application of an inflexible division on equality principles may impose one rigid notion of 

fairness to the detriment of other values such as ensuring that the needs of all extended family 

members are adequately met. Customary law will need to develop new rules not only to conform 

to the fundamental rights provisions of the Constitution but also to meet the social and economic 

changes inevitable in the modem world.

This judgment will undoubtedly be a stepping-stone to future juristic development in Vanuatu. Its 

pioneering ethos offers a primary building block upon which principles can be evolved so that 

customary law can be consistent with the Constitution. However, a slavish adherence to equality 

may not always accord with a spirit of achieving a balance designed to cater for all needs within a 

customary group.975 Custom may be more capable of adapting and developing to satisfy these 

needs without offending Article 5 than an imported regime developed for different social 

conditions.

Family Provision

The Vanuatu Wills Act tackles the topic of family provision in an unusual manner. Most family 

provision regimes are reactive. An application is required from a dependent to enable the

974 I am grateful to Owen Jessep for his helpful ideas on this aspect.
975 Or reward deserving children who remain at home to look after aging parents: see the comments in the South 
African Law Commission Draft Issue Paper on Succession, May, 1998 in their Project 90 series on the ‘Harmonisation 
of the Common Law and Indigenous Law.’
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adjudicating authority to effect a determination.976 The Vanuatu model is however auto-proactive 

in that the court must satisfy itself that adequate provision has been made as a sine qua non of 

issuing probate documentation. Subsection 1 of section 13 empowers the court to issue to the 

executors a document of authority and subsection (2) continues:

(2) T he court shall no t issue a docum ent o f  authority  until it is satisfied  th a t adequate 

prov ision  has been m ade fo r the m aintenance o f  the  deceased’s spouse, and children  

under th e  age o f  18. W here the court considers tha t adequate provision has no t been m ade 

it shall vest such part o f  the property  o f  the deceased as it th inks fit, in the spouse and 

children.

Not only is the basis of approach of this regime somewhat novel but it also seems that the court 

has a discretion, unshackled by any guidelines, to usurp testamentary wishes. Any family 

provision enactment is an interference with the freedom of disposition but the section for example 

is silent on whether account should be taken o f any reasons stated by the testator for failing to 

make provision.

The protective panoply of section 13 is restricted to spouses and their children. In 1969, when the 

Act was introduced, the term children would probably have been limited to legitimate977 offspring 

but some doubt must be expressed as to whether this is now the case. This is because Vanuatu has 

expressly incorporated the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child into domestic law by 

the Convention on the Rights o f  the Child (Ratification) Act 1992. Article 2(1) of the Convention 

enjoins States Parties to respect and ensure the rights set out in the Convention without 

discrimination on the basis o f (inter alia) ‘.. .birth or other status’. However this is not conclusive 

as the Convention contains no right relative to inheritance. Nevertheless Article 2(2) directs 

States Parties to take appropriate measures to ensure that children are protected against 

discrimination based on the status of their parents and presents cogent grounds for maintaining 

that the fact the parents are unmarried does not allow for discrimination against their children.978

A striking irony inherent in both the Vanuatu and Solomon Islands models is that any benefit the 

provisions confer is confined to spouses and children whereas modem models elsewhere

976 See section 91(1) o f the relevant Solomon Islands legislation providing that the court can adjudicate ‘on application 
by or on behalf o f the spouse or children.’
977 See chapter 5 at 227-229.
978 Section 101 of the Solomon Islands WPA Act provides for the inclusion of all children, illegitimate or not.
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accommodate a wider class of dependents.979 The incongruity lies in the fact that in societies 

where the social unit hinges upon a wide extended family a narrower view of dependents has 

been adopted than that currently common in western societies where the family model remains 

essentially nuclear. The paradox is emphasised in Solomon Islands where modem English models 

have been appropriated except in the domain of family provision where its adoption would be 

particularly fitting. A course allowing the court to cater for the reality of any actual dependency 

and allocate provision accordingly seems preferable.

Comment

The present uncertain state of the law of succession in Vanuatu presents a daunting challenge 

largely caused by the problematic reasoning in Banga v Waiwo980 as to the applicability of foreign 

laws. Despite that reasoning, in the absence of a local statutory model, it is suggested that the 

intestacy regime applicable on death is that pertaining to the deceased’s domicile. For ni-Vanuatu 

the personal customary domicile regime is applicable. This latter regime may require adjustment 

if it offends the equality provisions of the Constitution'. Noel v Toto9*1

The challenge rests in working out how to provide a system allowing for the plural nature of 

society in place of the monolithic recipe set down by the doubtful rubrics in Banga v Waiwo. An 

inflexible uniform regime for intestate succession cannot, in principle, properly cater for a 

pluralistic system. Clearly a call for judicial or legislative intervention is urgent. However, rather 

than rush to legislate it may be prudent and preferable to seek to limit the rationale of Banga’s 

case and elucidate and promote an interpretation of the Constitution that better reflects social 

reality and permits a plurality of intestacy regimes. Principles might then evolve to allow the 

flexibility of customary law to meet future social changes on ‘new’ property. Customary law will 

also need to react to the likely social evolution away from extended families to more nuclear 

models and conform to gender equality demands.

If legislation is thought necessary extreme caution must be exercised so that any model put 

forward should be sufficiently flexible so that it can accommodate and balance the interests of the

979 See for example the Inheritance (Provision fo r  Family and Dependents) Act 1975 (UK).
980 SCCAppC 1 of 1966.
981 HCCC 18 of 1994.
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nuclear family, claimants under customary law and be fair and equitable to women.982 The 

examination of the Solomon Islands legislation shows just how delicate and difficult a task this is.

Conclusion

Testate succession, including its adjunct family provision, has been legislated for with some 

precision and the major controversy surrounds the law settling the passing of property on 

intestacy. The pivotal questions posed early in this chapter will dominate future debate and the 

discussion o f the legal position in both jurisdictions graphically lays bare just how contentious the 

debate is. Both countries will inevitably witness further dynamic change at a social level. In 

Solomon Islands a legislative regime is in place that hopefully should be able to adapt to serve 

these changes. Although based on imported models it acknowledges the distinctive role and 

importance of custom in society. The position in Vanuatu is challenging and will require a 

judiciary sensitive to all strands of society and legal thought to forge a sensible path for the law 

on intestacy.

The protagonists in the debate represent the conservative and modem camps. Custom seeks to 

safeguard the traditional status quo principally to protect and preserve the power of men. Statute 

based on western laws looks to accommodate the broader demands of the members of the nuclear 

family. Wives, for example, argue that they, not the husband’s male kin, should inherit property 

accumulated through joint spousal efforts. Plainly present customary law is out-of-kilter with 

current progressive views on gender equality.983

All roads lead back to the central issue of deciding which law should govern what.984 This is easy 

to state but laying down useful guidelines is a tricky task. Haynes has compellingly argued that 

customary law is often unfair to wives and that statutory schemes may operate to the detriment of 

the extended family. His persuasive proposal is that the key factor to be weighed in selecting the 

ruling succession model should be the mode of life adopted by the deceased.985 A test on this 

basis is not problem-free as determining the personal law; whether customary or non-customary, 

chosen by the deceased will involve a detailed examination of his or her life style. Furthermore,

982 Compare Malawi where under the Wills and Inheritance Act 1967 a fixed proportion o f the estate devolves to 
widow and children and the remainder is distributed in accordance with customary law.
983 Vividly illustrated by Tanavalu's case CACAppC 3 of 1998 (SI)
984 Kassam (1974) at 32 et seq puts the problems succinctly.
985 ‘Succession to Land in PNG’ (1981). Kassam (1974) at 36 seems to favour the same test.
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cases may arise where a husband might insist upon the parties observing a custom lifestyle to 

thwart a claim by a wife to his estate.986

Haynes maintains that although this test is uncertain it is more likely to promote broader justice 

than a test restrictively predicated on status or type of property. In cases where the mode of 

succession is disputed an inquiry will be necessary and an undoubted practical drawback of this 

solution is that a judicial inquisition is automatically demanded whenever relatives squabble over 

the estate. The inquiry itself is less problematic and isolating and assessing all the relevant factors 

and adjudicating accordingly should not prove difficult. In some cases the facts may demand that 

the court orders devolution to be by mixed succession regimes where some property devolves by 

statute law and some according to custom.

Alternatively they may point to the estate devolving by fixed percentages; for example 60% to 

those who would succeed in custom and 40% to those who would succeed under statute. If the 

intention of the deceased can be discerned, albeit by implication, from the manner of their 

lifestyle or other factors, this would seem to indicate the clearest and fairest guideline upon which 

to govern succession to their property.

There are no easy solutions. The ideologies of custom and western law point in different 

directions and political demands may dictate the prescriptions to be laid down by the law. Custom 

cannot and should not be ignored or sidelined but neither should the legitimate concerns of 

women. The problem of knitting together the diffuse strands of law in a plural society requires 

patience and the sensitive consideration of the interests of all groups.

986 Refusing to follow a western way of life may mean that there is no estate worth claiming and if an estate o f modem 
property is accumulated a husband will be hard-pressed to argue that a custom lifestyle applies so as to defeat a claim.
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Introduction

In the late 1970s small-island Pacific jurisdictions were sleepy backwaters emerging from the 

chrysalis of colonial rule. Even now, in 2002, events in the Pacific rarely hit the world headlines 

and media interest in the recent momentous happenings in Fiji and Solomon Islands has largely 

been confined to the region. During the six years of this research the political situation in both 

Vanuatu and Solomon Islands has been unstable. Thankfully, in Vanuatu, this instability has not 

resulted in traumatic violence, but has been limited to ever-changing governments and a wave of 

court cases on constitutional issues surrounding the exercise of power. Sadly, in Solomon Islands, 

a bitter localised civil war on Guadalcanal, centred particularly around the capital Honiara, has 

resulted in a critical situation where guns are prevalent, corruption is becoming the norm in 

government circles and the rule of law is in imminent danger of total collapse.

In each of the previous chapters detailing the historical background, the constitutional setting 

down of customary law, family law, custody and succession I made extensive comment and 

critique. Consequently, these conclusions will concentrate on general comment on the two 

central themes of this thesis: firstly, the prospects for reconciliation or accord between customary 

and received law, and secondly, the human rights issues involved in promoting a frontline role 

for customary law.

Rapprochement between customary law and received law

Many hoped that independence would be the spearhead for a prosperous future and act as a 

springboard for a renaissance of local culture, including the full flowering of customary law. 

Thesis analysis has demonstrated that the Constitutions o f both nations sought to bestow broad 

and autonomous recognition to customary law. Under these constitutional prescriptions 

customary law was not simply a sapling to be grafted onto the powerful trunk of the mature tree 

of common law and overseas statute. Also I doubt that the constitutional intent supports a 

hypothesis under which customary law and introduced law are spliced together in the same way 

as the strands of string form a stronger rope.

Any examination of the wording used in the Constitutions to implant custom or customary law 

leads to a rational assessment that it was never intended that custom and received law be
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integrated. This is not surprising because the starkly different nature of the systems makes any 

attempt to synthesise them a potentially fruitless exercise. Indeed simmering the different sources 

of law into a flavourless legal soup might be a mistake and deprive the courts of the ability to 

utilise distinctive features of customary law, the common law or applicable overseas statute law 

in cases where one source or the other may supply the best solution.

My own conclusion is that, on a true interpretation of the terminology employed, both 

Constitutions created a legal structure that was hierarchical, not integrational. This is perhaps 

plainest in Solomon Islands but even in Vanuatu there are strong reasons to assert that custom and 

customary law ranked higher than imported sources. This theory that customary law stands as a 

distinct body of jurisprudence has deep repercussions for the evolution of the law in both 

jurisdictions. If those charged with the development of the law grasp the notion that custom is a 

discrete prominent source of law then we may see the beginning of a legal order with customary 

law as a primary foundation of the local law. The Chief Justices in both countries are now 

indigenous islanders and have already shown that they look at customary law through a different 

prism to that of their expatriate predecessors. The advantage they possess is that they are not 

locked into the single cultural and legal cage that outsiders, however well-intentioned they might 

be, inevitably are. With local personnel at the judicial helm customary law can probably now be 

tied to more secure moorings.

If my belief that integration is not what the constitutional programme intended then any 

reconciliation of regimes will likely have to follow the path o f harmonisation,987 that is rub along 

together with as little friction as possible or, as Allott neatly puts it, work towards:

th e  rem oval o f  d iscord , the reconciliation  o f  contrad ictory  elem ents, betw een the rules 

and effects o f  the tw o legal system s, w hich  continue in fo rce as self-sufficient bodies o f  

law .988

Naturally not all elements o f conflict will be capable of resolution. However, if judges and 

lawyers appreciate the basic problems, understand the need for reconciliation and approach the 

issues with a tolerant and flexible attitude, those aspects o f friction that jar most gratingly might 

be eased, if not altogether stilled, by the application of the oil of good sense.

987 See the discussion on Allott’s terminology in chapter 1 at 9-10 above.
988 AN Allott ‘Towards a  Unification o f Laws in Africa’ (1965) at 377.
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The administration of a dose of open-minded common sense is the key treatment here. Already 

Chief Justice Muria has put forward a non-dogmatic horses-for-courses approach.989 This looks at 

the problem in hand, determines the elements involved and then applies the law most suitable to 

the issue in question. This, of course, could be said to be stating the question in an over-simplistic 

fashion and the truth is that most matters do not conveniently fall into categories that are easy to 

pigeonhole. Nevertheless, in the run-of-the-mill case such an approach will often work quite 

smoothly.

In his fanfare for custom the present Chief Justice of Vanuatu expanded on this approach in 

1Waiwo v Waiwo and Banga."° Putting his platform as simply as possible he asserted that if no 

local statute law was available then in cases involving ni-Vanuatu parties their local custom 

applied if they were both subject to the same customary law. If the parties were from different 

areas and subject to different customary laws then the duty of the court was to search for a 

common basis for the custom law and apply that. In cases involving a ni-Vanuatu and a non

citizen he proposed that the court would consider British and French laws, depending on the 

choice of the non-citizen, and the customary law and apply ‘the law relevant to the case.’

This manifesto, coupled with a ringing affirmation earlier in his judgment that customary law 

was a central part of Vanuatu law, creates a bridgehead for applying customary law. The formula 

is certainly not problem-free and gives no guidance as to how the court is to determine ‘the law 

relevant to the case.’ Nevertheless the new judicial order offers the prospect of a more radical 

approach to applying custom as a source of law.

An alternative method of providing for the application of customary law

The present blueprints adopt a general method of accommodating customary law and received 

law. That is to say, on my interpretation, they have clearly established the position of customary 

law in relation to other legal sources but have not attempted to decree that customary law shall 

apply specifically in particular situations or areas. Providing for custom in a specific manner has 

the benefit of introducing certainty as to its application although as we shall note in the Appendix, 

when commenting on the Customs Recognition Act 2000, legislating effectively in this arena is 

not as easy as it may seem. Without indicating a preference for either the general or specific

989 See his comments in Remisio Pusi v James Leni and Others HCCC 218 of 1995 set out in chapter 3 at 71-72.
990 Senior Magistrate’s CC 324 of 1995. For full text of, and comment on the proposals see 119-120 above.
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approach Professor Angelo has set out useful guidelines as to how custom can be best protected. 

He suggests:

O ther possib ilities m ore appropriate to  m odem  conditions include:

- giv ing custom  force o f  law  by legislation , e ither by designating  specific subject 

m atters in respect o f  w hich the courts are required  to  apply custom , o r by setting 

aside designated  areas w hich are to  be governed by custom ary rules and subjected to 

decision  and enforcem ent by custom ary au thorities;

- having legislation  th a t incorporates the substance o f  the custom ary rule;

- legislating  for adm inistrative decisions to  be taken by custom ary bodies;

- incorporating  custom ary processes into the  legal system ; or

- incorporating  custom ary rem edies into the  legal system .991

As the Customs Recognition Act 2000 demonstrates providing specifically for custom requires 

expert precise drafting and the general method is to be preferred if judges can be relied upon to 

interpret the present prescriptions sensitively.

Human rights and the prognosis for customary law: more on the debate on rights, duties 

and cultural relativity

Much modem analysis has concentrated on the rights aspect of the debate. This facet is the one 

central to western inspired declarations on human rights but the notion that duties should feature 

prominently in any discussion is widespread in societies where custom is central to local cultural 

values. It is axiomatic that rights and duties have a symbiotic relationship in that one cannot exist 

without the other. As Professor Powles has pointed out:

C onferring  a right on a  person necessarily  involves im posing a duty on ano ther person or 

entity  to  g ive effect to  the righ t or o therw ise perm it it to  operate.992

A rationale for balancing rights and duties is well put in Appendix 1, Report on the proposed 

Pacific Charter on Human Rights which observes:

991 ‘Lo Bilong Yumi Yet’ (1992) at 35.
992 ‘Duties o f individuals: some implications for the Pacific o f  including “duties” in “human rights” documents’ (1992) 
22 VUWLR/Monograph 4 49 at 52. The paper is a concise and stimulating discussion of the balancing act inherent in 
the debate over rights and duties. For another perspective see Angelo ‘Lo Bilong Yumi Yet’ (1992) at 37-47.
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T he group-based structure o f  island societies can inhibit the exercise o f  hum an rights i f  it 

is abused or used in an oppressive m anner, but techniques m ay nevertheless be developed 

w hich  will reduce the possibility  o f  conflict. For an exam ple, an approach w hich 

recognises the duties o f  the individual to  the group and society as a w hole w ould help  to  

encourage balanced consideration o f  the vital relationship  betw een the group and its 

m em bers. ...

T he  existence o f  rights in individuals im plies that those individuals are under a duty to 

ensure that o ther m em bers o f  the com m unity are able to  enjoy the ir rights. This is why 

som e rights need to  be lim ited for the protection o f  the rights and freedom s o f  others. But 

th e re  is another elem ent to  th is question. All societies recognise that individuals ow e 

du ties to the com m unity at large, but th is point is understood better in Pacific countries 

than  in m ost o ther p laces.993

Although constitutions generally contain a charter of individual rights only rarely do they list a 

catalogue o f duties. Therefore, that in Article 7 of the Vanuatu Constitution, mirroring the list of 

Basic Social Obligations set out in the Preamble to the 1975 Papua New Guinea Constitution, is 

relatively novel.994 The Draft Pacific Charter o f  Human Rights995 in Articles 27 to 29 catalogues 

the following code of duties.

D uties o f  individuals

A rtic le  27 D uties tow ards Fam ily, Society and C om m unities

1 .Individuals shall have duties tow ards his fam ily and society, the Parties and other 

legally  recognized com m unities and the international com m unity.

2. Individuals shall exercise their rights and freedom s w ith due regard to the rights o f  

o thers, collective security, m orality and com m on interest.

993 (1992) 22 VUWLR/Monograph 4 at 101.
994 Article 7 is set out in full at n 338 at 90 above. Although the Solomon Islands Constitution does not contain any list 
of duties section 3 states in general terms that the range of rights it confers is granted ‘subject to respect for the rights 
and freedoms o f others and for the public interest.’
995 The Charter was prepared in the 1980s under the aegis o f the Law Association for Asia and the Pacific 
(LAWASIA). It is reproduced in (1992) 22 VUWLR/Monograph 4 at 145-159. The Charter owes much to the African 
(Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples ’ Rights, adopted June 27, 1981, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3 rev. 5, 21 l.L.M. 
58 (1982), entered into force Oct. 21, 1986. This Charter is set out at 159 in the 1992 VUWLR Monograph 4 and is 
accessible at <http://wwwl.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/zlafchar.htm>.

http://wwwl.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/zlafchar.htm
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A rticle  28 D uty to  R espect O ther Indiv iduals W ithout D iscrim ination

Indiv iduals shall have the duty to  respect and consider th e ir fe llow  beings w ithout 

d iscrim ination , and to  develop and m aintain  relations aim ed a t p rom oting, safeguarding 

and re in forcing  m utual respect and to lerance.

A rtic le  29 C ertain Specific D uties o f  Individuals

Indiv iduals shall have th e  duty:

1. T o preserve harm onious developm ent o f  the fam ily and to  w ork  fo r its cohesion  and 

respect.

2. To w ork  to  the best o f  the ir abilities and com petence, to  use th e ir  sk ills and ab ilities for 

the betterm ent o f  the ir com m unities, and to  pay taxes im posed by law  in th e  in terests o f  

society;

3. To preserve and strengthen  positive Pacific cultural values in the ir re lations w ith  other 

m em bers o f  the society, in the sp irit o f  to lerance, d ialogue and consu lta tion  and, in 

general, to  contribute to  the prom otion o f  the  w ell-being o f  society.

These itemised duties reflect a clear wish to maintain traditional family and community values. 

This may be uncontroversial but with reference to Article 29(3), Powles has perceptively noted 

that:

N evertheless, i f  as articu la ted  in the Pacific draft, the individual has a  duty ‘to  strengthen 

positive Pacific v a lu es’ then  there is a  danger tha t th e  adequacy o f  the ind iv idual’s 

perform ance m ay be ju d g ed  by a ru ling  trad itional e lite .996

The point is a strong one pinpointing the perennial dilemma in the debate. Few would argue that 

it is desirable to dismantle worthwhile community values. Nevertheless who is to determine that 

any given value is worth retaining and enforcing? Or put another way: how does one assess what 

are ‘positive Pacific values’? The phrase is open-ended and consequently subject to 

interpretations that may seek to promote the interests of the proponent(s) of the value in question.

Those who strenuously support vernacular duties over constitutional and international codes of 

rights are often those who argue in favour of cultural relativism. They maintain that outsiders 

cannot make moral judgments about the values of a foreign culture as any such judgments are 

conditioned by and relative to the culture in which the person making the judgment was brought

996 In ‘Duties o f Individuals’ (1992) at 57.
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up. In short the doctrine pleads for tolerance and non-interference. This is, superficially at least, 

an attractive argument but may compel critics to turn a blind eye to practices that are arguably 

unsupportable by any standard and may in extreme cases be used as an excuse for oppressive and 

brutal conduct by repressive regimes. Donnelly has observed in political context that ‘...appeals 

to traditional practices and values have all too often been a mere cloak for self-interest and 

arbitrary rule.’997 Proponents of a forceful interpretation of cultural relativism dismiss liberal 

notions of human rights as western white middle-class meddling irrelevant or inappropriate to 

traditional cultures. Nevertheless my conclusions are that the traditionalist camp have blocked the 

doorway to progress and particularly have tried to frustrate any agenda designed to promote 

equality for women and further that those who erect ‘keep out’ signs in respect of custom do so to 

retain social control.998

The following discussion concentrates on the gender aspect as this is the one in which the 

problem is most visible but it is not the only area where rights violations occur.999 Quite apart 

from restrictions on freedom of movement by local banishment or forced exile because of 

infringements of custom,1000 individual rights might clash with custom demands in struggles 

between young and old and adults and children.1001 They might also surface in disputes between 

family factions within kingroups over property rights.1002

The basic dilemma in Melanesia

Jolly states this with some accuracy when she asserts:

But there rem ains th e  challenge to  m ake this relevant to th e  post-colonial realities o f  

P apua N ew  G uinea, V anuatu and Solom on islands w here liberal notions o f  equality  o f

997 Donnelly ‘Cultural Relativism and Universal Human Rights’ (1984) at 414. Donnelly and Garkawe ‘The Impact of 
the Doctrine of Cultural Relativism on the Australian Legal System' (1995) give a wide synopsis o f the debate.
998 Particularly see the legislation on provincial government and inheritance in Solomon Islands discussed in chapters 3 
and 6 and the failure to bring the Domestic Protection Act 1997 into force in Vanuatu.
999 See Jamakana v Attorney General and Another (1983) SILR 112 where the Minister o f Immigration unlawfully and 
unconstitutionally restricted the movement o f an opponent in a dispute over customary timber rights.
1000 Remisio Pusi v James Leni and Others HCCC 218 o f 1995.
1001 In chapter 5 when discussing custody issues we also noted that the courts have upheld the criterion of the best 
interests of the child as embodied in imported English statute and the UN Convention on the Rights o f  the Child 1989 in 
preference to the demands o f custom advanced by the child’s patriline.
1002 See Asasia and Another v Kikile (on behalf o f  Lakuili tribe) and Others HCCC 3 o f 1995, unreported, judgment 18 
June 1995.
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opportun ity  encoded in the rhetoric o f  constitu tions and governm ent po licy  rest uneasily  

w ith  persisten t and novel form s o f  inequality  by gender, class and e thn ic ity .1003

Juggling the constitutional call for equality for women and a traditionalist stance for custom is a 

forbidding assignment. In the legal sphere the challenge is whether or not a new indigenous 

judiciary will be alert to, and then reflect and enforce, modem agendas for human rights. This 

will mean dissecting traditional assertions of custom and rejecting or adapting those that grate 

against the repertoires o f rights as constitutionally expressed or contained in applicable United 

Nations Conventions.

My diagnosis is that customary law, as presently instituted and practiced, has become fossilised 

and tended to cling limpet-like to a conservative agenda protecting the power and authority of 

senior males.1004 The dogmas of this set and gelled custom are most likely an opportunistic 

invention. Ranger has presented a convincing hypothesis as to how an authentic custom flexible 

in character became, with the active connivance and encouragement of the colonial authorities, a 

solidified body of rules favouring men.1005 He has highlighted a central feature of custom noting:

T hese  [pre-colonial A frican] societies had certainly valued  custom  and continu ity  bu t 

custom  w as loosely defined  and infin itely  flexible. C ustom  helped to  m ain tain  a sense o f  

iden tity  bu t it also  allow ed for an adaptation  so spontaneous and natural th a t it w as often  

unperceived. M oreover there rarely  existed  in fact the closed  corporate consensual system  

w hich  cam e to  be accepted  as characteristic  o f ‘trad itio n a l’ A frica .1006

Two ni-Vanuatu women, Dorosthy Kenneth and Henlyn Silas, have emphatically echoed the 

adaptable nature of custom commenting that:

C ustom  is a  set o f  ru les observed w ith in  a particu lar group. It does no t have the sam e 

rig id ity  as law. R ather, custom  is a w ay o f  life and m uch o f  its streng th  lies in its 

flex ib ility . A s life and circum stances change so do the  ru les and, hopefully , w om en w ill 

p lay  a  m ore im portan t ro le in the  fu ture in  all m atters in  V anuatu, includ ing  land .1007

1003 Margaret Jolly ‘The Chimera o f Equality in Melanesia’ (1987) 17(2) Mankind 168 at 170. She goes so far as to 
suggest that women may in fact be worse off both in the public official and private domestic spheres in the post
independence era than they were before.
1004 See 73-77 and 131-137 respectively in chapter 3.
1005 At 247-259 in ‘The Invention o f Tradition in Colonial Africa’ in The Invention o f  Tradition 1983.
1006 Ibid  at 247-8.
1007 At 68-69 in ‘Vanuatu: Traditional Diversity and Modem Uniformity’ in Land Rights fo r  Pacific Women 1986.
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The problem lies in devising pragmatic schemes to bring about a reformation of traditional tenets 

and several possible approaches for fulfilling this goal can be examined.

Constitutional

Duchacek has pointed out that constitutional declarations are a primary cornerstone in any 

movement to eliminate unequal treatment commenting that:

...m o s t m odem  constitu tions and their b ills o f  rights accord w om en equal political and 

econom ic status bu t ... constitutions obviously cannot elim inate th e  natural d ifferences 

betw een m en and  w om en. They can attem pt, how ever, to  eradicate sexual d iscrim ination  

and inequality .1011

This emphasises that the proclamations in the local constitutions are a profitable starting point 

from which to advocate the demolition of discriminatory laws and practices.

Judicial

Superior court judicial officers of course operate in a rarefied medium and although their input is 

crucial in setting the standard, it is extremely unlikely that their pronouncements on points of 

abstruse constitutional law will be read or understood by other than an elite minority. The chief 

task of senior officers lies in the training of the members of local courts, so that all justices are 

aware that modem rights standards go beyond decision-making on the intricate minutiae of 

constitutional interpretation and extend into the ordinary cases that fall for determination on an 

everyday basis. On human rights issues the courts in both jurisdictions have generally taken a 

robust stance in support of modem charters.1012

1011 ID Duchachek, Rights and Liberties in the World Today: Constitutional Promise and Reality Clio Santa Barbara 
1973 at 89-90.
1012 For example in the recent case of Falealupo v Barbou, SCCC 82 o f 2000, unreported, judgment 8 January 2001, 
recorded at USPILJ, Vanuatu, Supreme Court (Civil) the Judge held that since Vanuatu had ratified ‘International 
Conventions on Human Rights’ non-citizens were entitled to the protection afforded by the fundamental rights 
provisions of Article 5 o f  the Constitution despite the fact that the Article permitted legislation which might limit its 
application to non-citizens.
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Political

If real progress is to be made then politicians must give unwavering support to the ultimate ideal 

of true equality by setting a clear example to the public. Merely not taking action prejudicial to 

human rights will not be enough. Article 5 o f CEDAW sets the necessary standard when it 

declares:

Article 5

States P arties shall take all appropriate  m easures:

(a) T o m odify the social and cultural pa tterns o f  conduct o f  m en and w om en, w ith  a v iew  

to achiev ing  the elim ination  o f  p re jud ices and  custom ary and all o ther p ractices w hich are 

based on the idea o f  the in feriority  o r th e  superiority  o f  e ither o f  the sexes o r on 

stereotyped roles for m en and w om en ;1013

The Article emphasises that intervention in this sphere must be on a broad social and cultural 

front. Legislation in itself may achieve little but there are several ways in which Governments can 

actively encourage awareness. No list could be exhaustive but suggestions might include:

• developing programmes on human rights education for use in the school curriculum

• ensuring that children of both sexes are given an equal chance to compete for the limited 

amount of secondary education available

• ensuring that hiring practices and opportunities for advancement in the public service are fair 

and non-discriminatory

• providing financial or personnel assistance to women’s and other groups working for the 

promotion of greater rights awareness

• preparing and distributing simply-expressed booklets in all the main demotic languages 

explaining basic constitutional rights agendas

• sponsoring broadcasts on local radio stations dealing with rights issues.

Although none of these proposals are expensive they do demand an effort of will on the part of 

politicians if they are to be implemented, even on a modest scale.1014

1013 Vanuatu is a party to the Convention, Solomon Islands recently became one, see n 29 at 13 above.
1014 However there are no grounds for optimism here: see n 998 at 319 above.
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Social and religious

In both jurisdictions there are numerous active women’s groups capable of broadcasting the 

message widely. In addition the influential position of the various denominations of churches 

makes them ideally placed to spread the ‘gospel’ of equality. Women’s groups already issue 

materials under the banner of Legal Literacy for Women: Know Your Rights, a series of legal 

education pamphlets prepared, funded and published under the auspices of, the UK Pacific 

Regional Human Rights Education Resource Team in Suva Fiji. The proving-ground in the battle 

to spread information relating to the rights charter is the local village because even allowing for 

some recent urban drift about 90% of islanders still live in small scale communities.1015

Final word

This thesis can offer no master plan designed either to guarantee the smooth harmonisation of 

exotic and indigenous laws or to make sure that constitutional directions on rights issues are 

adhered to. It has set out to systematically analyse and comment on the constitutional framework 

and then chronicle the way the courts have grappled with the task of implementing the formulae 

for the application of plural sources of law and the fundamental rights charter. Following on from 

this breakdown I have put forward my own ideas as to the correct interpretation of the relevant 

provisions and made suggestions for reform in certain areas of the law. This back-to-basics 

approach should stimulate and concentrate legal thinking and offers the only sound and viable 

methodology from which those involved in the law can begin to advise clients, argue cases, 

adjudicate upon disputes and pass laws.

1015 Molokomme stressed the importance o f this aspect in ‘Disseminating Family Law Reforms’ (1990-91).
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The legislation 

Customs Recognition Act 2000 (No 7 of 2000) 

1. Short title

This Act may be cited as the Customs Recognition Act, 2000, and shall come into operation on

such date as the Minister may appoint by notice published in the Gazette.

2. Interpretation

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires-

"Court" means any Court of Solomon Islands of competent jurisdiction; and 

"customary law" has the meaning assigned thereto in the Constitution.

3. Existence and nature of customary law matters

Subject to the provisions of section 5, questions as to the existence of any customary law and the 

nature of such customary law in relation to a matter, and its application in or relevance to any

particular circumstances, shall be ascertained as though they were matters of fact.

4. Facts may be relevant when customary right, usage or practice in question

Where the question is as to the existence of any customary law, the following facts are relevant-

(a) any transaction, practice or usage by which the right or custom in question was created, 

claimed, modified, recognised, asserted or denied, or inconsistent with its existence; and

(b) particular instances in which the right or custom was claimed, recognised, or exercised or in 

which its exercise was disputed, asserted or departed from.

5. Proof of custom

(1) In considering a question referred to in section 3 a Court-

(a) is not bound to observe strict legal procedure or apply technical rules of evidence; and

(b) shall-

(1) admit and consider such relevant evidence as is available (including hearsay evidence and 

expressions or opinion); and

(ii) otherwise inform itself as it thinks proper.

(2) For the purposes of deciding on a question referred to in section 3 a Court may-

(a) refer to books, treatises, reports or other works of reference, or statements by Provincial 

Governments or chiefs (whether published or not);

(b) accept any matter or thing stated in such works as evidence on the question; and

(c) of its own motion, call such evidence or require the opinions of such persons as it thinks fit,
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so, however, that this subsection shall not limit in any way the discretion of the Court in obtaining 

evidence or informing itself on the question.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions o f section 3, where an appeal is made from a decision of a 

Court, the Court that hears the appeal may consider de novo a question referred to in that section 

that arises in the appeal.

6. Recognition of custom

Subject to the provisions o f this Act, custom shall be recognised and enforced by, and may be 

pleaded in, all Courts except so far as in a particular case or in a particular context-

(a) its recognition or enforcement would result, in the opinion of the Court in an injustice or 

would not be in the public interest; or

(b) be inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution or an Act of Parliament.

7. Criminal cases

Subject to the provisions o f this Act, the law of evidence and to any other law, custom may be 

taken into account in a criminal case only for the purposes of-

(a) ascertaining the existence or otherwise of a state of mind of a person;

(b) deciding the reasonableness or otherwise of an act, default or omission by a person;

(c) deciding the reasonableness or otherwise of an excuse;

(d) deciding, in accordance with any other law whether to proceed to the conviction of a guilty 

party;

(e) determining the penalty (if any) to be imposed on a guilty party; or

(f) taking the custom into account in order to avoid any injustice that may be done to a person.

8. Civil cases

Subject to provisions of this Act, the High Court (Civil Procedure) Rules, 1964, and to any other 

law, custom may be taken into account in a case other than a criminal case only in relation to-

(a) the ownership by custom o f rights in, over or in connection with customary land of-

(i) anything in or on customary land; or

(ii) the produce of customary land, including rights of hunting or gathering;

(b) the ownership by custom of rights in, over or in connection with the sea or a reef, or in or on 

the bed of the sea or of a river or lake, including rights of fishing;

(c) the ownership by custom of water, or of rights in, or over water;

(d) the devolution of customary land or of rights in, over or in connection with customary land, 

whether-

(i) on the death or on the birth of a person;

(ii) on the happening of a certain event;
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(e) trespass by animals;

(f) marriage, divorce or the right to the custody or guardianship of infants, in cases arising out of 

or in connection with a marriage entered into in accordance with custom;

(g) a transaction that-

(i) the parties intended should be; or

(ii) justice requires should be,

regulated wholly or partly by custom and not by law;

(h) the reasonableness or otherwise of an act, default or omission by a person;

(i) the existence of a state of mind of a person; or

(j) taking the custom into account in order to avoid any injustice that may be done to a person.

9. Guardianship, etc.

Notwithstanding anything in any other law, custom shall be taken into account in deciding 

questions relating to guardianship and custody of infants and adoption.

10. Conflict of custom

Subject to this section, and to any other law, where-

(a) in a matter before a Court a question arises as to which of two or more systems of custom 

should prevail; and

(b) the Court is not satisfied on the evidence before it as to that question,

the Court shall consider all the circumstances and may adopt the system that it is satisfied the

justice of the case requires.

Introduction

This Act has not yet been brought into force and as time goes by it seems increasingly unlikely 

that it will be. Consequently discussion on it here will be brief. In the main thesis I commented on 

it at various stages.1016 The Act, along with the Papua New Guinea Underlying Law Act 2000, has 

recently been the subject of searching scrutiny by Corrin and Zorn.1017 The Act can be criticised 

on a number of grounds.

1016 At 53, 58, 73 (note), 86, 121(note) in chapter 3 and 243 and 244 (note) in chapter 5.
1017 Corrin Care and Zorn ‘Legislating Pluralism: Statutory ‘Developments’ in Melanesian Customary Law’ (2001) 46 
Journal o f  Legal Pluralism  49-101. This is a keystone treatise for those interested in extended comment on the 
legislation. Much o f what appears in this Appendix has been gleaned from this article.
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Confusion over terminology

The Act refers to ‘custom’ ‘customs’ and ‘customary law. Only ‘customary law’ is defined and 

then solely by reference to the unsatisfactory formula in the Constitution that it ‘means the rules 

of customary law prevailing in a area of Solomon Islands.’ The Act in its long title describes itself 

as ‘An Act to provide for the recognition of customs as a part of the laws of Solomon Islands.’ 

Apart from the Act’s main title this is the only other reference to ‘customs.’ There are a plethora 

of references to ‘custom,’ a term not evidenced in the Solomon Islands Constitution but which is 

employed in that of Papua New Guinea. It is difficult to know what to make of this apart from 

observing that it may be one of the perils of unthinkingly duplicating a law from another 

jurisdiction.

General or specific prescription

The Constitution by the operation of sections 75 and 76 as read with Schedule 3 provides a 

general formula for the application of customary law. This allows for a measure of flexibility and 

permits the Courts some latitude in determining the parameters in which customary law is to 

operate. As we saw in chapter 3 the formula is not problem-free but if  the approach suggested 

there is adopted then customary law can be applied sensibly in a purposive way.1018 One crucial 

drawback of the adoption of a specific manifesto for customary law is that it may actually 

contract the boundaries in which it is the effective source of law. This may be particularly so in 

view of section 76 of the Constitution. This reads:

76. U ntil P arliam en t m akes o ther p rovision under th e  preceding section, the provisions o f  

Schedule 3 to  th is C onstitu tion  shall have effect fo r the purpose o f  determ ining the 

operation in Solom on Islands-

(d) o f  certain  A cts o f  the Parliam ent o f  the U nited  K ingdom  m entioned therein;

(e) o f  the p rincip les and rules o f  the com m on law  and equity;

(f) o f  custom ary law; and

(d) o f  the legal doctrine o f  jud ic ia l precedent.

This might at first glance suggest that as soon as an Act purporting to provide comprehensively 

for customary law is brought into force the formula in Schedule 3 ceases to have effect and the

1018 The issues are discussed in depth at 50-73. A summary o f my suggested approach appears at 72-73.
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Courts will only be able to apply customary law as authorised by the Act. If this interpretation is 

correct the useful general guidelines for the precedence of sources of law would be rendered 

redundant. However section 76 is but a corollary to section 75. This section reads:

75. (1) Parliam ent shall make provision for the application  o f  law s, including custom ary 

laws.

(2) In m aking provision under th is section , Parliam ent shall have particular regard to  the 

custom s, values and aspirations o f  the people o f  Solom on Islands.

This provides for legislation for the application of laws and indicates that it is concerned with 

how various sources of law relate to and rank with each other. It seems that the 2000 Act was 

passed in line with the formula in paragraph 3(3) of Schedule 3 providing as follows:

3. (3) An A ct o f  Parliam ent may:

(a) p rovide for the p ro o f and p leading o f  custom ary law  for any purpose;

(b) regulate the m anner in w hich or the purposes for w hich custom ary law  m ay be 

recognised; and

(c) p rovide for the resolution o f  conflicts o f  custom ary law.

The 2000 Act purports to legislate for these three areas; proof, recognition and conflicts of law. 

If this is correct then the legislation can be viewed as being made in pursuance of the power 

contained in Schedule 3 rather than seeking to change the basis of the ranking of laws set out in 

that Schedule.

The provenance of the Act

The Act is so closely based on the Customs Recognition Act (Ch 19) of Papua New Guinea that it 

follows that Act almost verbatim. This measure was the successor to the Native Customs 

(Recognition) Act 1963. Taking a statute from another jurisdiction is fraught with danger. This is 

principally because the reasons for the statute elsewhere may well not pertain in the country of 

adaptation. Corrin Care and Zorn have noted:

W hen the N ative C ustom s (R ecognition) Act w as enacted, custom ary law  w as no t a 

source o f  form al law. The statute provided for lim ited  recognition in the form al courts, as 

an alternative to  setting up local (or “native”) courts. A fter independence, the P apua N ew
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G uinea C onstitu tion  requ ired  th a t custom  be treated  as a m ajor source o f  state law. This 

should have led a lm ost im m ediately  to  the repeal o f  the C ustom s R ecognition  Act.

Instead, th e  1963 A ct w as re-enacted  w ith  only cosm etic changes as the C ustom s 

R ecognition  A ct, and th is d inosau r rem ained in force until 2000. S ince independence, the 

status o f  custom ary law  in Solom on Islands has been relatively clear. To enact legislation  

based on a  m odel designed fo r a  colonial legal system  that favoured the introduced law  

over custom  is to tally  inapp rop ria te .1019

That the Solomon Islands should replicate its neighbour’s statute in 2000 is ironic since in that 

same year Papua New Guinea appeared to jettison its own Customs Recognition Act and enacted 

the Underlying Law Act.1020 This latter measure is more sympathetic to, and positive towards, 

custom providing that the courts should treat custom as law and utilise it in preference to the 

imported common law so as to mould a home-grown common law based primarily on custom.

Proof of custom as a fact

Section 3 o f the Act provides that questions about the existence, nature and application o f custom 

must be ‘ascertained as though they were matters o f fact.’1021 The issue of whether custom is to be 

regarded as a question o f fact or law is crucial to its standing. If  the former it becomes 

inapplicable until proved and thus its status is diminished, it being inoperable as a source of law 

as of right. There are practical problems in viewing customary law as a question of law, not least 

of which is ascertaining what it is, but nevertheless it is curious that a foreign source such as the 

common law is accepted as a question of law whereas local customary law is not.1022 The 

prescription of custom as fact is unsatisfactory and automatically demotes it from its 

constitutional status as a formal source of law, superior to common law and equity and, at least, 

on a par with English statutes. Customary law has always been dogged by lack of recognition as 

of right. It seems paradoxical that a law put forward by an indigenous legislature perpetuates a 

limited mode for the operation of custom.

1019 ‘Legislating Pluralism’ (2001) at 66.
w2o Underlying Law Act did not expressly repeal the original Act For extended comment on this point see Corrin 
Care and Zorn ‘Legislating Pluralism’ (2001) at 81-84.
I0“1 Admittedly section 5 gives the court extensive discretion as to how to ascertain custom. One problem is that some 
judicial officers may prove unsympathetic to customary law or regard the time and effort necessary to an investigation 
o f the pedigree o f a custom unjustified.
I0"2 Regionally see Zorn and Corrin Care Proving Customary Law in the Common law Courts o f  the South Pacific 

2002. For further full discussion on the proof o f customary law as a question of law or fact see Allott New Essays 255
291; Allott ‘The Judicial Ascertainment o f Customary Law in British Africa’ (1957) 20 Modern Law Review 244 and 
Hannigan ‘Native Custom, its Similarity to English Conventional Custom and its Mode o f Proof (1958) 2 Journal o f  
African Law  101.
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The boundaries for customary law

The Act in sections 6 to 9 seeks to designate the fields and sectors in which customary law is to 

function and proceeds to circumscribe their application. Even here there is further evidence of 

muddled thinking.

• General recognition

Section 6 accords general recognition and this blueprint, subject to the express limits placed upon 

it, seems to order the mandatory application of custom. Section 6 itself is limited if ‘its 

recognition or enforcement would result, in the opinion of the Court in an injustice or would not 

be in the public interest...’ Could this introduce the repugnancy proviso in a new form? The 

section also prevents recognition is cases of inconsistency with the Constitution or other 

legislation thus repeating paragraph 3(2) in Schedule 3 but this is uncontroversial.

• Civil and criminal cases

However sections 7 and 8 relating to criminal and civil cases respectively specifically restrict the 

recipe for custom. Firstly the sections are permissive only and simply direct that ‘custom may be 

taken into account.’ Secondly they limit the areas in which custom can be taken into account to a 

slate of set situations. The implication from this can only be that in situations other than those 

listed custom cannot even be taken into account.

Sections 75, 76 and Schedule 3 make it clear that customary law is a formal part of the law, 

arguably superior in standing to all received law. Nevertheless sections 7 and 8 of the Act, if 

construed strictly, dictate that customary law will no longer have general effect as part of the law 

of Solomon Islands as prescribed by paragraph 3(1) of Schedule 3. Instead it will be so reduced in 

status that it may only be taken into account in the limited cases set out in the sections. 

Admittedly both sections employ a saving formula that custom can be taken into account ‘in 

order to avoid an injustice that may be done to a person’ but this sort of open-ended provision 

could be interpreted restrictively to exclude custom.

Corrin Care and Zorn have suggested that sections 7 and 8 may be unconstitutional arguing that 

they conflict with paragraph 3(1) of Schedule 3 directing that ‘...customary law shall have effect
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as part of the law of Solomon Islands.’ They note that section 75(1) of the Constitution says that 

Parliament ‘shall make provision for the application of laws, including customary law’ and argue 

that legislating to restrict the role of custom as a general source of formal law is arguably 

different from providing for its ‘application’.1023

There is of course no guarantee that Parliament when legislating on customary matters will 

advance the interests of indigenous inhabitants. Much of the legislation relating to the logging of 

customary land can be impugned as favouring the interests of loggers over the rights of 

landowners.1024

• Child custody

Section 9 reads ‘Notwithstanding anything in any other law, custom shall be taken into account in 

deciding questions relating to guardianship and custody of infants and adoption.’ This is a more 

forceful formula than that contained in sections 7 and 8 and is directory rather than permissive. 

Paragraph 6(1 )(c) of the original 1993 Customs Recognition Bill embodied a further restriction on 

the recognition of customary law. This stated that it was not to apply where ‘... in a case affecting 

the welfare of a child under the age of 16 years, it would not [be] in the best interests of the 

child.’ This had been copied from sub-section 6(1 )(d) of the Papua New Guinea Native Customs 

(Recognition) Act but did not appear in the final Solomon Islands statute.

Cases involving child custody have engendered strong feelings among indigenous Solomon 

Islanders who have expressed antipathy to the western welfare principle. In a series of cases 

discussed in chapter 5 the principle, as enshrined in section 1 of the Guardianship o f  Infants Act 

1925 (UK), was applied by the Courts. In the leading decision, Sukutaona v Houanihou1025 the 

Chief Justice proclaimed that ‘the courts have always regarded the interest of the children to be of 

paramount importance and should continue to do so.’ However he also declared that customary 

law should be a factor in decision-making.

The question is: can the fact that section 6(l)(c) of the original Bill as set out above was omitted 

from the final legislation be taken as a clear indication of legislative intent that custom is to

1023 ‘Legislating Pluralism’ (2001) at 68-69.
1024 See the critical comments o f Chief Justice Ward in Tovua and Others v Meki and Others HCCC 141 o f 1989, 
unreported, judgment 3 November 1989.
1025 (1982) SILR 12.
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prevail over the welfare principle? Some will assert that it does but the words ‘shall be taken into 

account’ in the section indicate that other factors may also be taken into account, and the welfare 

principle is the most obvious contender.1026 Nevertheless section 9 is plain and certainly attests 

that in custody cases custom should be taken into account as a major factor.

Choice of law

Section 10 is self-explanatory and directs the Courts to weigh all factors in choosing the system 

of custom best suited to provide justice if a question arises as to which of two rival systems 

should prevail. However the formula is not particularly flexible and seems to prescribe that if two 

or more systems are in conflict then the Court must choose one or the other to decide the matter. 

This might not be sensible and it might have been better to provide that the Courts could take 

elements from each system. This would be more likely to promote a harmonious solution that 

both parties would find acceptable.

Summary

The Act is ill considered. It would be preferable for the whole issue to be properly reviewed by 

the Law Commission if it still operated or failing that by a qualified Committee. Copying 

legislation from another jurisdiction without examining the background to the legislation there is 

not recommended as a method of reforming the law. The main defects of the Act are that it 

restricts the operation of custom to certain situations and demands that it should be treated as a 

question of fact. Corrin Care and Zorn sum up the problems neatly commenting that:

U nfortunately, as it now  stands the Solom on Islands C ustom s R ecognition A ct, i f  ever 

brought into force, may have the opposite effect [to that intended]. R ather than  increasing 

the likelihood tha t courts w ill use custom , it m ay instead decrease the use o f  custom ary 

law, because it:

•  requires custom ary law  to be proved as a fact, ra ther than as law;

•  restricts recognition  o f  custom ary law  to a list o f  specific cases, top ics and areas o f  

law;

1026 Corrin Care and Zorn ‘Legislating Pluralism’ (2001) at 70-71.
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•  is unclear as to  w hether guard iansh ip  and custody cases are to  be decided in 

accordance w ith custom ary law , o r w hether custom  is ju s t a  factor to  be taken in to  

account; and

•  m ay give too  m uch d iscretion , w ith  too  little  guidance, to  the courts in deciding 

conflic ts betw een d ifferent custom ary  reg im es.1027

1027 ‘Legislating Pluralism’ (2001) at 97.
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